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Foreword

Among modern planning and decision making tools, the several techniques
developed in operations research in the 1940's stand as some of the most
powerful and versatile tools for mo,iern management. Until recently, the
complexity of computations underlying these techniques precluded their
extensive use in educational administration. However, as computer computa-
tional support is becoming increasinglyindeed commonlyavailable to
educators, and the necessary computer programs are now readily obtained;
operations research techniques are beginning to make their unique contribu-
tion to the modern educational administrator's battery of planning and
decision making tools.

The purpose of this book i3 to provide the educational administrator with
a working understanding of the most useful operations research techniques
and exrerience in using computers to provide the background computations
required by each The emphasis throughout the text is on the practical appli-
cation of the techniques to educational problems. The text presupposes only
that the user has access to a computer. The use of computer programs and
the interpretation of their results for decision making are taught in the text,
and ali complex mathematical manipulations underlying the application of
the techniques are left to the computer.

This book provides a practical, non-technical introduction to operations
research techniques in educational planning and decision making and as
such should be a valuable teaching vehicle for practicing school admin-
istrators as well as for stude.nts and professors of educational and business
administration.

Development of this book by the Northwest Regional Educational Labo-
ratory was sponsored by the National Institute of Education (NIE); Washing-
ton, D.C. NIE has demonstrated a continuing commitment to the sponsoring
of research which results in the improvement of education through the appli-
cation of modern technology. NIE is particularly pleased to have sponsored
this project which facilitates the application of a powerful technological tool
(the computer) and a powerful set of management tools (operations research)
to the improvement of education. This product fills an especially vital need
today as strains on school budgets together with the public call for improved
management and accountability demand more efficient, effective manage-
ment in the complex and expanding enterprise of education.

Richard B. Otte
Education Technoiogy Specialist
National Institute of Education

vii



1 AN INTROdUCTION TO

EdUCATiONA[ DECISION MAkiNq

ANd OPERATIONS RESEARCh

ABOUT THE BOOK

The purpose of this text is to provide the prac-
ticing aria future educational administrator with
a working knowledge of some of the most use-
ful tools of modern managementthe operations
research techniques of PERT, linear program-
ming, queueing theory, and simulationusing
both hand and computer calculations. Through-
out the text, practical exercises are given which
require the reader to apply the information just
studied. Answers are included in Appendix IL
An understanding of basic algebra will equip the
reader to handle all hand calculations required;
the text itself guides the user through the simple
steps of running the numerous computer pro-
grams, assuming only that the programs have
been loaded onto the available computer and
that the user can obtain any needed guidance
for getting access to the program from the
terminal.

ThiS firSt chapter is a basic introduction to
the four operational research techniques dealt
with in the text and briefly discusses their prac-
tical applications in the educational setting. The
chapter can be used effectively as an advance
organizer for the subsequent four chapters,
which explain in detail the use of the several
techniques as aids in complex decision making.

COMPLEX DECISION MAKING
IN EDUCATION

The primary focus of an educational administra-
tor's job is on decision making, and the scope of
the administrator's decision-making responsibili-

tie..; extends across the entire educational enter-
prise. In many day-to-day educational problem
situations, alternate solutions are so clear and
well-defined that deciding on the best solution
can be intuitive. Most routing problems, such as
which teachers to assign to lunch duty or which
of two new teachers to hire, are regularly solved
by familiar; semi-intuitive procedures; An in-
creasing number of educational problems
confronting administrators are, however, so
complex and involve so many possible solutions
that it is difficult or impossible to pick out in-
tuitively the best solution.

One example of the large and complex prob.:
lems that educational managers face is that of
minimizing costs in all phases of education
while maintaining or improving quality. For
example, the administrator must typically make
the decisions necessary to hold down the costs
of the school lunch program while at the same
time assuring that each child receives a nutri-
tionally adequate meal. He or she must minimize
the cost of buying new textbooks while making
sure that the quality of instruction remains high;
He or she must make the decisions required to
negotiate teaching contracts while simultaneously
holding the line on Costs and ensuring adequate
or improved instruction; bus schedules must be
constructed so that all children are transported
efficiently at a minimum cost; building mainte-
nance must be scheduled to minimize both cost
and interference with instruction. Clearly, ar-
riving at solutions to problems requiring simul-
taneous minimizing and maximizing of effects
must involve more than intuition.
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Planning is another area in which large and
complicated problems arise. Here the admini-
strator faces such questions as: How can a cur-
riculum revision be carried out to that all the
materials will be ready by the start of school
next year? HoW do I make sure that all the small
tasks necessary to complete this revision get
done in the right order and with a minimum of
time wasted? What is the best sequence of
activities_ fbr carrying out a revision of the aa-
ministrative structure? What tasks have to be
completed and in what sequence must they
be done in order for me to be ready for up-
coming salary negotiations? What is the best
and most efficient way to carry out a needs-
asse§§ment study for my district? What are the
activities and what is the sequence for preparing
my school's budget for next year? The solutions
to such planning problems are generally beyond
the scope of simple intuitive decision making.

In addition; the educational manager is often
faced with problems of prediction. He or she
must have some rational basis for answering quet=
tions like: How is the population in this district
going to change over the next ten year? How
many and what kinds of physical plant facilities
will the district need in the future? How must the
teaching staff change to meet expected enroll-
ment changes? What new equipment must be
purchased in order to meet the future needs of
the students, faculty and community?

For each of these complex problems, the
number of possible solutions is large, but there
is usually only a small number of solutions that
Will meet all criteria for a successful solution.
That is, there are only a few solutions-which
will simultaneously minimize costs and maid=

mite some other important variables (such as
achievement), which will create the most ef:
ficient plan, or which will predict in the opti=
mum manner. These types of problems. also
require more than intuition.

The administrator's situation is made addi-
tionally challenging by the variety of problems
to be solved, including such concerns as racial
integration as mandated by the Supreme Court,
accountabilityi static or decreasing monetary
support in the face of steadily rising costs;
changing staffing patterns, and demands for
increased quality of educational practices.

In all these educational administration prob-
lems, two things are required of the administra-

tor: he or she must make decisions to solve the
problem, and must have tools beyond insight
and intuition with which to work out the de-
cisions. We will first explore exactly what is
involved in the de-cisiOns themselves, and then
consider techniques for optimizing the effec-
tiveness of the decision process.

'Po perform the job of increasingly complex
deciSion making with maximum effectiveness;
pretent:day administrators have found they can
make excellent use of all modern management
tools they can command. .err. 3ng the newest
such tools are operations research techniques.

OVERVIEW OF OPERATIONS
RESEARCH TECHNIQUES

The need for special research into large opera-
tions was first recognized at critically important
in the large development and production projects
of the Defense Department and major industries
during the 1940s and 1950s. Here such problems
as the development of effective complex deploy-
ment strategies, the design and production of
new weapons systems, and the production of
huge airliners were first encountered.

In order to find the best possible solutions for
these problems, several scientifically based;
highly technical methods were developed. The
applications of these techniques over the years
became known as operations research. Although
these techniques were originally designed for
specific p'rojects, they have been generalized to
the point where they have become widely ap=
plicable tools for modern management. They
provide a systematic way of looking at problems
and of generating data that will provide a base
on which to make effective decisions.

To the degree that one faces complex multi-
faceted problems, the educational administrator
will find some of these techniques important
aids, perhaps better than methods previously
available. The most useful operations research
techniques for modern educational administra-
tors are:

PERT,
LMear Programming
Queueing Theory
Simulation
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All four -.re presented in depth in Chapters 2
through 5. As an introduction to these decision-
making tools, a brief description of each follows.

PERT

The acronym PERT stands for Planning, Evalu-
ation and Review Technique. PERT is a highly
effective procedure for organizing information
about multistage Projects. The technique is
used primarily for planning and analyzing
project stages or series of activities which are
oriented toward some goal and are interdepen-
dent. The key feature of the PERT technique is
the PERT chart, which graphically displays the
activities involved in a project and their inter-
connection. The PERT chart forms the basis for
detailed analysis of time elements; critical
sequences of activities in the progress of the
project, and scheduling requirements.

An example of a PERT chart is shown in Fig-
ure 1-1 for the simple project of preparing for
a speech. The arrows represent the sequential
activities involved in this project.

To see how PERT might be used in a typical
educational problem situation, suppose it has
been decided that your district administrative
structure is to be reorganized. Obviously, the
problem is to complete the reorganization suc-
cessfully, but a great many different, inter-
related activities with varying and variable time
constraints will be involved. To approach this
problem with the tool of PERT charting and
analysis, the first step to be taken is the deter-
mination of all activities which must be a part
of the reorganization project. Using the PERT
chart procedure, the activities are laid out in
diagrammatic form to show the order with re-
spect to one another and to the final goalthe
completed reorganization: The construction of
the chart systematically clarifies crucial prede-
cessor activities and interconnection points.
Once the chart is complete; the time required
for each activity can be entered on the diagram;
and further analyses can be carried out to iden-
tify where time factors must be manipulated to
ensure the tins flow of activities, where slack
time may be available; and what sequence of
activities involves the least slack or no slack and
hence needs special attention: On the basis of

the completed time analysis, the scheduling of
each activity in the project can take place.

In summary, PERT is a technique that ean be
of immense help to achninistrators in planning
the successful and timely completion of corn:
plex projects.

Wr itesp,,ach Rehearse Give speech.®
3 days 1 day 1 day 1 day

Figure 1-1.
Simple PERT Chart. This chart may be interpreted as
follows. Writing the speech must take place before
either the illustrations are drawn or the speech is typed,
and the writing will take three days. Drawing the illus-
trations must be done before the transparencies are
made, and the drawing will take 1/2 day. Both typing the
speech (1 day) and making the transparencies (1/2 day)
must take place before the speech is rehearsed. Finally,
the speech must be rehearsed (1 day) before the speech
is given (1 day).

LINEAR PROGRAMMING

Linear programming is a mathematical technique
designed to solve problems that can be stated in
terms of constraints and a single measurable
goal. Linear programming is applicable to prob-
lems in which the constraints and goal can be
stated mathematically. The purpose of linear
programming is to find the largest or smallest
possible value of the goal that conforms to all
of the restraints:

Let's consider a problem that may he solved
by the method of linear programming. Suppose
that some of the teachers in your school are
having trouble deciding how much time they
should spend in large group and individ'cal in-
struction. The need, as you see it, is to decide
how to divide teacher time between large group
and individual instruction. Further, suppose that
the average class size for your school is 30 stu-
dents and that each teacher spends five hours or
200 minuteWeach day in group and individual
instruction. This constraint can be expressed
mathematically: the sum of the time spent in
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group instruction plus 30 times the amount of
time in individual instruction (since there ar, 30
students who must be individually instructed)
must be equal to 300. The second and third
constraints are that the teacher must spend some
time in each of the two modes of instruction;
the amount of time spent in group instruction
must be greater than zero, and the time spent in
individual instruction must also be greater than
zero. Mathematically we can express these con-
straints as follows:

Constraint 1: Group Time + (30 X Individual
Time) = 300

Constraint 2: Group time > 0
Constraint 3: Individual Time > 0

Finally, we must formulate the goal as a mathe-
matical expression. The goal is for each teacher
to spend time during a school day in such a
manner that the students will derive the most
benefit from the instruction they receive. Be-
fore we can formulate the goal, we must decide
on and quantify the value of group instruction
relative to the value of individual instruction.
For purposes of using linear programming to
solve this problem, specifying individual in-
struction simply as more valuable than group
instruction is not sufficient. We must quantify
how much more valuable individual instruction
.is than group instruction. Suppose we decide
that individual instruction is five times more
valuable than group instruction. Now we can
express the goal mathematically by:

benefit to students -= Group Time
+ (5 X Individual Time)

With these quantified expressions, the tech-
niques of linear programming can now be used
to calculate a single optimum combination of
group instruction time and individual instruc-
tion time This optimum combination of times
would make the value of the goal (benefit to
students) as large as possible subject to the
imposed constraints. Linear programming is a
powerful decision strategy when the solution to
a problem involves minimizing or maximizing a
goal expressible in mathematical terms, within
the limits of constraints that can also be ex-
pressed mathematically.

QUEUEING THEORY

Queueing theory is a method for analyzing
waiting line or queue problemsthat is, prob-
i ems in which there are one or more service
`facilities" and where units of some kind require

the services of these "facilities" at various times.
Service facilities may include school lunch
servers; film projectors, ditto machineS, district
maintenance departments, guidance counselors,
examinations, learning packages, or teachers.
The units of the queue or waiting line may be
students, teachers, committees, typewriters,
automobiles, school buildings, and so forth.
These units (called "customers") do not have to
be physically waiting in line, but they must re-
quire service by the facility.

The educational setting abounds in such
waiting-line situations, often involving large
numbers of customers and complex questions
concerning needs, time, and available funds.
Queueing theory provides a mathematical
framework within which to study the key
aspects of the queueing situation and to deter-
rnine such things as what the average length of
the waiting line is; how long a customer just
arriving at the waiting line can expect to wait,
and how much of the time the service facility
is idle: Corresponding infOrmation can be syste-
matically generated for hypothetical alternative
waiting-line situations in such a way that prac-
tical comparisons can easily be made.

To gain a clearer introductory view of what
queueing theory provides, consider the fol-
lowing example. Suppose your district has two
major building repair crews. Assume you have
just been charged with deciding whether to add
a third crew. The goal here is to determine
whether two or three repair crews are needed:
Some of the practical constraints to be taken
into cOnSideration might be such things as the
amount of money available for repairmen or
the amount of time crews may be idle: Ap-
proaching this problem with queueing theory
methods, the repair crews are identified as the
Service facilities and the customers are the
school buildings needing repairs. If you are able
to determine the average time it takes a crew
to repair a school building; you can use queueing
theory to generate the information you will
need to solve the problem. Among other data,
this technique can provide you with information

1 u
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iibiiut the average waiting time fOr repair, the
average number Oi buildings waiting to he re-

With two or three service crews, and the
probabilities of the crews being idle. In a case
like this, you would have to make the final de-
cision based on the criteria and constraints
which apply: For example, your final decision
on whether to have two or three crews might
depend on thii criterion that no building should
wait over two weeks for major repairs:

This example is one of many possible situa-
tions in education for which queueing theory
pr- ovides a powerful decision-making aid.

SIMULATION

Simulation is an operations research technique
for formulating and operating models of prob-
lems. It is a technique for translating the prob-
lem situation into a Working model of the
problem. When we speak of "model" in this
context, we are referring to a representation of
the real:world situation which is simpler and
easier to understand and manipulate than the
real:problem situation. For instance, a mathe-
matical equation may be a model of a real sys-
tem; a set of logical steps can be the model of
a decision process: The principal value of a
model to the administrator is that he or she can
try out a number of different solutions to the
problem on the model without taking the time
or money that would he required if these solu-
tions were tried out in the real-decision context.

It should be noted that PERT, linear program-
ming, and queueing_ theory are specialized types
of simulation. PERT uses an analysis of a project
to construct a diagrammatic model of the
project. Linear programming develops mathe-
matical equation§ that are a model of the prob-
lem situation. Queueing theory develops essen-
tially a mathematical model of problem situa-
tions where Ithere are customers waiting to use a
service.

The simulation technique, in general, is used
to analyze the problem situation into its com-
ponents and to put these components into a
simplified system representing that situation:
One then develops a number of possible solu-
tion§ to the problem. These solutions are applied
to the simplified system, and the outcomes or
results of the various solutions are observed in

the Model. Thus simulation is primarily a tool
for assessing the impact of various possible de-
cisions on the problem situation:

Let's take an example to see how simulation
works: Suppose that you are interested in de-
termining the need for new school buildings in
your district over the next ten years. The basic
problem may/6e stated in the questiOn, "HoW is
the population of children in my district oh*
to change over the next ten years?" In consul=
tation with an expert in the area of demographic
change, you would analyze the situation and
identify the constraints and controllable vari-
ables. Using relationships among these con-
straints and controllable variables as specified
by a theory of demographic change, you and the
expert would deVelop a model of demographic
change for your district.

This model would relate changes in the
school-age population to such factors as eco-
nomic growth rate, birth rate, age-range dis-
tributions in the population, number of housing
starts, changes in the geographic distributions
in the population, and rate of industrial de-
velopment. In order to find solutions to the
problems implied in the situation, you would
try various combinations of the input factors.
The model would then operate on these input
factors to yield an outcome in terms of changes
in school-age population. Your decision on how
many school buildings your district needs in
the next ten years would -be a function of the
input data you consider the most probable for
your area.

As the above example suggests, simulation is
an effective technique for investigating the prob-
lem situations and providing information as to
the ramifications of many alternate decisions:

These, then, are four major techniques in
operations researchPERT; linear program-
ming, queueing theory and simulation. In the
following chapters you will get a better under-
standing of these techniques and how they can
be applied to the problems of the educational
administrator.

OPERATIONS- RESEARCH USING
THE COMPUTER

In complex problem situations, the operations
research techniques discussed above will prove
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to be excellent ways of organizing information
and generating data for decision making, but the
calculations required can be tedious and time.:
consuming for the heavily scheduled adminiStra=
tor. Since these techniques have found a broad
range of uses in management today, however,
computer programs designed to perform the Cal=
culations have become readily available.

Educational administrators will often find
that the manager of the computer center in their
district; or whose services they use, can obtain
programs that perform PERT, queueing, Or
linear programming either from the library of
programs available with their system or from a
university computer center or user's group.

Many commonly used simulation programs are
alSb available from such sources. In most cases
the input information needed to run the pro-
grams will be the data regularly required by the
technique, and output from the computer will
normally be easily interpreted by the adminis-
trator familiar with the technique involved. The
running of programs will, in most instances, be
left up to the computer center personnel.

At the end of each of the following four
chapters; after each technique is described and
hand and computer calculations are both ex-
plained and demonstra',ed, a final discussion is
given concerning hoW to obtain and uFe pro-
grams for that specific technique.
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2 PERT: A P[ANNiNg ANd

ANAtysis Toot

CHAPTER PREVIEW The PERT planning and analysis tool is a highly effective technique for
structuring and analyzing milistep projects. This chapter is designed to give
the reader a working knowledge of PERT organizing method, including the
PERT network, and a clear understanding of the most important uses
of PERT in administrative project planning.

Experience is provided in using computer programs to carry out PERT
analyses of complex projects typical of the ones educational administrators
frequently must plan.

Throughout the discussion of PERT methods, practical but simple ex-
anipleS are used to illustrate the application of PERT in educational settings;
although it must be kept in mind that PERT has its greatest use and bene-
fits in more complex project planning: At key points, REVIEWS are inter-
spersed which reiterate definitions of new terms and provide progressive
exercises on the methods previously covered; A final exercise requires the
reader to use all the methods involved in PERT network and analysis on a
typical project using a computer program.

CHAPTER AIMS After completing this unit, the reader will be able to command the basic
PERT analysis and planning methods and to use them to solve problems
involving complex Scheduling of activities and variable time lines. Mastery
of the material will alSo provide the reader with the skill to use PERT
analyses to communicate with others about projects and to use computer
programs to perform complex PERT analyses as needed in the actual ad-
ministrative setting.

INTRODUCTION

A number of large-scale research and develop=
ment efforts has been initiated by the Govern=
inent and private industry during the last two
decades. One such project was the Polaris ballis-

To PERT

tic missile. At the time of this project's incep-
tion, the designers needed to plan and execute
the project as quickly as possible; however; a
number of unanswered questions existed: what
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research was needed and how was it to be
planned? What was the length of time these
research projects would tak to complete? What
Were the stages of deveiopinent and testing
Which the successful completion of the project
would entail? At what date could the United
States expect to have an operational Polaris
ballistic missile? To answer these questions the
Navy developed a project planning system called
PERT, for Planning, Evaluation, and Review
Technique:

PERT is a planning and scheduling technique
which provides for systematic analysis and
planning of projects in which there is a degree
of uncertainty. It is valuable when the exact
time needed to complete a project is not pre-
cisely known but can be estimated. Fundamental
to the PERT technique is the development of
a graphic diagram or network of the sequence
of all activities involved in a project; from its
inception to its completion. Thus PERT can be
Simply described as a tool for planning and
analyzing a project involving a series of activities
when the duration of the activities is uncertain
but capable of being estimated.

A key feature of the PERT network and
analysis is the: method of finding the critical
path, or sequence, of activities in the project
network: For the manager of any project, this
amounts to determining in advance the sequence
of strategic activities which involves the least

----coorn_for delay and which may therefore require
special attention either before or during the
project.

PERT has four particular advantages for the
decision maker. First and foremost, it is a
powerful tool with which to structure thinking
about many of the tasks confronting the de-

cision maker. Second, it offers a versatile,
systematic methodology for the analysis and
planning of multistage projects: Third, it pro:
vides the decision maker with a useful device

for -communicating project plans to all levels of
staff and management. Finally; PERT affords
the manager a practical basis for effective time
Management throughout the most highly com-
plex and lengthy projects.

PERT IN EDUCATIONAL
ADMINISTRATION

To the extent that edubational administrators
are responsible for the management of time and
manpower, PERT is an enormously useful tool.
The following tasks are just a few of the fre-
quently encountered administrative projects for
which PERT is appropriate and useful:

1. Budget preparation
2. Analyzing procedures for the purchase of

materials and supplies
3. Planning a feasibility study of administra-

tive organization
4. Planning and controlling an educational

needs survey
5. Analyzing scheduling procedures
6. Planning a curriculum evaluation
7. Analyzing media scheduling
8. Planning and analyzing maintenance pro:

cedures

Each of the projects above involves multiple
activities with complex timetables governing
their completion and interconnections. Without
a methodolb& such as PERT for organizing and
scheduling complex projects, the administrator
may lOSe considerable time developing orga-
hitatiorial schemes for structuring and imple-
menting projects with multiple activities. With
PERT the framework for organizing factors in
the project is already at hand, and the central
work of structuring and analysis can begin
without delay.

PERT ANALYSIS: FOUR STEPS

PERT assumes that the work under consid-
eration constitutes a project. Cook defines a
project as "an organization unit dedicated to
the attainment of a goalgenerally the success-
ful completion of a development product on

time, within budget, and in conformance with
predetermined performance specifications: "'

ID. L. Cook, Better Project Planning and Control
Through the Use of. System Analysis and Management
Techniques (1967), ERIC ED019 729.
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Thus projects are finite in that they must have
a definite beginning and ending: They must be
complex in that they require a mix of human
and material resources applied tc a series of re-
lated activities. 'They must be homogeneous,
in that they must be capable of being distin-
guished from other projects. And they must
consist of a well defined collection of interre-
lated activities,

Given such a project, the following are the
steps involved in a PERT analysis:

Identify the activities involved in the project,
Cliistruct a network by pictorially repre-

senting the relationships between activities.
Determine the time necessary to complete

each activity:
Compute the time required to complete the

entire project; the critical path of activi-
ties through the project; and the times at
which each activity must be completed in
order for the entire project to be completed
on time.

We will consider each of these steps in turn.

I. IDENTIFY THE ACTIVITIES

The first step in PERT analysis of a project is
to identify the activities which make up the
project. 'That is the project must be broken
down into its component activities. The typi-
cal project using PERT methods in its planning
might have anywhere from 25 to 100 activities
on the list; For illustrative purposes in our text,
however, we will use simplified examples. As
the first, suppose you want to identify the
activities involved in presenting a new curricu-
lum package to your school board. Assume that
you were an ex officio member of the curricu-

Te:minologV

REVIEW

lum revision committee and were therefore not
completely aware of the proceedings. Proba-
bly the first thing that you would do is to get
a copy of the committee's report and a sample
of the curriculum materialS. Then you would
have to prepare your talkthat is, outline,
write, and type your presentation. You might
also want some overhead transparencies. Finally,
you must complete the activity of giving the
talk. The list below gives the major activities:

Get curriculum committee report.
Get curriculum materials samples.
Outline presentation.
Write presentation.
Type presentation.
Make overhead transparencies.
Make presentation to board.

Because of the simplicity of this example; we
have listed the activities in the sequence in
which they may occur; although that is not
necessary. Lists may often reflect a very random
order.

Notice that in the list above, the activities
comprise a clearly defined set of interrelated
activities, each of which is discrete and has
distinct beginning and ending points. Recall
that for PERT to be applicable, a project's
activities must exhibit these characteristics.
The above list, then, confirms that the project
may be analyzed using PERT. This is not to
say, however, that it is the particular list you
would have constructed for this project. Your
list could have included quite different activi-
ties, each of which had discrete and independent
starting and ending points. The important thing
is that PERT is an administrative tool, its use
by any individual will necessarily be slightly
different. The correct list for any project is the
one that the particular administrator feels is
appropriate for his or her purposes.

1. PERT (Planning, Evaluation and Review Technique): a tool for planning
and analyzing projects with a definite beginning and end and involving
well defined activities that can be ordered in time.
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Exercise 1. List the essential activities that you think are involved in setting up an
elementary school budget.

2. List the activities you think are involved in conducting year-end staff
evaluations.

II. CONSTRUCT A PERT NETWORK

The second step in a PERT analysis is to con-
struct a PERT network. This network is a pie=

torial representation of the interrelationShipS
among the activities comprising the project.

To illustrate the construction of a network,
let's take a simplified version of the board pre-
sentation project in which the activities are
identified as:

Make presentation to the board.
Outline the presentation.
Write the presentation.

To keep track of all the activities in a project,
it is conventional to make a complete list of all
activities involved (not necessarily in any order)
and to identify each by an identification number
(again, not necessarily in any order). A typical
activities list for our sample project is shown in
Figure 2-1

ID Activity Description

1

2

3

Make presentation to the board
Outline the presentation
Write the presentation

Figure 2-1.
Sample activities list.

As you can see, the list gives the verbal de-
scription of each activity in the center (other
information will be added to the right later on)
and places the identification number in the left-
hand column: The identification numbers give
a clear and convenient way to refer to each
distinct activity in the construction of tile net:
work:

Event: Before we construct the network, the
concept of an event must be introduced. An
event marks the beginning or the end of an ac-

tivity. An event, as distinguished from an
activity, has no time duration; The initiating
event represents the start of a particular activity
and the terminal event represents the point at
which the activity is completed. Thus, in our
simple example; the first event would mark the
start of the activity of outlining the presenta-
tion. The first activity is terminated by the
ending event. At this point, the activity which
follows the outlining of the presentation is initi-
ated,that of writing the presentation. Since it
directly follows the ending event of Activity 1,
its starting event is concurrent with the ending
event of Activity 1, and it terminates by its own
ending event. And so on.

We can now construct a PERT network for
our simple example, showing each activity; in
order, and showing their starting and ending
events.

(... I too_
pr,...,C.11 Ion)

(Yriti (Mdko
proscnt lou) prestAltat ion)

Figure 2-2.
PERT Network for Board Presentation Project.

You can see that the diagram in Figure 2-2
represents the project in terms of the flow of
activities and events. The arrows represent
activities; with the identification number of
the activity on the top of the arrow. Thus2 stands for Activity 2, which, in our
example, is outlining the presentation. A let-
tered circle denctes an event; intermediate
events may represent both the termination of
one activity and the initiation of another ac-
tivity. Note that the diagram flows from left to
right, and specifies which activities must be com-
pleted before other activities may begin.

The network in Figure 2-2 shows diagram-
matically that in the simplified board presenta-
tion project, the first event (event a) is the
beginning of Activity 2 (outlining the presenta=
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tion). This is folloWed by the activity of out=
lining the presentation and the termination of
the activity (event b). This, in turn, is followed
by Activity 2 (making the presentation to the
board), which ends in its terminating event
(event d). Thus the network is a visual repre-
sentation of the order in which activities must
take place for the project to be completed.

Now let's return to the complete board pres-
entation project for which we identified the
seven activities on page 9:

Get curriculum committee report.
Get curriculum materials samples.
Outline presentation:
Write presentation:
Type presentation.
Make overhead transparencies.
Make presentation to board.

Before beginning to construct the network for
this project; we will make a conventional activi:
ties list and assign an identification number to
each activity for our future reference. Our list
might look like that in Figure 2=3.

lb

1

2
3
4
5
6
7

Activity Description

Get curriculum committee report
Get Sample curriculum materials
Outline presentation
Write presentation
Type presentation
Make overhead transparencies
Give presentation

Figure 2-.3
ActivitieS tilt Thr complete board presentation project:

Remember that activities may be listed in any
order and that numbers may alSo he assigned in
any order that is convenient. Using this list, one
can construct the activity network.

As is conventional, we construct the network
from left to right, beginning with the first
activity. An arrow is drawn for each activity, in
logical order, by marking its start and end with
a lettered circle representing the starting and
ending event. Since PERT assumes a continuous
sequence of interconnected activities, the let-
tered circle marking the end event is used simul-
taneously as the starting event of the next
activity directly following it For example,

3 The one exception is ob-
viously the final activity of a projectfor exam-
ple, _L-7---11) 8 + Also note that the initial
starting event naturally has no predecessor
activity, hence is marked by a lettered circle
,ihich has no arrow leading to it. For example,

-1 When a project has two or more
initial activities that start independently, each
is repreiented by a separate arrow beginning
with its own starting event.

With these conventions in mind, we cm now
construct the network for the board presenta-
tion project. From the activities list, we see that
we have two initial events without predeces-
sorsActivity 1 (get curriculum committee re-
port) and Activity 2 (get sample curriculum
materials); these will be represented by two
separate activity arrows each of which has its
own independent starting event. But; what
about their ending event? We know that; except
for the final ending event of a project; the
ending event of each activity marks the begin-
ning event of the next activity. What activity
follows getting the curriculum report and what
activity follows getting sample materials? Obvi-
ously, Activity 3 (outline the presentation)
follows both Activities 1 and 2that is, the
beginning event of Activity 3 is the ending event
for both Activities 1 and 2. Therefore, the net-
work must begin like this:

Figure 2-4.
First Three Activities in Board Presentation Project.

Notice that each event is lettered and that event
d marks the end of Activity 3.

To continue the network, we need to deter-
mine what activity follows the ending event
(outlining the presentation)that is, what ac-
tivity Activity 3 immediately precedes. Since
Activity 4, writing the presentation, can begin
immediately after and not before the end of
Activity 3, we can draw this activity in and
produce Figure 2-5.
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Figure 2-5.
Activities 1 to 4 of Board Presentation Network.

What activity immediately followE and cannot
begin before the end of writing the presenta-
tion? Clearly, it is typing the presentation,
Activity 5.

Figure 2-6.
Activities 1 to 5 of Board Presentation Network.

Now, what follows Activity 5, (typing the
presentation) and cannot begin before it?
Activity 6, making overhead transparencies? But
these could be made before the presentation is
typed. They could be made even before the
presentation is written; as Activity 4. But they
could in all likelihood not be made before the
presentation is outlined; Activity 3; Therefore,
the immediate predecessor of Activity 6 is Ac-
tivity 3.

The only activity left which could follow
Activity 5 (typing the presentation) is Activity
7; making the presentation. This Activity can
be added to the network, and as it is clearly the
terminating activity of the project, its ending
event g is the termination point of the project.

We have now only Activity 6, making over-
head transparencies, to enter in the network. As
we discovered above, Activity 6 is immediately
preceded by Activity 3, the outlining of the
presentation. So, we could enter the arrow for
Activity 6 showing its starting event to be con-
current with the ending event of Activity 3,
event d.

(1 1, 01.C..t
1,0ion)

fl

roirItt.
pr,,,111.11. lion)

Figure 2-7.
Activities 1 to 7 of Board Presentation Project.

i

FidUre 2-8.
Activity 6 followink Activity 3 in Board Presentation
Network.

At this point we have not yet finished con-
structing the network. As you will notice, Ac-
tivity 6 appears to end in midair at event h and
is not shown to precede Activity 7 (making the
preSentation). We must reconstruct the network
in such a way as to show that Activity 7 is im-
mediately preceded by both Activity 5 (typing
the presentation), and Activity 6 making trans-
parencies).

Since PERT conventions do not allow curved
arrows, we cannot curve the arrow for Activity 6
to run from the ending event d to the starting
event f. However; we can place Activity 6 on a
straight arrow between the ending event d and
the starting event 1; then we can draw the
arrow for Activity 4 (writing the presentation)
starting at event d and proceeding aboVe the
main line of arrows to end in event e. We can
draw a descending arrow for Activity 5 ( typing
the presentation) between its starting event e
and at its ending event f, as shown in Figure 2-9.

Now, reading Figure 2-9 from left to right,
you can see that the network details the order
of activities in preparing the presentation to the
school board and indicates exactly which activi-
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7

Itt1.1kt (1:tvtt
t it- prt,tttlt.lt toll)

Figure 2-9.
Complete Network for Board Presentation Project.

ties must precede other activities so that the
project can be successfully completed. In con-
structing networks, administrators will often
find that several tries are required before the
correct sequence can ultimately be diagrammed,
showing the exact concurrence of ending and
starting events from the beginning of the project
to the finish.

If the administrator stops exploring PERT
even at this r. 'pint, a valuable method has clearly
been acquired for organizing projects. However,
there are more elements of PERT analysis which
can be used in planning and implementing
projects.

Once the network has been adequately con-
structed, the administrator can add the correct
immediate predecessor for each activity to the
activities list for future reference and for later

Terminology

Exercises

REVIEW

use with computer programs. As an example,
Figure 2-10 illustrates the activities list for the
board presentation project with immediate
predecessors filled in.

ID Activity Description
Immediate

Predecessors

1

2
Get curriculum committee report
Get sample curriculum materials

3 Outline presentation L2
4 Write Presentation 3
5 Type presentation 4

6 Make overhead transparencies 3
7 Give presentation 5,6

Figure 2-10.
Activities list with immediate predecessors filled in.

1. PERT NETWORK: a pictorial representation of the interrelationships
among the activities in a project.

2. EVENT: the beginning or ending point of an activity, represented in a
network by a lettered circle.

Using the activities list which you developed for the elementary school
budget or the year-end staff evaluation project in Exercises 1 and 2; page
10, assign identification numbers to activities and construct a complete
PERT network for the project.

2. Two activities lists for two different projects are given below. Draw the
networks for each of these projects and add to the activities lists all
correct immediate predecessors for each activity. Note that it is often
helpful to construct a PERT network starting with the last activity and
working backward to the first activity(ies).
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(a) Activities list for project: Prepare a budget request for an elementary
school.

ID Activity Description

1. Obtain class enrollment data.
2. Obtain growth factor from past records.
3. Predict next year's class enrollment.
4. Determine number cf classes.
5. Determine size of teaching staff needed.
6. Determine number of specialists twet,... 1.
7: Obtain teacher supply requests.
8. Determine supply needs.
9. Determine transportation needs.

10: Prepare budget request.

(b) Activities list for project: Polling the district teaching staff on their
attitudes toward differentiated staffing.

ID Activity Description 10 Activity Description

1. Prepare questionnaire.
2. Prepare me. lo to staff regarding poll.
3. Type memo.
4. Distribute memo.
5. Type questionnaire.
6. Duplicate questionnaire:

7. Distribute questionnaire.
8. Collect completed questionnaire.
9. Tally results.

10. Write report on poll.
11. Deliver report to superintendent.
12. Inform teaching staff of results.

3. Select a reasonably limited project with which you are familiar and con-
construct a PERT network for it.

The Dummy Activity
At this point you should nave a good feeling for
the basics of a PERT networkactivities (repre-
sented by solid arrows) and events represented
by lettered circles) accounting for the major
stages of a project. One additional item is highly
useful in laying out a diagrammatic network
the dummy activity (represented by a dotted
arrow) which is an artificial activity used to pre-
vent inconsistencies or confusions in networks.
The dummy activity has three special uses,
which we will consider one at a time

First; wh( -roject has multiple beginning
or ending act. : a basic network would show
such activitit: ,inning or ending indepen-
dently both 01 other and of_any start or
finish of the prt,_ ,s a whole. For example,
Figure 2-9 shows L ,oard presentation project
beginning with two independent activities
(getting report and getting materials) and it un-
realistically suggests that each starts spontane-
ously out of nowhere, without relation to the

project as a whole. A look at Figure 2-11
shows the utility of inserting dummy activities
in such caseswith the dummy activities in
place, the network suggests clearly that once the
project starts (event 0), the two beginning activi-
ties commence. In addition, were the project to
end in two independent activities, they could
realistically be connected by dummy activities
to one terminating event. Hence, clarity and
conformity to real-world decision making can
be added by the dummy activity.

So that dummy activities can be individually
identified, they are given identification numbers
just as all other activities are. Dummy activities
can be numbered as convenienteither in order
as they appear in the network or in sequential
order after the last activity number in the net-
work, as in Figure 2 -IL

The second use of the dummy activity is in
instances where two separate activities have
the same immediate predecessor and both im-

u
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(Maki, overhvad- (Civ,

pro.ntation)

Figure 2-11.
Network for Board Presentation with Single Starting Event.

mediately precede the same activity. In such
instances, the two activities share the same be-
ginning event and ending event, and a simple
PERT network would not be able to show the
distinction between the two A simple network
could either show only one of the two activities
( placing its identification number above the
arrow between the two shared events) or it
could show the two as indistinguishable (placing
boa identification numbers above the one ar-
row); The problem with the first alternative is
obviously that of omission; the second alterna-
tive incorporates confusion.

In such cases, dummy activities can be used
to diStinguish the two activities clearly while
ShoWing them both to begin and end with
a common event. This can be done by first
drawing two separate arrows from the common
beginning event and giving them separate ending
events (one being the common event they both
end in and the other being wholly artificial).
These distinct ending events can then be dia-
grammatically shown to coincide by inserting a
dotted arrow (dummy) between the artificial
ending event and the actual ending event both
activities precede;

To illustrate, suppose that the board presen-
tat',in project required that while you are
writing your presentation and having it typed
and while your overhead transparencies are
being prepared, you also must prepare a brief
written summary of your presentation for the
individual board members. Here the two activi-
ties of preparing overheads and preparing a
Summary both begin with the same event (the
termination Of outlining the presentation) and
end with the same event (the start of making the
presentation). Figure 2-12 shows how a dummy
activity can be incorporated into the network so
as to diagram the situation clearly. Beginning at
event d (finish of outline), both activities are

Wu! (in, -
(PrepOrv_

p-esestation) overheads)

7

((Ave

presentation)

Figure 2-12.
Using a Dummy Activity to Distinguish Two Activities.

shown to proceed separately to event f (start of
making presentation), one preceding directly
and the other proceeding to its ending event h,
which is then connected by a dummy activity
to event f

Dummy activities have a third use in net-
worksindicating a preferred sequence of activi-
ties when there is no other need for the specific
sequence. Consider the board presentation
project again and suppose that, in addition to
the new activity of preparing a summary for the
boord, you must also plan to distribute this
summary to the board. Furthermore; suppose
that you want the activity of writing the presen-
tation to precede the distribution of the sum-
mary, but there is no activity linking the two
activities so as to establish the order of events.
To make the desired precedence clear in the net-
work; a dummy activity can be inserted, as
illustrated in Figure 2-13, where the dummy
activity connects events e (end of writing presen-
tation) and h (beginning of distribution of
summary).

When a network has been completed with
dummy activities, the dummy activities are
added to the complete activities list for the
project. The immediate predecessors for each
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Figure 2-13.
Network for Board Presentation with Dummy Activity Indicating Time Precedence.

dummy activity are listed appropriately on the
activities list:

In summary; the convention of the dummy
activity is a valuable aid in drawing up complete
and coherent PERT networks, whenever there
is a need to:

L Provide single starting or termination

REVIEW

events _for projects with multiple starts
or finishes.

2. Represent_ two or more separate activi-
ties which have identical starting and
ending events.

3 Indicate a desired precedence of activi-
ties where there is no intervening activity
necessitating the sequence.

Terminology 1. DUMMY ACTIVITY: an artificial activity represented by dotted lines
to prevent inconsistencies or confusions in PERT networks.

Exercises 1. Redraw the PERT network for the budget request project given in Exer=
cise 2a on p. 14; using dummy activities appropriately.

2. Redraw the network for the polling project, Exercise 2b on page 14,
using dummy activities.

III; DETERMINING COMPLETION
TIME AND AVAILABLE SLACK

Once the network has been drawn and the pred-
ecessors clearly established, the next crucial
issues concern time--how long each activity will
take to complete and how long the entire proj-
ect will take to complete. The next step is, then,
to establish the duration of each individual
activity. Once these durations are known, we
can calculate the total amount of time it will
take to complete the project. In addition, we

can calculate how much delay can be absorbed
by each activity without delaying the project.
In the next section, we will explain how these
calculations can be further used to determine
the "critical path" in the project the path or
sequence of activities which is critical insofar as
it has the least or no room for delay.

Activity Durations
The length of time (Duration) we must deter-
mine for each activity is the total length of time
involved from beginning to completion, which
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often involves more time in preparation of the
task than in actually doing it. For example,
though it may take only one hour to make
copies of a report; The entire activity might well
take one or more days to complete if time must
be allowed for getting the material to the copier,
waiting for copying, and getting the material
back from the copier.

For many projects, the length of time each
activity will involve is well known from past ex-
perience. However, most educational administra-
tbrS find themselves confronted regularly with
projects involving activities for which durations
must be estimated. In such cases, one rule has
become cardinalwhen collecting data to esti-
mate activity durations, go to those most di-
rectly connected with executing the activity.
Whenever this is not done or cannot be done,
there is a high probability that the figures de-
rived from the analysis of the PERT network
will be worthless.

Once the activity durations have been deter-
mined; it is often convenient to enter them
directly on the activities list. DurationS can
be entered in terms of hours, days, weeks, etc.,
depending on the nature of the project. Of
course, the same Duration measure should be
used for all activities within a project. As an
example, the Duration for each activity in the
board presentation project is shown on the
activities list in Figure 2-14. In this case, all
durations are shown in terms of days. Notice
that the dummy activities that were established
in the board presentation network in Figure
2-11 are entered on this activity list and are
assigned durations of 0.0 days. Since dummy
activities involve no time, 0.0 is the correct
Duration in all circumstances.

When activity durations are established, they
are entered on the PEFT network under the
arrow representing the appropriate activity. As
an example, if an activity number 1 were "to
get curriculum committee report" and its Dura-
tion were established as 1/2 day, it would be
shown on the network like this:

Figure 2-15.
Example of Placement of Activity Duration on Net-
work.

The entire network for the board presenta-
tion project, with durations entered, is illus-
trated in Figure 2-16.

4.0 (Make o,orhead
transOarene.es)

.1 (Give_ _.

presentation)

Figure 2-16.
Board Presentation Project with Duration Times.

ID Activity Description
Immediate

Predecessors Durations (days)

1 Get curriculum committee report 8 0.5
2 Get sample curriculum material 9 1.0
3 Outline presentation 1,2 1.0

Write presentation 3 2.0
Type presentation 1.0

6 Make overhead transparencies 3 4.0
7 Give presentation 5,6 .1

8 Dummy 0.0,
9 Dummy 0.0'

Figure 2-14.
Activities list with durations for board presentation project.
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Project Completion Time
Earliest Start and Finish Times. With all activity
durations entered, the network can be analyzed
to determine the project Completion Time (CT).
This analysis is carried out simply by deter-
mining the earliest start and finish times for each
activity in sequence through the final activity.

The Earliest Start Time is calculated for each
activity beginning with the initial starting time
of zero for the project. Thus the Earliest Start
Time for all initial activities is 0. The Earliest
Finish Time is the Earliest Start Time plus the
duration of the activity, or:

Earliest Finish = EarlieSt Start + DuratiOn

For example, if an activity number 1,_with an
Earliest Start Time of 0 (zero), had a Duration
of 1.5 (days), then its EarlieSt Finish Time
would be 1.5 (days).

If the initial activity is always given the
Earliest Start Time of 0, how do you suppose
the Earliest Start Times of the subsequent activi-
ties are calculated? The Earliest Start Time of
each subsequent activity is; of course, simply the
latest Earliest Finish Time for all predecessors
for that activity:

Earliest Start Time
= Latest Earliest Finish Time for Predecessors

For example, if activity number 16 is immedi-
ately preceded by activity 12 with an Earliest
Finish Time of 4.5 (days) and by activity 15
with an Earliest Finish Time of 5.5 (days), then
the earliest point at which activity 16 could
begin would be 5.5 daysthe latest Earliest
Finish Time of all predecessors:

From the above discussion, you can see that
the Earliest Start Times and Earliest Finish
Times for each activity reflect the total amount
of elapsed time from the start of the project's
initial activity to the start or finish of the ac-
tivity in question;

Each Earliest Start Time and Earliest Finish
Time is entered on the PERT network for easy
reference while the network is being further
analyzed. These times are conventionally en-
tered in brackets on top of the appropriate
activity arrow, immediately after the activity's
identification number. Earliest Start is entered

first and Earliest Finish entered second; sepa-
rated by a semicolon. For example; if an initial
activity was "get curriculum committee report"
with an activity Duration of :5 (days); it would
have an Earliest Start Time of 0 and an Earliest
Finish Time of .5, which would be entered as in
Figure 2-17.

1 (0.0:s]

.5

start; earliest finish

(Get curriculum committee report)

Figure 2-17.
Example of Placement of Earliest Start and Earliest
Finish Times.

Figure 2-18 shows part of the network for
the board presentation project with the Earliest
Start and Earliest Finish times for the two
initial dummy activities and activities 1, 2, and 3
correctly entered. Let's follow this example
through, step by step.

3 [1.0 :2.0)

1.0 (Outline presentation)

Figure 2-11L

Earliest Start and Finish Times for Initial Dummy Activ-
ities and First Three Acitioities on the Board Presenta-
tion Project Network.

Since we assume the starting time for the
project is day 0, and since the dummy activities
have duration times of 0, the Earliest Start and
Finish times for both dummy activities in Fig-
ure 2-18 are 0. The Earliest Start times for
activities 1 and 2 are then also 0. Since activity 1
has a duration of .5 days, then its Earliest Finish
is .5 days after the project has begun: Since
activity 2 has a Duration of 1.0 days, its Earliest
Finish is 1.0.

Activity 3, however, must begin after both
activity 2 has a Duration of 1.0 days, its Earliest
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That is, the curriculum committee report
(activity J.) and sample curriculum materials
(activity 2) must be obtained before the out-
lining of the presentation (activity 3) can begin;
We can he that sure activity 1 and activity 2
have been completed by day 1:0 (the Earliest
Finish of activity 2). Therefore, the Earliest
Start for activity 3 is day 1.0. Since activity 3
has a Duration of 1;0 days, then its Earliest
Finish is day 2.0.

After calculating these quantities for each
activity, one proceeds to derive the Completion

Time (CT), or the Earliest Finish Time for the
whole project, which is very simple. The Earliest
Finish Time possible for a project is= naturally,
the latest Earliest Finish of all activities and is
therefore the same as the EarlieSt Finish of the
project's terminating activity.

The entire network for the board presentation
is shown in Figure 2-19. Earliest Start and
Finish Times have been calculated for all activi-
ties. The total, time for the project is CT = 6.1
days (Earliest Finish of activity 7).

Figure 2-19.
Network for Board Presentation Project Showing Earliest Start and Finish Times and Completion
Times.

Terminology

ExPrcises

REVIEW

1. ACTIVITY DURATION: the total time it takes to complete an activity.
2. EARLIEST START TIME the earliest time in a project at which a given

activity can begin; for initial activities, always 0 (zero) and for other
activities, the latest Earliest Finish for all predecessors to that activity.

3. EARLIEST FINISH TIME for any activity in a project,- the Earliest
Start Time_plus the Duration of the activity.

4. COMPLETION TIME (CT): the latest Earliest Finish Time of all the
activities in a project.

Bqinning below are the complete activities lists (including activity Dura-
tions) for the budget request and the polling projects for which you drew
networks in Exercises 1 and 2 on page 16. Using the networks that you
previously drew; insert the Durations and the Earliest Start and Finish
Tinges for each activity, and determine CT, the earliest Completion Time
for each project.

2\ctivities list for project: Preparing a budget request for an elemen=
tary

2 ti
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ID Activity Description
Immediate

Predecessors

Durations
(days)

1 Obtain class enrollment data 11 2.0

2 Obtain growth factor from past
records 12 .1

Predict next year's class
enrollment 1,2 1.0

4 Determine number of classes .1

5 Determine size of teaching staff
needed 4

Determine number of specialists
needed .1

Obtain teacher supply requests 5.0
Determine supply needs 7 1.0

9 Determine transportation needs 13 3.0
10 Prepare budget requests 6,8,9 5.0
11 Dummy 0.0
12 Dummy 0.0
13 Dummy 12 0.0

b. Activities list for project: Polling the district teaching staff on their
attitudes toward differentiated staffing.

ID Activity Description
Immediate

Predecessors
Durations

(weeks)

1 Prepare questionnaire 14 1.0

2 Prepare memo to staff 1

regarding poll .2

3 Type memo 2 .1

4 Distribute memo 3 .6

5 Type questionnaire 1 .2

6 Duplicate questionnaire 5 .2

7 Distribute questionnaire 4,6 .6

8 Collect completed questionnaire 7 1.0
9 Tally results 8 .4

10 Write report on poll _9 1.0
11 Deliver report to superintendent 10 .1

12 Inform teaching staff of results 10 .6

13 Dummy 0.0
14 Dummy 0.0
15 Dummy 12 0.0
16 Dummy 11 0.0

Slack Time
The question now arises: How much can each
activity in the project be delayed without de-
laying the whole project? In order to answer
this question the latest possible time that each
activity may be started and finished must be
calculated. Once these latest times are estab-
lished, we can compare them to the Earliest

Start and Finish Times to see how much each
activity may be delayed without delaying the
on-time completion of the project;

Latest Start and Finish Times. The Latest
Start and Finish times are calculated from right
to left or backward along the network, begin-
ning at the Completion Time, T, which cannot
be delayed.

26
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':ht Latest Finish for the activities which
immediately precede the ending event of the
project is, of course; the Completion Time, T.
The Latest Start for any activity is:

Latest Start = Latest Finish
- Duration of Activity

For all activities other than those that precede
the ending event, the Latest Finish is the Earliest
Latest Start of all immediate successor activities.

As shown in Figure 2-20 below, this informa-
tion is entered in brackets next to the activity
duration figure. Notice that at this point in the
network analysis we have removed the paren-
thetical activity description from below the
activity line to make room for the Latest Start
and Finish Times. Henceforth, the activity de-
scriptions will be omitted from our networks;
to identify each activity we can rely on the
activity identification number always given
above each activity arrow.

Latest start

7 (6.06.11

.1 (6.0;6.11
0 CT - 6.1

Latent finish

Figure 2-20.
Placement of Latest Start and Finish Times.

Figure 2 -21a illustrates the network for ac-
tivities 5, 6, and 7 of the board presentation
project, showing Latest Start correctly;

The calculations for these times were made in
the following way; First, the Latest Finish for
activ:ly 7 (giving the presentation) is equal to
the finishing time of the project, T, or 6.1days.
The Latest Start of activity 7 is the Latest Finish
of that activity minus the duration of the ac7
tivity, or 6.0. A similar procedure is employed
for each activity in the network, working from
right to left.

..t

..,!'"e
Latent start

---...:Z1,

lAtent finish -___.......6;-,
."../

6 [2 (-1J, al_
4 [2.0:6.01

Latest start .--)

....}Latest finish

7 (6.0;6.1]

.1 16.0;6.11

CT 6.1

O

Latest finish

Latest start

Figwe 2-21a.
Latest Start and Finish Times for Activities 5, 6, and 7
of Board Presentation Project Network.

CT n 6.1

Figure 2-21b.
Board Presentation Project Network with Latest Start
and Latest Finish Times.

Figure 2-21b below illustrates the placement
of Latest Start and Latest Finish Times on the
entire board presentation project network.

Let's consider the calculations for activity 3
(outlining the presentation) in detail. The two
successors to this are activities 4 and 6. Their
Latest Start figures are 3.0 and 2.0 respectively.
Thus, since the Latest Finish of activity 3 is the
minimum of the Latest Start Times for the im-
mediate successors of activity 3; the Latest
Finish of activity 3 is 2.0 and the Latest Start
is the Latest Finish minus the duration of the
activity, or 2.0 - 1;0 = 1:0;

Slack. From the Earliest and Latest Time
figures; we can now make one final calculation
which will establish how much delay can be ab-
sorbed up to any point in the project. This is
the calculation of the Slack, or S, for each
activity. Slack for an activity is defined as the
amount of time which an activity may be de-
layed in either start or finish without delaying
the completion of the project.

The Slack for an activity is the difference be-
tween the Latest Start and the Earliest Start, or
the difference between the Earliest and Latest
Finish Times for that activity.

Slack = Latest Start - Earliest Start
or

= Latest Finish - Earliest Finish

Slack is calculated for each activity beginning
with the last one on the network and moving
backward to the initial one(s) of the project.

Let's use the board presentation project net-
work as an example and calculate the Slack for

2
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Figure 2-22.
Network for Board Presentation Project with Slack(s) Fgures.

each activity, one by one. From the complete
network shown in Figure 2-22 above; you can
see that the Latest Start and the Earliest Start
of activity 7 (giving the presentation) is 0 (zero);
for this activity; the slack therefore 0 and is
entered as S = 0 above the appropriate arrow;

S for activity 6 is also zero; since the Earliest
Start is again equal to the Latest Start; However;
for activity 5 (typing the iDresentation), S = 5.0
- 4.0 = I.O. Continue on through the remainder
of the network and verify the Slack figures

Terminology

Exercises

REVIEW

shown for each activity. As you can see, some
activities have slack and others do not.

Once the S for each activity has been estab-
lished; it is important to look at the meaning of
the slack time for each individual activity and
for sequences of activities. For example, while
activity 4 (between d and e) has an S of 1 day
and activity 5 (between e and f) has an S of 1
day, these actually represent the same day. If
activity 4 is delayed by a day, there will be no
slack for activity 5.

1. LATEST FINISH TIME: for activities immediately preceding the termi-
nating event of a project, Latest Finish Time is always CT, the Comple-
tion Time; for all other activities; Latest Finish is earliest Latest Start of
all immediate successors.

. LATEST START TIME: the Latest Finish Time minus the Duration for
that activity.

. SLACK: total delay time that can be absorbed by activities without
delaying the completion of the project as a whole.

1. Using the networks for the budget request project and the polling proj-
ect for which you calculated EarlieSt Start and Finish Times in Exercises
la and lb, pages 19 and 20, calculate and enter the Latest Start and
Latest Finish Times for each activity.

2. Using the networks from Exercise 1 above, calculate and enter the Slack
for each activity.

3. Assuming that the budget request project from Exercises I and 2 above
must be completed by June 30 next year; what is the latest date the
project can start in order for it to be completed on time?

4. Select a relatively limited project with which you are familiar; such as'
preparing for and holding a board meeting or starting a new interscholas-
tic athletic activity. Carry out a PERT analysis of the project; including
the complete activities list, the network, and all time determinations.

e-
c
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IV. DETERMINE THE CRITICAL PATH

Now we have all the information we need to
establish one of the most useful features of a
PERT return: The critical path through the
project. As we stated earlier, the critical path is a
particular sequence of activities in the PERT net-
work which determines the minimum amount
of time it will take to complete the project. It is
called the critical path because the completion
of each activity within the estimated duration
time is necessary in order to complete the proj-
ect within the total estimated time (CT). If one
traces any other sequence of activities or paths
through the network; he or she will find that
each one will take the same or less time to com-
plete than the critical path. That is; there may
be some activities in other paths which can be
delayed in their starting or finishing without
affecting the projected finishing time. The
amount of this delay is something that we have
just calculatedthe total slack for each activity.
Thus, it should be evident that the critical path
has the least possible slack.

To determine the critical path for the board
presentation example, look again at Figure
2-22; If we work backward through the net
work; we see that activity 7 has no slack. Of
the two activities preceding activity 7, only
activity 6 has no slack. Only activity 3 pre-
cedes activity 6. And of the two activities
preceding activity 3, only activity 2 has no slack.
The critical path is thus determined. It consists
of the activities in the order 2 - 3 - 6 - 7.

The critical path is denoted by such a list of
the activities on it. It is represented in the PERT
network by double arrows. Figure 2-23 gives
the complete network, including the critical
path, which has resulted from a PERT analysis
of the board presentation.

In the case we have been examining, there was
no fixed time allotted for the project, but this
is not always true: Many projects are allotted a
given time period or required to be finished by a
certain date; In this case, the critical path may
not have zero slack: Suppose that in our board
presentation example you decided before
beginning the project to start two weeks before
the meeting at which you were to give the
presentation. What you would be doing, in
effect, is to assign a value to CT of 10 days.
Using this figure, the amount of slack in the net-
work is increased for all activities, as can be seen

Figure 2-23.
Complete PERT Network
Problem.

for Board Presentation

Figure 2-24.
PERT Network for Board Presentation ProblemTen
Days Allotted.

in Figure 2-24. In this case, the critical path is
the path through the network with the least
amount of slack. However, this obviously turns
out to be the same path as before, 2 - 3 - 6 - 7.

When the time allotted for a project is less
than the time required to complete the project;
each activity on the critical path will have nega-
tive slack. This can be illustrated by assuming
that we have scheduled the board presentation
project to begin on Monday and the board
meeting is on Friday of the same week. In
effect, we have assigned a value of 5 days to CT.
Using this figure, we can calculate the slack for
each activity in the network; the results are
given in Figure 2-25. The critical path is still
that path through the network which has the
least amount of slack2again, it is 2 - 3 - 6 - 7.

The three cases that have been discussed
above can be combined into one rule for finding

2 Remember when working with negative numbers
that -5 is a smaller number than -3.
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Figure 2-25.
Network for Board Presentation ProblemFive Days Allotted.

the critical path. The definition which covers all
three cases is: the critical path is that path
through the network which has the least amount
of slack. Using this definition, it makes no dif-
ference whether the slack is positive or negative
or zero. In all practical situations, ho.Vever, if
there is a negative slack in the critical path,
either the 'Project will automatically be com-
pleted after the deadline or some activities must
be completed in less time than was originally
estimated. In every case it will be up to the
administrator to determine the most judicious
course to follow given the particular circum-
stances, whether it is to start early, to cut down

REVIEW

the time spent on some of the activities, or to
allow the project to run over deadline:

For most projects; the administrator will
obviously want to begin early if possible, in
order to leave extra time throughout in case of
unforeseen delays: This will amount to adding
slack and, for purposes of the network, can
simply be added to the slack Shown for each
activity. For example, if a given project has a
Completion Time of 30 days and the administra-
tor decides to §tart the project 40 days before
the end date, then he would add 10 lays to the
slack figure for each activity.

Terminology f: CRITICAL PATH: the path through a network which has the least

Exercises

amount of slack.

1. (a) Use the networks for the budget request project and the polling
project which you have been developing in the last several exercises
and show on each the critical path;

(b) Assuming that you have ten working days in which to carry out the
budget request project, discuss what decisions you would make
concerning the planning and implementation of the project.

2. Using the network you developed for your selected project in Exercise
4, page 22, determine the critical path and make any adjus.ments you
deem necessary to carry out the project adequately.

SUMMARY OF PERT SYSTEM &
THE CRITICAL PATH

Through the procedures_ outlined, it is possible available. The critical path may be determined
to calculate the critical path for any project by using the following rules:
which consists of a set of discrete, interrelated
activities for which times for completion are 1. Construct an activity table which assigns

3u
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a numerical identifier to each activity,
lists each activity's predecessors, and
gives Durations for each activity.

2. Construct a PERT network of the activi-
ties and events:

3. In a left-to-right pass through the net-
. work let S = 0 and calculate:

a; Earliest Start = S for beginning ac-
tivities or

b. Earliest Start = maximum Earliest
Finish for all predecessors of the
activity;

c; Earliest Finish = Earliest Start + dura-
tion time;

= maximum Earliest Finish of all
activities or the finish time assigned;

Exercise

REVIEW

4. In a right-to-left or backward pass calculate:
a. Latest Finish = T for all ending activi-

ties; or; Latest Finish = minimum
Latest Start for all successors of the
activity;

b. Latest Start = Latest Finish - duration
time of the activity;

c. Total Slack = Latest Start Earliest
Start = Latest FiniSh Earliest Finish.

5. Find the critical path by determining
which sequence of activities or path
through the network has the least amount
of slack.

Suppose you have just been given responsibility for conducting a school
census. The date is now September 1. In order to plan and execute this
census with maximum efficiency, you decide to use PERT. The table below
gives the list of activities that you have decided will be in the project. Do
th followir j tasks:
(a) Construct a PERT network of the project with all relevant data in-

cluded and identify the critical path.
(b) Determine the starting date so that the report will be ready to present

to the board by May 1. Assume that each week has five working days.

Activity List for Census Project

ID Activity Description Duration (weeks) ID Activity Description Duration (weeks)

1 Determine information needed 2.0 9 Determine number of workers .4
2 Design forms 3.0 10 Print forms 6.0
3 Determine census grids 2.0 11 Employ workers 2.0
4 Arrange computer processing .2 12 Meetings with workers 1.0
5 Arrange publicity .4 13 Take census 4.0
6 Order forms .2 14 Keypunch data 3.0
7 Write computer programs 4.0 15 Computer analyses .4
8 Publicity 4.0 16 Write final report 4.0

PERT ANALYSIS

PERT WITH PROGRAM GCPATH

The examples that have been discussed on the
preceding pages have all been fairly simple in

USING THE COMPUTER
6

nature and thus were easily solved by hand.
Many of the problems to which PERT is applica-
ble, however, are not as easily solved. Often
there are a large number of activities and com-

3A.
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plex relationships among the activities. PERT
probably finds its greatest utility in those proj-
ects which encompass a great number of activi-
ties with numerous interrelations, but large
projects like this are difficult to handle by the
manual procedures we have outlined. Forth=
nately, a number of computer programs_ exist
which do an efficient job of solving large PERT
network problems. In this section we will intro-
duce you to one of them.

The program we will use is named GCPATH
and was written in the BASIC program language.
The function of the program is to provide the
PERT network analysis by taking in such initial
information about the activities as Duration§
and predecessors and giving back the numerical
figures for, each. It will also identify which
activities are on the critical path.

THE STEPS FOR USING GCPATH

Complete Activitiei List
Before beginning to use GCPATH; you _will
need a complete activities list; including all
activities and dummy activities; predecessors,
and Durations for all activities. To illustrate
how GCPATH works, let's use again the board
presentation project. The complete activities
list for this project is reproduced in Figure 2-26
below.

Data Staternents
While then are numerous different ways in
general to make information or data available

to a computer program for execution, GCPATH
receives data by means of DATA statements
which the user inputs into the computer. The
form of this statement is:
statement number DATA activity ID,

Duration, predecessor, predecessor,..., -1

One DATA sLatement must be constructed
for each activity in the project. Since there are
seven activities in the board presentation proj-
ect, we will need to construct seven DATA
statements. Each must have a statement num-
ber; the first should be 2000.

Let us construct the first three DATA state-
ments in detail:

2000 DATA 1,.5,-1
2001 DATA
2002 DATA 3,1,1,2,-1

The first statement, numbered 2000; repre-
sents activity 1, Which has a Duration of ;5
days and has no predecessors. The -1 at the
end of each line indicates that there are no more
predecessors for this activity. Since each state-
ment must be numbered with a consecutively
higher number, the second is 2001. It indicates
that activity 2 has a Duration of 1 day and has
no predecesSorS. The DATA statement num-
bered 2002 indicates that activity 3 has a Dura=
tion of _I. day and, as predecessor, activities 1
and 2. Each following DATA statement is con-
Structed in a similar manner until the list of
activities for the project is exhausted. Figure

ID Activity Description Predecessors Durations (days)

1 Get curriculum committee report 8 .5

2 Get sample curriculum material 9 1.0

3 Outline presentation 1,2 1.0

4 Write presentation 3 2.0

5 Type presentation 4 1.0

6 Make overhead transparencies 3 4.0

7 Give presentation 5,6 .1

8 Dummy 0.0

9 Dummy 0,0

Figure 2-26.
Complete activities list for board presentation project.
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2-27 gives the complete list for the board If the answer is yes, type "1" next to the
presentation project. question mark. If you should happen to type

"0," the machine will print out the following
lines:2000 DATA 1,5,8,-1

2001 DATA 2,1,9,:-.1 ENTER THE PROJECT DESCRIPTION IN DATA STATEMENTS
BEGINNING-WITH LINE__2000__ _2002 DATA 3,1,1,2,-1 FOR EACH__JOB. GIVE THE FOLLOWING DATA --

2003 DATA 4,2,3,-1 JOB NUMBER
TIME REQUIRED TO COMPLETE2004 DATA 5,1,4,-1 PREDECESSOR JOBS CIF ANY)

2005 DATA 6,4,3,-1
2006 DATA 7,.1,5,6,-1 JOBS MAY BE ENTERED IN ANY ORDE1
2007 DATA 8,0,-1

AFTER ENTERING YOUR DATA STATEMENTS. RE-RUN THE PROGRAM
2008 DATA 9,0,-1

Figure 2-27.
Data statements for the board presentation project.

Getting Access to the Program
Once you have the list of DATA statements
written down, you are ready to run the com-
puter program GCPATH. The first thing you
must do is to communicate to the computer
that you want to run program GCPATH. To
do this, you type the access statements appro-
priate for your computer.' For example, it may
be:

SET-GCPATH

This statement entered into the computer will
tell the computer that you want access to pro:
gram GCPATH.

Entering Data and Running GCPATH
Next, you must enter your DATA statement for
your project. In this case enter the DATA state-
ments just as they are given in Figure 2-27.
After you have typed each line; press the return
key.' Once ou have entered all the DATA
statements, you are ready to run the program.
To do this; type the run statement appropriate
for your computers for example, RUN. The
computer will reply by typing out the question:

HAVE YOU ENTERED YOUR DATA ALREADY? YES -I. NO.0

'If you have not operated a computer from a terminal
before, consult your instructor for help.

41f you make an error in ertering any DATA state-
ment, simply hit the return key and retype the complete
line correctlye.g., 2000 DATG (error, hit return)
2000 DATA 1, .5, -1.

5 Before beginning to use the terminal, be sure you
know the access and run statements appropriate for
your computer.

In essence, the computer is telling you how to
enter your data You would then enter your
DATA statements and type RUN again. Using
program GCPATH; the computer will now ana-
lyze your data After it is finished it will type
the information in figure 2-28.

EAPL:U.7 7PLF7:^'.. T:"F

7,71, 7.7.AVI:i'T ElW,

noqr

6.1

.

:P
'CP.

'CP.

0 'CP.

gure 2-28.
Computer output for the board presentation problem.

The first information the program prints out
(Part A) is a list of the activities in the project
along with their duration time and list of the
activities which precede them. This is printed
out so that you may confirm that you have
entered all the information on the activities of
the project correctly. In Part B, the program
prints out the earliest completion time of the
project, or Tthe minimum number of days it
Will take to complete the project. Finally, in
Part C, it prints-out for each activity the Earliest
Start and Finish; the Latest Start and Finish;
the Slack Time, and whether or not the activity
is on the critical path. For instance, in Figure
2 -28; activity 2 ("get curriculum materials
samples") has an Earliest Start time of 0 days
and Earliest Finish time of 1 day, a Latest Start
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time of 0 days and a Latest Finish time of 1 day;
and a Slack of 0 days and is on the critical path.
In contrast, activity 4 ("write the presenta-
tion") has an Earliest Start time of 2 days; an
Earliest Finish time of 1 days, a Latest Start
time of 3 daYs, Latest Finish of 5 days; and a
Slack time of 1 day; and it is not on the critical
path. The critical path through the PERT net-
work is thu§ identified by the activities that
are labeled CP by the computer program.

COMPUTER PERT ANALYSIS:
AN EXAMPLE

The chief advantage of computer solutions to
PERT analyses is that they can provide time and
Slack figures and designate the critical path
much more quickly and easily than hand solu:
tionS. In addition, the computer is capable of
handling very complex projects with a large
number of activities just as easily as it handled
the small example above.

To illustrate the capability of GCPATH to
handle a somewhat more complex project, let's
look at one final example. Suppose that your

state legislature passed a law during its last ses-
sion requiring each school district in the state
to establish educational goals for each grade
level from firSt through twelfth within the next
two years. ASsurne that you are in charge of this
project for your school and that you come up
With the activities list shown in Figure 2-29.
From this list, you might construct a network
similar to Figure 2-30.

This network would clearly illustrate prede-
ceSSor activities and the position of dummy
activities, and you could now complete the
activities list by entering the latter, as in Figure
2=31.

If you had to rely solely on hand calculation§
at this point to derive Earliest and Latest Start
and Finish Times, Slack, and the Critical Path,
you would be in for a time-consuming Set of
operations. With GCPATH available, however,
you could simply make your data statement list
with activity number, Durations, and predeces-
sors, and GCPATH would give you the full
PERT analysis, including all activities on the
critical path. Figure 2-32 shows the GCPATH
printout results for the goal specification project.

ID Activity Description
Duration
(weeks) ID Activity Description

Duration
(weeks)

1 Secure state guidelines 4 11 Generate preliminary set of goals 8

2 Construct committee guidelines 3 12 Distribute for teacher reaction 4

Appoint goal specification committee,
4 Contact state university education

4 13 Call in consultant
14 Compare with goals of other

6

department regarding goal districts 2

specification workshops 15 Revise goals 6

5 Meet with workshop leaders 16 Submit to superiiitendent for

6 Schedule workshops approval 4

7 Distribute committee guidelines 4 17 Submit to school board for

8 Conduct workshops 9 approval 8

9 Secure samples of goal specification 18 Submit to state department of

from other districts 16 education for approval 10

10 Consult or review literature on 19 Publish, distribute to all teachers 14

goal specification 12 20 Inform community of outcomes 4

Figure 2-29.
Activities list for goal specification project.
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Figure 2-30.
Network for

ID

the Goal Specification Project.

Activity Description Predecessors Duration (weeks)

1 Secure state guidelines 22 4
2 Construct committee guidelines 1 3
3 Appoint goal specification committees 23 4
4 Contact state university education

department regarding goal
specification workshops 21 6
Meet with workshop leaders 4 2

6 Schedule workshops 5 2
7 Distribute committee guidelines 2,3 4
8 Conduct workshops 6,7 9
9 Secure samples of goal specification

from other districts 24 16
10 Consult or review literature on

goal specification 25 12
11 Generate preliminary set of goals 8,9,10 8
12 Distribute for teacher reaction 11 4
13 Call in consultant 11 6
14 Compare with goals of other districts 11 2
15 Revise goals 26,13,27 8
16 Submit to superintendent for approval 15 4
17 Submit to school board for approval 16
18 Submit to state department of

education for approval 17 10
19 Publish, distribute to all teachers 18 14
20 Infoim community of outcomes 18 4
21 Dummy 0
22 Dummy 0
23 Dummy 0
24 Dummy 0
25 Dummy 0
26 Dummy 12 0
27 Dummy 14 0
28 Dummy 19 0
29 Dummy 20 0

Figure 2-31
Durations.
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2000 DATA 1.4.22.-1
2001 DATA 2.3.1.-1
2002 DATA 3.4.23..1
2003 DATA 4-.6-.21..1
2004 DATA 5.2.4..1
2005 DATA 6.2.5.-I
2006 DATA 7.4.2.3..1
2007 DATA 8.9.6.7..1
200H DATA 9-.16.24.-1
2009 DATA 10.12.25..1
2010 DATA 11.8.8.9.10,.I
2011 DATA 12.4.11..1
2012 DATA 13.6.11..1
2013 DATA 14-.2-.11..1
2014 DATA 15.8.26.13.27..1
2015 DATA 16.4.15..1
2016 DATA 17.8.16..1
2017 DATA 18.10.17..1
2018 DATA 19.14-.18..1
2019 DATA 20.4.18..1
2020 DATA 21.0..1
2021 DATA 22.0..1
2022 DATA 23.0..1
2023 DATA 24.0.-1
2024 DATA 25.0..1
2025 DATA 26.0.12..1
2026 DATA 27.0.14..1
2027 DATA 28.0.19-..1
2028 DATA 29.0.20..1

RUN
GCPATH

HAVE YOU
71

ADTIV

1

2

3

4
5
6

7

8
9..

10
II

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

EARLIEST

ENTERED YOUR DATA ALREADY? YES-I. NO=0

DURATIONS PREDECESSORS

4 22
3 I-

4 23
6 21

2 4

2 5

4 2

9_
IR 24
12 25
A e_ 9 10

4 II

6 II

2 II

8 26 13 27
4 15

8._ 16
10 17

14 18
4 18

0
0

0
0

0
0 12

0 14
0 19

0 20

COMPLETION TIME FOH THE ENTIRE PROJECT 78

Figure 2-32.
GCPATH Analysis of the Goal Specification Project.
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EARL TEST LATEST
START FINISH START FINISH
- -- -

SLACK

31

1 0 4 0 4 0 CP
22 0 0 0 0 0 CP
2 4 7 4 7 0 CP*
3 0 4 3 7 3
23 0 0 3 3 3
4 0 6 1 7 1

21 0 0 1 , 1

5 6 9 7 9 I

6 13 10 9 11 1

7 7 11 7 11 0 CP
8 11 20 II 20 0 CP
9 0 16 4 20 /I

24 0 0 4 4 4

10 0 12 8 20 8

25 0 0 8- 8- CT

I1 20 28 20 28 0 CP
12 28 32 30 34 2

13 28 34 28 34 0 CP
14 28 30 32 34 4
15 3b 42 34 42 0 CP
26 32 32_ 34 34 2

27 30 39 34 34 4

16 42 46 42 46 0 CP
17 46 54 66 54 0 .CP.
18 54 64 54 64 0 CP
19 64 78 64 78 0 CP
20 64 68 74 78 10

28 79 78 78 78 0- CP
29 68 68 78 78 10

DINE

Figure 2-32. Continu6d

REVIEW

Use GCPATH to analyze one of the problems listed below that you have
done previously by hand.

1. Preparing a budget request for an elementary school from page 14.
2. Polling the district teaching staff on their attitudes toward differenti-

ated staffing from page 14.
3. Conducting a census for your school from page 25:

Your printout will depend upon the exact data you included in your initial
analysis of the project.

USING PERT IN THE EDUCATIONAL SETTING

ORGANIZING, PLANNING, AND
TIME MANAGEMENT

As you can appreciate at this point, PERT pro-
vide§ an invaluable approach to the organization
of thinking and planning for any project which
involve§ a well defined collection of interrelated
activities. Some examples of typical administra-
tive projects appropriate for PERT methods of

analysis are building a new building; introducing
a new instructional program into the curriculum,
reorganizing existing progams, budget prepa-
ration, teacher-salary negotiation processes;
planning affirmative action programs, planning
school integration, and conducting needs surveys.
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Using the network sequence, subprojects can
be broken out of the network and desig-
nated as specific units of work to be delegated;
Al So, using the time figures from the analysis;
activities can be systematically scheduled on the
calendar.

Once a project is under way, the PERT analy-
sis can be used as a valuable guide in managing
the progress of the project in terms of time. Not
only can the PERT-derived schedules be used,
but the critical path provides check points to
which the manager may want to pay particular
attention.

PERT AS A COMMUNICATION TOOL

Once a PERT analysis is complete, it provides
ample material for communicating effectively
with subordinates, _superiors; and any others
who may require information about the project.
The network alone provideS a graphic picture
of the interconnection between activities and
among the subprojects, giving workers a clear
understanding of how their tasks fit into the
overall picture. The specific time figures, in-
cluding slack and critical path factors as well
as the resulting calendar schedule, clarify the
time constraints for all concerned.

The administrator can summarize the PERT
analysis it formation in any number of ways
order to communicate effectively about the
project, depending on the situation.

AVAILABILITY OF COMPUTER
PROGRAMS FOR PERT ANALYSES

As with computer programS for other opera-
tion research techniques, most adm;nistrators
find that they can rely on the director of their
computer center or the service agency that
provides computer processing to obtain com-
puter programs for PERT analyses and to run
them with the data provided by the admini-
strator. Such programs are usually readily avail-
able from the manufacturer of the computer
you have access to, from university computer
centers, or from users' groups;

There is a great number of different PERT
analysis programs, but they are all basically
the same. They differ primarily in special de=

tailsfor example, the exact form of the input
or the features of the output may be some-
what different. Since PERT analyses always
require basically the same initial data and pro-
duce basically the same PERT results, admini-
strators will normally have little difficulty using
whatever PERT program may be available.

ADVANTAGES AND
LIMITATIONS OF PERT

Now that you have some idea of what PERT
is and what it can do, it is time to step back
And take the larger view of PERT as a manage-
ment tool. Obviously; it will not solve every
problem of school administration. Yet it does
have advantages (as well as disadvantages) when
employed as a decision-making tool.

Let us consider the advantages first. Wiest
and Levy provide an excellent summary of the
advantages of PERT/CPM6 for management
in general:7

I. . . . [PERT/CPM techniques] are useful
at several stages of project management:-
from the early planning stages, when
various alternative programs or pro-
cedures are being considered; to the
scheduling phase, when time and resource
schedules are laid out; and finally in the
operational phase, when used as a control
device to measure actual versus planned
progress.

2. They are straightforward in concept and
easily explainable to the layman with no
background in network theory. Data cal-
culations, while tedious for large projects,
are not difficult. Basic critical path data
may be hand calcUlated with reasonable
speed for projects with up to 500 or 600
activities. Computer programs are readily
available for larger projects.

3. The network graph displays in a simple
and direct way the complex interrelations

6 CPM refers to the independently developed tech-
nique of Critical Path MethOd, the essentials of which
are incorporated in such general PERT analysis as that
presented in this text.

7 Jerome D. Wiest_and_Ferdinand K. Levy, A Manage-
ment Guide to PERT/CPM (Englewood Cliffs, N.J,:
Pren tice-Hall, 1969).
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of activities which comprise a project.
Managers of various subdivisions of the
project may quickly perceive from the
graph how their portion affects, and is
affected by; other parts of the project.

4. Network calculations pinpoint attention
to the relatively small stibset of activities
in a project which is critical to its com-
pletion. Managerial action is thus focused
on exceptional problems, contributing to
more reliable planning and more effective
control.

5. CPM enables the manager to reasonably
estimate total project costs for various
completion dates. These various trade-off
possibilities; along with other decision
criteria, enable him to select an optimum
or near-optimum schedule.

6. CPM and PERT are applicable to many
types of projectsfrom aerospace de-
velopment projects to large construction
and maintenance jobs, from new product
introduction programs to missile count-
down procedures. Moreover, they may be
applied at several levels within a given
project, from a single department working
on a subSyStern to multi-plant operations
within a large corporation.

7. As simulation toolS, they enable the
manager to project into the future the
effects of planned or unanticipated
changes and to take appropriate action
when such projections indicate the need
for it. Thus; for example; the manager can
quickly study the effects of crash pro-
grams and can anticipate in advance
potential resource bottlenecks that might
result from shortening certain critical
jobs;

In addition, PERT contains several other ad-
vantages for the educational administrator.
First, and perhaps foremost, PERT allows the
person responsible for the project to examine
the entire project systematically and to identify
the activities involved and the relationships
among them; stated briefly, it is an analytical
tool for planning and analyzing projects. It
benefits the administrator concerned with
obtaining grants from a number of funding in-
stitutions in that many such institutions now
require proposals to be accompanied by a

management plan similar to PERT. Finally,
PERT offers a highly useful method of docu-
menting projects for future use, either in re-
peating the project or in planning new but
similar projects.

On the other side, PERT has several limita-
tions arising Prirriarily from the assumptions it
makes about_ProjectS.

First, PERT assumes that a project can be
subdivided into a set of predictable, independent
activities. This has been challenged on two
grounds. The first is that it may not be possible
for all the activities which comprise a new
project to he known before the project is
started. This is not unreasonable when a group
of individuals engage in a new project which
they know little about; but for school admini-
strators; it is unlikely that many completely
unfamiliar projects would be initiated. The
second challenge has to do with the identifica-
tion of separate activities within the project.
It maintains that in some cases it is not possible
to separate the activities into independent units.
For instance; the managerial function in a proj-
ect is difficult to fit into the definition of an
activity as having definite beginning and ending
points within the project. This objection may be
valid for several types of activities.

The second PERT assumption is that the re-
lationships among activities can be completely
represented by a noncyclical network in which
each activity connects directly into its immedi-
ate successors. The assumption is not valid
where the relationship between activities is con-
ditional, i.e. the case where the order of activi-
ties is contingent upon the outcome of other
activities; In a curriculum development project;
for example, publication of the materials may
hinge on the successful outcome of the field
trials. If the trials are not successful; the mate-
,-

rials must be revisedotherwise they go to
publication; PERT has no provisions for this
type of conditional precedence of project
activities.

The third assumption of PERT is that activity
durations may be estimated and are independent
of each other. Since the calculation of the eriti:
cal path depends on the time estimates; it is
necessary that the estimates be accurate. But
this is not always the case: when a project is
initiated, the personnel involved may know little
about the duration of the activities they must
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cam, out and their estimates may be inaccurate.
There may also be cases where the activity
durations are not independent; When there is
only a limited amount of manpower or money
available, for instance; applying it to one activity
may result in another activity being slowed
down or stopped:

Finally; PERT has one characteristic which
may prove a disadvantage in some situations.

FINAL EXERCISE

This is that it generally takes some time to
carry out the data gathering and, calculations
necessary for a PERT analysis; If the project is

fairly small and the time schedule tight, it may
be more efficient to do without the analysis.
HoWever, this saving in time must always be
weighed against the ultimate cost of poor
scheduling and planning for the project.

Choose a project which is or might be your responsibility and perform a PERT analysis; using GCPATH

to aid in your analysis. You should generate the following:
1. An activities list;

A PERT network of the project;
. A PERT analysis by the computer;

4. A verbal description of the critical path, making any advisable adjustments;
5. Using actual calender dates, schedule the activities for your project.
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CHAPTER PREVIEW This chapter introduces the technique of linear programming as a manage-
ment tool for decision making. Linear programming is a problem-solving
technique useful in problem situations where one quantity must be opti-
mized (made as large or small as possible) while other quantities must re-
main within certain limits. An example of such a problem is determining
the amount of instructional time to be spent in each of several different
teaching modes so that the value of instruction to students is maximized
while the limits of teachers and facilities available are obsened.

The chapter contains a sample of a linear programming computer program
and illustrates its use in several different situations. At key points, exercises
are given to provide the user with experience in using a computer program
and applying specific techniques for handli.ig various linear programming
problems.

The problems used as examples and exercises in this chapter are real-world
problems which have been simplified somewhat in order to illustrate clearly
the various technique:: of linear programming.

The authors wish to thank the editors of Allyn and Bar...on, Inc., for pei.-
mission to reproduce and adapt pprtions of chapter '5', "Linear Programming,"
Ralph A. Van Dusseldorp, D. E. Richardson and W. J. Foley, Educational
Dedision-Making through Operations Research, Bost .Jn: Allyn and Bacon,
1971.

CHAPTER AIMS Successful completion of this chaptei with its exercises should provide the
reader with a basic understanding of what corlstitutcs a linear programming
problem; how to form a mathematical mole! of the problem, and how to
use a computer program to find the solution. Once these skills have been
mastered, the reader should be able to deal successfully with real-world
linear programming problems in all their comn1:xitV.
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INTRODUCTION TO LINEAR PROGRAMMING

WHAT IS LINEAR PROGRAMMING?

In the course of their careers, educational ad-
ministrators encounter many problems like the
following:

How can we adjust the salary schedule so that
beginning teachers' salaries are as high as
possible and still remain within the budget?

Which teachers should we hire in order to
maximize the quality of teaching in the
district?

How can we have racially balanced schools
while transporting students a minimum
distance from their neighborhoods?

How much time should be devoted to indi-
vidualized instruction in mathematics so
that students are receiving the maximum
possible benefit?

Although the above problems deal with
widely varied topics, all of them are concerned
with allocating or assigning some resource. In
the first question we are interested in allocating
money for a salary schedule. In the second, we
are concerned with assigning teachers to posi-
tions. The third is concerned with the assign-
ment of students to schoots, while the fourth
dealS with the allocation of class time.

The questions posed above also have another
common characteristic. They are all concerned
with making some quantity as large or as small
as possible (maximizing or minimizing): in the
first question; the maximum salary of a be-

.ginning teacher; in the second, the maximum
quality of teaching; in the third, the minimum
distance students must travel; and in the fourth,
the maximum possible benefit in mathematics
instruction.

Problems like those outlined above, which are
concerned with allocating or assigning some re-
source in order to maximize or minimize a cer-
tain result, are called problems in optimization.
Optimizing a quantity can refer to either maxi-
mizing or minimizing it.

Many optimization problems can be solved
using the operations research technique of linear
programming. In the past; linear programming
has been used principally to solve problems in

the military, industry, and business. In recent
years, however, the flexibility and problem-
solving power of linear programming have
proved it to be a highly effective tool for edu-
cational decision making.

The term "programming" in "linear program-
ming" does not specifically refer to computer
programming. Rather, it refers to expressing or
modeling a real problem situation in mathe-
matical terms. The term "linear." refers to a
particular kind of mathematical relationship
between the variables or quantities in the prob-
lem. The reason this relationship is called linear
is that graphs of linear mathematical formulas
are always straight lines; Each of the formulas
in the model of a particular situation must have
this linear relationship of its variables before the
technique of linear programming can be applied.
A precise definition of a linear formula is given
in the following example, and a more complete
discussion of linear equations appears in the last
section in this chapter.

EXAMPLE OF A LINEAR
PROGRAMMING PROBLEM

To get a first look at hoW the technique of linear
programming works, let's use a hypothetical
problem borrowed from the business world.
Suppose a television manufacturer produces two
model§ of television setsportable and console.
The profit on each portable set produced is
$20, while the profit on each console model is
$25. The maximum capacity of the assembly
lines is 60 portables and 40 consoles per day.
The plant employs 150 assembly-line workers,
all of who can work on either the portables or
the consoles. It takes two person-days to pro-
duce a portable set and three person days_ to
produce a console. We assume that all television
sets produced will be sold. The problem is to
determine the number of consoles and portables
to produce each day in order to maximize the
total profit.

At the outset, this appears to be a problem in
optimization because it involves certain re-
sources to allocate (assembly lines and workers)
and something to h' optimized (the total profit).
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The first step in solving the problem using linear
programming is to express it in mathematical
symbols. Let us choose T to stand for the total
daily profit, the variable p to stand for the
number of portable sets manufactured per day,
and the variable c to stand for the number of
console sets manufactured per day.

Since each portable set yields a profit of $20
and each console set a profit of $25, the total
daily profit can be expressed in the following
equation:

20p + 25c = T

Since Our goal it to find the number of portables
and consoles that should be produced each day
so the maximum possible profit is made, we
want to find values to assign to p and c that
yield as large a T aF possible.

There are some special terms used in linear
programming to identify various parts of the
problem. The measure of effectiveness is the
quantity we want to either maximize or mini
mizein this problem, the total daily profit.
The mathematical equation eXpresting the
measure of effectiveness is called the object
function. In this case, the object function is:

2Up + 25c = T

From the above equation for T; it initially ap-
pears that the manufacturer could maximize
his profit by producing only console sets c:
However; the number of consoles that can be
produced is limited by plant capacity to 40 per
day. This condition is symbolically expressed
by' :

c < 40
In linear programming a restriction like this is
called a constraht. In terms of the problem, in
finding values for c and p which will maximize
the plant's daily profit, we are limited or con-
strained by the fact that only 40 consoles can
be build per day.

Another constraint is the restriction that no

The sign means "less than or equal to," so c . 40
is read "c is less than or equal to 40" or "the number of
consoles produced must be less than or equal to 40."
The sign !:-. is read "strictly less than." If we had written
"C < 40," we would have excluded the possibility that
c could exactly equal 40. The sign (the reverse of )

means "greater than or equal to;" and > of course
means "strictly greater than."
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more than 60 portable sets can be built per day.
This condition is expressed by:

p < 60
which indicates that p, the number of portable
sets that can be produced, is less than or equal
to 60.-

A third constraint is that it takes two person=
days to build a portable set and three person=
days to build a console set. When p portables
are built, this production requires 2p employees
each day. If c consoles are built, 3c employees
are needed each day. Only 150 employees are
available to build television sets each day, so
the third constraint expressed in mathematical
terms is:

2p + 3c <. 150

That is, the total number of employees used to
build portable and console television sets must
be no larger than 150;

At this point; we have expressed the elements
of the television production problem mathe-
matically, in the form of three constraints and
one object function. The problem's conditions
are mathematically stated. These mathematical
statements constraints and object function
comprise a mathematical model of the problem.

We are now in a position to examine the for
mulas in our model and to determine if they are
linear. If they are, we can conclude that the
problem is a linear programming problem; that
is, it can be solved using linear programming
techniques.

A formula (either an equation or an in-
equality) is linear if the variables are only added
and/or subtracted from each other; that is;
variables may not be multiplied or divided t 7
each other or by themselves; Real numbers may
be added; subtracted; multiplied, or divided at
any point in the formula without affecting-its
linearity. A formula with one variable appearing
only once is automatically linear. Study the
following examples of formulas and the discus-
sions of whether or not they are linea...

x + y = 0

- 4y <

Linearbecause tho varia-
bles are added together.

Linearbecause the varia-
bles are subtracted from
each other. Notice that the
numbers can be multiplied
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by the variables (3 x and
4 y).

x - y
> z + 4w + 1 Linearbecause the varia-

2 bles are added or subtracted
from each other: Notice
that numbers can be divided
into variables (x - y/2) and
can stand alone (+ 1).

a b = 14 Not linearbecause the vari-
ables are multiplied by each
other.

3x x + 2

4x +y -x

Not linearbecause the vari-
ables are multiplied by each
other (x2 means x x, so
x is multiplied by itself).

Not linearbecauSe the vari-
ables are di Ided by each
other (4x + y/z).

Note: There is no limit to the number of vari-
ables allowed in a linear formula.

Let's look at the formulas in our model to see
if they are linear:

Statement in Problem

p<60
c < 40

2p + 3c 150
20p + 25c = T

All of them either have variable§ which are
added to each other or contain only one vari-
able. Therefore, all four of our formulas are
linear formulas and this is indeed a linear pro-
gramming problem. We have, therefore, ac-
complished these steps:

1. We have determined that the problem,
one of resources to allocate and a quan-
tity to optimize, is an optimization prob-
lem and therefore is a candidate for
the technique of linear programming.

2. We have formulated the model by
a. identifying the controllable variables

and the measure of effectiveness;
b: identifying the constraints;
c. representing the constraints and mea=

sure of effectiveness mathematically.
3. We have examined the model and deter-

mined that the formulas are all linear.

In summary, then, we have the following in-
formation for this problem:2

Mathematical Expression
of Statement

Type of
Statement

The daily profit should be Subject to the above constraints,
maximized. find p and -c to maximize ...

20p + 25c = T
p < 60No more than 60 portable

sets can be built per day.
No more than 40 console sets

can be built per day.
A total of 150 employeeS are

available; it takes 2 person-
days to build a portable and
3 person-days to build a
console.

c "--<- 40

2p + 3c 150

Object function

Constraint

Constraint

Constraint

2 It is tacitly assumed that the number of portables
and the number of conSoles are greater than or equal to
zero, i.e. ti ;-). 0 and 0. It would make no sense to
talk about producing a negative number of television
sets! It is unnecessary to include the expressions tl 0

and t2 0 as const, /, in the mathematical model.
When we use a coml. program to solve linear pro-
gramming problems, we will find the program auto-
matically assumes that controllable variables cannot.
have negative values.
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1. OPTIMIZATIONthe maxiraization or minimization of a given quantity;
2. MEASURE OF EFFECTIVENESSthe quantity to be maximized or

minimized.
3. CONSTRAINT a restriction that imposes limits on a problem's solution.
4. OBJECT FUNCTIONthe mathematical equation expressing the mea-

sure of effectiveness.
5. LINEARcharacteristic of a formula in which variables are only added

to and/or subtracted from each other, thus resulting in the graph of the
formula being a straight line.

6. LINEAR PROGRAMMINGa problem-solving technique useful for real-
life problems in optimization which can be expressed by a mathematical
model involving linear formulas.

1. Choose variables to represent the folrowing quantities for a school:
number of classes in session at any one time;
number of teachers;
number of teacher aides;
average teacher's salary;
average teacher aide's salary;
number of children in the school.

Now, practice translating English statements into equivalent mathemati-
cal statements by expressing the following conditions symbolically:
a. The number of classes in session at any one time is no larger than 65.
b. The number of children is at least_250._
c. The number of teachers plus the number of teacher aides is less than

or equal to 75.
d. The average teacher's salary is $2,000 more than the average teacher

aide's salary.
e. The number of teachers is between 35 and 40.

2. Which of the following formulas are linear?
a: 5x = y
b. 2/3a - 3b + c 0
c. y2 +5y±6 =1
d. .5c - d = e - 3
e. 2mn - 6m + 5n < 0

FINDING A SOLUTION TO THE TELEVISION
PRODUCTION PROBLEM

Once the mathematical model for the problem
has been formulated, the search for a solution
involves finding the best solution from among
many possible ones. The best solution to the
television production problem is the one that

maximizes the expression 20p + 25c = T and thus
results in the greatest possible total profit, T.

What values of p and c will make T as large
as possible? Remember that we are limited in
choosing p and c by the following constraints:
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p < 60 (number of portables)
c < 40 (number of consoles)

2p + 3c < 150 (number of person-days)
Let's try to solve this problem by trial and

error; merely to illustrate how possible solu-
tions to a problem differ from the best solution.
(We will subsequently learn to use the computer
program LPRG to solve linear programming
problems.)

Suppose we choose, arbitrarily, to manufac-
ture 60 portables and 40 consoles. That is, we
choose values for, p and c of 60 and 40 respec-
tively (p = 60 and c 40).

There are now two things we want to know:
Have we found a possible solution to the prob-
lem and is this the best solution? We know we
have found a pOSSible solution if our choices
for p and c satisfy all the conditions; or con=
straints, of the 'Problem. We have found the best
solution when T, the total daily profit; is as large
as it can possibly be. There are therefore three
things we want to check, now that we have as-
signed arbitrary values to p and c:

1. Does our choice of p and c satisfy the
constraints?

2 If the constraints are satisfied, what is the
resulting daily profit, T?

3. Is this profit as large as it can possible be?

v§ing the arbitrary values p = 60 and c = 40, we
now answer these questions.

1. Are the constraints satisfied by p = 60
and c= 40?
First constraint: p < 60.

p =, 60 and 60 < 60;

therefore, this constraint is satisfied.
Second constraint: c < 40.

c = 40 and 40 < 40;

therefore, this constraint is satisfied.
Third constraint: 2p + 3c < 150.

Substituting p = 60 and c = 40, we have
(2 60) + (3 40) = 120 + 120 = 240.
240 is not less than or equal to 150;
240 is greater than 150. Therefore, p
= 60 and c = 40 is not a solution be-
cause it does not satisfy all the con-
straints.

Since we have learned we cannot use values
for p and c as large as 60 and 40 respectively,
let's try p = 0, c = 40 for a second possible solu-
tion.

1. Are the constraints satisfied by p = 0 and
c = 40?
First constraint: p < 60.

p = 0 and 0 < 60 so 0 < 60; therefore,
thi. constraint is satisfied.

Second constraint: c < 40.
c = 40 and 40 < 40; therefore, this con=
straint is satisfied.

Third constraint: 2p + 3c < 150.
Substituting p = 0 and c 40, we have
(2 0) + (3 40) and 0 + 120 = 120

150. Therefore, this constraint is also
satisfied.

Since all the _constraints are satisfied, we
can conclude that p = 0 and c = 40 is a
solution to the problem.

2. What is the resulting daily profit, T?
The object function is 20p + 25c = T.
SUbStituting p = 0 and c = 40, we find
20.0 + 25.40 = 0 + 1000 = 1000 = T, so
the (-ally profit is $1000 if 0 portables
and 40 consoles are produced.

3 Is T as large as it can be?
We don't know yet. It may be possible to
choose values for p and c that result in a
larger value for 'F. Let's try another set of
values for p and c and see what happens
to the value of T.

Again we select for p and c. We know
that c = 40 is as large as allowable according to
the second constraint; For the next solution,
let's keep c = 40 and make p as large as possible,
hoping to maximize T. With a little forethought
we can select a value for p which will be as large
as possible and which together with c = 40 will
satisfy all the constraints.

1. Our first concern is to pick values for c
and p which satisfy all constraints. Since
we already have chosen the value of c as c'
40, which satisfies the constraints,_
turn to p. Let's look at the constraints to
get a clue to what value to select forp.
First constraint: p < 60.
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Value for p
(portables)

Value for c
(consoles)

40

Are all
Constraints
satisfied?

Value
for T

yes $1000
10 20 yes 700
10 40 yes 1200
10 50 no*
15 35 yes 1175
15 40 yes 1300
20 35 yes 1275
30 35 not
30 30 yes 1350
40 20 yes 1300
50 10 yes 1250
60 10 yes 1450
70 10 not

= 50 violates the constraint that c < 40.
tp = 30 and c = 35 violates the constraint that

2p + 3c < 150 (2.30 + 3.35 = 60 + 105 = 185).
tp = 70 violates the constraint that p < 60.

Table 3-1.
Sample values for p and c, television production problem.

We already know from our earlier at-
tempt that p cannot be as large as 60
when c = 40; So we know that any
smaller value that we chose for p will at
least satisfy this constraint.

Second constraint: c S 40.
Since we are staying with c = 40, We
know the second constraint is satisfied
regardless of which value is chosen for
p.

Third constraint: 2p + 3c 150.
Since we have already decided that c
= 40, we can use this fact-to fis.ire out
what restrictions the third constraint
has on the value of p, which we have
yet to determine. Using c = 40, the third
constraint becomes

2p + 3.40< 150, or
2p + 120 < 150.

From this we can see that 2p < 30,
which means p . 15. Therefore, in
order to satisfy the third constraint, we
must choose a value for p which is not
larger than 15.
Since we want p to be as large as pos-
sible, we chose p 15. So p = 15 and
c = 40 is our new proposed solution.
Because of the way values for p and c
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we:.e chosen, we can be assured that p
= 15 and c = 40 is a solution, since these
valuas satisfy all three constraints.

2. What is the total daily profit, T?
T = 20p + 25c = (20.15) + (25'40)

= 300 + 1000 = $1300

3 Is T as large as it can be?
T is larger than it was when we tried
values of p = 0 and c = 40, but we still
don't know if T is as large as it can pos-
sibly be. Suppose we have tested several
more combinations for p and c and have
surnrnarizec: our findings as in Table 3-L

From Table 3-1 we can see that there are
many sclutions to the television production
problemthat is; it is possible to produce the
following number of television sets while satis-
fying the given constraints:

PortableS (P) Consoles (c)

0 40
10 20

40
15 35
15 40
20 35
30 30
40 20
50 10

60 10

The combination of p = 60 portables and C
= 10 consoles produces a profit of $1450. If
we could check every possible solutiou to this
problem, we would find that the combination
of p = 60 and c = 10 is the only solution which
produces a daily profit of $1450, and further-
more, that $1450 is the maximum profit we
could obtain. We call the values p = 60 and c
= 10 the optimal solution to this problem; i.e.,
the values p = 60 and c = 10 satisfy the original
constraints of the problem while at the same
time optimizing (in this case, maximizing) the
total daily profit.

This problem typifies many problems in
linear programming in that it has many solu-
tions but only one optimal solution.3 We

3Some linear programming problems will have no
solution at all while others have an infinite number of
optimal solutions. See pages 65-73 in this chapter.
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could find many value's for p and c that satisfy
all the constraints in the television problem;
but only one set of values will produce the
largest possible profit. (Don't worry at this
Point abo,o, how we know $1450 is the largest
possible profit, or how we know that p = 60
and c = 10 is the optimal solution. We will later
verify it through use of a computer program.)

To sum up, in solving the television produc-
tion problem we first expressed the conditions
of the problem as three constraints:

p < 60;
c <40;

2p + 3c < 150.

We then found p and c such that the object
function:

Exercises

20p + 25c = T

REVIEW

was a maximum. The optimal solution was:

p = 60 portables
c = 10 consoles

The maximum value of T was $1450.
The trial-and-error technique was used to

illustrate the difference between the many
possible solutionS to a problem and the optimal
solution. It is fairly easy to guess the optimal
solution to simple linear programming problems
like this one, but most practical linear pro-
gramming problemS contain far too many vari-
ables for the trial-and-error method to be useful
or even possible. Our next step, then; is to learn
how to solve linear programming problems using
the computer program LPRG.

1. What is the difference between a possible solution to a linear program-
ming problem and the optimal solution? (Review text pages 39-42.)

2. Read the following problem, then answer the five questions below.

A school system wants to hire a total of 85 teacher aides for 85 elemen-
tary school classroomS. One aide will be permanently assigned to each
classroom. Ten teachers have indicated that they definitely need full-
time teacher aides. The rest (75) would prefer full-time aides if possible
but would accept part-time aides: The school system, in an effort to im-
prove community relations; is committed to hiring at leaSt 15 qualified
parents as part-time teacher aides. An additional consideration in hiring
aides is that the school system wishes to qualify for additional federal
funds by increasing staff. To meet the federal requirement, the school
must employ at least 50 teacher aides as Staff members. Full-time aides
are counted as one staff member, part-time aides as one-half. The school
system wishes to satisfy all the above conditions while at the same time
spending the least amount of money. A partAime aide is paid $7 a day,
a full-time aide $15 a day.

How many full-time and part-time teacher aides should be hired?
(a) What makes this problem a candidate for the linear programming

technique of problem solving?
(b) Which quantities will be the two controllable variables in the model

of the problem? Choose variable names for these quantities.
(c) What is the quantity we wish to optimize in this problem? Do we

wish to maximize or minimize this quantity? Write this quantity
mathematically as the object function.

(d) List the constraints on the controllable variables as concisely as
as you can; then express them mathematically. (There are four
constraints.)
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(e) Set up a table similar to the one we constructed for the television
problem and try to guess the optimal solution by varying the values
for the controllable variables.

SOLVING LINEAR PROGRAMMING
PROBLEMS BY COMPUTER

THE COMPUTER PROGRAM LPRG

The program we will use to solve linear pro-
gramming problems is named LPRG. Since you
are now familiar with the television problem;
we will use it as a sample problem to illustrate
how tc use LPRG. In the last section of this
chapter you will examine many examples or
more c mplex problems relevant to the field
of educational administration and study their
solutions as given by LPRG.

How to Use LPRG
The following four steps are necessary to solve
linear programming problemS using LPRG.

1. Completely formulate the mathematical
model for the problem. Write out in mathe-
matical symbols all the constraints and the
object function.

Recall that the mathematical model of the
television problem consisted of the following
object function and constraints, where p repre-
sents the number of portables and c the number
of consoles:

p <60
c 4 40 Constrain ts

2p + 3c -4 150}
20p + 25c = T Object function

We want to find values for p and c such that
T, the total daily profit, is maximized.

Once all the constraints al* the object func-
tion have been formulated; you will have to
assign an artificial order to the controllable
variables. It does not matter what the order is
or what method is used to determine it All that
is important is that there is a first variable, a
second variable; a third one, and so on.

In our example, the controllable variables are
p (the run of portables) and c (the number of
consoles). Let us agree (arbitrarily) that p is the
first variable and c is the second.

Examine the first constraint. It says that p is
less than or equal to 60, but it says nothing
about c. When we enter information about the
mathematical model of a problem into the
cornputer using LPRG, we must make Sure that
each constraint says something about each cOn-
trollable variable. Suppose. we rewrite the first
constraint as:

p + I3c 4 60

We have not changed the meaning of the con-
straint at all In effect, we have just added zero
to the left -hand side, in the form of the variable
c with a coefficient of zero.' Suppose; further-
more that we write this constraint again, this
time clearly indicating the coefficient of p is 1:

1p + Oc < 60

We must rewrite all the constraints and the
object function of the mathematical model in
this manner, clearly indicating what the cod=
ficients of the variables are, and including every
variable in every constraint. The purpose of re-
writing the model is to facilitate entering correct
data into the criputer program LPRG.

Here is the revised (but equivalent) model for
the television problem:

1p + Oc < 60
Op + lc < 40 Constraints
2p + 3c < 150

20p + 25c = T Object function

Notice that we have lined up the equations so
all p's and c's are directly under each other in a
column.

The constraints must also be in ()icier. LPRG
is organized to expect all the constraints in-
volving S first, the constraints involving = next,

'The coefficient of a variable is the number Which
multiplies it. The coefficient of 2p is 2; the coefficient
of 3c is 3; the coefficient of p is 1 (p is one p); the co-
efficient of c is 1 (one c).

eth
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and the constraints involving last. If there is
more than one constraint involving <, their rela=
tive order is unimportant and may be assigned
arbitrarily; The same holds for two or more = or

constraints;
In our example; all the constraints are of the
variety; so their order is assigned arbitrarily.

Since we have already distinguished 1p + Oc
< 60 as the first constraint, Op + lc < 40 as the
second, and 2p + 3c < 150 as the third, we will
retain this order.

The model is now in a form from which we
can easily enter all the necessary information
into LPRG.

2. Run LPRG. To run the computer program
LPRG, first access the program by typing in the
message GET-LPRG.5

When the compute., --s_ponds by spacing up a
line (or by typing READY or otherwise indi-
cating that you are to proceed), type the com-
mand to start execution of the program: RUN.

The firSt line the computer types will identify
the name of the program: LPRG.

Now you begin to tell the computer about
your linear programming problem. You do this
by responding to a series of questions which
will be typed by the computer. The questions
will be easy to answer when the problem is
organized as the television set problem is orga-
nized in Figure 3-1. Let's begin:

IF MAXIMIZING THE OBJECT FUNCTION. TYPE .I*:
IF MINIMIZING THE OBJECT FUNCTION. TYPE -I*.

71

Since we are maximizing the television set
problem, we respond with a 1. The program
continues:

NUMBER OF VARIABLES?
72

This question refers to the controllable vari-
ables only In the television problem we have
two controllable variables, p and c (the number
of portables and consoles).

The message used to access LPRG may be different
on the computer system you are using, and the com-
mand to begin execution may also be different, so be
sure you know the correct commands before continuing.
Notice that in this and other discussions involving inter-
actions with the computer, all responses typed by the
user Will be underlined to distinguish them from com-
puter-generated response. On actual runs, however, no
underlining will appear.

NUMBER OF CONSTRAINTS?
73

We have listed three constraints in Figure 3-1;
therefore, the correct response is 3.

Next, you will be asked how many of the con-
straints are "less-than" (involving <), how many
of them are "equality" (involving =), and how
many of them are "greater-than" (involving
You must account for all the constraints as one
of these. If you do this incorrectly the program
will tell you the data you entered is inconsistent
and you will have to enter it again. Since all
three constraints in the television problem are
"less-than," we respond to the questions in the
following manner.

NUMBER
73

NUMBER
70

NUMBER
70

OF LESS-THAN CONSTRAINTS?

OF EQUALITY CONSTRAINTS?

OF GREATER-THAN CONSTRAINTS?

Now you will begin entering the constraints
and object function formulas themselves. The
program will ask you to supply the information
contained in Figure 3-1 in an organized manner.
It begins with the message:

ENTER THE COEFFICIENTS -OF -THE- CONSTRAINTS.
SEPARATED BY COMMAS.

CONSTRAINT I 7 I. 0

Recall that both the controllable variables and
the constraints have an order. You must enter
the information using_ these orders. In this case;
the first constraint refers to 1p + Oc < 60; The
coefficients are 1 and 0. Always begin with the
first variable when entering coefficients; so that
the coefficient of the first variable is entered
first, followed by the coefficient of the second
variable, and so on until the coefficients of all
the variables in the constraint have been entered.
LPRG knows how many coefficients to expect.
If you enter too many, it will consider the last
ones as extra and ignore them. You will get a
message to this effect; If you do not enter
enough coefficients; LPRG will print "??" until
you have entered the correct number of co,
efficients. It will then go on to the second
constraint.

CONSTRAINT 2 7 O. I

In this case, the second constraint is Op + lc
5 40. The coefficient of the first variable (p) is 0

51J
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_and the coefficient of the second variable (c) is 1.
LPRG then goes on to ask for information about
the final constraint.

CONSTRAINT 3 7 2. 3

Since the third constraint is 2p + 3c < 150,
the proper response is 2 followed by 3.

At this point, all the relevant information on
the left:hand sides of the constraints has been
entered.6 LPG knows this and will stop asking
about the constraint coefficients; LPRG also
knows whether the constraints involve <.; =, or

from the information entered earlier. The
only remaining information about the con-
straints is the numerical values on the right-hand
sides: These values are the subject of the next
question.

MITER THE RIGHT -HANG SIDES OF ALL THE CONSTRAINTS.
SEPARATED BY COWIAS.

760.40.150

Remember that these values must be entered
according to the order of the constraints. For
this example, we respond with 60, followed by
40, followed by 150.

Now LPRG haS all of the information about
the constraints. Only one piece of informa-
tion is missing: the coefficients of the object
function.

ENTER THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE OBJECT FUNCTION.
SEPARATED BY COMMAS.

720.25

The object function is 20p + 25c = T so the
Correct response (don't forget about the order
of the variables) is 20 followed by 25. Now
LPRG has all the information necessary about
the television problem:

Before it starts calculating; however, it gives
the user a chance to correct or change the data
about the constraints and the object functi6n.
If you have made a mistake in entering the data
this option allows you to correct your mistake
easily by retyping the incorrect line of data.

As we have not made any mistakes in entering
the data in this example, the conversation will
be as follows above.

bin mathematical formulas, a relational operator
such or = is what separates the formula into 2

sides (the right and the left). For example, m 3x + 2y
+ z 0, the left-hand side is 3x + 2y + 2 and the right-
hand side is 0. In 14a - b = 2c + d + 1h, the left-hand side
is 14a-b and the right-hand side is 2c + d + 14

DO YOU W!SH TO CHANGE OR
(YES I. NO 0)70

DO YOU WISH TO CHANGE OR
(YES 1. NO 0) 7O-

10 YOU WISH TO CHANGE OR
(YES I. NO . 0) ?0

CORRECT

CORRECT

CORRECT
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ANY OF THE CONSTRAINTS?

THE RIC4THAND SIDES?

THE OBJECT FUNCTION?

Now LPRG will begin calculating the solu-
tion to the problem. Figure 3-1 presents a com-
plete run of LPRG solving this probleth.

3. Interpret the results. As you can see, the
last several lines of the computer run in Figure
3-1 give the computer's answers. Let's look at
them.

VARIABLE 1 refers to p and VARIABLE 2
refers to c. The maximum value of the object
funetion, i.e., the maximum daily profit; is
$1450, and will occur' when p = 60 portables
and c = 10 consoles: If you will refer back to
page 00 you will see that these answers are the
same as the ones obtained by the trial-and-
error procedure;

The variables and their values will not neces-
sarily be listed in order in the computer's answers
because of the method the program uses to find
the best solution. Also sometimes a variable
not be listed under ANSWERS if it has a final
value of zero. This situation is also a result of
the method of solving the problem which is
being used;

It is possible that there are no solutions to the
problem you are working on. A simple example
would be if we added to the constraints of the
television problem that the number of portables
had to be at least 50 and the nimiber of con-
soles had to be at leak. 20. With these additional
constraints the model of the problem would be

p < 60 (at most 60
portables)

p 50 (at least 50
portables)

c < 40 (at most 40
conSoleS)

c 20 (at leaSt 20
consoles)_

2p + 3c < 150 (manpower
limitations)

jConstraints

(Maximize) 20p + 25c
= T (total daily profit) I Object function

This problem would have no solution because
if we chose p and c to satisfy the first four con-

J1
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RUN
LPRG

IF MAXIMIZING THE
IF MINIMIZING THE
?-1-

NUMBER OF VARIABLES?

NUMBER OF CONSTRAINTS? ?3

NUMBER OF LESS-.THAN CONSTRAINTS? '73-

OBJECT FUNCTION. TYPE 1.
OBJECT FUNCTION. TYPE .16,

NUMBER

NUMBER OF

ENTER THE

OF EQUALITY CONSTRAINTS? ?0

CONSTRAINTS? 1'GREATER-THAN

COEFFICIENTS

CONSTRAINT 1 ? l 0

CONSTRAINT 2 ?0.1

CONSTRAINT 3 ?

OF THE CONSTRAINTS, SEPARATED BY COMMAS.

ENTER -THE.. RIGHT -NAND SIDES OF
760,-.40. ISO

ALL THE CONSTRAINTS, SEPARATED BY COMMAS.

ENTER THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE OBJECT FUNCTION, SEPARATED 'BY
'-0a6

CO _ YOU
(YES

DO-YO
(YES

D3 YOU
(YES

WISH TO CHANGE
I, NO 0)70

WISH. TO CHANGE
1. NO 0) ?0

WISH TO CHANGE OR
1 NO 0) ?0

OR CORRECT

OR CORRECT

CORRECT

ANSWERS)
VARIABLE

1
2

VALUE
60
10

THE VALUE-OF -THE _OBJECT FUNCTION
THIS VALUE IS A MAXIMUM.

DONE

Figure 3-1.

Complete Run of LPRG.

StraintS, the last constraint would not be satis-
fied. For example, if we chose p = 50 and c
= 20, then:

2 50 + 3 + 20 2 50 + 3 20 = 160

which is greater than 150 and therefore violates
the fifth constraint above. You might try other
values for p

no
c in this model to convince

yourself that no solution is po,sible.
Different linear programming programs han-

dle this situation in different ways. Some pro-
grams give a message, that there are no solutions
and then quit. Others, like LPRG, will generate
a solution by ignoring one or more of the con-
straints. LPRG is designed to test for solutions.

ANY OF THE CONSTRAINTS?

THE RIGHT -HAND SIDES?

THE OBJECT FUNCTION?

I5 1450

COMMAS.

If it finds some, it proceeds to locate the opti-
mal Solution. If LPRG cannot find any solutions,
it will ignore the last constraint and test the re-
maining system for solutions. It will continue to
eliminate constraints until it has found a prob-
lem with solutions. Then it will find the optimal
solution. In the case of LPRG; therefore, it is
advisable to check the solution generated against
the last constraint On occasion; you will find
that the last constraint is violated by the solu-
tion. It is then up to you to decide if the solu-
tion is acceptable or if the problem must be
revised in some other manner;

Also, LPRG does not distinguish those prob-
lems with an infinite number of optimal solutions
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from problems which have only one optimal
solution. An example of a problem which has
an infinite number of optimal solutions would
be the television problem, assuming that the
profit on consoles is $30 rather than $2f.). The
model for the problem would then be:

p < 60
c < 40 Constraints

2p + 3c < 150

(Maximize) 20p + 30c = T } Object function

There would be many optimal solutions to this
problem. For example, all of the following
values for p and c satisfy the given constraints

REVIEW
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and produce the same maximum profit of
$1500:

p
60 10
45 20
30 30
15 40

LPRG would give you only one of the above
answers for p and c.

For any linear programming problem; there
will either be no solutions, one optima solution,
or an infinite number of optimal solutions. A
lir.ar programming problem would never have,
for example, exactly two optimal solutions.

Terminology COEFFICIENT OF A VARIABLE: the number which multiplies the variable.

Exercises 1. In what order must the constraints of the mathematical model of a linear
programming problem be listed when using LPRG? Why is this so? (Re-
view text pages 43 -44.)

2. How do you go about ordering the controllable variables? When is this
order used? (Review text pages 43-45.)

3. When running LPRG, how do you tell the computer whether the object
function is to be maximized or minimized? (Review text page 44.)

4. Solve the television problem yourself using LPRG; and check your
answers with those in the text; page 42;)

5. Using the mathematical model you developed in Exercise 2 on pages 42-
43 (the teacher aides problem), solve the problem using The computer.
Compare the answers you get from the computer with the answer you
obtained by trial and error.

GUIDELINES FOR FORMULATING
LINEAR PROGRAMMING MODELS

PURPOSE OF THIS SECTION

The preceding section of this unit introduced
the skills necessary to solve problems using linear
programming. Later we will present detailed
analyses of problems in educational administra-
tion which can be solved by the same means;
Before analyzing problems, however; we want to
discuss why this technique has been delayed in

its application to education and also give a gen-
eral outline for formulating linear programming
models. We hope you will keep this general out-
line in mind as you work through the problems
in the last section of this chapter. The ideas
presented below shon,d help you recognize ele-
ments and procedures common to all problems
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involving linear programming, even though the
problems themselves deal with widely diverse
problem areas.

LINEAR PROGRAMMING IN EDUCATION

Educators have only recently begun to use linear
programming to solve educational problems.
There are several reasons for the delay in ap-
plying the technique in this field. First; linear
programming is a relatively new tool and there
has not been much time for educational appli-
cations to be developed. Second, very few edur
cators have become acquainted with this tool
during their professional training programs.
Third, mathematicians or computer programs
needed to provide the Sdlutions to linear pro=
grarnming problems have not been generally
available to educatcirs.

Probably the single most important reason for
the delay in adding, linear programming tech-
niques to the battery of educational problem-
solving tools has been the difficulty of expressing
the goals of educational programs in terms that
can be measured objectively and of relating
these goals to contributing factors. Goals must
be expressed objectively before linear program-
ming techniques can be used, since the object
function must be a mathematical equation.
This is usually easier in business than in educa-
tion because the goals of business are frequently
expressed in terms of dollars or variables directlY
related to dollars. In the television manufac=
turing example you have just been Working with,
the goal was to maximize the daily profit, with
profit expressed in terms_ of dollars. The rela=
tionship between the profit and the controllable
Variables (number of portables and number of
console television sets produced) was also
known. Goals involved in education often do
not fall so neatly into terms that can be measured
objectively. For example, how often have you
seen the following educational goals expressed
objectively; that is, in a quantifiable form?

Quality of teaching in a school
Student motivation
Teacher effectiveness
Suitability of a teacher for a particular course
Efficiency of maintenance scheduling in a

district

Student citizenship
Student learning
Ability of students to generalize what they

have learned
Social integration

Just because the above goals are seldom ex-
pressed mathematically does not mean that it is
impossible to do so. The problems presented in
the final section of this chapter should give you
some ideas on various techniques of quantifi
cation. Of course, linear programmingand for
that matter all operations research techniques
does not claim to be able to quantify every goal
or express every educational problem mathe-
matically. We are limited by the degree of de-
velopment of our mathematical techniques, the
presence of variables or relationships which are
unknown to us, and the fact that quantifying
real-life situations may require us to make so
many assumptions that the final results are too
far removed from the real world to be practical.

STEPS IN FORMULATING LINEAR
PROGRAMMING MODELS

To help you see a common thread in all linear
programming problems, and to aid you in
solving linear programming problems on your
own, a general list of steps in formulating
models follows. The steps will be discussed in
detail and illustrated by examples from the
field of education and by references to the
television production problem and the teacher
aide problem.

Smythe and Johnson' list the following steps:

Steps in Formulating Linear Programming
Models
1; Recognition of the problem.
2. Formulation of the mathematical model:

a. identification of the controllable
variables;

b. choice of measure of effectiveness;
c. mathematical representation of the

object function;
d. identification of the constraints;

7 R. Smythe, Jr., and Lynwood A. Johnson,
Introduction to Linear Programming, with Applications
(Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall) p. 187.

5
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e. mathematical representation of the
constraints.

Once all these steps have been accomplished,
the problem is relatively easily solved by a
computer program for linear programming, such
as LPRG. The major difficulty in linear program-
ming lies in the formulation of the problem,
not in the solution.

Recognition of the Problem
In formulating the model of the problem, Step 1
is recognizing that an educational problem is
appropriate for solution through linear program-
ming. As you already know, linear programming
is applicable when it is desirable to establish a
program of action that is optimal in terms of
the effectiveness of reaching some measurable
goal and when all the familiars in the model
are linear. The program of action consists of
allocating or assigning some type of resource:
Furthermore; this allocation or assignment must
conform to certain criteria, or constraints.

In the television production problem, we were
allocating television set workers and assembly
lines by determining how many Portable and
console sets to produce in order to optimize
(may anize) the daily profit. In the teacher aide
problem, we were allocating jobs by deter-
mining how many full=tirne and part-time aides
to hire in order to optimize (minimize) the
amount of money required.

Other resources often allocated in educational
situations include:

Teachers and teacher aides
Budget funds
Federal aid funds
Teacher time
Maintenance workers
Audio-visual equipment
School buses
Student distribution in the school system
Class time
Classrooms

What are some of the things to be optimized
(either or minimized) within certain constraints
in education? ConSider the lists below:

ResultS to Maximize:
Student achievement
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Teacher experience
Teacher training
Time for instruction
Availability of instructional materials
Utilization of facilities
Opportunity for extracurricular activities
Subject offerings
Nutritional value of school lunches

Results to Minimize:
Cost of:

total education
school lunches
facilities
transportation
interest on bonds
equipment and supplies

Pupil-teacher ratio
Transportation time
Dropotr:
Distance szocients must travel to school
Distance students must travel between classes
Class size
Underachievement

All of the items on these lists appear to be at
least potential applications of linear program-
ming in that they are goals to be optimized.

Formulation of the Mathematical Model
The second step; 2(a), in Smythe and Johnson's
procedure calls for identifying the controllable
variables that affect the problem goal.

Sometimes the resources to be allocated in a
linear programming problem will be the same as
the controllable variables, as in the teacher aide
problem, where the controllable variables were
the respective numbers of full -time and part-
time teacher aides to be hired. Other times, we
will have to use controllable variables which are
not exactly the same thing as the resources to
be allocated, as in the television problem: here,
the controllable variables were the number of
portable and console sets to be produced, while
the actual resources to be allocated were the
workers and assembly lines.

In some problems, we may have to use in-
genuity to express the controllable variables.
Problem 3, pages 61-65; wit' illustrate how to
use controllable variables to indicate whether
or not a teacher is hired to fill a particular
position.
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Step 2(h) is to choose the measure of effec-
tiveness some criterion that can be objectively
measured. In some cases this step is quite easy.
Most cost objectives can be measured in terms
of dollars; as the total daily profit in the tele-
vision problem or the cost of hiring teacher
aides. Student achievement may be measured
by scores on standardized tests. Teacher ex-
perience may simply be the number of years
taught. A goal such as quality of teaching, on
the other hand, may be more difficult to_ ex-
press in objective terms, but still possible. YoU
could devise a rating system for prospective
teachers which would indicate their potential
teaching quality by including such items as
experience, education, recommendations, anG
the opinions of those who conduct teacher
interviewseasily translated into numerical
scores. The higher the teacher's score, the
greater his potential for quality teaching. The
total quality of the teachers you hire, then,
would be the sum of the teacher's scores on
your rating system.

Step 2(c) calls for the mathematical represen-
tation of the object function. That is, after we
have decided how to objectively express the
measure of effectiveness, we must write a
mathematical equation for this quanity.

The measure of effectiveness for the tele-
vision problem was daily profit, measured in
dollars and expressed by the equation:

20p + 25c = T

where:

p = number of portables
c = number of consoles

$20 = profit on each portable
$25 = profit on each console

T = the measure of effectiveness = the
total daily profit:

The measure of effectiveness for the teacher
)roblem was the daily cost of teacher

1. measured also in dollars and expressed
.quation:

15f + 7p = c

f = number of full-time teacher aides
p = number of part-time teacher aides

$15 = cost of one full-time aide per day
$7 = cost of one part-time aide per day

C = the measure of effectiveness = the
total daily cost of teacher aides

I3oth of the above equations are of the general
form:

Aa+B b =Z8
where A and B are constants (numbers), a and b
are controllable variables, and Z is the measure
of effectiveness:

In the equation 20p + 25c = T, the constants
were A = 20 and B = 25, and we used the sym-
bols p, c and T instea l of, respectively, a, b, and Z.

In the equation 15f + 7p = C, we had A = 15
and B = 7, and we named our controllable vari-
ables f and p. C was the symbol we used for our
measure of effectiveness. Notice, that an equa-
tion in this general form, which is the sum of
controllable variables multiplied by constants,
is a linear equation. Recall that the object func-
tions in linear programming problems must be
linear equations.

Of course, we are not restricted to only two
controllable variables for the object function. If
we had five controllable variables, the objrct
function would be of the general form:

Aa + Bb + Cc + + Ee Z

Even when the goals of a linear programming
problem can be appropriately expressed; it is
often difficult to establish relationships be-
tween the goals and the controllable variables
that contribute to the fulfillment of the goals.
For example; we discussed above the possibility
of expressing "quality of potential teaching" as
the sum of the scores of the teachers who are
hired. There may, however, be other variables
we wish to include in calculating the total poten-
tial quality of teaching: for example, teachers'
personalities will surely be a factor in quality of
teaching. But how do we express mathematically
the fact that hiring a certain English Department
head will alienate certain other teachers in the
department?

Another example of the difficulty in estab-
lishing relationships between goals and control-
lable variables might occur if we were measuring
the quality of mathematics instruction in a
school according to the amounts of time stu-
dents spend in large, medium, and small groups

8 As a convention for this chapter, numbers are repre-
sented by upper-case letters and variables by lower-case
letters.

5
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and in individual instruction. An adrriiniStrator
may decide that individual instruction time is
generally more valuable to a student than time
spent in large group instruction. The question
is, then, how much more Valuable? Twice as
Val Viable? Ten times as valuable? Often, the
effect of a controllable variable on the measure
of effectiveness must be determined by a sub-
jective judgment On the other hand, experi-
ence and research can also provide guidelines to
how much effect a variable may have on a de-
sired goal.

If the relationship between the controllable
variables and the measure of effectiveness is a
subjective judgment; or if research on the
matter is not conclusive; linear programming is
a quick; inexpensive way to try out various
hypotheses and obs4ve the resulting effects.
For example, in the problem outlined above,
where an administrator is interested in ascer-
taining how much time should be spent in
various types of mathematics instruction, he or
she may solve the problem several times, each
time varying the relative importance of individu-
alized instruction. The first time he or she may
specify that individualized instruction is 10 times
as valuable to a student as a comparable amount
of large group instruction; another time he or
she may specify that those types of instruction
are ecivally Valuable. The administrator could
then compare results. The results of such a
simulation could be very interesting as a school
district reviews or forms its philosophy regard-
ing individualized instruction and the resulting
scheduling of students:

The next step; 2(d), is to identify the con-
straints. They may apply to single variables or
to combinations of variables. In the television
problem; we had the following constraints:

No more than 60 portable§ could be produced
daily.

No more than 40 consoles could be produced
daily.

There were only 150 people available to build
television sets: 3 person -days were required
to produce a portable, 2 to build a console
set.

Exercise

REVIEW
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In the teacher aide problem, the constraints
were:

The number of full-time aides plus the num-
ber of part-time aides had to equal 85.

At least 10 full-time aides were to be hired.
At least 15 part-time aides were to be hired.
A total of at least 50 staff members were to

be hired, with a full-time aide considered
one staff member and a Part:time aide con:
sidered one-half staff member.

Some other constraints which might typically
be found in educational problems are:

There is only $50 ;000 in the district budget
for merit increases this year.

We can only afford to pay a new science
teacher $10,000.

There are only 62 seats in a school buS.
No child should spend more than one hour

a day riding a school bus.
A school lunch must provide a minimum of

1,000 calories.
A teacher must have at leaSt one free period

per day.
The enrollment in drivers' education is limited

to 200 students.

Step 2(e) entails mathematical representation
of the constraints on the controllable variables.
This procedure has been covered before (page
53). Sometimes we need to use real ingenuity
to express constraints on controllable vari-
ables. For example, Problem 3 on page 61
illustrateS how to express mathematically the
condition that only one teacher may be hired
for each available position in a school. Recall
that the constraints must also be linear in order
for a problem to be solvable using linear pro-
gramming techninnos.

Remember; (lition, that it will not be
possible to exi every constraint in a real
problem situation mathematically. We can only
hope that the simplification of the constraints
imposed by the available mathernatics will not
alter the problem to such a degree that the re-
sults from linear programming are not useful

1. List the steps required in formulating linear programming models. (Re-
view text pages 48-51.)
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USING LINEAR PROGRAMMING IN
EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION:
TYPES OF PROBLEMS AND
TECHNIQUES FOR THEIR SOLUTION

GENERAL PURPOSE OF THIS SECTION

This section is devoted to five typical problems
in educational administration which_ may be
analyzed using the operations research tool of
linear programming. It may be the most im-
portant section of all, for it is here that the
power and versatility of linear programming
become evident. The number of different topics
to which linear programming is applicable is
truly remarkable, and undoubtedly more appli-
cations will occur to you as you read.

The preceding four sections outlined all the
skills_ necessary to solve any of the following
prciblernA. They may seem more difficult than
those presented up to this point only because
there. are more controllable variables in each
problem and more constraints on these variables.
There will always be, however, only one object
function which we will want to either maximize
or minimize, depending fin the goal of the
problem:

PROBLEM 1: SCHEDULING_CLASS TIME
FOR MATHEIVIATICS INSTRUCTION

Statement of the Problem
A school uses a flexible scheduling patter}.
Mathematics classes are to be scheduled for
60 students. The schedule can include large
group instruction with _classes of 60, medium
group instruction with classes of 30, small group
instruction with classes of 15, and individual
instruction with one student per teacher. In each
week, there z}re 1,200 minutes of teacher time
available, which includes preparation time as
well as teaching time It takes two minutes of
preparation for each minute of large group
teaching, one minute of preparation for each
minute of medium group teaching, one-half
minute of preparation for each minute of small
group teaching, and no preparation for indi-

_vidual instruction. Each student Must spend at
least 250 minutes per week in mathematics
class or individual instruction, of which at least
5 minutes must be in individual instruction and
20 minutes in small group instruction.

The School administration has Placed relative
values for the students on each type of instruc-
tion. The value of a unit of time of large group
instruction is 2; of medium group 5, of small
group 8, and of individual instruction 40. That
is, based on his experience; an administrator has
decided that a unit of time of individual math
instruction is five times better than a unit of
small group instruction; eight times better than
a unit of medium group instruction, and twenty
times better than a unit of large group instruc-
tion. These numbers were chosen strictly on the
basis of the administrator's own judgment; an
other administrator might assess the values quite
differently.

The problem is to determine the al-hoc:ht of
time to be devoted to each type of instruction in
order to maximize the total value of math in
struction to the students.

Mathematical Model
The measure cf effectiveness in this problem is
the total value of mathematics instruction for
one student. The tote: value of math instruction
will depend upon the amounts of time to be
devoted to each type of instruction. These
amounts of time are the controllable variables.
Suppose we choose the variables 1, m, s; and i
to represent the following values:

1 = time spent by a student in large group
instruction

m = time spent by a student in medium group
instruction

s = time spent by a student in small group
instruction

i = time spent by a student in individual
instruction
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The total value of math instruction will then
he measured by the sum of the time spent in
each type of instruction multiplied by the re-
spective relative value for that type of instruc-
tion: From the statement of the problem, we
have the following relative values for the differ-
ent types of instructin

Instruct, on Relative Value

Large group 2
MediuM group 5
Small group 8
Individual 40

Therefore, the total value of mathematics in-
struction for each student will be:

21 + 5m + 8.§ + 40i = V

Where we have arbitrarily chosen the variable V
to represent the total value of instructVn.9 The
above equation is the object function. We are
interested in obtaining the highest quality of
instruction possible; so our goal is to find values
for 1; m, s and i which will give a maximum
value to V:

The object function we have just formed ex-
presses the total value of mathematics instruc-
tion for each individual student. If we wished
to know the value of instruction for all 60
students, we would simply multiply the equa-
tion by 60.

Equations for the constraints of the problem
must now be written. That is, we must express
mathematically the limitations on the control-
lable variables.

We firSt need to calculate how much teacher
time will be needed for large, medium, and small
group instruction and for individual instruction.
A total of 1,200 minutes of teacher time is avail-
able for preparation and teaching. The class size
for large group instruction is equal to the num-
ber of students taking mathematics, so just one
Section of large group instruction need be con-
sidered. It takes two minutes of preparation for
each minute of large group instruction taught.
The teacher time used for large group instruc-

9All that has been done to form this equation is to
weight the times in various types of mathematics in-
struction -ccorcling to the assessment of the relative
worth of each type of instruction.
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tion will, therefore, be the time in preparation
plus the time in teaching for one section; or 21
+ / = 3/.

The class size for mediurn group instruction
is 30, so two sections are needed to accornmb=
date all 60 students. It takes a minute of teacher
preparation for each minute of medium_ group
instruction taught. The teacher time tigea for
medium group instruction will be the time in
preparation plus the time in teaching multiplied
by the number of sections or 2 (m + m) = 2

2m = 4m.
Small group teaching requires one-half minute

of preparation for each minute of. teaching: If s
is the time for instruction for small groups; then
.5s + s = 1.5s is the total teacher time required
for one small group. Since a small group consists
of 15 students and since a total of 60 students
would require four small groups, we must multi-
ply 1.5s by the number of small groups required
(four): 4 X (1.5s) = 6s. Therefore, 6s is the total
teacher time required for four small groups.

Individual instruction requires no preparation.
If one student is allotted i minutes of individual
instruction, then 60 students would require_ 60i
minutes of teacher time per week in individual
instruction.

Now we can write the mathematical form of
the constraint on teacher time: teacher time is
the sum of the times spent in preparation and
teaching of large, medium, and small groups and
individuals and is limited to 1200 minutes per
week. The mathematical statement is:

31 + 4m + 6s + 60i . 1200

The next condition we must consider is that
each student must spend ai; least 250 minutes
per week in mathematics clas§ or individual in-
struction. This constraint can be expressed by:

1 +rn 250'
Each student must spend at least 5 minutes in

individual instruction and at least 20 minutes
in small group instruction. These, conditions are
expressed respectively by:

i> 5 .>- 20

'° Recall that th. sign means "greater than or equal
to."
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In summary, then, we have forthed the fol--
lowing mathematical statements based on the
original problem:

must be first: There are no "equality" con-
straints; all the remaining ones are "greater-
than" constraints. So we arbitrarily assign

Statement in Problem
Mathematical Expression

of Statement
Type of

Statement.

Teacher time is limited to 1200
minutes; allow for both
rteparation and teaching
time in all types of
instruction.

Each student receives at least
250 minutes of math
instruction.

Each student receives at least
5 minutes of individual
instruction.

Each student receives at least
20 minutes of small group
instruction:

Maximize the value of math
instruction, based on
relative worth of each
type of instruction.

31+ 4m + 6s + 601 < 1200

l+m+s+i 250

i 5

s 20

(ChooSe /, m, s, and i
subject to the above
constraints to maximize ...)
21 + 5m + 8s + 40i = V

Constraint

Constraint

Constraint

Constraint

Object function

We are now in a position to order the varia-
bles and the constraints and to express the
constraints in a form acceptable to LPRG.

Since we have already referred to 1, m, s; and
i in that order, let's now formally agree that 1 is
the first variable, m is the second, s is the third;
and i is the fourth.

In assigning an order to the constraints; recall
that all the "<" constraints must come first;
followed by the "=" constraints; followed by
the " " constraints. As "31 + 4m + 6s + 601
< 1200" is the only "less-than" constraint, it

"1 + m + s + i 250" as the second, "i > 5" as
the third, and "s z 20" as the fourth.

Since every constraint must mention each
variable, it is necessary to rewrite the third and
fourth constraints, using coefficients of zero
for the missing variables.

I 5 becorneS + 0m + 0s + 1i .> 5

s 20 becomes 0.1 + 0.m + 1.i + 0.s 20

Table 3-2 summarizes the problem in a form
which is usable for LPRG.

1st
var

2nd
var
m

3rd
var

4th
var

right-
hand

Sign side

1st constraint 4 6 60 1200
2nd constraint 1 1 1 1 250
3rd constraint 0 0 0 1 5

4th constraint 0 0 1 0 20
Object function 2 5 8 40

Table 3-2.
Summary of school schedule problem.
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REVIEW

1 Solve the class scheduling problem presented above using LPRG, then
verify your answers with those given on the following pages. Reorder the
variables and n.-n LPRG again. Are the results the same?

Analysis of the Solution
The computer program will print, out the fol-
lowing optimal solution to the class scheduling

GET -LPRG
RUN
LPRG

problem. (See Figure 3-2 for the complete listing
of the computer solution to this problem.)

IF MAXIMIZING THE OBJECT FUNCTIOV TYPE 1.
IF MINIMIZING THE OBJECT FUNCTION. TYPE .1.
?I

NUMBER OF VARIABLES? 74

NUMBER OF CONSTRAINTS? T4

NUMBER OF LESS -THAN CONSTRAINTS?

NUMBER OF EQUALITY CONSTRAINTS? 70

NUMBER OF GREATER -THAN CONSTRAINTS? 73

ENTER THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE CONSTRAINTS. SEPARATED BY COMMAS.

CONSTRAINT I 73.4-.6.60

CONSTRAINT 2 71.1.1.1

CONSTRAINT 3 70.0.0.1

CONSTRAINT 4 70.0.1.0

ENTER THE RIGHT -HAND SIDES OF ALL THE CONSTRAINTS. SEPARATED BY COMMAS.
11200.250,5.20

ENTER THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE OBJECT FUNCTION. SEPARATED BY COMMAS.
72.5.8.40

D3 YOU WISH TO CHANGE OR CORRECT ANY OF THE CONSTRAINTS?
(YES 1. NO 0)7-0-

CO YOU WISH TO CHANGE OR CORRECT THE RIGHT -HAND SIDES?
(YES 1. NO 0) TO

co YOU WISH TO CHANGE OR CORRECT THE OBJECT FUNCTION?
(YES 1. NO 0) 71}

ANSWERSI
VARIABLE VALUE
1 120
2 105
3 20
4 5

THE-VALUE OF_THE OBJECT FUNCTION IS 1125
THIS VALUE IS A MAXIMUM.

DO NE

Figure 3-2.

Class Scheduling Problem Using LPRG:
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ANSWERS
THE MAXIMUM VALVE OF THE OBJECT FUNCTION IS 1125
TH/S-OCCUHS-WHENt-
VARIABLE 2 105
VARIABLE 1 120
VARIABLE 3 20
VARIABLE. A . 5

ANY VARIABLES NOT LISTED HAVE 0
DONE

The computer prints the maximum (or mini-
mum) value of the object function and the cor-
responding values of the variables, subject to the
given constraints. We see that the maximum
valtie of the object function is 1125; which
occurs when variable 2 (which is m; the time
spent in medium-sized group instruction) is
105 (minutes); when variable 1 (1, time spent in
large group instruction) is 120; when variable
3 (s; time spent in small group instruction) is
20; and when variable 4 (i, time spent in indi-
vidualized instruction) is 5. In other words, the
maximum value of instruction will occur when
each student receives 120 minutes of large group
instruction, 105 minutes of medium group in-
struction, 20 minutes of small group instruction,
and 5 minutes ._f individualized instruction. One
can verify that the original conditions of the
problem are satisfied by substituting the fol-

Exercise.

REVIEW

lowing values for the variables in the original
constraints:

Optimal solution:

First constraint:

1= 120, m = 105,
= 20, i = 5

31 + 4m + 6s + 60i
= 3 120 + 4 105 + 6 20

+60 5
r= 360 + 420 + 120 + 300
= 1200 < 1200

Second constraint: l+m+s+i
= 120 + 105 + 20 + 5 = 250

250

Third constraint: i= 5 5

Fourth constraint: s= 20 20

Checking the value of the object function, we
have:

21 + 5m + 8s + 40i

= 2 120 + 5 105 + 8 20 + 40 5

= 240 + 525 + led + 200

= 1125

1. One of the constraints in the class scheduling problem above was based
on a subjective assumption by an administrator regarding the relative
worth of the different types of math instruction (large; medium; and
small groups and individual instruction). Using only your own intuition;
try to predict how the results of the above problem will change if the
administrator decides that all types of math instruction are of equal
worth: What part of the math model would have to be changed? After
you have made your prediction, continue reading the text.

Analysis of Exercise
If it is assumed that all types of math instruction
are of equal worth, the only change that must be
made in the model for the class scheduling prob-
lem is in the object. function: Instead of the
object function 2/ + 5m + 8s + 40i = V, we
would have the new object function:

l+m+s+i=V
Since the different types of math instruction

are now assumed to be equal, the times spent in
each method of instruction are weighted equally
(all times have a coefficient of 1).

Let us compare the answers to the class sche-
duling problem using this new Object function
with the previous answers we obtained. (See
Figure 3-3 for the computer listing for the re-
vised class scheduling problem.)

It should not be surprising that when all
types of instruction are assumed to be of equal
worth, the time for large group instruction is
increased. Large group instruction is, after all;
the most efficient form of instruction, in that
all students may be accommodated in the struc-
ture of one large class taught by one teacher.
The large class situation can give a large unit of
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Time-spent

Assumption About
Types of Math

Instruction

Large
GrOup

I

Medium
Group

m

Small
Group

S

Individual
Instruction

i

Value of
Object Function

V

Weighted values:
Individual
instruction much
more valuable

All types of
instruction equal

120

260

105

0

20

20

5

5

1125

285

Table 3-3.
Class schedule problem using different weights.

GET-Lppo
RUN
LPRO

IF MAXIMIZING THE OBJECT FITICTIIN. TYPE I.
IF MINIMIZING THE OBJECT FUNICTIIV. TYPE -1.
71

NUMBER OF VARIABLES? ?4

NUMBER IF CIVSTRAUNTS7 74

NUMBER OF LESS-THAN CONSTRAINTS?

NUMBER IF EQUALITY CONSTRAINTS?

?I

TO-

NUMBER IF GREATER -THAN CONSTRAINTS? ?3

ENTER THE CIEFFICIENTS IF THE CONSTRAINTS. SEPARATED BY COMMAS.

CONSTRAINT I 73.4.6.60

CONSTRAINT 2

CONSTRAINT 3

CONSTRAINT 4

ENTER THE RIGHT-HAND SIDES IF ALL THE CONSTRAINTS. SEPARATED BY CIMmAS.
71200.250.5.20

ENTER THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE OBJECT FOVCT/ON. SEPARATED BY COMMAS.
71.1.1.4

OD YOU WISH-T1 CHANGE OR CORRECT ANY OF THE CONSTRAINTS?
(YES I. NO 0)70

DO YOU WISH T") CHANGE OR CORRECT THE RIGHT -HAND SIDES?
(YES I. NO 0) .0

DI) -YOU WISR_TO CHANGE OR CORRECT THE OBJECT FUNCTION?
(YES I. NO 0) 70

ANSWERS(
VAa/ABLE VALUE

I 260
3 20
4 5

THE VALUE OF THE OBJECT FUNCTION rS 245
THIS VALUE IS A MAXIMUM.

DON E

Figure 3-3.
Revised Class Scheduling Problem Solved by LPRG.
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time for student instruction while still keeping
teacher time low.

PROBLEM 2; PLANNING
LOW-COST LUNCHES

Statement of the Problem
Consider the problem of planning a school lunch
menu. Assume that minimum nutritional re-
quirements for school lunche§ have been estab-
lished. The requirements may be stated in terms
of a day, a week, or a longer period of time, as
long as they are all stated in the same unit of
time. A variety of foods is available. The price
of each food and the nutritional value of each
are known. The prIblern is to minimize the cost
of §chool lunches, subject to the nutritional
constraints.

Specifically, let us suppose that we wish to
supply six different nutrients to school children
using five types of vegetables: peas, lima beans,
carrots, spinach; and beets. The nutrients are
calcium, iron, phosphorus, potassium, sodium,
and Vitamin C. We will designate the pounds of
each vegetable purchased for every 100 children
each week by the variables p (peas), 1 (lima
beans). c (carrots), s (spinach), and b (beets).
The cost per pound for each vegetable is known,
and the number of grams of nutrient contained
in each pound of vegetable is also known. In
summary, suppose we have the information
given in Table 3-4.

Minimum amount, in grams,
Nutrient required each week per 700 childreh

nt

n2
n3
n4
ns
nb

400g (100% RDA)
9g (100% RDA)

600g (100% RDA)
975g (average intake, no RDA established)

1150g (average intake, no RDA established)
20g (100% RDA)

How many pounds of each type of vegetable
should be purchased each week, per 100 chil-
dren, so that minimum nutritional requireme .s
are met while at the same time spending the
least amount of money possible?

Mathematical Model
The measure of effectiveness for this problem is
the total cost of vegetables per week for 100
children. The controllable variables are the
amounts of each type of vegetable that can be
purchased.

Using the cost per pound for each vegetable
and the number of pounds that must be pur-
chaSed, the total cost for vegetables for 100
children for a week will be:

.25p + 3014..19c + .29S + .15b = C

The above equation is our object function,
and the total cost; C; is the quantity we wish to
make as small as possible. In this problem, then,
r.'42 are interested in minimizing the object
function.

Grams of Nutrient Per Pound of Vegetable

Vegetable
Pounds

Purchased
Cos-per
Pod CalCiUrn iron Phosphorus Potassium Sodium Vitamin C

Peas p .25 .09 .01 .26 .44 1.07 .04

Etna Beans 1 .30 .12 .01 .30 1.01 1.07 .03

Carrots c .19 .15 .00 .14 1.01 .15 .03

Spinach s .29 .42 .01 .17 1.47 .23 .1*:z

Beets b .15 .06 .00 :77 .76 1.07 .01

Table 3-4.
Information for school lunch menu problem.

Furthermore, we wish to provide every 100
children with the minimum amounts of each
nutrient each week given in the following list.

On the other hand; we wish to supply the re:
quired amounts of nutrients to ti.? children
from these foods. The minimum amount of cal-
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cium that is needed is 400 grams. For every
pound of peas; .09 grams of calcium are sup-
plied; every pound of beans provides ;12 grams
of calcium; and so on; Therefore, for the pur-
chase of p; 1, c; s; and b pounds of peas, lima
beans, carrots, spinach and beets respectively,
(.09p + .121 + .15c + ;42s + .06b) grams of cal-
cium will be provided; We want this amount
to be at least as large as the minimum required
amount, 400 grams. Therefore, the first con-
straint on the number of pounds of vegetables
purchased is:

.09p + A2/ + .15c + .42s + .06b > 400

That is, the amount of calcium supplied to 100
children every week from these vegetables is at
least as large as the minimum requirement (400
grams).

Similarly, we can calculate the total number
of grams of the other nutrients supplied by the
purchase of these vegetables and specify that
these amounts are at least as large as the mini-
,nurn requirements for the nutrients. For iron;
the minimum requirement is 9 grams. Purchasing
p; 1, c; S. and b amounts of peas; lima beans;
carrots; spinach; and beets will provide .01p
+ :011 + Oc + .0Is + Ob grams of iron; We want
this amount to he at least as large as 9 grams;
Therefore, our second constraint would be ex-
pressed:

.01p +.011+ Oc +.01s + Ob 9

The requirement for phosphorus is at least
600 grams, so the third constraint would be:

.26p + .31 + .14c + .17s + .77b 600

"--.e last three constraints would then describe
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the minimum requirements for potassium,
sodium; and Vitamin C:

.44p + 1.01/ + 1.01c + 1.47s + .76b 975

1.07p + 1.071 + ;15c + .23s + 1.07b 1150

.04p + .03/ + .03c + .13s + .01b 20

In summary, then, we have the following
mathematical formulation of th( problem:
Find values for p, 1, c, s, and b which are subject
to the constraints

.09p + .12/ + .15c + .42s + .06b 400

.01p + .01/ + Oc + .01s + Ob 9

.26p + .3/ + .14c + .17s + .77b 600

.44p + 1.01/ + 1.01c + 1.47s + .76b 975

1.07p + 1.07/ + .15c + .23s + 1.07b 1150

.04p + .031 + .03c + .13s + .01b 20

and which minimize

.25p + .30/ + .19c + .29s + .15b = C

Notice that we have essentially already as-
signed an order to the variables by the manner
in which we set up the problem. That is; we have
always mentioned p; 1, c, s; and b in that order.
So we now officially recognize p is first, 1 is
second, c is third, s is fourth and b is fifth.

Notice also that all the constraints are "greater-
than," so we must assign order arbitrarily. Let's
use the order in which they were developed.

All the constraints already mention each vari-
able, so there is no need to alter the constraints.
Table 3-5 summarizes the problem in a manner
readily adaptable for use with LPRG.

1-st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th
var V3r var var V3 r
(P) 0) (c) (5) (b)

1st constraint :09 A2 .15 .42 .06
2nd constraint .01 .01 0 .01 0
3rd constraint .26 .3 .14 .17 .77
4th constraint .44 1.01 1.01 1.47 .76
5th constraint 1:07 1:07 :15 .23 1.07
6th constraint .04 .03 .03 .13 .01
Object function .25 .30 .19 .29 .15

Table 3-5.
Summary of variable information for school menu problem.

6

Right-
hand

Sign side

400
9

600
975

1150
20
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Analysis of the Solution
The !amounts of vegetables which must be pur=
chased in a week for every 100 children in the
school system such that the minimum amounts

PRG
HUN
LPRG

of nutrients are supplied while the cost is made
as small as possible are shown in the list below.
(The computer solution is shown hi Figure 3-4.)

IF MAX IMI Z INS THE OBJECT FUNCTION, TYPE I

IF MINIMIZING THE OBJECT FUNCTION. TYPE -I.
7.1

NUMBER or VARIABLES? 75-

NUMBER OF CONSTRAINTS? ?6

NUMBER OF LESS -THAN CONSTRAINTS? 70

NUMBER OF EQUAL! TY CONSTRAINTS? 70 j

:UMDER OF GREATER -THAN CONSTRAINTS? 76

/TER THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE CONSTRAINTS, SEPARATED BY COMMAS.

CONSTRAINT 1 . 09.. 12. . 15.. 42.. 06

CON*I T 2 701 Ol 0, 01,0
CONSTRAINT 3 2 6 , . 3 , . 1 4 , . 1 7 . . 7 77.

CONSTRAINT 4 44.101.1 .01s l 47s 76

CONSTRAINT 5 ? 1 07,-F.-07.-. 1-5. 23. 1 07

CONSTRAINT 6 ? 04. 03.. 03. 13s 01

ENTER THE RIGHT -HAND SIDES ')F ALL THE CONSTRAINTS. SEPARATED BY COMMAS.

7400.9,600,975.-1-15-eee

ENTER THE COEFFICIENTS ')F THE OBJECT FUICTION. SEPARATED BY COMMAS.
7.25: .30..19. 29..15
DO YOU WISH TO CHANGE OR CORRECT ANY OF THE CONSTRAINTS?
(YES . I, NO 0)70

DO _YOU WISH TO CHANGE OR CORRECT THE RIGHT -HAND SIDES?
(YES I, NO 0) ?-0-

CO YOU WISH -TO CHANGE OR CORRECT THE OBJECT FUNC HON?

(YES NO e 0) ?0

PN SWERS
VARIAE/LE VALUE

8I. 8836
4 818. I 17
5 817.026

THE -I./AI-UV OF -THE OBJECT FUNCTION/ IS 380.279
THIS VALUE IS A MINIMUM.

DONE

Figure 3-4. _

School Lunch Problem Solved Using LPRG.

Vegetable

Peas (p) 81.8836
Lima Beans (1) 0

Carrots (c)
Spinach (s) 818.117
Beets (b) 817.026

Amount Purchased /pounds)
The total cost of the purchase will be A380.28.

Furthermore, this cost is the least amount which
needs to be spent on vegetables for 100 children
for one week in order to supply minimum nutri-
tional requirements. It may easily be shown that
this solution satisfies the original constraints
by substituting values of p 81.8836, / = 0, c

6u
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= 0, s = 818.117, and b = 817.026 into the set
of conscraints we formulated above.

Exercise

REVIEW

61

1. Although the above solution is mathematically sound, it may not appeal
to school children who are faced with an abundance of spinach and beets
in their lunches. Use your imagination to write additional constraints so
that a larger variety of vegetables will be purchased without sacrificing
nutritional needs. How does the total cost of the rewritten problem coma
pare to the minimum cost above ($380.28)?

2. Do you think it is reasonable to spend $380.28 per 100 children per
week for vegetables? Realistically, what could be changed in this prob-
lem to bring the price down?

PROBLEM 3. ASSIGNING will obtain the maximum possible quality of
TEACHERS TO POSITIONS teaching.

Statement of the Problem
Within a School, four teaching positions are to
be filled by four teachers. The teaching positions
and the symbols we will use to denote them are:

A algebra
G geometry

C calculus
P physics

Each of the four teachers (denoted T1, T2,
T3, and T4 is qualified to fill any of the four
positions.

Based on the teachers' training, experience,
and recommendations and on the opinions of
the administrators and department heads who
have interviewed them, each teacher has been
given a score from 1 to 10 according to suita-
bility for each of the four positions: A rank of
10 indicates that a teacher is extremely well
qualified for a position; 5 indicates that a
teacher has average qualifications; and 1 indi-
cates that a teacher is not well suited at all for
a position; even though he may be qualified to
hold it The respective scores are given by the
matrix in Figure 3-5. For example, T1 has
been given a rank of 5 (average) for C, and T3
has been given a rank of 10 (extremely well
qualified) for A.

Because not many teachers have applied for
positions in the school, these four must be
hired to fill the four positions. Your problem
is to assign teachers to positions so the school

71

. T2

T3

T4

Positions

G C

4 4 5

5 4 9 7

10 9 7

8 6 4 2

Figure 3-5.
Teacher-Position Matrix

Mathematical Model
The quality of teaching in this problem is the
measure of effectiveness and will be calculated
by the sum of the teachers' ranks for the posi-
tions they are assigned. Suppose we arbitrarily
make the following assignment of teachers to
positions:

T1 is assigned to P T3 is assigned to A
T2 is assigned to C T4 is assigned to B

We can indicate this assignment by drawing
circles in the appropriate positions on the
original teacher-position matrix, as shown in
Figure 3-6.

The total value of the quality of teachers
hired will be sum of the teachers' scores for
those positions:

Sr
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T1

T2

T3

14

Positions
C C P

4 4 5

5 4 7

6

8 ® 4

Figure 3-6.
Assignment of Teachers to Positions on Matrix.

Quality of teachers = 10 + 6 + 9 + 2 = 27

Obviously, the higher the total sum, the
higher the potential quality of teaching. Is there
a way to assign teachers to positions so that the
quality of teaching is greater than 27? In posing
this question; it is now evident that the problem
can be solved by linear programming. We have
defined quality of teaching as our measure of
effectiveness; and have also defined a means_ of
numerically calculating quality of teaching. We
want to assign teachers to positions in order to
maximize the quality of teaching.

In order to form the mathematical model for
this problem, we must define Our controllable
variables so that we can numerically indicate
whether or not_ a teacher is assigned to a cendin
position. We will need 16 controllable variables,
named a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, 1, j, k, 1, m, n, 0, p.
Each variable will be associated with the possible
assignment of a teacher to a position, as indi-
cated in the matrix below:

71

T4

Positions

h

e f

i j k 1

m n

Figure 3-7.
Variables Shown on Teacher-Position Matrix.

These variables will all be used to answer the
question, "Is this teacher hired for this posi-
tion?" if the variable has value 0, the answer will
be No. If the value is 1, the answer will be Yes.

For example; we assumed arbitrarily that T1 is
hired for P. Then the following values would be
assigned to a, b, c, and d:

T1 assigned to P:
a = 0 (not assigned to A)
b = 0 (not assigned to G)
c = 0 (not assigned to C)
d = 1 (yes, assigned to P)

We also assumed T2 is assigned to C. Then the
following values for e, f, g, and h would occur:

T2 assigned to C:
e = 0 (not assigned to A)
f = 0 (not assigned to G)
g. = 1 (yes, assigned to C)
h = 0 (not assigned to P)

We assumed also that T3 is assigned to A and
T4 is assigned to G; so let's compete the entire
set of values for the controllable variables and
compare these values to the teacher-position
matrix where we circled scores for this arbitrary
assignment cr teachers to positions:

T1

L T2

14

71

1'2 72

13

74

Positi,,05
A C

4 4

5 4

0 9 7 6

8 4

Positions

a=0 b=0 c=0 d=1

e =0 f=0 9=1 h=0

1=1 ;1=0 k=0 1=0

m=0 n=1 o=0 p=0

Figure 3-8.
Comparions _of Teacher-Position Matrix and Variable
Values Matrix.

Not e that there are values of 1 wherever a
teacher has been assigned to a position.

69
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Now that the controllable variables have been
defined; it is easy to express the object function
for the quality of teaching (denoted by Q). We
take each teacher's score for each position,
multiply it by the appropriate controllable vari-
able, and add all these multiples together:

Quality of teaching = 4a + 4b + 5c + 2d + 5e
+ 4f + 9g + 7h + 101
+ 9j + 7k + 61 + 8m
+ 6n + 40 + 2p

=Q

For the arbitrary assignment above, we have,
substituting values for the variables:

Quality of teaching = 4 0 + 4 0 + F 0
+4 0 + 9 1 + 7 0
+10. 1 4- 9 0 + 7 0
+6.0 +8.0 +6.1
+4.0 +2. 0
2 + 9 + 10 + 6

= 27 == Q

which is the same number we obtained before;
To solve a linear programming problem on the
computer; we need a mathematical expression
for the object function. Defining controllable
variables which could either equal 1 or 0 enabled
us to do this.

Now that we have developed a mathematical
expression for quality of teaching, what are the
constraints on the controllable variables? Let's
agam examine the teacher-position matrix
showing the values of the controllable variables
for our arbitrary assignment.

P0,.itrons

C

, 4I l 1.1 r I d I I !Ann of the
fnr

en, h rr..4
U f 0 v I

I I 0

n 1 .) p.0

un nl t

vapor,, fnr
f,1( h 1 umn

1

Figure 3-9.
Matrux with Sum of Values.

Notice that We have indicated the sum of the
values of the controllable variables for each row
and each column. The fact that the sum of the
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values of the controllable variables for each row
is 1 reflects the situation that only one control-
lable variable in each row has value 1; the rest
of the controllable variables in that row are 0.
These values of course indicate that a teacher can
only be assigned to one position; if more than
one controllable variable in a row equaled 1,
the variables would be indicating that a teacher
was assigned to more than one positiona situa-
tion not permitted. We can be assured that a
teacher will be assigned to exactly one position
if we specify mathematically that the sum of the
controllahl Tiables in each row must equal 1.
We will nec., ,,ne following four equations.

Condition Mathematical Equation

Ti can be assigned only one
position

T2 can be assigned only one
position

T3 can be assigned only one
position

T4 can be assigned only one
position

b 4 + d = 1

e+f+g+h=1

i+j+k+1=1

m + n + + p = 1

Note: Mathematically these equations by themselves
guarantee only that 100 percent of each teacher's time
will be divided between the four positions and not that
each teacher will spend 100 percent of his time in the
same position. For instance, T1 could spend half his
time on algebra and the other half on geometry and the
first equation would be satisfied (1/2 + 1_+ 0 + 0 = 1).
These equations guarantee that one teacher spends all
of his time on the same position only when we add the
extra condition that the variables may only have values
of 0 or 1.

For each column in the teacher-position
matrix above, the sum of the values of the con-
trollable variables for this arbitrary assignment
of teachers is also 1. The reason why exactly
one controllable variable in each column has
value 1 is that each position is assigned to only
one teacher. Having more than one variable
equal to 1 in a column would indicate that a
certain position has been assigned to more than
one teacher. We therefore want to specify
mathematically that each position will be as-
signed to exactly one teacher. We do this by
stating that the sum of the values of the con-
trollable variables for each column must be L
Four equations are necessary to express this
constraint:
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Condition

A can be assigned to only
one teacher a+e+i+m 1

G can be assigned to only
one teacher b+f+j+n=1

C can be assigned to only
one teacher c +g + + o = 1

P can be assigned to only
one teacher d+h+l+p=1

Mathematical Equation

Again, notice that these equations guarantee each
poSi' on will be assigned to only one teacher if
it is stipulated that all the variables can have
values of 0 and 1 only:

In summary, here is the mathematical model
for this; problem: We wish to find values for a, b,

d, e, f, g, h, i, j, h, 1, m; n, o; p such that the
following constraints are satisfied:

a +b+c+d =1
e+f+g+h =1
i + j + + 1 =1
m+n+d+p = 1
a+e+i+m = 1
b r-f+h+n =1
c+g+k+o =1
d + h +1 + p =1

and such that the value for Q is a maximum:

4a +1'6 + 5c + 2d + 5e + 4f + 9g + + 10i
+ 9j + 7h +61 + 8m + 6n + 40 + 2p = Q

_It is time to prepare the model for input to
LPRG. Let's agree to use alphabetical order for
the variables. Since all the constraints are
"equality," we will number them in the order
in which they were developed: Notice; however;
that none of the constraints mentions all 16 vari-
ables. This means that all of them will have to
be rewritten using coefficients of zero for all
variables not originally mentioned in the con-
straint. Table 3-6 contains a summary of this
problem for use with LPRG.

Note that nowhere in the model have we ex-
plicitly stated that each variable must have
values of either 0 or 1. The reason for this is
that such statements are not linear formulas
and therefore this problem cannot be solved
using linear programming techniques if they are
included. We will have to be content with the
eight constraints we have and be prepared to
deal with the solution LPRG generates.

Each teacher assigned
to one teaching position

Each teaching position
has only one teacher

Analysis of the Solution
The computer listing for the solution of the
teacher assignment problem is shown in Figur
3-11. The resulting values for the controllable
variables are:

c=h=j=m=1
a=b=d= =f=g=-i=h=1=n=o=p= 0

which correspond to the assignment:

T1 to calculus (C) T3 to geometry (G.'
T2 to physics (P) T4 to algebra (A)

Ti

12 12

T3

14

T1

r T2

13

T4

iI

Posi tions

2

5 4

10 7 6

O6 4 2

Positions

a=0 b=0 C=1 4=0

e=0 f=0 g=0 1)=1

i =6 j=1 k=0 1=0

in n=0 0=0 p=0

Figure 3 -10.
Teacher-Position and Variable-Value Matrices for Prob-
lent Solution.

The resulting quality of tea& ing, measured
by the sum of the teachers' scores for the as-
signed positions, is the maximum possible figure:

Quality of teaching = 5 + 7 + 9 + 8 = 29 = Q

Linear programming can be quite useful to
administrators in solving such assignment prob-
lems as the one outlined above. This problem
could probably be solved by trial and error in
not too long a time, since there are only 24 ways
to assign four teachers to four positions. How-
ever, consider the situation of assigning ten
teachers to ten positions: there are over 3%
million ways to make these assignments! It
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Richt
hand

Odr

65

1st
var

Cd/

2nd
var

11?/.

3rd
vdr

(.(/

n

var

_01

5th
var

(0

6th
var

(111

7th
var

(s1

8th
var

(hl_

9th 10th 11th 12th 13th
var var var var var

w _al _DA. _1_11 _SA/

14th 15th 16th
var var var

1st constraint 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 = 1

2ni constraint 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

3rd constraint 0 0 0 0 ;') 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0

4th constraint 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

5th Co, ..raint n 0 0 I 0 0 0 I 0 0 1 0 0 0

6th constrani r I 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

't,i ,traint 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

constraint 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

Object fulction 4 4 5 2 5 4 9 7 10 9 7 6 8 6 4

3-5.
Summary of teacher assignment problem.

would be virtually impossible to manually ex-
amine those 31/2 million assignments in order
to find the optimal assignment: Such a problem
could, however, easily be solved in a few min-
utes using linear programming and LPRG.

A FOOTNOTE ON
ASSIGNMENT PROBLEMS

The techni(p.- of defining controllable variables
so that they indicate the presence or absence of
a condition (such as whether or not a teacher is
assigned to a certain position) is fairly common
in operations research procedures and is useftil
in a wide variety of problem, l; or example,
variabl °s could hava value 1 or C according to
Whether or not a school bus travels a specific
portion of a route, or whether or not a student
is assigned a first-period English class.

Here ao some variations of assignment prob-
lems which can be solvod using techniques simi-
lar to those above:

assigning students to classes;
making up a master schedule for a high school;
assigning topics to be covered to teachers who

are tea.n-teaching a course;
Scheduling use of maintenance equipment for

a large school system.

In some of the assignment problems suggested
above, it might be more appropriate to use
numerical ranks according to preferences instead
of using scores based on ability, as we did in thu
teacher assignment problem. For example, a
group of teachers who are team-teaching a
course might numerically rank the topics in the
course according to their personal preferences
for teaching each of the topics; the higher the
number for a topic, the greater the preference
of a teacher for teaching it. An object function
could then be for. ed to represent the total
value of teachers' preferences (we might call this
the "happiness total"). If teachers were assigned
to teach topics in the course so that this object
function was a maximum, w_ e would be making
the assignment which resulted in the greatest
possible satisfaction among the teachers.

PROBLEM 4. BUSING STUDENTS
TO ACHIEVE RACIAL BALANCE

Statement of the Problem
An inner-city area has nine designated school
bus stops of various racial mixes which are to
feed two newly constructed elementary schools,
Edgar Allen Poe Elementary (P) and Robert
Frost Elementary (F). El& school has room for
not more than: 400 students
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. .

GET -LPRG
RUN
LPRG
IF mAx tmt !Nit.; THE OBJECT
IF MlV / MIT. TVG THE OBJECT

NUMBER OF

NUMBER OF

FUNCT TIN
F UV CT) ON

VARIABLES? ? 16

CONSTRAINTS? 7-8-

TYPE I

TYPE -.I.

N,/mBEH OF LESS -THAN CONSTRAINTS? 70

NUMBER OF EQUALITY CONSTRAINTS? TR

NUMBEH OF GREATER -THAN C1NSTHAINTS?

ENTER THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE CON STRANTS. SEPARATED BY COMAS.

CONSTHAINT I 71, 1 I 1.0,0,0,0.0.0.0.0.0.0.Uo 0

CONSTHAINT 2 ? 0.0.0.0. 1.1.0-.0.0.0.0.0.0.0

CONSTRAINT 3 ?0,00.0.0.0.0.0. I. 1.1.0,0,0.0

CONSTHANT 4 ?o.o.o.-o-.-0-.n.r).6.o.ti.o; 0. 1. 1.1.;

CONSTHA INT 5 ? 1.0.0.0*1. O.

CONSTRAINT 6 .n.o

CON STRA 7 70.0.1.0.0.0.1; 0.0sO. 1.0.0.0.1.0

CONSTRA /V T R 7 0.0.0. I 0,0,7. I .0,-0-..0 1 . n.c); o:i
-

EVTEH THE RIGHT -HAND SIDES OF ALL THE CO%) SIPA NTS. Sr:PAHAITU BY COMMAS.

71 1 o I 1

ENTER THE CO EFF I C I EN TS )F THE. OBJECT
?4 4.5.2 5.-41.9. 7, in, 9.7.6.86.4.2

WI NH TO CHANGE OH CI HRECT ANY )F THE COVSTHA IN TS?

I NO 0)?ff
E) YOU
(YES

FINICT ION. SEPARATED lit

YOU WISH TO
(YES I Nr)

DO _YOU WI SH TO
(YES 1 NO

ANSWER!, s
VAH I ABU E

8

10
12
13

CHANCE OR
0) ?0

CHANGE OR
0) 70

VALUE.

0

0

CORRECT THE RIGHT -HAND SIDES?

CORRECT

THE_VALUE OF THE OBJECT FUNCTION
THIS VALUE I S A MAXIMUM.

THE OBJECT FINCT ION?

IS 29

DONE

Figure 3-11.
Teacher Assignment Problem Solved Using LPRG.

The school ooard has determined that all the
students at the same bus §toi) will go to the
same school, that each of the schools must have
a minimum of 180 black students and 130 white
students, and that all students should be bused
as short a distance as possible. The distance
traveled will be measured in student-miles,
which is the total number of miles traveled by
all students (for example; if one student is

C

bused 3 miles_ and another 7 miles; the total
number of Student-miles traveled is 10).

The total number of students per stop, the
number of black students and white students at
each stop, and the distance of each stop from
each school are summarized in Table 3-7.

Let's arbitrarily assign bus stops 1, 2, 3, 4,
and 5 to go to P and bus stops 5, 7, 8, and 9 to
go to F and use Table 3-7 to compute the num=

7,
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Stop Total 0 Students M Black Students 0 White Students Distance to P Distance to F

1 100 100 0 .2 5.0
2 90 80 10 1.0 4.5
3 80 65 15 2.0 4.0
,i 75 55 20 1.0 4.5
5 80 40 40 2.5 2.5
6 85 30 55 2-.5 2.0
7 80 .5 45 3.0 2.0
8 70 10 60 4.0 1.5
9 50 0 50 5.0 .3

Table 3-7

Summary of bus slop data.

ber of student miles traveled. There are 100
students at bus stop 1, .2 miles from P, so the
total number of student-miles from bus stop 1
is 100 > .2 20 miles. There are 90 students
at bus stop 2, 1 mile from P, making the total
number of student-miles from bus stop 2
90 X 1 = 90 miles. Similarly, bus stop 3 ac-
counts for 80 X 2 = 160 student - miles; bus stop
-1 for 75 X 1 = 75 student-miles, and bus stop 5
for 80 X 2:5 = 200 student - miles: Therefore, the
total number of student miles traveled by stu-
dents going to P is:

Bus stop 1 Bus stop 2 Bus stop 3
(100 X .2) + (90 X 1) + (80 X 2)
Bus stop 4 Bus stop 5

+ (75 X 1) + (80 X 2.5) = 545 student-miles.

In the same manner we calculate the number
of student-miles traveled by Students going to F
as:

Bus stop 6 Bus stop 7 Bus stop 8
(85 X 2) + (80 X 2) + (70 X 1.5)
Bus stop 9

+ (50 X .3) = 170 + 160 + 105 + 15 = 450
student-miles.

Thus the total number of student miles tray:
eled is

No. Student-miles traveled by students of P
+ Student-miles traveled by students of F

545 + 450 = 995 student-miles.

Let's see if this busing assignment conforms
to the constraints set. The first is that each
school can accommodate no more than 400
students. The number of students going to P is
the number at the first five bus stops, which,
according to Table 3-7, is 100 + 90 + 80 + 75
+ 80 = 425. The number of students going to F
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is 85 + 80 + 70 + 50 = 285. Clearly there are too
many stuoents at P; and so these constraints are
not satisfied.

The next ::?t of constraints has to ,24J with
how many ck and how many white stu!entS
go to each ,2!:ool. Again using Table 3-7,
see that P ha 100 + 80 + 65 + 55 + 40 = 34k1
black students ar d 0 10 + 15 + 20 + 40 = 85
white students. F 30 + 35 + 10 + 0 =
black students and bb + 45 + 60 + 50 = 230
white students; Thus, P does not have encash
white studentseach school must have a mini-
mum of 130 and F does not have enough black
students: each school must have a minimum of

0. So these constraints are not satisfied either.
Our arbitrary assignment of a busing pattern,

th does not solve the problem because it
does not satisfy the -constraints. Rather than
assigning another pattern and calculating all the
constraints again in hopes of finding a solution
and then trying to find the best solution, let's
turn our effort to building a precise mathemati-
cal model for the situation, hoping to find it has
all linear formulas so that we can use LPRG to
solve the problem.

In order to form a mathematical model for
this problem, we will need to define controllable
variables having to do with each bus op and
where its students go to school: This can be ac-
complished by defining two variables per bus
stop, one indicating whether they go to Poe; the
other telling whether they go to Frost. Each
variable will have a value of 1 if the students go
to the school and 0 if they do not Notice that
this technique of assigning variables is similar to
that in the previous problem. For the firSt bus
stop, we will call the Poe-indicator P1 and the
Frost=indicator Fl; for the second, P2 and F2;
and so on through the ninth bus stop, with P9
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and F9: It should be obvious that for each pair
of variables associated with a given bus sop,
one must have a value of 1 and the other must
have a value of 0. The following list shows the
values of all 18 variables for the busing pattern
discussed earlierthat is, that the first five bus
stops go to P and the laSt four go to F.

Bus Stop F.indicator F-indicator

I P1 = 1 Fl = 0
2 P2 = 1 F2 = 0
3 P3 = 1 F3 = 0
4 P4 = 1 F4 = 0

5 P5 1 F'5 = 0

6 P6 - 0 F6 = 1

7 P7 - 0 F7 - 1
8 P8 - 0 F8 = 1

9 P9 0 F9 = 1

Now that we know what the controllable
variables are, the next step is to formulate the
constraints in terms of them. First, let's work on
the constraints that limit each school size to a
maximum of 400 students. There will actually
be two constraints in this set, one for P and one
for F. In order to calculate the number of stu-
dents going to P; we need to add up the number
of students at each bus stop to be assigned to P.
But we do not know ahead of time which of
the nine bus stops will be assigned to P and
which of them will be assigned to F, mid this
presents a problem. We do have, however; a
P-indicator for each bus Stop. The value of the
P-indicator tells us whether or not the students
at that stop are going to P (the value is 1 if they
are, 0 if they are not). Therefore the quantity

Total no. students at bus stop
X P-indicator for bus stop

m i11 be the total number of students from that
bus stop who are going to P. Notice that if the
students at the bus stop are going to F, the P
indicator will be 0 and so the whole quantity
vill be 0. So an expression which tells the total

number of students going to P is:

Bus stop 1 Bus stop 2 Bus stop 3
t100 X P1)+ (90 X P2) + (80 X P3)

BuS Slop l Bus stop 5 Bus stop 6
(75 Y N) + (80 X P5) + (85 X P6)

BuS stop 7 Bus stop 8 Bus stop 9
(80 X P7) + (70 X P8) + (50 X P9)

and the constraint that P can have no more than
400 students is expressed by:

100P1 + 90P2 + 80P3 + 75P4 + 80P5
+ 85P6 + 80P7 + 70P8 + 50P9 -.-<.. 400

Similarly, the constraint that F. can have no
more than 400 students is expressed by

100101 + 90F2 -- S' F3 + 75F4 + 80105
+ 85F6 + 80F7 70F8 + 50F9 .4 400

Going back to the busing pattern discussed
earlier and using the values of the variables as
defined in the list, we can evaluate the left=hand
side of the P constraints as:

100P1 + 90P2 + 80P3 + 75P4 + 80P5
+ 85P6 + 80P7 + 70P8 + 50P9

= 100.1 + 90:1 + 801 + 75.1 + 80.1
+ 85.0 + 80.0 + 70.0 + 50.0

= 100 + 90 + 75 - 80 + 0
+0 +0 +0

= 425

which is the same figure we originally calculated
in connection with this set of constraints;

Now let'S turn our attention to the set of con-
straints concerning the minimum number of
black and white students at each school. There
will actually be four of these; one for black stu:
dent§ at P, one for white students at P, one for
black students at F, and one for white students
at F.

Let's work on the number of black students
at P first. This will be the sum of the nu:nber of
black students at all of the bus stops assigned
to P. Again; since we do not know the bus stop
assignments in advance, we must use the P-
indicators. The quantity

No. black student§ at bus stop
X P-indicator for that stop

gives the total number of black students at that
bus stop who are going to P. Again, notice that
if the bus stop is assigned to F, the P-indicator
will have a value of 0 and the number of black
students going to P from that bus stop will be 0
also. So, using Table 3-7, an expression of the
total number of black students who are going to
P is:

Bus stop 1 Bus stop 2 Bus stop 3
(100 X P1)+(80 X P2) + (65 X P3)
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Bus stop 4 Bus stop 5 Bus stop 6
+ (55 X P4) +(40 X P5) + (30 X P6)

Bus stop 7 Bus stop 8 Bus stop 9
+ (35 X P7) + (10 's P8) 4. (0 X P9)

and the consti aim, that P must have at least 180
olack studert3 is expressed by:

IOOPI 80P2 + 65P3 + 55P4 + 40135
+ 30P6 + 35P7 + 10P8 + OP9 ;>-- X 180

Similarly, the constraint that F must have at
least 180 black students is expressed by:

100F1 + 80F2 + 65F3 + 55F4 + 40F5
+ 30F6 + 35F7 + 10F8 + OF9 ..>- 180

The constraint about P's white students is con-
structed by multiplying the total number of
white students at each stop (from Table 3-7) by
the P-indicator and then adding together the
number of white students at each stop who are
going to P, to get:

Bus stop 1 Bus stop 2 Bus stop 3
OP1 + 10P2 + 15P3
Bus stop 4 Bus stop 5 Bus stop 6

+ 20P4 + 40P5 + 55P6
Bus stop 7 Bus stop 8 Bus stop 9

+ 45137 + 60P8 + 50P9

So; the constraint that P must have ac least
130 white students is expressed by:

OP1 + 10P2 + 15P3 + 20P4 + 40P5
+ 55136 + 45137 + 60138 + 50139 130

and the constraint that F must have at least 140
students is expressed by:

OF1 + 10F2 + 15F3 + 20F4 + 40F5
+ 55F6 + 45F7 + 60F8 + 50F9 130

Evaluating the left-hand side of the constraint
about P's black students using the variable
values from the sample busing pattern discussed
earlier, we have:

100P1 + 80P2 + 65P3 + 55p4 + 40P5
+ 30P6 + 35P7 + 10P8 + OP9

= 100.1 + 80. i + 65.1 + 55.1 + 40.1
+ 30 + 35.0 + 10.0 + 0.0

= 100 + 80 f- 65 + 55 + 40
+ 0 + 0 + 0 + 0

= 340 black students
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which is the same number of black students
going to P that we calculated originally.

Although it may seem that we have calculated
all the constraints for this problem, we have left
out a very important set of them: the artificial
constraints we put on the controllable variables
so that the students at each bus stop are assigned
to only one school. We will need nine of these
constraints, one for each pair of variables which
corresponds to one for each bus stop. A simple
way of expressing the constraint is:

P-indicator + F-indicator = 1
Here is a list of all nine constraints in this set:

P1 + Fl = 1
P2 + F2 = 1
P3 + F3 = 1
P4 + F4 = 1
P5 + F5 = 1

P6 + F6 = 1
P7 + F7 = 1
P8 + F8 = 1
P9 + F9 = 1

Notice that we are in a situation similar to
that in Problem 3; namely that we would like
to stipulate that the variables can have values of
0 and 1 only. However, the nine constraints
listed above do not cio this (For instance, the
first constraint would be satisfied by P1 = 3/4
and F1 1/4.) These constraints do guarantee
that each student at each bus stop is assigned to
only one school (the same student cannot go to
both schools). As in Problem 3, we will have to
use these constraints, because constraints that
restrict variable values to 0 and 1 are not linear
formulas and so their inclusion in the model
would make this problem impossible to solve
using linear programming techniques.

Finally; we can turn our attention to the ob-
ject function; Recall that we wish to keep the
number of student-miles traveled to a minimum;
Since all the students at the same bus stop are
the same distance from their school, we can cal-
culate the number of student-miles traveled by
all the students at that bus stop by:

No. students at bus st
X distance from assigned school

Again, since we do not know ahead of time
whether the students at the bus stop will be going
to P or to F, we will have to use the P and F in-
dicators. Consider the following quantity:

No. students at bus stop
X distance from P X P-indicator

+ No. students at bus stop X distance from F
X F-indicator
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Notice that the first part computes the num-
ber of student-miles traveled by students at the
bus stop who are going to P, the second part
those who are going to F. Remember that the
students are going to only one school; there-
fore; exactly one of the school-indicators will
have the value of 1, the other 0, meaning that
the students will he counted only once, as going
to their assigned school, whichever one that
may be. Since the object function adds an ex-
pression like the one above for each bus stop;
it expresses the total number of student-miles
traveled by all the students to their respective
schools. Using the values from Table 3-7, the
object function is:

100(2)P1. + 100(5)F1
+ 80(2)P3
+ 75(4.5)F4
+ 85(2,5)P6
+ 80(2)F7
+ 50(5)P9

or

9omp2
+ 80(4)F3

80(2.5)P5
+ 85(2)F6

70(4)P8
+ 50(3)F9

+ 90(4.5)F2
+ 75(1)P4
+ 80(2 ;5)F5
+ 80(3)P7
+ 70(1.5)F8
=M

20P1 + 500F1 + 90P2 + 405F2
+ 160P3 + 320F3 + 75134
+ 337.5F4 + 200P5 + 200F5
+ 212.5P6 + 170F6 + 240P7
+ 160F7 + 280P8 + 105F8
+ 250P9 + 15F9 = M

In summary, we have defined 18 controllable
variables and a P-indicator and an F-indicator for
each bus stop: We are trying to find values f6r
the variables that will minimize the number of
student-miles traveled while the following con-
straints are conformed to:

100P1 + 90132 + 80P3 + 75P4 Ea.bh school
+ 80P5 + 85P6 + 80P7 can have a
+ 70138 + 50P9 s 400 maximum

100F1 -t- 90F2 4- 80F3 75F4 enrollment
+ 80F5 + 85F6 + 80F7 of 400
4- 70F8 4- 50F9 < 400 students

100P1 + 80P2 + 65P3 + 55P4
+ 40P5 + 30P6 + 35P7 Each school

+ 10P8 + OP9 < 180 must have
at least

100F1 + 80F2 + 65F'3 + 55F4 180 black
4- 40F5 4- 30F6 4- 35F7 students
+ 10F8 + OF9 5 180

OP1 + 10P2 + 15P3 20P4
+ 40P5 + 55P6 + 45P7
+ VP8 4- 50P9 ' 130

OF1 + 10F2 + 15F3 + 20F4
+ 40F5 + 55F6 + 45F7
4- 60F8 4- 50F9 < 130

P1 + Fl = 1
P2 + F2 =
P3 + F3 =
P4 + F4 =
P5 + F5 =
P6 4- F6 =
P7 + F7 =
P8 + F8 =
P9 + F9 =

20P1 + 500F1
+ 405.F2
+ 320F3
+ 337:5F4
+ 200F5
+ 170F6
+ 160F7
+ 105F8
+ 15F9

Each school
must have
at least
130 white
students

Each Student
at each
WS stop
can go
to only
one school

+ 90P2
+ 160P3
4' 75134

200P5
+4' 2241021).r

4' 280138
+ 250P9
= jvi

Object
Function

Since we have all linear formulas in the mathe-
matical model; we can solve this problem by
using linear programming technique& with the
help of the program 'LPRO. Before we can use
LPRG; however, we must assign an order to the
Variables and to the constraints, and we must
make sure that all the formula,s are in an accept;
able form:

We will agree to order the variables by bus
stop; with all the P-indicators first. The order of
the variable, then, is P1, P2, P3, P4, P5, P6,
P7, P8, 139, Fl, F2, F3, F4, F5, F6, F7, F8; F9:
This is an arbitrary 'assignment of order which
arises from the preceding discussion; Several
others could have been used just as readily,

Since all the "less-than" constraints must
ome first, the constraints concerning the

schools' maximum size must come first. We will
agree that the constraint for P will be the first
and for F the .,econd (again, this internal order
is arbitrary). The "equality" constraints must
come next: the constraints that limit the stu-
dents at each bus stop to being assigned to one
school. We will agree that they will be internally
ordered according to bus-stop order; Finally
come the "greater-than" constraints, which con-
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Table 3-8.
Summary of results for busing problem.

cern minimum enrollments of black and white
students at each school. We will agree to order
these as they were developedthat is, black
students at P, black students at F, white stu-
dents at P, and white students at F.

Following is a list showing all the constraints
in order and the object function. Within each
constraint the variables are also in order. Note
the object function had to be rewritten using
the agreed-on order of the variables.

+ 85P6

+ 85F6

100P1 + 90P2 + 80P3 + 75P4 + 80P5
+ 80P7 + 70P8 + 50P9 400

100F1 + 90F2 + 80F3 + 75F4 + 80F5
+ 80F7 + 70F8 + 50F9 400

P1 + Fl = 1
P2 + F2 = 1
P3 + F3 = 1
P4 + F4 =
P5 + F5 = 1

P6 + F6 = 1
P7 + F7 = 1
P8 + F8 = 1
P9 + F9 = 1

100P1 + 80P2 + 65P3 4 55P4 + 40P5
+ 35P7 + 10P8 + OP9 180

100F1 + 80F2 + 65F3 + 55F4 + 40F5
+ 35F7 + 10F8 + OF9 180

OP1 + 10P2
+ 45137

OF1 + 10F2
45F7

15P3 + 20P4 + 40P5
60P8 + 50P9 130

7ar .rar

15F3 + 2011'4 + 40F5
60F8 + 50F9 130

20P1 + 90P2
+ 212.5P6
+ 500F1
+ 337.5F4
+ 160F7

+ 160P3
+ 240P7
+ 405F2
+ 200F5
+ 105F8

+ 75P4
+ 280P8
+ 320F3
+ 170F6
+ 15F9

+ 30P6

+ 30F6

+ 55P6

+ 55F6

+ 200P5
+ 250P9

= M
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One last step remains befc're we are ready to
use LPRG on this probk,m: rewriting the con-
straints so that all the variables are mentioned.
Of course, whenever new variables are addethto
an existing_ formula the corresponding coeffi-
cient is 0. Table 3-8 summarizes the constraints
and the object function by listing the coefficient
of each variable, the sign of the formula, and the
value on the right-hand side.

Analysis of the Solution
The LPRG run for this problem is Figure 3-12
on page 72. The results are summarized in Table
3-9. Note that all the variables have values of
0 or 1 ex, .r.)t for the second and eleventh vari-
ables, P2 eild F2. Since this does not meet the
school board's specifications, we will have to
assess this solution further.

We have a choice how to proceed. As a first
strategy; we might accept the solution gener-
ated by LPRG and split the students at the
second bus stop between the two schools. This
would mean making two trips to the second bus
stop; one to pick up the Poe students and one
to pick up the Frost students; This also goes
against the school boards' specification that all
the students from a bus stop go to the same
school. As a second strategy, we might decide
arbitrarilY to assign all the students at the
second bus stop to one or the other school. This
would satisfy the school board in that each bus
Stop would then be assigned to only one school;
however, if we assign the students to P, P will
have 420 students assigned when it can hold

I.4
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Bus Stop P-i ndi ca tor F-i odi-ca-tor
School to Which Students

are Assigned

1 1 0 Poe

2 I, )1
half to Poe , hal f to Frost

3 0 1 Frost
4 1 0 Poe

5 0 1 Frost
6 1 0 Poe

7 0 I Frost
8 1 0 Poe

9 0 1 Frost

Table 3-9.
Summary of Results for Busing Problem.

GETLPRO
RUN _
LPRG

--
IF MAXIMIZING THE OBJECT
IF MINIMIZING THE OBJECT
7-1

NUMBER OF VARIABLES? 71-8

NUMBER OF CONSTRAINTS? 715

NUMBER OF LESS-.THAN CONSTRAINTS? 72-

FUNCTION. TYPE l
FUNCTION. TYPE -.1

NUMBER OF

NUMBER OF

ENTER THE

CONSTRAINT

CONSTRAINT

EQUALITY

GREATER

COEFFICIENTS

I

2

CONSTRA /NTS7 79

-THAN CONSTRAINTS? 74-

OF THE CONSTRAINTS. SEPARATED BY COMMAS.

7 -1-00 90p 80. 75. 80. 85. 80. 70. 50. 0. 0.130-.134-0 000. 0

70 0.0.0 O. Op Oa Op 100, 90.80. 75.50.85. 80. 70.50

CONSTRAINT 3 7-t Oa 0.0.0.0.0. Os 0.1.0p 0; C ,0.0.0.-0
- - _

CONSTRAINT 4 10. 1. O 0. 0.0. 0. O O. 0. 143,-0-s-0.0. 0. 0. ci

CONSTRAINT 5 7 0.0.-4, -0.-0. 0.0. 0.0. O. O. 1 O. O. Os Os 0. 0

CONSTRAINT 6 ? Oa 0; 0; 1.0.0a 0. O. O. 0. Os Os 1.0. Os 0.0. 0

CONSTRAINT 7 70. 0.-0. 1-0-0.-0-a-O 0.0. Os O O. l O. 0.0.0

CONSTRAINT 8 7 0 ,-0 , 0 . 0 . 0 . 1 , 0 . 0 , 0 , 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 1 , 0 , 0 . 0

CONSTRAINT 9 7 O Oa 0.0.0. 0.-I Oa O. O. O 1 0. 0

CONSTRAINT 10 70-a-0-.-04-0.-O 0. O. 1 Os 0.i Oa Oa 0. 0. O. Op 1 -'1

CONSTRAINT 11 1 O 0.0. 0.0, Oa 0, Oa 1 0, O. 0. 0.0, 0, O. 0, (-

CONSTRAINT 12 7 100-a 80.65.55.40a 30. 35. I Os Os CI; O. 0; Os 0. Os Os 0.0

CONSTRAINT 13 7 0,0.0 0; 0. 00 01 000.0. 100.80. 65. 55.40. 30.
- - _

CONSTRAINT 14 ? O. 10.15; 20-. 40,-55-.45. 60p 50. Os O. Op Os 0000, 0.0

CONSTRAINT 15 70; Os 0;0: Oa 0- 0. Oa 0. O 10. 15.20. 40.554-4-5a-6-0,-50

ENTER THE RIGHT-.HAND SIDES OF ALL THE CONSTRAINTS, SEPARATED BY COMMAS

7400p 400. 1 1 Lai a -1-0-1, 1010180s ISO. 140. 140

-
ENTER -THE_ COEFFIC IENTS OF THE 0 BJECT FINCTION SEPARATED BY COMMAS.
00;90; 160. 75.200.212. 5. 2-40a-2843,25-0. 500. 405. 320. 327. 5. 200. 170. 160. 105.15

CO you WISH TO CHANGE OR CORRECT ANY OF THE CONSTRAINTS?

CYES I. NO 0)70

DO_Y0U WISH TO CHANGE OR CORRECT THE RIGHT -HAND SIDES?
CYES I. NO 0) 70

Figure 3-12.
Busing Problem Solved Using LPRG.
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LO YOU WISH T) CHANGE OR CORRECT THE OBJECT FUNCTION?
(YES l NO t. 0) ?O

AN S WERS t
VARIABLE VALUE

1 1

2 .5
4 1

5 0
6 1

8 1.
11 .5
12 1

14 1.
16 1

18 1

THE VALUE OF THE OBJECT FUNCTION IS 1530.
THIS VALUE IS A MINIMUM.

CONE

Figure 3-12 (Continued)

only 400; and F will have only 140 black stu-
dents when it should have at least 180. On the
other hand; if we assign the students at the
second bus stop to F, then P will only have 135
white students when it should have at least 140.
in either case, the value of the Object function
will be changed. If the students go to P it will be
less (1372.5), and if they go to F it will be more
(1687.5). A_ third possible strategy is to choose
a solution that assigns all the students at a bus
stop to the same school. But this would mean
that the value of the object function is larger
than the minimum of 1530.

Our inability to state the constraints of this
problem completely in linear formulas has re-
sulted in an optimal solution which is not

Exercises

REVIEW

73

completely satisfactory. It must be recognized
that the fault is not in LPRG or even in the
techniqu4 of linear programming; the trouble is
that we have taken a basic problem which can be
solved by linear programming techniques and
added nonlinear constraints to it We then ig-
nored the nonlinear constraints, used LPRG to
solve the linear portion of the problem, a..-td
hoped that the solution would also confoim to
our extra constraints. This happened in Prob-
lem 3; but in Problem 4 it did not work out so
nicely. Since we created this dilemma artificially,
it is now up to is to decide which of the con-
straints must be kept and which may be relaxed
and/or ignored.

1. Which of the strategies outlined above would you choose to adopt for
dealing with the busing problem? Give your reasons.

2 Many factors other than mileage must be considered when determining
chool bus routes in real-World situations. Using your own experience,

(a) List as many criteria as you can which could be controllable var'
bles in an actual bus routing problem (for example, the length of
time a child must spend on the bus).
Give as many realistic constraints as you can for the controllable
variables you listed in (a) above. For example: no child should have
to ride a bus for more than one hour each day.

(c) Give as many examples as you can of different measures of effec-
tiveness which would be appropriate for a bus routing problem
for example; the total amount of time all school children spend
riding buses should be a minimum.

7
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PROBLEM 5. DETERMINING
A SALARY SCHEDULE

Backgrotind
One of the most complex and time -const ming
tasks of the public school administrator is con-
structing salary schedules. Teachers' unions,
support staff organizations, school board; and
taxpayers all put pressure on the school district
administration to develop an equitable salary
schedule; and that difficult task must be accom-
plished with a set amount of funds.

Most school districts operate on a fixed-step
salary schedule. This means that there are sepa-
rate schedules for teachers and administratL27s;
usually based only on the criteria of advanced
degrees and years of experience. Salary Schedule-
revisions typically raise questions not easily
resolved using such a system, for example:

Should the district provide financial incentive
for teachers to obtain college credits be=
yond their degree? If so, how should this
incentive be distriblited?

How should teachers' salaries compare to ad-
' iinistrator's salaries?

How should the salary schedule allow cr)rn-
pensation for the teacher who is also a
department head? Should all department
heads be on a separate schedule from the
teachers?

Should a teacher or administrator in an inner-
city school receive a comparatively higher
salary than a teacher or adminiStratbr in
a suburban school? If so, how could we
build this condition into the schedule?

Should teaching excellence be financially
rewarded? If so, how?

How can we revise the salary schedule so that
younger teachers are attracted to the
district?

James E. Bruno has listed a number of criteria
which should be part of an effective evaluation
scheme for determining salaries in a school dis-
trict: He summarizes these criteria by stating:

An "ideal" salary schedule should be able to consider
all factors which both teacher groups and school
boards consider important in the evaluation of salary
and to the attainment of the school district objec-
tives. Most important, the salary evaluatir u scheme
should be internally consistent and, if desired; main-
tain the organizational salary hierarchy. It should be
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flexible enough, however, to permit overlaps in salary
between the various hierarchies (e.g., it should permit
a highly qualified teacher to receive more salary than
a low qualified administratOr). Finally, an effective
salary schedule should be able to consider the finan-
cial constraints placed upon school district resources
available to support the salary structure. This latter
feature could be extremely important in collective
bargaining negotiations between teacher unions and
school boards."

Bruno contends that the traditional fixed-step
salary schedule does not fulfill these criteria.
As an alternative, he has developed a mathe-
matical model based on the technique of linear
programming. We will present a version of
Bruno's model that simplifies the mathematical
notation, eliminates or revises some of the con-
straints, and uses only five evaluation factors in
determining salaries instead of l3runo's nine.
After you have worked through the problem,
you may want to read Bruno's complete article.

Statement of tin. Problem
You have just completed conducting salary
negotiation he teachers and school board
in your di; _ail the following general cri-
teria have t ::en agreed upon by all groups in
determining a new salary schedule:

1. Five "district functions" are recognized:
Superintendent (and Assistants to the
Superintendent), Administrator (Princi-
pals, Assistant Principals, Vice Principals),
Department Head, Teacher, and Teacher
Aide. The lowest possible salary a perc_m
can earn in each of these functions is as
follows:

Superintendent $22,000
Administrator 15;800
Department Head 11,500
Teacher 8,500
Teacher Aide 6,000

That is, a teacher with minimum qualifi=
cations (B.A. or B.S. degree and no ex-
perience) would receive $8500; the lowest

"James E. Bruno, "An Alternative to the Fixed Step
Salary Schedule," Educational Administration Quarterly,
6 (1970), 26-46; quotation, pp. 29-30.
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paid Administrator would receive $15,800;
and so on.
Five evaluation factors will deterriiine the
salaries of teachers and administ tors
within the district. Each factor will de-
termine part of each teacher's or ad=
ministrator's salary; that is; a teacher or
administrator will be assessed within each
factor and a certain amount of compensa7
tion assigned for that factor. The total
salary of a teacher or administrator will
then he the sum of the amounts from
each of the five evaluation factors; The
evaluation factors are:
a. Learning environment. Those person-

nel with "difficult" assignments, such
AS inner-city schools, will receive more
compensation from this factor than
personnel in "easier" assignments; such
as suburban or alternative schbOlS.

b. Supervisory responsibility. The more
extensive the supervisory responsibili-
ties of a teacher or adminiStrator, the
greater the salary.

c. Achdemic degree. PerSonnel with
higher will be rewarded ac-
cordingly by higher salary portions.

d. Work experience. Salary Should in-
crease as the years of experience
increase.

e. Additional college credits. The more
credits beyond a formal degree a
distriet employee accumulates, the
greater his Salary.

The above evaluation factors are not
Meant to be exhaustive; The criteria each
district uses for salary schedules will be
different.
Because the district has been plagued in
the past by high teacher turnover, it haS
been decided to set up the salary schedule
in order to maximize teachers' salaries.
The top salary a teacher can earn in the
district will be the maximum possible
one under the current budget. In this
way, the distriet hopes to provide incen-
tive to teachers to remain within the
district.

Your problem is to set up a salary schedule
which conforms to all the above criteria, under
the additional assumption that the current
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budget allows 18 million dollars for teachers'
and administrators' salaries.

Mathematical Model
The measure of effectiveness for this problem
will be the amount of money the highest paid
teacher can earn. We want to maximize this
amount in order to fulfill condition 3 above.

We must consider five evaluation factors in
determining salaries: learning environment,
supervisory responsibility, academic degree,
work experience, and additional college credits;
Personnel will be ranked within each factor
according to their positions. There will be a
minimum or basic amount of compensation
associated with the lowest rank for each factor.
As a person's rank increases within the factor,
his compensation from that factor will increase
according to the relative weight associated with
his rank. The controllable variable§ will be the
minimum co:,mensations for each evaluation
factor. There are five evaluation factors, so we
will need five controllable variables, e, d, tu, s,
-nd c.

To illustrate how the compensations from
factors will work, consider the factor of learning
environment. In this diStrict, teachers or ad-
ministrators may be ranked as being in a diffi-
cult, medium, or easy learning environment,
corresponding to whether they are associated
with inner city, suburban, or alternative schools
respectivelY. (These categories were agreed upon
during negotiations.) If a person receives a rank
of easy for learning environment (that is, works
in an alternative school), he or she will receive a
certain amount of compensation, which we shall
indicate e. This amount, e, is one of our con-
trollable variables; If the ranking is medium
that is; if he or she works in a suburban school
it has been established that he or she shall receive
twice the minimum or baSic compensation, or 2e.
A rank of difficult (that is, a position in inner-city
schools) will entitle the person to receive three
times the minimum amount, or 3e. Therefore,
the relative weights associated with the cate-
gories of difficult, medium, and easy learning
environments are, respectively, 3, 2, and 1.

The amount of money a person receive
cording to the difficulty of the learning
ment is only part of the total salary. T
the salary will be determined by the ar
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or she is eligible for in each of the other four
evaluation factors;

A summary of the evaluation factors; the
notation for the minimum or basic compensa-
tion for each factor (our controllable variables),
and the relative weights for determining salary
within each factor is given in Table 3-10. For
now, disregard the last two columns of numbers;
their significance is discuss.ed below. Remember
that the relative weights associated with the
various categories within each factor are as-
sumed to have been agreed upon in negotiation.
It should be pointed out also that whole-number
weights are not necessary. For example, if it had
been specified that teaching in a difficult learning
environment would pay three' and one-half
times the basic amount for that factor, or 3.5e,
the relative weight for this category would be
3.5. We nave chose:, whole-number weights in
this problem merely for simplification.

Now that we have defined the controllable
variables and the measure, of effectiveness, we
must formulate the mathematical model:. The
measure of effectiveness the highest possible
salary a teacher can earn; Referring to Table
3-10, we see that a teacher having the following
ranks within the five evaluation factors can earn
the highest possible salary:

lower hinit w. '.s probably negotiated by the
teachers, the upper limit imposed by the school
board.) We need two mathematical expressions
to indicate these limits on e:

e < 1000 (e will be at most $1000)
e > 200 (e will be at least $200)

Similarly, other guidelines were set up for s, d,
w, and c. These and the corresponding mathe-
matical equivalents are given in Table 3-11.

Other constraints on these controllable -vari-
ables are that we have been given lower limits
on salaries for each of the five district functions.
Recall that these lower limits are:

District Function Lowest Salary

Superintendent' $22,000
Administrator 15,800
Department Head 11,500
TeaCher 8,500
Teacher Aide 6;000

-The district has definite criteria regarding the
minimum. qualifications for each district func-
tion. For example; the teacher who is paid the
least amount would have the following charac-
teristics within each evaluation .factor and cor-
responding salary from each factor:

Rank and
Salary
from Salary

Corresponding Each Rank and from
Evaluation Factor Weight Factor Corresponding Eacn

Evaluation Factor Weight Factor

Learning environment Difficult (3) 3e
Supervisory responsibility Class-wide (2) 2s Learning environment Easy (1) le
Highest degree Ph.D. or Ed.D. (5) 5d Supervisory responsibilities Class-wide (2) 2s

Work experience
Additional credits

13+ years (7
29+ credit; (5)

7w
5c

Highest degree
Work experience
Additional credits (1)

B.A. (2)
0-2 years (1)
0-7 credits (1)

2d
liv

The total salary (symbolized by T) that a top
teacher can earn, then, would be:

3e + 2s + 5d + 7w + 5c = T

We want to find values for the controllable vari-
ables e, s, d, w, and c such that T is a maximum.

Now we must express the constraints on the
controllable variables. First, let's assume that
during salary negotiations certain guidelines
were established for the minimum or basic
amounts of compensation for each factor. For
example, it was agreed that e, the basic amount
paid because of learning environment, will be
somewhere between $200 and $1000. (The

Therefore, the least possible salary a teacher
could be paid in this district is:

le + 2S + 2d + 1w + lc

Furthermore, we know this amount must be no
smaller than $8500. Therefore; one of the con-
straints on our controllable variable is:

le + 2s + 2d +1w +1c> 8500
Similarly, we can formulate mathematical ex-
pressions for the minimum salaries for each of
the other district functionS. Table 3-12 tabu-
lates the minimum requirements for each of

(--
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llelative Weight
kn6ategories

( difficult
n,dium

1 ks/

7 single district -wile (Superintendent.:
h diStriCt_wide (Assistants to
superintendent)
single school wide (Principals)

4 school wide (Yi:e-principals, etc.)
3 department wide
2 class wide
1 student wide (Teacher aides)

Ph.D. EdD
M:A.

3 M. Ed.

h.A. or h.S.
1 A.A.

3

2

13 v prer`,
11 - 12 years
9 - 10 years
7 - 14 years

5 - 6 year;
3 - 4 Years
0 - 2 years

5 29 + CteditS___.
4 22 28 credits
3 15 - 21 credits
2 8 - 14 credits
1 0 - 7 credit-

Weighted
Total

Number of
Employees in
This Category.

220 660

1166 233?
0 3

89.2e

1 7

5 30

ZS 100

90 270

1200 2400
60 60

21392s

20 100

120
Imo
11no

6126d

16 112

100 600

300 1500

400 1600.

500 1500

50 100

20 20

600 3000

500 2000
200 600

50 I00

36 36
S736c

Evaluation factors in salary schedule model.

Controllable Mathematical

Evaluation fak, ui -tea able Limits Statements

Learning environment At most -51000
At least $200

e f 1000
e > 200

Supervisory At most S3000 t < 3000

responsibility At least $500 s > 500

Highest degree d At most $2000
At least $200

d < 2000
d L. 200

Work experience At most $2000
At least $100

w < 2000
w 100

Additional credits At most $500-
At least $100

c < 500

t I00

Table 3-11.

Guideline's for evaluation factor values.

these functions; the last row indicates the mini-
mum salary for each and its corresponding lower
limit. The maximum possible salaries have also
been formulated; although they will not be part
of the constraints since we have not been given
any upper limits on salaries."

12 It is difficult to set a maximum salary for a teacher
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Summarizing from the information in Table
3-12, we find the constraints on minimum sala-
ries for the five district functions to be as follows:

aide. We have aSkimed here that the highest paid teacher
aide would work in a difficult learning environment and
would have student-wide responsibilities, no more than
a B.A. or B.S. degree; 13+ years of experience, and no
more than 7 credits beyond the Bachelor's degree.

s
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District FUnetior,

Superintendent
Administrator
Department Head
Teacher
Teacher Aide

Table 3-12:
Minimum requirements ,for five district functions.

Mathematical Stat,-.
Least Possible Sa.

le + 6s 3d + 2w + lc
le + 4s + 3d + lw + lc
ie + ± 2d ± 1-0 lC
le + 2s + 2d + lw + lc
Ie + ls + ld + lw + lc

22,000
15,800
11,500

8,500
6,000

The on!: constraint left to form on the
controllable vaii:Ibles is the total available
budget for teachers and administrators' salaries
eighteen million dollars. Referring again to
Table 3-10 iotice that the fourth column tabu-
lates the number of 1. arsons within the ci;strict
who are in each category of the eva. ation
factors. For example, 220 persons work in "dif-
ficult" learning environments, 1166 persons are
in "medibm" difficulty learning environments,
and no persons are in "easy" learning environ-
ments. The 220 people in the "difficult" en-
vironment will each have to be paid three times
the h,isic amount for the learning environment
factor, and the 1166 in "medium" environments
twice the basic amount. So, in all, the amount of
money necessary for salaries in the learning en-
vironment factor is:

(220 3 + 1166 2) e = (660 + 2332)
2992e

Table 3-10 calculates similar figures for each

of the other four e.aluatf
following results:

Evaluation Factor

fil

- 7 rr,dlt, (I)

1. I,- t't! 7tr It

I I, Itt it. It

ftINI

`actors, with the

irning environment
Supervisory responsibility
Highest academic degree
Work experience
Additional college credits

---
rvloney Necessary

for S . s

2992e
2231;
6126d
5432w
5736c

Since the budget is limited to 24 million do':
lars for salaries, the mathematical expression of
this constraint on the total money necessary
for salaries is:

2992e + 2892s + 6126d + 5432w
+ 5736c < 24000000

The entire mathematical model for this prob-
lem is summarized as follows:

e < 1000 upper limits for
s < 3000 values of minimum
d < 2000 or basic amounts
w < 2000 for each evaluation
c <. 500 factor

s

d

c

200 lower limits for
500 values of minimum
200 ) or basic amounts
100 for each evaluation
100 factor



e + 6s + 3d +
+ 22000

e +-1s +3d +w
+ c 15800

e + 3s + 2d + u,
+c 11500

e + 9s + 9d + w
+ c > 8500

e +s+d+w
+ c _> 6000

LINEAR PROGRAMMING

1st
varW

2nd
var

ts_i

3rd
Gar

L1

4th
var

M

5th
var

1.:c.1 L11

Right-
hand

side

1st constraint 1 0 P P o too

2nd constraint o 1 0 0 0 3000
ird constraint 0 0 1 0 0 i 200'
4th constraint 0 0 0 1 0 < 200
5th constraint 0 0 0 0 1 ''- 500

6th constraint 2992 2892 6126 5432 5736 2400000

7th constraint 1 0 0 0 0 1 200
8th constraint 0 1 0 0 0 500
9th_constraint_ 0 0 1 0 0

_1

a. 200

10th constraint 0 0 0 1 0 100

11th constraint 0 0 0 0 1

_
2.. -10

12th constraint 1 6 3 2 1 1 2200

13th constraint 1 4 3 I 1 1560_

14th constraint 1 3 2 1 1 1150

15th constraint 1 2 2 1 1 060

16th constraint 1 1 1 1 1 GOO

Object function 3 2 5 7 5

Table 3-13.
Salary selteduti p.-oblerrz prepared for input LPRG.

minima
possible
salaries for
each district
function

2992e + 2892s + 6126d +
+ 5736c < 24000000 budget

O
a

Find values for e, s, w, and c subject to the
above constraints and such that the top teacher's
salary is a maximum:

3e + 2s + 5d + 7w + 5c = T object function

We are now ready to assign an order to the
variables and the constraints and to prepare the
model for input to LPRG: The variables have al-
ways been referenced in the order e, s, d, w, c,
Si) we will agree to use that order. As usual, we
must have all the "less-than" constraints firSt,
the "equality" constraints second (there are
none), and the "greater-than" constraints
third. We will agree that the upper limit con-
straints are the first five, the I fidget constraint is
the sixth, the _lower limit constraints are the
seventh through eleventh, and the minimum
salary constraints are the twelfth through six-
teenth. As the upper and lower limit constraints
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havr only one of the variables in them, they will
liqyu Lo be rewritten using 0 coefficients for the
missing variables. Table 3-13 summarizes the
salary schedule problem as we ha' prepared it
for input to LPRG.

Be careful when you input data involving
la.r.7e numbers. Use commas only to separate
numbers: never use them within a number. For
example, you would not type the number 2992
as "2,9)2"; the correct coding would be "2992."

Analysis of the Solution
The computer listing for the solution to the
Salary Schedule problem is given in Figure 3-13
with the following results (rounded to the
nearest penny):

Evaluation Factor
Con:rollable

Variable V610e

Learning environment e 524.59
Supervisory reSponSibility s 3000
Highest academic degree d 400
Work experience to 1975.41
Additional credits c 100

The corresponding highest possible salary for a
teacher, which we maximized; is $23,901.6

Using the equations in the last row of Table
_2 and the above values for the controllable

variables; we can calculate the lowest and highest
possible salaries for each district function:



IF MAXIMIZING THE OBJECT FUNCTION. TYPE 1
IF MINIMIZING THE 0 3../ECT FUNCTION. TYPE
71

NUMBER OF VARIABLES? 75

NUMBER OF CONSTRAINTS? 716

NUMBER OF LESS -THAN CONSTRAINTS? ? 6

NUMBER OF EQUALITY CONSTRAINTS?

NUMBER OF GREATER -THAN CONSTRAINTS? ?10

EN\ZR THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE CONISTP 't 'NTS. SEPAHATED BY COMMAS.

CONSTRAINT 1 7 1, 0.p.o.c)

CONSTRAINT 2 7 O. I. O. 0.0

COVSTRAINT 3 70.0.1.0.0

STPAINT 4 70 0O 1 0
CONSTRAINT 5 70.0.0.0.1

':S IRA TNT 72992. 2392-. 6126 5432. 5736

7 1.0.3.0.0

7 Or 104 O 0

L'VSTI-111/ \ 9 ? O. 0.1. 0.0

COVSTRAINT 10 70.0.0.1.0
CONSTRAINT 11 7°,0,0,0.4
ZONSTRAINT 12 71.(.3.2.1
CONSTRAINT 13 1.4.3.1.1

CONSTRAIN: i4 7 1.3.2. I PI_

CONSTRAINT 15 ? 1 2.2.1.1

CONSTRAINT 16 1 1.1.1.1. 1

ENVIER THE RIGHT -HAND SIDES OF ALL THE CONST.6.IVTS. SEPARATED BY COMMAS.
71000..3.000.2000.2000.500.240011000.200.500.230-100.40-0.22000.15800.!1500.80

ENTER _THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE. OBJECT FUNCTION. SEPARATED BY COMMAS.
73.2. 5.7. 5

I crsH TO CHANG': OR CORRECT ANY OF THE COVSTRAINTS7
1. NO a 0 )7 0

DO YOU WISH TO CHANGE OP CORRECT THE fi:CHT...HAVD '-.I DES?
(YES 1. VO 0) 7 0

CO-YOU -141Sli TO CHANGE OR CORRECT THE 0-+JECT FUNCTION?
(YES 1. NO w 0) 70

ANSWERS'
VARIABLE VALUE_

-

1 524. 589
2 3000.

Y 3 400-
4 1975.41
5 100

THE VALUE 0 THE. OBJECT FIANCTION IS 2+401.6
THIS VALUE IS A MAXIMUM.

DONE

Figure 3-13:
SabarY Scheditle PrOblem Solved Using LPRG.
in this case there is not enough space on one title to type all the right-hand sides and-show
each number one after another; however, LPRG is designed to continue to accept each
number; even if the number appears on the paper to be typed directly over the preceding

. digit. Therefore, when the right-hand margin is reached, just continue typing as usual.
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.),,o,ct Function
r :vest Possible

Saldry
Highest Pos,ble

Sd' Jr!,

,Ilperintendent 23,775.:11 I .C4

1(iministrator 301.64
Dermal-new. :lead 19.400:00 64

Tvachvr 9,100.00 23,901.64
f t ocher Aide 6,000.00 19,301.64

By substituting the valueS for the controllable
variables in the Original constraints, we can see
that all the original constraints have been satis-
fied. For example, the total amount necessary
for salaries is:

2992e + 2892s + i;126d + 5432w + 5736c
= 2992(524.59) + 2892(3000)
+ 6126(400) + 5432(1975.41)
+ 5736(100)
= 1569573.28 + 8676300 + '50400
+ 10730427,12 + 573600
= $24000000.40

Notice that this figure is 40(/ over the allow-
able budget of $24 This error arose not
bec ose LPRG calculated incorrectly; but from
rounding. Further; the excess is so small that it
does not really represent a problem. Surely one
person (perhaps the superintendent?) will agree
to accept a dock in pay of

One of the major adva using this
type of salary schedule it ompletelY
objective: given any pers( position and
hackground, we can quickly ca:' (date the salary.
For example; the salary of a PrinciPal (admini-
strator; single school responsibility) in a subur-
ban school with an N1.Ed 7 years' experience,
and 16 credits beyond his of her degree would be:

2e + + 3c1 + 4i0 + 3c

2(521.59) + 5(3000) + 3(400)
+ 1( 1975.41) + 3(100)
= 10:19.18 15000 + 12000
+ 7901.61 + 300

$25150.82

Refer to Table 3-10 for the relative weight, of
the (onttollable variables used above:

Although we will not go into detail here, it
is possible to introduce many more constraints
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into the salary schedule problem. Consider the
following list of possible modificationS.

1: The salary schedule could be based on as
many evaluation factors as your computer
pi ()gran-, can handle. Such criteria as qual-
ity of teaching, inservice training, addi-
tional workloads (for example, coaching);
and priority of subject matter could all be
included.

2. There are many possibilities for measures
Of effectiveness in this type of problem:
for example;

Beginning teacher's salary (maximize);
Total budget (minimize);
Compensation for teaching in a difficult

learning environment (maximize the
quantity e in the previous problem);

Total amount allotted for work exPeri:
ence (maximize).

3. The model could be constructed to allow
for certain salary spreads Within each
district ..inction. For example, a con=
straint could be acicicd specifying that
the least possible salary for some dis-
trict function was not less than a cer-
tain percentage of the highest possible
salary for the same function. To be more
specific, we could make the condition
that the least possible teacher - salary was
at least 50 percent of the highest possible
teacher's salary: If this were $16,000, the
lowest possible teacher's salary would
have to be $8;000 or more in order to
conform to this constraint:

4 You could allow for percentage salary
overlaps between district functions. For
example; it would be possible to specify
that the highest paid teacher could earn
at least 10 percent more than the loweSt
paid department head.

5. You could specify dollar spread between
the highest salaries for district functions
for example, the highest-paid teacher
must earn at leaSt $4,000 more than the
highest-paid teacher aide.

6 You could set uppci C;'1

salaries. Fdr example, thy maximum
salary for teacher aides in the previous
problem, $19,301.64, turned out to be
fairly high. This figure is probably not
realistic, and you might want to specify
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a later computer run that the maximum
ocher aide is no higher than, for

example, $12,000.

A Mathematical model for salaries as pre-
sented here is ideal for conducting simulation
studies. An administrator coull "utline salary
schedules for future years based on predictions
Of how the school budget will change. Or, he
could assess future budgetary requirements
based on the r-ed for more teachers within
the district. The possibilities arc er:ciless

There is one major limitatop in this salary
schedule model. With the large number of con-
straints on only a few controllable variables; it
is very easy to unknowingly construct a prob-
lem which has no solution at all, much less a
"best" solution. Such a situation would have
arisen in the original salary schedule problem
if we had had a total budget of only 4 million
dollars. With the constraints we put on mini-
mum values for e, s t v, and c it would not
be possible to keep wahin this budget. We can

Exercises

RNIEW

easily see this by substituting the minimum
values for the controllable variables in the bud-
get constraint: This results in a figure greater
than 4 million:

2992e + 2892s 4- 61 .C.5c/ + 5432w + 5736c

= 2992(200) +_2892(500) + 6126(200)
+ 5432(100 + 5736(100)
= 598400 + 1446000 + 1225200
+ 543200 + 573600
= 4386400

The computer program LPRG will tell you
when there are no solutions to a linear program-
ming problem. If that happens, you can vary
some of the constraini.s until there is a solution.
The process of adjusting some constraints in
order to find a solution should in itself provide
valuable information; an administrator may find,
for example, that demands from the teachers'
union are impossible to meet under the current
budget.

1. (a) Re-solve the salary schedule problem assuming that your budget
is cut by 10 percent. That is, yeil have been &lotted $21.6 million
fOr salarle.s instead of $24 million. Do yOe c.%pect that the resulting
figures in the salary schedUle will all be reduced by 10 percent when
compared to the original salary schedule?

(b) Re =solve the problem assuming your budget has been increased to
$27 Million. What happens to the salary ranges for the district func-
tions? Where does the extra money seem to be channeled?

2. Suppose you have a budget of 271nillion dollars, but you want to pro-
duce a salary schedule in which the salaries of teachers and administra-
tors are not as divergent as in problem 1 (b) above. What categories in
which evaluation- factors could you reweight in order to accomplish this
revision: and how would you reweight them? What other constraints
could be included or clianked? Try the problem on the computer after
you have made your "prediCtiqns." (There is no set a7:.,:t,-cr to this ques-
tion.)
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THE MATHEMATICS BEHIND LINEAR
PROGRAMMING

Much of mathematics makes use of the basic
concepts of et', ; tions and inequalities to de-
scribe relationsi,,s between quantities (vari-
ables). Mathematical modeling is the practice of
defining such relationships precisely by using
equations and inequalities. Once this has been
accomplished; all the power and sophistication
of present day mathematics can be brought to
hear on the model; and solutions can be found.
Linear programming is an appropriate problem-
solving technique when all the equations acid /or
inequalities in the accompanying mathematical
model are of a specific form --mainely; linear
and s,v1- en there is a quantity to be optimized.

LINEAR EQUATIONS AND
THEIR GRAPHS

A linear equatz,i or inequality is one in which
the variahl,?s .t.e added and/or subtracted from
each other or from numbers; variabl:-. may not
be multiplied or divided by e nuher or by
themselves. riumbers (constants) may be added;
subtracted; multiplied, and/or divided by vari-
ables or by themselves. The general form of a
linear equation is:

+ + Cc + . . . + Xx + Yy + Zz = 0

here the upper-case letters represent constants
and the lower-case !etters are variables. Linear
inequalities have the same form except that the
equality sign is replaced with an inequality sign.

Libear _equations get their name from the fact
that graphs of their solutions are lines." Let's
look at an example. Consider the equation 2a
+ b = 0. A graph of this equation is the set of
all .iairs of.numbers which when substituted to
e and b make the equation true: If we let a = 1
and h = -2 and substitui. .a these values in the
equation, we get

2a + b = 2(1) + (-2) =- =2 =.0

" Frequent ly in mathematics talk about graphing
equations and inequ:dities, Tr;chnically, we are graphing
all the solutions to an equation (or inequality) rather
than the equations tnemseives; but we will use these two
ev.a.,ssions interchangeably.
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which is a true statement. If we let a = 1 and is
= 1 and substitute these values, we

2a +1., = 2(1) +(1) =2 +1 =0
which is not a true statement. Therefore, we say
that a = 1 and b = -2 is a solution to the equa-
tion and n = 1 and b = i is riot; solution. There
ar rni.,.ny other solutions to this equation; in
fact, there are an 'nfinite num.2er of them:
Some are listed below.

Value of a

3
9

1

0
- 1

2
- 3

value bf b

-6
-4
-2

0

In Order to graph this equation, we must have
a way to draw pairs of numbers: The standard
Method is to use a grid with a central point
Where each point on the grid represents one
pair of numbers. '.IThe central point is called the
origin of the grid and represents the pair of
numbers (0,0): Any other point on the grid is
defined in relationship to the origin: The first
number of the pair (called the first or horizontal
coordinate) tells how far the point Is from the
origin in the horizontal direction: If the first
coordinate is positive; the point is to the right of
the origin; negative; it is to the left: The second
number (called the second or vertical coordi-
nate) .<11s how far the point is from the origin
it the vertical direction: If it is positive, the

,int is above the origin; if negative, below. This
graphing system is called a Cartesian coordinate
system; named after its developer, Ren4 Des-
cartes; a French philosopher and mathematician.
Figure 3-14 is a graph of several points, using
the Cartesian coordinate system.

Now we are in a posi idia to begin graphing
the equation 2a + b = 0. FirSt, let's graph the
pairs of numbers in the list on page 00. We will
use a for the horizontal coordinate and b for the
vertical coordinate.
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4

A

of

I :

-I

unit;
vertical 7 uiiits

hhrizontal

nor i lunt

-6 units

I

I ti
horifonta I

rf I I 1

units
vertical

vertiC-al!

'1* (O. -6)

Fitiurt. 3-14.
liandom point on a Cartesian Corrdinate System.

Nbtiee that all Of the pairs lie on th_- same line.
In fact, all other pairs which are solutions to this
equation are on the same lir o and all points on

(-3.6)
(0.5)

Figure 3-15
GiYiph of SOldtiOn to 2a + b = 0.

the line represent pairs which are solutions to
the equation.

REVIEW

T ninoiogy 1; LINEAR EQUATION: an equation in which the variables are only added
or subtracted from each other or from constraints.

2. SOLUTION OF LINEAR EQUATION: a pair of numbers which result
in a true statement when Substituted for the variables in the equat: )n.

3. CARTESIAN COORDINATE SYSTEM: a system of naming points in a
plane with pairs of r.urriberS.

4. ORIGIN: the central point of a grid, representing the pair (0,0).
5. HORIZONTAL COORDINATE. the first number in a pair, denoting

honzont il distance from the origin.
O. VERTICAL COORDINATE: the second number in a pair, denoting the

vertical distance from the origin.

1. Find five pairs of numbers which are solutions to the equation a + 2b
+ 1 = 0. Graph these pairs on a grid (use a for the horizontal coordinate
and b for the vertical coordinate) and lien graph all the solutions to the
equation.

2. Graph the equations a + b = 0 and 3a + b + 2 -- O. Hint: as you may or
iiay not remember from geometry, two points completely determine a
line. Therefore, it is only necessary to find two points on a line (that is,
two solutions to an equation) in order to draw or graph that line. An
easy way to find two solutions is as follows. Arbitrarily set one variable
to zero (say a = 0) and find out the value of the second variable. Then
set the second variable to Zero (b = 0) and find the value of the first. You
now have two solutions to the equation.

u
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GRAPHING INEQUALITIES

Graphing ine ,talities is an easy matter once
you know how to graph equations. Consider the
inequality 2a + b < 0. We are looknig for all of
the points (pairs of numbers) which make Ciis
statement true when the values for a and b are
substituted into the inequality. Certainly of
the pairs of numbefs on the line 2a + b - 0 also
satisfy this inequality; but there are many others.
Let's pick out a point Which is_not on the line,
say (-4;1), and see if it is a solution.

2a + 2 ( 4 ) (I) + 1 = - 7 < 0

The result is a true stal?cnent so (-4, 1) is a solu-
tion. Let's try (-2,

2a + b = 2(-2) (-2) = = J.6 < 0

The result here is also a ;rue statement. Let's try
another point, say (3,1).

2a + =-= 2(3) (1) =- 6 + 1 = 7 < 0

The result is false ;1-aterrienta so this point is
not a solution t ; :!r_..4:-.1ality. Let's try one
last point, (0;5).

2a + b -= 2(0) + (51 0 + 5 = 5< 0
This also results in a false statement and so (0,5)
is not a solution. Let's look at our four trial
points on a graph. Notice that both of the points
off the line W'fch are solutions to the inequality
lie in the pla,.e which is below the line, and
that both of tho pitts off the line which are
not solutions to the inequality lie in the half-
plane which is above the line. If more extensive
testing were conducted, we would rind that
(Wery point in the itilf-plaite below the line is a

Exercise

REVIEW

( -3,6)

a( -2 ,4

--0,,a)1f I It

\
V3,-6)

Figure 3-16.
Graph of 2a + b - 0 plus Selected Points.

solution to the inequality. Therefore we can
graph the inequality in the following manner.

Fiqure3717._
Graph of 2a b 3.

1. Graph the following inequalities:
a. 26 0

3a + I < 0
c. a +b40
d. n - 46 1 < 0

Hint: on .e the uric is grapii-d, it iece:,:ary to rf-st, ooe oint or ther
side of the line. V,inichever is lies on the side v hich
should be shaded.
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SOLUTION OF LINEAR PROGRAMMING
PROBLEMS BY GRAPHING

Now that we have reviewed ha:;ic techniques for
graphing linear equations and inequalities; we
are ready to turn our attention toward solving
linear programming problems. et's return to
our original TV set problem. Recall that the
constraints were :

p 60
c .10

2p + 3c 150

an(I I he object function to be maximized was:

20p + 25C =

Recall that we assumed the number of hoth
consoles and portables made would be positive,
since it makes no sense to produce -10 consoles.

For the purposes of our discussion here, we shall
have to make the non- negativity conditions ex-
plicit in the form of two extra constraints:

p 0
0

We are looking for pairs of numbers 'hich sat-
isfy all the constraints (the sc' to the
problem). Then, from all the sole wish
to pick the one(s) which gives a n value
to the object function. It will 19, nd all
the solutions using graphing techni.,,_.s. we do
it by graphing all the constraint-; and finding the
points which are o.i all of El,- graphs. Since they
are on all of tip:, ,:aphs, they are solutions to
each of the inequalities and therefore are solu-
tions to the problem, since they satisfy each of
the constraints. In graphing the constraints, we
will use p as the hori7ontal coordinate and c as
the vertical coordinate.

ire 3-18.
ts Televisiv. "Yor'uelion Problem.

id)

p 0

t-- 1 4 1 1 -4

:0 40 60
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I f tvo 1!ii iive graphs onto one gl
Jul(' indicate the which are on all five,
have:

3 19:
Graph of Solutions to Television PrOdnction Problem.

Nuw we turn our attention toward finding the
optimal solution. Suppose that we _arbitrarily
Set the value of the object function at 2000 and
graph the equation 20p + 25c = 2000:

Figur,' 3.29.
Graph of Solutions with Object Function Value of 2000.

Notice that none of the solutions to the problem
he on this line. We earl con-chide froM thiS that
no pair of numbers which satisfy all the con=
straints will yield a value of 2000 for the object
function.

Let's set the object function value at 101)0
and eXamine th graph in Figure 3-.21.

Frgurf! 3-21.
Graph of Solutions and Neu. Object Function Values
of 1000.
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Notice that there are many solutions which yield
a profit of $1000. Notice also the relative posi-
tions of the two lines representing different
values of the object function. The lines are paral-

.1 to each other, and the line with a value of
)00 is under the line with a value of 2000.
sere do you suppose the graph of the line 20p
25c = 1500 will fall? Let's graph it and see.

Figure 3-22.
Graph of Solutions and New Object Function Value
of 1500.

Again; there are no solutions which will yield
a profit of $1500. Also, notice that thiS third
line is parallel to the other two and lies between
them. By this time you should begin to suspect
the fact th. every new value for the object
function will produce a new line which is paral-
lel to the others. Graphically, then, we are
looking for the highest line Which is parallel to
the three we have already generated and which
intersects the graph of the solutions in at least
one point. It Should be clear fron, the graph,
that 3 desired line will go througi. the upper
ri,ot-hand corner, which is the point _(60,10).
This is the optimal solution; as we already' know,
and the equation Of the line we are looking for
is 20p + 25c = 1450.

The .hove discussion was r,resented so that
the user of these materials has a chance to de-
velop an intuitne notion of what linear program-
ming problems are all about._ It: is not intended
to be a complete discourse on the mathematical
technique of linear programming. There are
sevci :t other methods of solving linear program-
ming problems. The program LPRG uses one of
them (called the two-phase simplex method)
rather than the graphing method used above.
But all of the methods accomplish the same
thing, namely the identification of all possible
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20 40 6 80,, 100 120

3,2'3.
Graph Oplinzal Solulion.

solutionS to the problem and the stib,;,t;ireni
identification of the optimal solution.

OVERVIEW 'Di'

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES

; :NEAR PROGRAMMING

We nave pointed out sev,.,:al disadvanta -1;
limitationS to the decision strategy of
programming, along with obvious advantt.p
for the educational administrator. This section
Summarizes these.

Advantages
'1'h6 primary advantage of using any operations
reiSearch technique such as linear programming
is that it provides a rational basis for decision
making. Any opinion or decision is more be-
lievable and more valid if it can be substant: :ted

.

by hard data. Linear programming provides defi:
nite criteria fo detonnining the "best" solution
to a problem._

Other advantages are:

I. Linear programming provides a format for
.,:ysteinatic analysis of problems which are
-oncerned with allocating resources in
order to optimize a certain iesult. It
forces the administrator to identify tl.)Se
variables over which he has control and
the accompanying restrictions on those
variables, and to analyze the interrelation-
ships among them.

. Using linear programming encourages the
identification of goals and objective 0:-

pression of these goals. The administrattir
is forced to establish the extent to which
er ,rariable affects the goal. Quantifica-
t--!: of goals is invaluanle in terms of

c.Ation and accountability, since it
establish whether goals have been

attained and how well they have been
attained. Such questions as whether edii7
cational goals have been met are of vital
importance to the administrator, since he
is answerable to many groups, including
the federal governmcnti the state govern-
ment and of course taxpayers.

3. Once the problem haS been expressed
mathematically, linear programming com-
puter prOgrams such as LPRG provide
the rneans for obtaining fast answers at
little cost.

4. Programs like LPRG also provide a means
for simulating changes in the linear pro-
gramming problem in order to see how
the goal and the controllable variables
would be affected if such a change were
implemented;

Disadvantages
The foremost disadvantage to using linear pro-
gramming is the difficulty in the mathematical
formulation of real-world situations. Some
problems just do not lend 0ernselves to matlie7
matical expression. With others, successful
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mathematical modeling is Iiimted by available
mathematical techniques, variableS that are un=

and goals that are difficult to express
quantitatively. Even When a problem can be
expressed mathematically, the assumptions
which were necessary for the formulation may
have so ohanged the problem that the results are
not useful. As computer programmers are prone
to say; "Garbage in; garbage out." That is; if
the data which go into -1 linear programming
problem are not valid or representative of the
real-world situation; the output. from the prob-
lem will neither 1)e correct nor useful.

Linear programming only aids in decision-
making; it does not actually make decisions.
Linear programming gives validation and sup-
port to decisions, but it cannot replace the
human administrator who is ultimately respon-
sible for deter minii0, courses of action.

SUMMARY OF THE MAIM POINTS
IN LINEAR PROGRAMMIAIG

Formulating Models
A. Recognition of the problem: Linear pro-

gramming is an operations research tool
used ii problems where resources are to
be assigned or allocated in order to opti-
mize some result.
1. Typical resources to be allocated in

edip:atiori problems:
;.1,)ney ;
TeaCherS and teacher aides;
Facilities;

d. Class Ulm,:
e. Equipment.
Typical results to optimize in educa-
tionproblems:
a. Money: :.-nnimize costs; maximize

certain salaries;
b. Transportation time: minimize;

Racial balance: maximize;
d. Quality of instruction: maximize;
e. Facilities: minimize empty class-

rooms and empty school bus seats.
B. Formulation of the mathematical model.

. Identi ficatian of the controllable vari-
ables (resources);

89

2. Choice_ of a measure of effectiveness
(quantity we with to Maximize or
minimize);

3 Mathematical representation of the
object function (relate the controlla-
ble variables to the measure of effec=
tiVereSS);.

4. Identification of the constraints (re=
strictions or limits on the values f
the controllable variables);

5. Mathematical represents' :,.: of to
constraints;

6; Determination of he linearity Of the
model and hence the model's suit-
ability for use of the linear program-
ming technique:

Solving Linear Programming Problems
A. Types of solutions.

1. Possible solution: satisfies all con-
straints;

2 Optimal solution: satisfies all con-
sAraintS and gi, zs optimal (maximum
or minimum) value to the object
function.

B Possibilities for solutions to linear pro-
gramming problems.
1; Many possible solutions but only one

op,.imal solution;
2; No solo Lions at all
3; An infioite number of optimal solu-

tions which satisfy all constraints and
give the same optimal result.

C. Solving linear programmilv, prohiems
using the computer program LPRG;
1. Formulate mather iatical model;

listing "less-than" constraints, fol-
lowed by "equality" constraints,
followed by "great-er-_than" con-
straints, and oi.,ject function;

2. Prepare other necessa:v 'r' ormatii;
for input to LPRG: whether object
function is to be maximi?.ed or mini-
mized; number of constraints; nuiribor
of "less-than" constraints; number of
"equality" constraints; number of
"greater-than" constraints.

3; Run the -mmputer program.
4. Analyze the results.
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CHAPTER ,PREVIEW Many situations in education require waiting lines or a waiting period=for
edam le- students in line to register or equipment waiting for repair.
To maximize efficiency in these situations, administrators often need to
answer such questions as, Are the lines too lonwor waiting periods excessive?
Are more or feller facilities needed to correctiprdblems or to miiximize
ciency? Queueing theory provides a pOWerful too for analyzing such situa-
tions and answering these questions.

This chapter presents the basic elements o_ f queueing theory and illustrates
its many us4s in education. Emphasis is on analyzing realistic situations and
interpreting statistics to provide the basis for effective decision .making. An
understanding of simple algebra will equip the reader to follow the step-by-
step discussions of all hand calculations of queueing statistics. In addition,
the use of compUter programs to perform queueing analyses is explained
and clemonstrated. Exercises'provide guided practice in using both hand cal -,
culations'and computer programs.

CHAPTER AIMS

A

After completing this chapter, .the reader will be able to use the terms spe,
cific to queueing theory and recognize which situations satisfy the condi-
tions- reqUired for applying the theory. He will also. be able to perform
queueing _theory analyses using either hand salculations or computer pro
grams and to interpret the results for use in effective decision making. .

INTRODUCTION TO GligUEING THEORY

THE ELEMENTS OF
OUEUEING THEORY

.

In everyday lire there are many -situations in
must wait somelength of time

. for a -nWeded service. People commonly have to
wait in line to buy a theatre ticket, to be seated

in a restatniant, and to park their cars in a parking
lot; airplanes regularly line up wherrarrivineand
departing; lines of cars at a turnpike tolL booth
are a common sight. Each of these examples
involves a queueing or waiting system. Many
other common situations involve similar prob-
lems: situations in which things must be placed
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in order (filing; stocking goods), for example,
or in which a certain percentage of items must
be repaired' periodically so that back-up items
are required; '-

The operations'. research .technique called
queueing Aeory proVides a means for analyzing
these queueing'` systems and 'obtaining statistics
that . describe, their important features; In addi-
,tion, the theory can be used to analyze the
effeCtS Of .making changes in .the queueing sys-
tern and determine whether such changes might
be acceptable or- beneficial, In effect; a decision
maker can _simulate change& before they are im-
pIerherited. l'haniernamiger might use queueing

, theory to ,tell him hOwInuch customer waiting
time_ would be affected if he were to add aft;
outer teller; the highway commission might
use it to investigate the effecth of Constructing
more toll.booths at a turnpike interchange.

There are, of -Course, many situations in &du,
cation that can be effectively dealt 'with Wing
queueing theory. Student§ waiting to see a coun-.
skor, Children waiting tor appointments with a
school" diatrict psychologist, schbol: or class:.
rooms waiting for major repairs by a carpenter,
and purchase orders waiting to be filled are all
exainplei. ,

All waiting line situations have two charac-
. teristic plea:

- .

1. A queue ot waiting ltie of customers
(e.g. teachers waiting to use projectors;
students waiting to see a counselor).

2. Service facilities which provide a service
or product to the customers (e.g. the
projectors; the counselor). .

In order to apply the techniques of queueing
theory, .some quan4ties must_ be known (or
estimated) about the customers and the facili,
tieS.' These include the number of potential
customers, the number. of service facilities
avail le, the average number Of customers
that arrive in any given unit of time to use the
facility- and the average length of time required
to provide the seiTice. For example, 300
school students (customers) -may be advised by.
one counselor (service facility). The student§
may wish tesee the counselor at an ;average rate ,
of about 'bur students per day (arrival rate) arid;
from the counselor's records it might be found
that an average counseling session lasts 15 min-
utes (length of time required'to service).

Once these quantities are own, queUeing

theb0 can .provide informative and useful stn-
tistics: 'the average waiting time fOr an arriving',_cuser, Ate average number of customers._.waiting in line, the probability that a given
number of customers- will be Waiting for service
at any given tiTe, azd the probability that the
service -facility is idle- (i.e. that there are no
customers being serviced or waiting in line).
Thus queueirii theory' cd help answer such
'questions as How.many people, on the average,
are waiting to use the facility at any,given time?
How long should one-expect to wait/before,ihe
facility . is available for use?. Is the time people
spend waiting_ so' costly. that another facility
would be justified? -Could scheduling, or re-t
scheduling the eliminate any of the wasted
idle time of thp facility? .

In addition to providing.datti to help answer
questions like' these, queueing theory gives the
administrator a means for examining a; problem

' frqm several different angles. Suppose purchase
orders for a district seeni to be continually
itacked ,up and teachers are complaining about
delays in obtaining materials. The orders are
handled by or purchasing, clerk. Ad admini-
strator can use ata from queueing theory oto
help decide whether the extra cost of a second
clerk would be justified in terms of increased
speed. in processing purchase Orders; Alterna-
tively, the adriiinistrator might use queueing
theory to detelmine how many clerks would be
necessary to insure that most orders would, be
processed within a certain number of days. Or;
the administrator might discover in the course
of the analysis that the present clerk needs to
be retrained or replaced; Or; again;.the admini-
strator might discover that far too many pur-
chase orders are being filled and that it would be
most efficient to anticipate the use of certain
materials and have them on haltd at the begiri,--
fling of the school year; .

It is obvious that queueing them7 is a vidu-
able decision strategy' for _the adminittrator
concerned about efficient utilization of time and
facilities; Iii summary, its four primary uses are.
the fallowing:

It helps the administrator' to study current
queueing systems (or non-systems) and
to pinpoint .problem areas and potential
solutions.

It prbvides Statistics that can be used as on-
teria for determining the "best" Solution to
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a problem: For example, the best tolution
to the purchase order problem \ discussed
above might be the specific number q
clerks (service facilities) required to insure
that no purchase order must wait. Over two

' days be processed.
'\It pro esAlatti which may suggest 'possible

changes in the system being studied.\ Exami;
nation' of the purchase order problem'i for in-
stance, may suggest such petable Changes as
varying the number of Pbrchasing cler (ser-

ivce facilities), reducing the freque cy of
rchase orders by requesting that to chers

, submit material requirements well fore
the schqol year begins, and reducing the
amount of time required to procesi the
orders by retraining the clerk.

It allows the administrators to test; at a small
\. cost; several alternative modifications of the

system and determine the most economical
or practical course to pursue.

Queueing theory is a rapidly growing area
of mathematical inquiry; Many types of models
have been studied in great detail; this chap-
ter will deal specifically with types of queuein
situations: that have a great many practiCal
applications.

(. .

QUEUEING THEORYERMS

Following are the basic terms used in queueing
theory and their definitions.

Service Facilitylocation at which a iervice
is rendered (purchasing clerk, machine to be
Wed, repairman,.school psychometrist). The
letter F denotes the number of Service facili-
ties in a queueing situation.

Customeruser of the service facility: A, cus-
tomer need not be a person. A machine
waiting for repair is considered a customer
in queueing theory.

Source Fieldthe .-.population of potential
users or customers of the facility; Two
types of source fields am considered in
queueing theory:

A small, finite population, i.e., leis than
30; The letter M denotes the exact size of
such a population .
An infinitely large population: In general;

large POPulationsgreater than or equal
to 30-twill be close enough t6 an infi-
nitely large population for use in practical

.
Waiting Timet-the time elapsed from when a

customer idins the waiting line (queue), to I
the time when . service is begun for that
customer;

Arrival Rate -the, average number of' cus=-
tomers arriving at the service facility
a unit of time; denoted by A.

`Service Ratethe average number of cus-
tomers that can be serviced by one service
facility during a1 unit of time; assuming -do
idle time denoted by S.'

To illustrate the use of these terms; let's con-
sider the situation of a school district's, pur-
chasing clerk who receiVespurchase orders from
All schools in the district: TYpically, the time it
takes to process. orders Varies because of differ-
ences ih (If items, suppliers'. delivery
schedules, and so forth.

Suppose the purchasing clerk keeps records
for two weeks (ten working days) and.obtaids
the following data:

Day

No. of
Orders

Received

Hours Worked
Each Day on

Processing Orders

1 2.0
20 8.0

6 5.7
7 6.5
8' 8.0
3 5.0 .

7.p/
two

13 8:0
14 8.0

100 Orders 66.7 Hours

\

In this -situation, the customers are the pur-
chase orders. The service facility is the one clerk
(F = 1).- The source field is infinite, since a
schol district would presumably produce more
than

\
30 purchase orders. Since . the clerk re-

ceived 100 orders in 10 working days, the arrival
rate Of customers is an average of 10 orders/daY
(A = \10 orders /day): The clerk- worked 66.7
hours to process 100 orders, so we could say he
worked \at the service rate of 1.5 orders/hour
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.
(S = 1.5 ordera/hour). Since queueing theory
requires that arrival and service rates be specified
in the same -time. units, we will_expresS the ser-
vice rate in terms of orders per day. Adsumifig
that the clerk works 8 hours a dayt

1.5 otders/hr. X 8 hrs./day = 12 orders/dair.

REVIEW

za

Therefore, S = 12 orders/day. The average
waiting time of an order, which will not; be cal-
culated at this point, would be the average time
elapsed fropi when an order arrived in the pur-
chasing clerk's office to the time when the clerk
began to process the order.

TerminologY 1. QUEUE: waiting line of,Customers.
2. SERVICE FACILITY (F); location at which service is rendered.
3. CUSTOMER: user of service
4. SOUILOE FIELD: population of potenpal users; Finite M is less than 30

f_<,30)_ arid infinite is more than 30 (>30).-
5. WAITING TIME: time from arrival at F until-service begins;
6. ARRIVAL RATE (A): average number of arrival during a unit of time.

4
7. SERVICE RATE (S): average number of customers served by one. F

during atinit of time. ;

ExIircise : Assume that a school has one ditto machine for teacher use and that sev-
eral teachers have complained that they frequently have to waitto use
the machine because. it is busy;In this situation, suppose the principal
keeps track of the uses for 30 days and discovers that the machine was
used by teachers 480 times and that the total time the machine was
actually being used was 160 hours. For this situation, what is F (number
of facilities)? What is A (arrival rate)? What is S (service rate)? Express
both. and S in hours. `

CONATIONS FOR GUEURINP
k

1
In the queueing situation; certain 'conditions
must be satisfied in order hi'. the queueing
theory described 'here to give useful resUlts.
These conditions= arise because of thee mathe-
matics underlying to theory. They are. :fle-
scribed below:

ai;.. 1. Arrivals of customers Aust be indepe
dent and occur at random time intern
Independence of arrivals means that ail
arrival is not affected by (is independent
of) s'ther arrivals. FOr example, if en.sto:\
iners frequently came to,,:bse a facility
but saw it vaT: busy or that a 4:mg line
was waiting. and hence they left, those
an-hulls (Or horiarrivals) would depend on
other` arrivals -the Customers already using

, ----- or waiting to use the facilityand the con-
',

dition of indeRendence would be violated.
The fact that customers arrive at random
time intervals means that arrivals do not
follon+ a particular patWrn. If arrivals were
consistently most frequent at the begin-
rung of the day or immediately after the
change of \class periods, or "=followed a
regular schedule such as one event per half
hour, this condition would be vioNed=

2. Service times are ugsumrd to be
over time. Independence of service

is times- ever- means that ;the service
time for any one cust mer is asSurned to
be independent of th service time for
any other customer an4 to ,be Unaffected
by such factors as the Tength of the line
or the tiredness of workers; other
wotds, the service time is assumed neither
to speed up bee' ause the line is longer nor
to slow dbwn because workerd are tired.
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3. The queueing system is in equilibirum.
This_ means the facility has been oper-

.-Ating long enough for the laws of proba-
bility on which queueing theory is based
to take effect. In general; queueingtheory

. does not apply when the facility, first
opens; usually ,at the beginning of a
In some situations at the beginning o the
day there will be no arrivals before the
facility 'opens and the, first Arrival
always be served immediately: In oth
situations, ariXikUS customers will line u
before a facility opens and all Will spend
some time waiting to use the' facility.
Therefore; queueing theory does not ap-
ply when, a facility is first opened, because
the expected waiting time and number
waiting will .be different than after the
facility has been open for a while. .

Figure 4-1 illustrates a queueing system
in equilibrium which involves cars in line
at a' service station. The drawing suggests
that thelengtli of the waiting line is fairly
constant and customers arrive steadily.
The amount of time car C has to wait in

line until. it begins service: will be a,bou t
the same time that ear F or any other car
must *sit.

A simple 'example of a system Which is
not in equilibrium is a service station
when_ it cirst openA The first customer
would encounter no waiting line--714
would simply drive up to the gas pump
and be serViced..His waiting time would
be zero. This ,situation, however, applies
oAly 'to the first few customers. After the
station, has been open a while, it .is as:
surfed: that the arrivals will settle down to
a Constant rate; a waiting line will form*
which remains fairly stable; and the length'
of time each customer ill have to waif

. for . service will be quite similar; The
system would . then have reached equi-
librium, and queueing theory could be
appfled.

4. Customers are served on. ai irst -corne,
This condition requires.

priority customers Who
first served" bast
that there are
go to the had f the waiting line.
Once a custom r joins the queue, he does

'ARRIVING USERS

USER-,C, ARRIVES
IN WAITING LINE

110

USER 'C' BEGINS
SERVICING

Watttng Line has Fternitned Constant

Figtire 4-1.
Illustration of ''Well-Behaved" Queueing System.

Trme

-4--
'ELAPSED TIllE
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no't leave it until he heat been serviced. A .*
.. customer 'is assumed not to get tired, of .

waitinginclieftve before he is services
6. The arrival rate of qustpmertAmust beless

than the number of cUsioiners'whb Can be
k 'serviced during the same: unit of time.

This lash ccinditioir is particularly irhpor-"
Aunt. If customers alWays arrive at a mar !
vice facility at a ;rate greater than the
service facility can handle therii; the ,
waiting 'line will -. become -longer and
lodger; and there will be no assurance that
every . customer will .eventally be ,ser-
viced. Specifying that the .arrival rate is
less than the service rate assures us: that aH
customers will eventually be serviced.'

. ,For a queueing system with .just one
Service facility, this conditid' 'can be ex-

- pressid simply as `the 'arrival rate of the
customers ,inuSt be less; than the service
rate"--qr, symbalically, A s< S'

For queueing Jsystems wit
service facilities, if F is the. umber of

'facilities and S is the service rate for any
ne facility -(assuming all ihave the same

s wide Tate); 'this condition cari be
pressed =A' < F S: that is; the arrival rite
of customers is less than the total number'
of customers that. can be handled by all
service facilities; For eXaniplei if one pur-
schasing clerk can process an average of 12
orders - a day (S 12 orders/day), two

-clerks (F = 2)-could process F-! S 2 .12
, = 04 orders- pe'r day. the arrival rate of
purchase orders; A, would then have to
be less than .24 orders per day for this
condition 'to be satisfied: ;

,

At this point, it may have occurred to'
you that we seem to have a paradox con-
'cernag arrival_' and service rates: if the
mimi5er of airivalt at a service facility is
alwayp less thah the nhmber who oan be
servi*C1,' how .does a waiting line ever
form? If we remember that the arrival rate
and the ,service rate are averages, he para- =

dox is easily resolved. Sometnhes the
number of arrivals may be higher than the
average figure, and sometimes it may ,be
lower. It is generally during the times-
when arrivals are greater than average that

. .
1 Sinde the sign c means "less thiin;". the possibility

that A =. S is also excluded from any.queueing problem:
5.-. '.

the 'waiting line is forined. Once a waiting
line forms, Ai service facility falls behind
in its work ap- d may take' some timetto
datch lipwith the arrivals; hence we will'::
have a waiting line of customers which is
assumed to stay at a faiTlir constant length.

-SUMMARY OF eONDITIONS FOR
OUEUEINGTHEORY P.ROBLEMS,

:The conditions a system Must meet in order for
sueueing Theory to- beapplica
beloW.

Arrivals of .customgIs are randqm and
independent. .. '" L.

2. Service' times are independent...
3., Equilihrinin system:
4. First come, first served:
5. "customers' entering ,, We queueing skstem

doinot heave until they ate, gerviced:
6, Rate of narrivalk 'Must be tels_.than 'the

rate" of service (A < fox single. facility.
SySteMS; A < ,F S for multiple facility
SYS:WO)* h. *.

These pondiiions have licit heir' chosen atbi-
trakily; they are rail:OKI hy..the mathematic-S
used in queueing. Akeiatiy.;, The -alumeriedl reiulti
mom queueing ?theory .eqUations reflect 'the
assumption that 41 these conditions are present
in the sYstem Practical problefas 'often violate
one orlimore to a certain, extent; as thb 'realities
of theAeverydaST .world not ftexl:ciiincide
with the strict condition's:- of 'Matheltati&d.,
theory. Small deviationt are ;acceptable, but. it
is important to' remember,, that the ineaktires.°
ititis derived from queueing theory, Should tfie '
regarded as ,.approximations to;. rather than
exact . representations of, the real probleni--
situatiba. "

In the next seciidri of this chapter, we apply
the above terms and Conditions to three gendial'
queueing problem situations and analyze each
using queueing theory. The situations to be
examined are: ;

t

1. Infinite. Poputation (30 or more), 3irig4
Service. ;Facility. An 'example of ,this
systerri is abigh school with one'counselch%
to service all the students; We will exam-
ine situations in which one ptirchatiing
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clerk 'propeases all purchase orders for a
school; one switchboard operator handles
all calls of a district office; and one repair
facility is turd to service a large papule:
'ion of school typewriters.

2. Infinite Population, kullipleService Facili-
ties, An example: five nurses' (Service
facilities) serving all the students in a
school. representS an' infirlite-populatian
multiple-service-facilities situation. 'The
examples we will study are f,an administra-

, toi :considering having two operators
handle all calls on the districCs switch-

Exercises

. .
air

3:

board system; school wanting to deter-
mine iypether to purchase tirr or fewer
audio-tUtoriel . listening stations for stu-
dent use;1....-
Ftntie=Popatton ,Mesa than 30) ,sSirigler
Service Faciii0.; example would be a
situation in whiWeieh Of 15 teachers is
to review his 'ithritil evaluation with 'the
principal. The situation We "Will 'exainine(
in Ives a school wishing _to determin4
if one science center is sufficient to serve
eight teacheri.

REVIEW

41. Outline the conditions a%queueing problem must satisfy before queueing
theory can bey applied. (Review text pages 94-96.)

2. What is the significance of these expressions?

A.< S
A < F S (Review text pages 96-99.)

:
. A school dis ''ct switchboard with one opeitItttur handles about 300 calls

in one six -hour school day. The operator eithrietes that it takes about
one minute to haildle a typicil call to gre4t the caller, determine *tom
the caller wishes to speak to, and thinsfer thcall). Calls that clime iri
whn the operator is speaking to someone else are placed o'ii, hold until
the operator ikfree. --..

.: What is the service facility in.this problem?
. Who a the customers? .

Is the source field i?Ifinith or finite?
d. -Whet, is the eprival rate of customers? (Express in time units

1 i,miputes.).1 ...-

e: What is the service rate? (Also express inminutes.) -
.

f. If you Were it ed'ta ileterinine if one operator was enough to run'
the switClibo*d effieintly, how would you answer? What criteria
wOuld. yoix use- in ,making your decision ?. (You are' to use only the

1' , _:,

- ''A above dataand your intuition at this point.)
. 4.. A large. city :school district :has 2 full-time psychometrists. Approxi-

_ Inatel 35 children must pe given diagnostic thsts. each month; We will
consider, a vio'rith to coli:sist of 20 school days; 6 hours a day. Tests are '

given on a one -to-o basis: that is each psychometrist tests one child ..

at, a time: ReCords indicate that each child needs about one hatir for.
ttestinK, ;4 '

, .
. .. .

a; -What are the service facilitiei in this problem?
b. 'Who are the customers? .

c. '-le the source field infinite or fthite? , ..

'.d.: What'is the arrival rate of customers? (Express in time units of hours.)
,. 1.. Does the ; district need to employ another Psychometrist? What

`'y
es .

to'

,
7

d

. ,

! 4- 4
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I I, -criteria could you .ruse to- inake your decision? ;(Again; use only the
data given in the problem and your own Judgment.)

ST

APPLICATIONS OF:QU,EUEING THEOR*

INFINITE POPULATIOft SINGLE,
SERVICE FACILITY, PROBLEMS .

It is,easy to visualize examples ol'esingle service.
facilitY whobe users are .drawn from an infinite
or essentially infinite population. The purthase
order situation used earlier in this chapter Wan
example of. a _queueing situation -with an infinite
population of customers (orders) and a single
service facility (the one purchasing clerk); The
single clerk was in charge of processing all the
purchase orders; the duties included making sure
the purchase forms were properly completed
and authorized, seeing which suppliers, stocked
the ;desired m, deciding: which supplier re-.
ceived the or er (according' to price and speed
of delivery); and finally ',lading the: order by
phone or mail. We will continue to ule this
example as we study the application of queueing
theory , to infinite population, single service
facility problems;

Let's assume that recently your school . ad- ,
ministration has received complainta from
teachers that they are having to do without
certain materials. Some teachers have implied
that there are _too many purchase orders for one
clerk; to handle and it has been suggested that
another purchasing clerk be hired, Before-making
a decision and pie-Sean* the case to the school
bilikrcli, assume that-you, a school adniinistrator,
want to ascertain the extent of the 'problem.
You would want to know such things as the
average tune an order waits to be processed after ;
reaching the clerk's desk, the average number of
orders waiting on the clerk's desk at any .given
time, and the relative amount of time the pres-
ent clerk: actually spenOs processing orders: With
figtires like these in hand; you could present art
effectiVe case before the board for hiring an:-'
other clerk; if that were your final decision.. :

What yolL would need US do, then, is to calcu-
late the quantities listed above; The formulas
are not difficult, and we will go through each of

then, by steri:, It is rot- necessary to. memo-
rize them. They have been inquded here ..to.
illustrate how 41.1eileing 'statistics' are carbulated
and what information is necessary' for these
calculations. As \ an, 'nlinistrator Nyou will in
many cases be usi gtormrtuter priiipmpis to carry
out .queueing an 8es. In the. next section we
introduce such, a iirogfam and discuss its usein
solving the' purchase order -problem; as M ex-
ample. At this Point,'however, let's prodeed with
the hand calculatiOns . so that you can blitarly/-.

igrasp each .step in the Solution of this kind of ;
problem.

At the outset, you sari get a good idea of the
arrival rate of purchaseorders by examining the
clerk'S records for a substantial period of time
Let us use the data fro pages 9 94. of this
chapter, showing that p ase order arritre, at
the rate of ten a' day:

A = 10 orde /day
did the clerk can usually get them prcicessed
at a service rate of 12 a day:

S = 12 o'rdersiday.

-4-

We now have the information we need to
analyze the problerd using quetieing theory:1y

Source field:
Customeft
Service facilities:
Arrival rate:.
Service rate:

:infinite (more than 3O o
ptirchasee orders.
one Clerk -1)
A IQ orderilday
,S - 12 orders /day

I

We Will assunie that this problem situate
satisfies the conditions . required for queu
theory: that the purchase orders arrive at
Glom time intervals and independently of one
art4her; the times necessary'_ to process ..the
orders are independent; the system is in equilib-
rium; the purchase orders are processed in the
order in which thdy arrive; the orders do not

1
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leave the clerk's; defile Uhtil they are processed;
and the arrival rate is* less lhan the service rate
(A a. 10 -orders/day 1,s ;less' than 'S =" 12, orders/

tcray).
. - Let's.iitakt. our analuis by determining hoW
ninch tif-the clerkViime is oceupied With pro-
cessitig orders and how much of his time is

7 '1,VaiVedi If the-lerk is capable of pip:ices:ling 12
oiders,k day (serv,ice rate, Si but only receives
10: oidera rate A), then he is busy
fo-r only,-part of the day., The- part of the day
that he is busy is .the fraction 10/12; the re-
mailider 'must be' free time for. the clerk. This
time,.. when. the ..clerk is not processing orders,
is called idt time. If the clerk is busy for 10/12
of a ckay, then he must be idle for 2/12 of the

.day; since -

- 10
one full day -.7 the apart .of = 1 -
the day the, clerk is busy . 12

12 10
_

12 12

2 part of the .day
12, the clerk is idle

Thefractions expressing the amount of time
the clerk is busy and idle can also be changed to
percentages. The fraction '10/12 is the same as
the decimal .83,-so the clerk is busy for 83 per-
cent of the day; 2/12 is decimal .17, so he is
idle. for 17 percent of the day.

Percentages can also be thought of as prob -'
abilities( To 'say the clerk is idle for 17, percent
of the time is . equavalent to saying that the
probability that ;he is- idle-is.17. That is, if we

_look in on the clerk 100 tines during the day,
17 of those times he will beadle: Our chances of
seeing hiin idle are 17 out of 100; or 17.2

The above 'discussion shows the. intuitive cir-
culation for the probability. that the clerk is
idle. Now, let's state the general fornitaMor this
quantity. ReMember that we are at the moment
only working with an infinite population; single
service; facility problem; We will use the symbols
P(0) (read P. zero)* to' indiCate the probability
that the service facility is idle; i.e., the proba-
bility that zero customers are being servicetand

_Probabilitteit tan take values from 0 to 1, where a
probability of 0 denotes an impossible event and a
probability of 1 indicates a sure event. .

zero cuitomers. are waiting for services In other
words, P(0) &notes the part of the time that the
service fadility is not servicing customers. The
probability that the service facility is idle is cal-

, culated by this formula:

13(0) =

. where A is the average arrival rate and S is the
average service rate. ./For our purchase order problem; since A = 10
orders/day and S = 12 orders /day,

p(o)= 1-- =
12

= :17
12

The next quantity we: wish: to find is how
many orders; on the average; are waiting on fife ;;,
clerk's desk to be processed; We call this quantity, '!
the expected number -of customers waiting foij
service; abbreviated i*symbOls E(W) '(read E \NO.
In queueing theory; "expected number" means
the statistically estimated' average =fiber,' The
formula for E(W) is easy to usei but it does not
have the Simple, intuitive explanation that the
formula for P(0) has. Consequently; you .need
only 'to undastand the elements in the formula
and to accept the equation itself on faith. '

If A and S are respectively the average arrival
and service rates; then E(W), the expect .8 ham-
ber of customers Waiting; is:

A2
E(W)

S(S = A)

For sthe purchase order problem, since A ='10
orders/da and S = 12 orders/day, the calcula-
tion of E(W) is:

A2 (10?
E(W) S(S f- A) 12(12 -= 10)

100
= 4.2 orders

s24
`

Note that this ,q0antity does have units;441tW)
= 4,2 customers iororders. That is, an average
of 4.2 orderi will be waiting on the clerk's desk
at any giVen time;-.or,. the average length of the
Waiting ':fine of purchase orders is 4.2 orders.
(This number does not include any order Which
th, clerk is'in the midst of processing.)

At this point,...then, we know two important;
dfings about the system. Firat, there is fa .17
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probability* 'that the , clerk idle; second; that
the average length of ,',the waiting _line is 4 :2'
orders,`; . -O'The final statistic of interest in this problem
is ihe average time an order has to wait in the
linebefore the clerk begins to process it. This
quantity' is abbreviated E(T). (read E T). The..
formula for E(T), the averagorwaitingtime of an
arrival, is

E
E(T)

(W)

A

where A is the arrival rate and E(W) is the aver-
age length of the waiting line.

In the purchase order problem, we renow
`(E(W) c4.2 orders and A = 10 orders/day;
therefore, .

E(W) 4;2 orders
E(T) = - 0.42 days ,

A 10 orders/day

The intuitive reasoning behind the, derivation
Of thig formula is as follOws: Over long periods
of time, we can speak of average arrival and set-
vice rates for a queueing syStemand ofan aver-
age waiting line length, which we.'have called
E(W). of the stead3f arrival and service
rates -characteristic of a system in'. equilihrihm;
the -waiting line length; E(W); always reniains
fairly constant; this Means that orders must be
leairipg the clerk's desk., at approximately the
same rate as they are arriving, That is; the de-
parture of the'orders from the waiting line is at
the same rate as their arrival. If the arrival rate
is A; the departgre rate is also A. When an corder
joins the :Waiting line on the clerk's desk, then;
there are E(W) orders ahead" of it, .ssich..,_are
departing the waiting line at rate A: The' lad
order to join. the line will be procestied after all
orders, in front of it have loft the line. If. 4.2
orders (E(W)) are on line and are departing at a
rate of "10 orders/day (A), then an order which
joins the line muA-Viait .42 days = 4.2 orders
divided by 10 orders day E(W)/A: (Note that
the departure rate is not the same thing as the
service rate, S. The' simple illustration of -Car C
joining a . waiting line and going through the
service facility, as -Shown in Figure 4 -1, again
may help you visualize the elements of a
queueing situation.) _

We can now summarize all the information
we have gathered about the purchase order
situation:

SourCe field: infinite
Customers: purchase orders
Service facilities: one clerk (F 1)
Arrival rate' A 10 orders/day
Service rate: S 12 orders/day

Probability that service facility is idle = .17

A 10 2
P(M) 1.- --24 1 :=-6.-= :17

S' 12 12 t'.

Average length of.waiting line 4;2 orders;

2
E(W

A2' 10 100
) 4.2 Orden

S(S= A) 12(12 Z10) 24.

Average waiting time 0..42 days

E(W) 4.2 orders
E(T) .42 days

. . A 10 orders/day

At this point, the administratOr is in a posi-
tion to examine the gathered data and make a.de-
cision; From the facte, he or she may_conclude
that any large stacking up of orders on the clerk's.
desk is fairly infrequent; since on the average
only 4.2 orders (E(W)) are :waiting on the
clerk's desk at any given tithe. The average time
An order waits to _be processed is really quite
small'-iess than half a day (E(T) s 42 days)..
Hence; the adminiatister may feel at this point
that hiring ahother clerk is not juitified; the
present clerk seems to be handling orders fairly
efficiently. The delay in letting materials is
probably due more to inefficiency on the sup-
plier's part than to the school district, Based
.on the observations of the current situation; the
administrator now has several options open to
himi He or she may instruct the clerk to wort
overtime when orders are heavy; or to order from
fast delivery suppliers regardless of extra cost; or
he may institute a system for teachers to order
materials at the beginning of the school year
These suggestions are by no means the only
possible ones. The administrator's ultiniate de-
cision will be based on which strategy he or she
feels will best suit the circumstances and what
specific constraints. limit the decision. The school
board, for example; may or may not be amen-
able to approving overtime pay for the purr .

chasing clerk; Queueing theory has helped the
administrator in this example to organize_ his
available data and come to quick appraisal of
the initial _suggestion of hiring another pur-
chasing clerk. .

UG
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Let's now look at the proklem of the one
switchboard operator POP thd school 'district,
used in Exercise 3' on .page 97. This is another,
example of an infihite population, singld service
facility queueing theory , problem; The arrival
rate of incoming calls to the district switchboard
is 300 per day; and the switchboard opemtp
works a six hour day. 'It 15 estimated that the
operator could handle about one call a minute.
After expressing A = 300 calls per day as the
equivalent figure of A = .83 calls per minute,'
we.have the following information:

Source field:
Customers:
Service facilities:

Arrival rate:

Service rate:

(Again, note A < S.)

-Then, the probability that the operator is idle,-
P(0), is:

..83'
P(0) 1

A
1

S 1
=4.17, or 17 percent of the time

The average number of incoming calls waiting to
be answered (presumably on hold) is:

infinite
incoming callS
One switchboard

operator (F = 1)
A = .83.calls/

xpinute
S = 1 call/minute

REVIEW .

IDLE TIME: time spent by fadility not servicing customers:,
P(0):. probability that service facility is idle;
E(W): expected number of customers waiting for service;
E(T): average waiting time for a customer;

Terminology 1.
2.
3:
4.

Exercises 1

2.

As (.83s
E(W) 5(5 - A) 1(1 r ;83)

. 4.1 gra

- The average *ailing time for a call is then

E(W) 4.1 calls
E(T) i= 4.9 innutes

A ;83 'calls/minute

The statistic the administratOr would prods,-
bly feel is the most importAht is the waiting
time of an incoming call, E(T). He or she may
feel that almost five minutes (E(T) = 4.9 min-
utes) is actually quite a long time for a call $0 be
held, especially when there may be I an urgent
message for one of the students in the district.
In addition, the data used in this problem has not
taken into account the outgoing long distance
calls which t14 switchboard must also handle.
Therefore; the delays before incoming calls are

.

r taken care of are probably greater than is in-
dicated by the figure E(T).

At this point, the administrator Probably
would begin to seriously' investigate the cost of
adding another switchboard.' operator and would
want to obtain estimates of what effect a second
operator wbuld have on waiting times for calls.
The .effect of adding another opetator will be
examined in the section in this chapter dealing
with infinite, populations and multiple service .

facilities, pages 108-113.

.;

In Exercise 3 on page 97, you were asked to analyze the district switch=
board problem intuitively; Now that we have calculated P(0), E(W); and
E('f); hdw is your first analysis affected? Can you use these data to im-
prove your criteria for decision ;making in this problem?
Your public relations officer has made a reqnest.to-you for an assistant.
He reports he has had 210 telephone inquiries in::the last month and
averages about that many each month. (A schoo/ month will be assumed

30ne day = 6 hours per day times 60 minutes per
hour r 360 .minutes. 300 calls/360 minutes - .83 calls/
minute.

f.
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to be 20 days_ and ._6 hotirs.a dfiy;) He also clairns'that it takeahird halferi;;
hour to processeach inquiry;
a. What is the,seicice facility?

Whdare.tlieCtistOiners?
p, Is the: source field, finite or infinite?
d. What is the arrival mate (in terms of hours)?

. What is the service rate.(alsO in terms of_hours)i? .

What is the probability that the service facility is
g at.is the average length of the waitingline?
ht at is the average waiting tune for cUitonieia?. , .

i; If your schoial hoard has set doWn a policy that all Public inquiries
shotild he answered "Proinptly,7 what. wgiuld! your decision. be W...
garding the new assigtant for your public "rmation offi4e70.What
criteria could you use?

SOLVING INFINITE POPULATION;
SINGLE SERVICE FACILITY
QUEUEING PROBLEMS WITH.
A COMPUTER,: ':-7"

P(N)

P(M)"

probability that N users-are being
serviced Or waiting

probabilitY4theet all personk hi
source field are ',being. aerVi'ded
or waiting (P(190 0 fOr.
finite sourdeliopulatiOil) ".

E(N) eitpectd_ number being seVit..
''oor waiting :s

E(W) q expected number
..expected Waiting time

p(N > L) probability that the runnb'ei of . .

customers being; serviced
waiting exceedS L

Ai_ can be seen from the examples given thtis far,
the application of theqUeueing fOrMulas,
even in relatively simple problems, can involve
some tedious mithinetia computation. Use of a

'computer: can greatly facilitate an adniinistre-
tor's ability to gaftier statistics on queueing
problems and to simulate . potential changes:] in
the system; Hence; .at thii point; ?ye; WilirmOve
from manual to coMpUterebased calculatidriaof.

queueing statistics.
A pograrn to.solve the queueing theory diva-

tiOns has been written, in 'BASIC (Beginner's
tdlPurpOse- Symbolic IngtrUctiOn The
prci&m, named Q_UEUE, requires a thinirnal
amount of intuit. Tu., solve a problem-with it, -`.
you need '_know °illy the 'basic inforination
about theprOblein thatiyou have alreadYlearned;
to identify : _

1. The Site of the .sourde`, field (finite or
. .

2. . The number Of service-facilfdes, F;
3.. The average .arrival rate 'of customers, A;
4. .igheiverage service rate; S; - ;

;
QUEUE will Ctddulate". d_ print :ittit the fol-
lowing othebliris of the data you
enter:

mile'P(0) prObabilitY. that the facility is

The quimtities 0(6)..E(W); and.E(T) have :at
readY been 'explained in this gliapter..P(N) and,
P(N >..L), which will be illustrated in stibsitimant
prObleins; are *dal -hen the oir the
waiting line is important to a particsidar.prob;:, .

,E(N), the expected number, being serviced
or waiting, differs i*oin. > E(W), the expected...,

,number waiting, in that E(N) inandes custoinere
in the prOCess of being serviced as well as duitO7

in the, waiting line; E(W). includes the "i'.
average number .:oralistoiners waiting lie
The quantity P(M) applies tsi:problents'tlealing:

. with finite p0Pulations.;and7*ill. be diiscuss d'
when we. givily the Problems on pagei 11.1T-117.

s',Tai see how QUEUE works, let's take. the
chase order problem which was analyzed Oil

. .. -
pages 93-04 and solve it .using the ,QUEUE.,
program. !Recall that we had the fcillOwing

,.formation for this prObleni:
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.GET -ousug
RUN
WEIS

'S
ENTER SOURCE FI ILD

co.ivrnmz POPULATION
LTINITZ POPITLATION OF SIZE M

-I TO QUIT
TR_

NUMBER OF SERVICE FACILITIES
11
A- AVERAGE NUMBER O P 7UIR I VIL S PRA WIT nits
rja
S AVERACIE NtRUIER OP CUSTOMERS SERVED ..PER UNIT VINE

N4 POD RASIP11L_THAT_THE-PACILITY IDLE-CA(0) 0 ,16,01.
IMPICTED.NUMSER UTMERAPEING_SEAVI.CWAR WAITINSi t(M) S
pommel) NUMBER WAITING! VW) .A.46667
'IMPUTED WAITING IPA OF AN ARRIVILO VT) .41667

TOU_VISH_PCNI--THE-PSOINUSILITT-F1101N-U.SSMS ME BEING
SERVICED OR:WAITING. AVM THE AUNSER TO.NAL IF NOTi
TIFTER I .

7:1 .

IF vga:lirism_rarwc)iTmtipnawalcm_tifokr_rmt mumern7or
.01SERS.ogirwstnincnCW.WAITING:EXCEEDS Sorge. NUMBER'L

. . UTTER THE NUMBER. inoR-L...Auwor. ENTER I.

Source field:
Customers:.
Service.facilities:
Arrival rate:
Service rate:

TR TER SOURCE_ PI MD
4INTINISIC MPULATION

FINITE POPULATION or SIZE
'I TO QUITI -I

; DONE

EigiHN 4.
Raniple Run or QUEUE; Porch

infinite
puphaie orders
one clerk (F = 1)
A = 10 orders day
S 12 orders day

This basic information is all we need; A com-
. lete listing of the computer run of SQUEEZE

for this pthblein- is shown in Figure 4,2, but
let's start here by looking it the progiam run
one step at a time.

Since the first thing to be done is to tell the
cornniite_r that you want to run the program
Called QUEUE, you would type the appropriate
statements on the terminal:4 For example:

oitit'otizt;E

The** statement; have been underlined 'to in-
aicate that they are typed by, the irser (you) not

.4 If you -have never used-a terminal to run a:computer
program; consult your instructor; Itabould also be noted

. that statements required -by yours' computer to-access
the_ program' QUEUE and. begin its executket_may hes
different from those used in thialeatjOET-QUEUE and
RUN);, be sure you_ know what stateniants are apPropri

. ate for,your comPut-

ase Order Probkm.

the computer. The underlining *Till, of course,
not appear when you actUally type entries on
the teletypewriter.

Next, the'computer will ask for the type of
population by printing the following:

INTER iOURCS 'MD
0INPINITI POPULATION
I! FINITE POPULATION OF SILL Pt
NO TO QUIT .)

71

'

(WA have underlined the zero to identify it as an
itern the user types.)

If we had been dealing with a finite poptda-
-etioni .would have typed hi the actual size of

the, population (denoted by M) instead of 0,1f
we did not with to run theyrogram any furtiriqr
we would enter --1 and the program would atop.
The program will next ask tor the number of
service facilities. Since this Problem has only one
(a purchasing clerk), a 1 would be entered:

NUMSTR IT SERVICE FACILITIES

TV program will next ask for the &Verne
number of arrivals per unit time. In bur prob..

4t;
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Jem.; ten ordeis per day arrived; to a 10 should
be entered:as .illustratfd:

AVERAfi 14441211 OF ARRIVALS PER UNIT TIME
?La

The last figure the pro will ask for is the
average number of -c u served by the
facility _per .uhit of Lime. In our example; the
clerk can process an" average of 12_ orders per
day;so a 12 Would be entered after the question
mark.: Remember that the units of time for
-arrival rate A and service rata S must be the
same (here; both are one day).

S . AVERAGE NUMB= OF CUSTOMERS SERVED PER MIT TIME
/Lt

We have now ,input all the information the
. program needs to _calcidate the queueing statiS=
tics. After the calculations are made, the pro-
gram will print out the following statistics:

PROBABILITY THAT THE FAFILITY IS IDLE! PC04-*, .16667
EXPECTED NUMBER EITHER BEING- SERVICED -1l; WAITING, UN/ 5

EXPECTED. NUMBER_WAIII4O1 RiV1 4.16667
EXPECTEDWAITINO TIME OF AN ARRIVAL) Et?) .41667

,These figures, with the addition of E(N); are
the same ones Obtained on page 101 using
manual calculation: the purchasing clerk is idle
about 17 percent of the time (P(0) .17; (which
is 46667 rounded to two places); an average of
4.2 orders will be waiting to be processed at any
given time (E(W) - 4.2); and the expected
waiting time of a customer, or the average time
from when Xn order reaches the clerk's desk to
when. the cleric begins to process it; is .42 days;
or less than half a day (E(T) -..42).

At this point, the program will ask you if
yan wish to find P(sl) for some N, that is, the
probability that exactly N customers are in the
waiting:: line or being serviced. For the time
-being; we will reject this option; therefore, a
-1 would be entered in response.

IR YOU -WISH P111.4.). THR"OROBABILITY-THAT THE mummtmLop_
USERS BEING SERVICED OR WAITING EXCEEDS BONE NUMBER L.
ENTER THE NUMBER FOR L.' IF NOT. MT= .1

111 -.

The final option you will be given is-to enter

Exorcises
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some" number, L, to and F(N > L), the proba-
bility that more than L customers are in the
waiting line. Again; lejA reject that option fOr

.
_

now;.it will be illustrated in a Is sxmple.

IF. You_WtstrPoit. littPaDBARICITY_Titimmu_usintimits REINS
SERVICED OR WAITING. INTER THE NUMBER FOR N. IF NOT.
ENTER/:t

At this point, the program is finished with the
data you originally gave it; it is..now ready for
new data, and Will, give you the following in-.data,

which appeared before, in the begin-
ning of the program.:

ONTER_SOURCX_FIR40
0- INFINITE POPULATION

FINITE POPULAT/0/4 OF SIXEM
.1 TO QUIT

If you have another problem to solve, merely
proceed as outlined above, first specifying pour
source field and so forth. If you have no more
data, enter -1 in response to the question mirk
and the computer will type:

tens

To see the entire rim we just made; read"
through the printout illustrated in Figure 4-2.

It is important to remember that the com-
puter program for queueing theory will give you,
data; not make your decision. Baied on the site
of the source field; the number of service facili-
ties; the arrival rate, and the service_ rate, the
program will tell you the probability of the
facility being idle, the expected waiting line
length, the expected waiting time, and the
probabilities of certain numbers of customers
waiting in line. It will, not tell yOu whether the
expected waiting line is 'too long; whether ser-
vice facility is idle too much of the time; whether
you can afford another service facility; or
whether the waiting time for a customer Is too ;
long. These are decisions" you must ultimately
make; The data from queueing theory will.
often aid you greatly in making your decision;
but queueing theory alone will not make the
decisions.

1. What basic informatiohrdo we need to enter into the computer program
QUEUE? (Review text pages 102-103.)

Ar
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2. What statistics does. QUEUE calculate? (Review text page 102.) -
3. How does the statistic E(N) differ from E(W)? (Review text page402.1
4. What is the number that must be entered to reject the options of finding

P(N) and P(N > L)? (Review text page 104.)

Let us jiow cojiside.r a.8ueueing ploblem, of a
somewhat different type but again One involving
a single service facility and an infinite popula-
tion.' Suppose that a school his a large number '
Of typewriters (greater than 30) used for instruc-
tional purposes: They also have eight spare type-
writers which are brought into use when any of
the regular typewriters break down and have to
be sent to a local repair shop. Records indicate
that typewriters break down on the average of
one every ten dlys and that it takes eight days
for the repair sfiop to service a typewriter and
return' it to the school. The crucial concern here
is the possible situation of more than eight type=
Writers being out fch repair: the class would be
shok one or more typeWriteri, so at leatt one
student would be without a typewriter. Thus,
it is important to know hoW often this situation
might occur. The quantity which will be of
special interest here is P(N > 8)", the probability
that the number of typewriters waiting to be
serviced or in the process of being serviced (N) is
greater than the number of spare typewriters
available (8).5

To analyze this problem using QUEUE, we
firSt need to calculate arrival and service rates.
Since one typewriter is wilt for repair on' the
average of every ten days, the number of type-
writers sent per day is 1/10; therefore; A = 0:
1 typewriters/day: The service' period is' eight,
dayi, so the, average service rate is 1/8 tyPe-
writers per day; S .125 typewriters per day. In
summary; then, we have:

SoUrce field: infinite -

Customers: typewriters needing repair
Service facilities: one repair shop (F. = lOrt.
Arrival rate: A = .1 typewriters/day
'Service rate: S. .125 typewriters /day

The complete computh' listing for this _prob-
/- lam is Figure page 106. The appropriat

responses by the user would be 0 to indicate an
Infinite source_ field, 1 to indlcite one service

' facility, .1 to denote the arrival Tate of .1 type-
Nkc

Remember, the iliii>ihiehe "iteetor than."

writers/die% 'and25 for a .service rate '!if .125
typewriters a dayF

114.711Origg:ITLA:P.MATION
N FINITE POPULATION OF SIZE N

, TO QUIT'
to
4,71 NUMBER OF SERVICE FACILITIES.

.

A AVERAGE, NUMBER OF 'ARRIVALS PER UNIT TINE
7.10
S ;74VERAGE NUMBER OF CUSTOMERS SERVED PER UNIT. TINE

. . .
The statistics which QUEUE then calculatee
will be:
PR)BABILITYTHAT-THE:FACILITI.IS IDLE . PIO) .2
EXPECTED.NUMBER EITHER_- BEING__ SERVICED OR WAITING... E(N) 4

EXPECTED NUMBER WAITING . ECU)
EXPECTED WAITING TimE.Ir AN ARRIVAL - . 32;*

. ' That isi_the repair shop is idle 20 percent' of the
time (P.(0) = .20);, an average of 4 typewriters
are being serviced or- waiting to be serviced (E(W) .
= 3.2); and the average maiting time for a type-
writer until repairs are begtin is 32 clays (E(T)
= 32). Since our primary. interest in this problem
is finding P(N > 8)-the probability . that more
than 8 typewriters will be tied up in the_ repair
shopwe will first reject the option' of finding
.P(N) for some N by entering -1 to this option:

IF YOU WISH PIN). THE PROBABILITY' THAT N-USERS ARE:BEING,
SERVICED OR WAITING. ENTER THE NUMBER FOR N. IF NOT.
ENTER 1

7.1

Then, when the computer `presents the next
option; we will enter 8 to specify L: r. .

. IF YOU WISH PCNI.L).
i

THE PROBABILITY THAT- -TIRE !!UMBER -OF
USERS BEING-4ERVICED OR WAIT1NG EXCEEDS BONE NUMBER L.
ENTER THE NUMBER FOR Li IF NOT. ENTER .1

U.
_ .

The computer will respond imfriediately with,

PiN ) 7 ..13422
ENTER ANOTHER. OR -I 10 QUIT
i,

Let's hold off on our respOnse. to ? for the
time being. Now we know that 13 percent of the
time (P(N) > 8) = .13), more than 8 typewriters
will be tied up in the repair shop; that 13 per=
cent of the time; at least one student Will be
without a typewriter.

As an- administrator reviewing the abovedata,

:t
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GET -QUEUE

QUEUE

RI TER_SOURCE _ FIELD ..

0.INTIM I TE POPULATION
PI . FINITE POPULATION OF SIZE E N ,op
.1 TO QUIT

tO ,. .

P--. NERIB-ER OF SERVICE FACILITIES
71
A-- AVERAGE NUMBER OF ARRIVALS PER WIT TINE
1._I. ' ! _,...'

S -AVERAGE MUMBLE 0 T CUSTOMERS SERVED PER UN IT TINE
7.125...-,--

:11.,PROBABILITY THAT THE FAC IL I TY I S 104E1 PC- II
EXPECTED NUMBER EITHER BEING SERVICED OR: 1E61 ECM) s a
EXPECTED NUMBER - WAITING* ELY) 3.2
EXPECTED WAITING TINE OF AN ARRI VALI MT) - 32.i .

IF YOU WISH PIN). THE PRO BABIL I TY THATII USERS ARE BEING
SERVICED OR WAITING. ENTER THE NUMBER FOR N. IF NOT.
EN TER -I a _ .. 1

IF YOU WISH PINsL 7 THE PROBABILITY THAT THE NUMBER-OF
USERS BEING SERVICED OR. WAITING EXCEEDS. SONE NUMBER L.

.ENTER THE NUMBER FOR L IF NO T. ENTER 1

. .
.PCN *
INTER ANOTHER L, OR .TO QUIT

ANOTHER I. OR TO QUIT?

tE-pot *
vItza
?±Q.
P IN s 10 '1 40859
E NTER ANOTHER L OR -1 TO QUIT
?XL
P IN 1.

ENTER ANOTHER L OR TO QUIT
712
PEN-
E NTER

PIN s 13 )
INTER ANOTHER L OR TO QUIT
7 -I

9 1 1.10737

11 ) 06872

12 .05/1911
ANOTHER L OR -1 TO QUIT

1NTT,R SOURCE FIELD
0- Pap/ I TE POPULATION
N FINITE POPULATION OF SIZE M

TO QUIT
7 -1

DONE

Figure 4-3.
Sample Run of QUEUE TSwewritergrobkm.

you prOmfitly determine that students are with- .
out. typewriters too much of the time. You
would be likely to ask: How many more type-

. writers .are needed to reduce the probability of
one or more students being without a-typewriter
to an acceptable level? The answer to this ques-
tion depends on how much of the time you are
willing to have students without typewriters;
For example; assume that you want students to
have 'typewriters available 95 percent of the
time. That is equivWent to stating that you want
enough typewriters so that the probability of
one or more students being without a typewriter
is less than .05. Supposes you decide to see

s, whether purchasing one more spare typewriter
will reduce the typewtiterless situation to .05
probability. Then, you will want to know what
the probability is that more than nine type-
'writers are tied up in the repair shop. At thig
point in the computer run, you could have
-entered 9 in response to the above option to
"ENTER ANOTHER L OR -1 to QUIT," and
obtained:

71.- i A 7 10737
INTER THU L OR -I TO QUIT
7

That is, more than nine typewriters .will be tied
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up in the repair shop about 11 percent of the
tine. The probability haa decreased froni P(N
.> 8) = 13 percent but it is still not 5 percent,
which you decided was an acceptable level.. So,
you must try P(N > 10), P(N > 11), and so on,
until- the probability is 5 percent orailess. The
complete ,sequence of requests and rgsponses
'for-P(N >1..) would.be as follows:

-
IF 'YOU- SH THE -RHO HABIL! TY THAT _THE NUMBER OF

USERS BEING - . SERVICED OR VAT T INC EXCEEDS_ SOME "NUMBER. Ls
ENTER THE HUMBER FOR L. IF NOT. ENTER 1

38-
RCN> 8 13422
ENTER ANOTHER 1. OR 1 TO QUIT

_

P(R. 9 ) .10737
INTER ANOTHER L OR QUITTIO

.PCNI> 10 .0859
ENTER -MOTHER L OR -1 TO QUIT
7.11_
P(N. 11 ) 0A872
ENTER ANOTHER L OR ,-1 r QUIT
312
PIN> IR I_ .05498
ENTER ANOTHER L TO QUIT
713
P(la 13 ) a
ENTER ANOTHER

1

.04398
OR -I T1 MM.

ENTER SOURCE FIELD
0- INFINITE POPULATION

.-_FVOITE POPULATION OF SIZE M
TO QUIT

CONE

The probability we are interested in, .05, fall&
between .05498 and .04398; that _is; the value
of L which makes P(N > L) .05 is somewhere
between L = 12 and L = 13. Since we cannot

Exercises
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buy fractions of typewriters, we will choose 'L
= 13. That is, haviog. 13 spare ty ewriters will
assure us that students are witho t typewiiters
less than 5 percent of time.

Thus, in order to e theoretically that all
students will have type riters 95 percent of the
time; an additional five achines should be ptiv
chased, since the behbol Originally had 8 spare
typewriters and we want to\ ave a total of 13.

Of course, buying additio al spare typewriters ki.:

was not the only possible so ution to the type-
writer problem. We could have investigated ways
of decreasing the service time S for px,amPle,,by t
using more "than one repair sho ), or we could'
hire considered buying type rs of better
quality so the arrival rate A ivai s er (i.e. rate
at which typew-iters broke doWn d arrived At
the service facility for repairs). T final de=
cision would th n be based on which modifica=
tion of the quetk ing system was best in terms of
cost, time need to make the changes, and re=i;:,...
suiting piobabili ies of students tieing *thoutt'.. It
typewriters. .14s

These examples should give you some id a of'
how queueing theory can be applied to si a-
tiors where one has a Waiting line formed by
arrivals from aninfinite population of customers
and only one facility to serve them. You need
only to determioe two quantities, the average
number of arrivals per unit time A and the
average number serviced per unit time S in.-.
Order to calculate several uteftri characteristics
of the queueing system you are interested in.

.

1. (a) Verify our manual calculations for the switchboard problem_ , page
101, usingQUEUE.
SUppoie six outside lines are available, on the switchbogrd. When
more than six callers are trying to reach the school district, they. will
get a busy signal; Find P(N > 6) for this problem to see how often

' calla; to the school district get a busy signal. Would you be satin=
fied with this answer? If not, whiit actions would' you take?

2. Your school district has one man in Charge of refinishing and repairing
students' desks; He claims he is overloaded with work, and also needs a.
lot more storage space for desks waiting for repair. His records, Shbit he
repairs 135 desks. a month, and the average desk needs, about 1 hour's
work; Assume the repairman works 20 days a month, 8 hours a day.
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Choosing the time units you feel are appropriate to the problem, find,
using QUEUE:
(a) the probability that e repairman is idle;
(b) the average number ottesks waiting.for repair;
(c) the average time a desk waits foi-repair;
(d) the probability that more than 20 desks are waiting, for repairs or

are being repaired.
What criteria could you use in making your final decisions?

INFINITE POPULATION; MULTIPLE
SERVICE FACILITIES PROBLEMS
AND THEIR COMPUTER SOLUTIONS

On page 101, we examined the -situation in
which one switchboard operator serviced the
needs of an entire school `district: If as a result
of this analysis tke- administrator decided that
it was desirable to add another operator to the
staff; he might wish to examine the effects this
additional operator would -have on telephrine
call waiting time, operator idle time, and the
average number of incoming calls waiting to be
handled. The problem now involves an infinite
population and multiple service facilities: Two
conditions (beyond those- isquired for the single
service facility case) are, required for this type of
problem

1. Each facility must have the same service
rate.

2. Only a single waiting line may be formed.

To ~elaborate briefly on the, fyst condition,
recall from page 93 that service rate was defined
as the average number of customers 'which can
be served by one facility per unit of time: With
multiple facilities, we Aid consider :service rate
to be the rate of one of the facilities; We there-
fore must assume that all service facilities work
at the same r t The second condition specifies
that custorne stand in one waiting line for all
of the facilities As a facility becOmes available,
the next perso in line goes to that facilkty for
servicing. In a si ation with four service facili-
ties, for example, we still only have one waiting
line, not four. -

We will deal with queueing problems involving
multiple facilities. only on the computer, since
the formulas become very complex and have no

obvious intuiti
problems are qui
however, since th
appropriate numb
the .other routine d

Suppose an adm'
specific effects the
would have on the
Using the data fr
problems but chi
to two, we

1

explanations.' Multiple-facility
easy to handle using QUEUE,
user needs only to enter the
of facilities for F along with
ta. ,

istrator wanted to see what
ddition of another operator

district switchboard system.
m' the original switchboard

ging the number of facilities

Source field: infinite
Custom;24 incoming calls
Service dities: two operators (F = 2)
Arrival rate: A ='.83 callsjminute
Service rate: S = 1 call/minute

The appropriate uter responses to the data
requests from QUEUE for this multiple-facility.
situation would be:

BITER SOURCE FIELD_____
POPULATION

M FINITE POPULATION
TO QUIT

709-- NUMBER OF SERVICE FACILITIES
72,
A - AVERAGE NUMBER OF ARRIVALS PER WIT TIME
%Ea
S - AVERAGE NUMBER OF CUSTOMERS SERVED PER -UNIT TIME

-
'Notice that A and S remain the same as in the
problem involving only one operator; service
facilities are assumed to operate at the dame
rates and calls to come into the switchboard
with the same frequency.

The gomputer progimm will respond with
values for P(0), E(N), E(W), and E(T), as shown
in the computer listing in Figure 4-4, which
combines the results for the one-operator and

6Formulas for multiple - facility stiftistics are included
at the end of this chapter for your reference.

OF SIZEM

Il
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ig...QUEUE- 4

WIDE.

109

E NTER'SOORCE FIELD
0wINFINITE4,0PULATION
M-.-FINITE'POPULATION OF SIZE N

, TO QUIT
711_

P NUMBER or.mainoExACILITIEs:
ti .

A .-AVERAGE NWIDER OF ARRIVALS. PZR UNIT TIME
. .

S - AVERAGE NUMBER OF. cuswlant,sERvED PER UNIT TIME
71,0 : A

PROBADILITY-THAT_JNE_FACILITY_ISADLEi P10) .17
EXPECTED NUMBER ELTHER_BEING SERVICED OR WAITING* MN,
EXPECTED NUMBER WAITING' ECV) .4.05235
EXPECTED WAITING TIME OF AN ARRIVAL, ECT) - 4.88235

IF. YOU-VISH_PCNI.-_.THE_PROBABILIIT _MI7_41_05E85 ARE BEING-_ I

SERVICED OR WAITING. ENTER THE Nutilm FOR N. IF NOT.:
ENTER

IF YOUAIISH-PCNL1,--TWEPROBABILITY_THAT_IHE NUMFECRYOF
USERS BEING_SERVICED OR WAITING EXCEEDS SOME NUMBER Li
ENTER THE NUMBER FOR L. IF NOT.,ENTER -1

7 -I-

E NTER-SOURCE FIELD
0- INFINITE POPULATION
N FINITE POPULATION OF SIZE M

P- -.NUMBER OF SERVICE FACILITIES
711
A= AVERAGE NUMBER OF ARRIVALS PER UNIT TIME
hal
S -AVERAGE NUMBER OF CUSTOMERS..SERVED PER UNIT TIME 6
?Lila

. .

PROBABILITY THAT THE 'FACILITY IS IDLE1 PC -0) .441343

EXPECTED NUMBER EITHER BEING SERVICED-OR WAITING, ECN) 1 1.00269
EXPECTED NUMBER-VAITINGt. EC W) ..17269

EXPECTED WAITING TIME OF AN ARRIVALS ECT) .20806'.

IF YOU WISH PCN). THE PROBABILITY THAT N USERS ARE BEING
SERVICED OR WAITING. MITER THE NUMBER FOR N. IF NOT.,
INTER .1

7.1
.

....

_ .
IF YOU WISH PCNi.I.),.THE PROBABILITY THAT THE NUMBER OF

USERS BEING SERVICED OR WAITING EXCEEDS SOME NUMBER L.
ENTER THE:NUMBER FOR L. IF NOT..ENTER -1

E NTER SOURCE FIELD
.0INFINITE POPOLATIOS
N _MITE POPULATION OF SIZE N

TO QUIT

4.88635

raft
Figure 44.
Run of QUEUE--Rwitel;board Operator Problems.

two-operator problems. Let us compare the
statistics for the one-operator and two-operator
problems otv page .110. This table com-
pares the pertinent statistics between the one-
and two-Operator systems. It shows the dramatic
,imprOvements in the average number of. calls
waiting and the average-whiting time could be

anticipated by adding the second operator.
These improvements are offset, oft course, by
the added salary and overhead expense of the
second operator and the increase in idle thne,
though "idle time" in. this Instance refers-only
to the amount of time not spent in answering
and transferring incoming calls. Presumably

'115
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. one y : rwo
Operae tor y Operators Change

Inme.all=facilities are '
idle: P(0)

Expected numb6 of calls
E(W)

Expected waiting time per
call: E(T)

17% = .41%

4.1

4.9 .2

some of it could be utilized for other tasks; _such
as placing Outgoing long distance calls or
clerical tasks like folding memos or s
envelopes.

An administrator who approached the school
board to request the hiring of another switch-
board operator would have firm evidence of the
probable effectiveness of such an addition if he
presented the data in the above table. Of course;
the final decisiOn of whether to hire another
operator will ultimately. depend on the school
budget; and there is not much thesadmiristrator
can do if the funds for another operatorTire just
not available. .

You can probably appreciate the usefulness
of queueing thedry much more.now that y
have Seen hOW it allowS you to siinulate change
in the queueing system and pbserve the resulting
effects quickly and at little cost. Using this
strategy, yoti can easily determine how many
facilities are ideal for a. particular situation;
then make the decision which will result in the
-best possible 'operation of the system at the least

ible cost. ,

e number of facilities; however, is nat the
only art of a queueing problem that could be
vari A school administrator could, for ex-
ample predict 'Changes in the arrival rate for in-
coming calls; based on projected growth_ figures
for his district, and thentising queueing theory-"-
obtain estimates On the future waiting times for
calls if he continued to use one switchboard
operator. It might also tie realistic to alter the
service rate f articular problem and observe_
the results. words, the number of ser-,
Vice faciliti 'Val rate, and the service

as controllable variables

+24%. .

-4:9 calls

-4.7 minutes`

to 'obtain statistics asaverage,waithig time
for ctjsto wo. y directk observfrig the'syStem
in operatic) Gc ver a long period ottiine; but this
direct observation .viould have "beeri a far more
tim_p-Consuming way of obtaining the data lu
addition, it is impossible, to:"obsefve" the theo-
retical effect al adding' another facility without
a tool like queueing theory.

StilWit i>3 important to'remeinheithAt queueing
theory necessarily gives oily approximations `to
real-life Situations. The. further the real4ife
queueing system deviates from the basic- condi.=
tiont noted on pages 94:06 the more .the ,re:".-
suiting queueing Statiltics' Will vary .fram what
will actually occur.

Let's consider another, example of a multiple
service faiility, problem Nvith an infinit,e source
population. Suppose that. a, school has an audio.-
tutorial laboratory, which students In several
clatwes.use., They- came to the 'laboratory at ran-
dom times throughout the day an listen to
iiudiotapes as part of their classwork. There are
ten listening stations,- which have been leased
on a trial basis. An average of twelve students,
an hour come to. the-laboratory, and an average,.
of two students per hour can be -saved by each
listening station. The school is now at a point '
where it multi 'to purchase the listening Stations
indeed of leasing them. The question irou have

as
been given, to is, Does the school_ really
need to ptirch all ten -stations, of bpld a'
smaller number dasi;ait as well?

We have the folio 'tig data foi this problem:
\

Source field: infun -te :

Customerii:' students
Service facilities: ten liateiting stations (F = 10)
Arriv rate: A = 12 students/hour
S ce rate: S = 2 students/hour «

It is in approaching this tyte oilirohlem that
an administrator can really appreciate queueing

rate ,may all
in a queueing p

It 'is in these imulation and hypothe-
sizing -system chance that queueing theory is
most usefuls In some of the problems we have
analyzed thus far, it would havA been possible

6
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Al
theory; he can !: lay" wl§: the data to simulate
propost(sl changes in the system and .get results;
quicldkand at avety smill. Cost; , ;

Aftei making iii; initikil run Ofxtbe program
QUBUE with the above data, *slime You &:itain

. the folcavving infortnation. (Ref& the_ecim=
plete.computer listing for this tiro in Figure

. 4,5, pages 112-1134 -:. i ;- 4 ' ° *

111

Therefore:.

P(105 + P(N > 10) = .04_+ .05 =-.09

all the listening stations are in use only
p perpg4 of the time!

This .result plus the previous data may en-
courage you to simulate the queueing system
using fewer than ten listening facilities and to

.., I,.--. , . ,.
..,--

PEDBABILI _tHAT THE FACIESI TY I S IDLES °NO) . 1,..60243
E1M,ECTED NIBIBER EITHER BEING SERVI CEO OR HAI TINis E IN S 6. 15195.
EXPECTED NUMBER 1NIIT MAI 'III In . 15 i9S ' , ..6.
EXPECTED. _,AI TING TIME OF AN ARRIVAL t t C TS 9 .01266

What do these data initially indicate to the
administrate?

,

list.ening4stations are almost never Lille at
the aame tine (P(0) =i.00243). j.1

But the average number of listening station
in use at an one is only about 6. (E(N)
7 6.2; i.c. 6.2 .'skiL, dents are ;waiting Zir being
serviced at any' one time; A student would

. not be waiting if a listening station Welt
available; Therpfore; E(N) = 6;2 indicates
that, on the aVerage4; about 6 students are
using the facilities at.any given time.)

Almost'no students are ever waiting in line to
use the audio-tutorial laboratory (E(W)
= ;154195).;

The waitilig time to use a listening station is
almost nil (t(T) =1.01266).

y .

At thiS point, yoti may have cause to Suspett
that having ten listening stations is kt luxury. A
good question you may ask here is; "What is,die

; probability that, all ten listening Stations are
. busy? To get an estimate of the probability that

all Stations are blsy; you will' need to obtain two
quantitiis: P(107 and P(1.1 > 10). P(10) will give

:the probability that, ten students are -using the
facilites and no, students are waiting; P(N
is'.the pidbability« that ten students_ are using the
fadilities and there is someone waiting (i.e. more
than ten. quiitomers are being, serviced or are
waiting). The sum of theie two quantitibs, then,
will give the probability that- all terfi listening
stations are busy, with or without any students
waiting.;

FromiQI,IEUE, we find:

P(10) = .94

gt P(N )( 10) = .05

u . .

'obsexye the effect of having a smaller number
of facilities on facility idle time; student waiting'
time,- and waiting. line length. If you tried to
simulate the system with fewer than.seven
ties, ., you would receive the message CON=
dES-TED SYSTEM and the computer program I
Would stop. The reason for this message is that
having fewer than F =_7 facilities violates con-
'Chtion 6 on page 00: for any', multiple facility
;queueing system, it must be the case that A < F

S. Since A = 12 and S 2, then F must be 7 or
more.

After your_ simulations have been completed
('see Figure 4=-5, pages 112=113), you would sum-
tnakize your data as follows:

No. of Listening itations, F

7 8 9 70

Probability that all facilitieS
are idle P(0) 0

Average number of facilities

tin use at any one time F(N) all 7.1 6.4' 6.2
Expected students waiting

E(W) , 3.7 1.1 0.4 0.2
ExpWed waiting time (houra)

0.3 0.1 0.0 0.0
Probability that all stations

in system are in use:
P(F) P(N > F) .20 .20 .15 .09

Based on the above data, you could now justify
the decision to purchase eight listening statiob:
you could then be fairly certain that the stations
would receive maximum possible use. At the
Same time, the students would not be incon-
venienced by having only seven liiitening sta-
tions. The expected waiting time for any student
using eight facilities is only .1 hour; or 6 minutes,
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MLA= r
QUEUE

1NTER-SOURCE-:FIELD -
0INFIN/YE'PORVLATIOR
M FINITE POPULATION OF SIZE M
-1 TO QUIT

NUMBER OF- SERVICE FACILITIES
TiO
A-: AVERAGE NUMBER OF AiintkraLs PER UNIT TINE
7-1-2 .

5 -.AVERAGE NUMBER OF .CUST(VIERs SERVED PER MGT TIME
/0

PROBABILITY THAT THE FACILITY IS IELE/ Pc0) .00240
EXPECTED NUMBER EITHER BEG SERVICED OR WAITING, ECM)
EXPECTED NUMBER WAITING, .1819S-
EXPECTED WAITING TINE OF RN ARRIVAL1 ECT) .01266

- 6.15195

IF YOU WISH Peel L. THE PRO BASIL I TY THAT N USERS ARE BEING
SERVICED OR WAITING.' INTER THE NUMBER FOR N. IF NOT.
INTER .1

710
PI 10 Iw Lo40511.
INTER_ ANO THEE N OR -1 TO QUIT

IF YOU VWISH-PINI.L 2.--THE-P110 BAB/LI-TY-THAT . THE NUMBER OF
USERS BEING _ _1ERVI CAD )11 R WAITING EXCEEDS -SOME NUMBER L.
INTER THE NUMBER FOR/L. IF NOT. ENTER,

7-10
P OI 3...1 0 - ;04662
ENTER ANOTHER L OR gro QUIT-

ENTER SOURCE FIELD
.0:INFIN I TE POPULATION

. PI- .-FINITE POPULATION OF SIZE 14
-1 TO QUIT

7-0-
F . NUMBER OF SERVI CE 'VAC I L DTI ES
77 . -. -
A7= AVERAGE NUMBER OF ARRIVALS PER UNIT' TIME
7J$.
5,_=. AVERAGE NUMBER OF CUSTOMERS SERVED PER UNIT TIME
72

' .

PEOBABIL ITY,221AT__TNE_ FACILI TY _ / 5_ I OLE i_ PC0/ a .001 SE
EXPECTED NUMBER EITHER BEING swancED DR WAITING, MN , . Ii. 651195
EXPECTED NUMBER WAI T INC, EC W, 3. 68295
EXPECTED WAITING TIME OF AN ARRIVAL, ECT) - 30692
IF YO'13_WI SH_PCN , it _ THE _ PFCI BABIL I TY THAT N _USERS ARE BE IN 0

SERVICED OR WAITING. ENTER THE NUMBER FOR N.. IF NOT.
INTER -1

27
vr 7 _. 1 .08769 ..
ENTER ANOTHER N OR .1 TO QUIT
7..1-

1.11

IF YOU-WISH (21 2L 1.--THE_PW) BABI LI TY THAT -THE NUMBER OF
' USERS IN 0 SERVI CEO 0R WAITING EXCEEDS SOME NUMBER L.

ENTER T NUMBER FOR L. IF NOT. ENTER =. 1
71..1 e

P OD. 7 f ) a 10523
INTER At40 THER L OR -1 TO QUIT
7=1

, NITER SOURCE FULD
A. IN F IN 1,TE POPULATION
14 i -P' INT TE 'PO PIM AT ION OF SIZE M-
.1 TO QUIT

I

22_
F - NUMBER OF SERVICE FACILITIES
?g,
A AVERAGE NUMBER OF ARRIVALS PER UNIT TIME
71.8
S - AVERAGE NUMBER OF CUSTOMERS SERVED PER UVIT TINE

Figure AWL continuod

Audio-Tutorlal Laboratory Problem.
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PROBABILITY THAT THE FACILITY IS IDLE:. PC 0) 214'
EXPECTED NIMBER,. ERTHER.sEING SERVICED ok VArrni t. Et.:5 7.07094
EXPECTED 'imam-VATTING', LC W) 07094.
EXPECTED WAITING TIME OF ARRI VALI ECT) .08995 it
If .YOU WISH PCW) THE PROBABILITY; THAT N USERS ARE BEING

SERVICED OR WAITING. ENTER` THE NUMBER FOR N. IF Nor.
ENTER I ,

PC 8 T. .oevis ---
ENTER MOTHER N. OR .1 TO QUIT

IF YOU WISH -PCN.L1.-- THE _RFD HABIL I T/ THAT THE NUMBER OF-,
USERS BEING SERVICED OR WAITING EXCEED5_50HE NUMBER L.
ENTER THE NUMBER FOR L. IF NOT. T. ENTER I

Tj
PCNs 1 I0709
ENTER Arspmm T. OR .1 TO QUIT,

ENTER SOURCE FIELD
0- INFINITE POPULATION
If --TINE TE POPULATION OF 'SIZE N

TO QUIT

NUMBER or SERVICE FACILITIES

A . AVERAGE NUMBER OF ARRIVALS PER UNIT TIME
7
S
11

AVERAGE NUMBER OF CUSTOMERS SERVED PER UV IT TIME

PROBABILITY- THAT-THE-FACILITY-IS IDLE: PC0)-.- .00835-
EXPECTED NUMBER EITHER_BEING_SERVICED_OR'WAITINGI ECN) 6..39196
EXPECTED NUMBER__WAITING: MY)
EXPECTED WAITING TIME OF AN ARRIVAL: ECT) .03866

IF YO U-W I-SH-P CR Is THE-PRO BARIL I TY-THAE PI --USERS ARE BEING
SERVICED OR . WAI TING. ' EN TER THE NUMBER FOR R. IF NOT.
ENTER .1

06533
ENTER ANOTHER N OR .1 TO QUIT

IF YOU WISH P (N.L ) THE PROBABILITY THAT THE NUMBER OF'
USERS BEING SERVICED OR WAITING . EXCEEDS SOME NUMBER L.
INTER THE NUMBER FOFt L. IF NOT. ESTER I'
_

PIN.:_ 9, 07E39
'ENTER MOTHER I. OR .1 TO QUIT

T EH_ So URCE_ FIEL/'
OPINEIN/ Tr POPULATION

FINITE POPULATION OF SIZE 14
-I TO. QUIT

7 -I

EON

_,

Figure 4-5 Continued,

and this time could be reduced by instituting
some such procedure as a sign-up sheet; instead
of having students come to the laboratory on a
random basis. .

Other.considons you; as the administra-
tor, might wan Weigh before making a final
decision, bo4,evei' are:.

1. How frequently do stations need repairs?
(Would it be *the to Imy eight stations
and Wive one in reserve?)

2. is the arrival rate going to increasilsignifi-
cantly in the next tew years as a result oil
school populaticin groWth?..

3. Will there be a large increase in the nun
ber of students taking.courses wh" will
require use of the listening 'Etat nos?

. .

It would be entirely possible to answer even
these questions using queueing theory, if you
could obtain the relevant data (rate of break-
downs, increased /Arrival rates, and so forth).
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REVIEW

.1. What isiumptions ecestary when working with an initiate popula-
tiot, multiple semi facility queueing system, which_ are not required
when Working with infinite population, single facility systems? (Review
text page 108.)

2. To obtain the probability that one facility is idle and the rest are in
service . in a problem involving five service facilities, which of the fol=
lowing quahtities would you request?
a. P(5) c. P(1)
b. .P(0) d. P(4)

3. Which of the following expressions would eve you the probabilitY that
all five facilities in a queueing system (F i 5) are busy, with or without
customers waiting?
a. E(5) c. P(5) + P(N > 5)
b. P(5) d. P(N > 6)

4. "Based on the examples worked out in this chapter, as you increase the
number of service facilities in an infmite population queueing, theory
problem while boldiii the arrival atAd service rates constant, what is the
effect on:
a; the expected length of the waiting line, E(W)?
b. the expected waiting_time, E(T)? .

That is, do E(W) and E(T) increate, decrease, or stay the same?'',
5. Analyze the school psychometrist exercise on pages 97-98 wing the

computer_pitgram QUEUE, and Compare. e new information, you get
froni QUEUE with your initial intuitive What new information
do you have? What criteria might you u aldng a final dicision?

6. Use QUEUE to answer the following question:
A School district has 30 buildings requiring electrical repair work one 0.
random basis. On the average, 1.5 `buildings per week require such elec.-
.trical Work. How many electricians are needed if each electrician Cif)
handle 1.7 buildings per week?

7. Use QUEUE to analyze the folloWing problem:
Suppose you have been put in charge of the one-day kindeigarten regis-
tration for your large school district. Based on last year's fignraft an
average of 94 mothers arrived per hour to register their children, anti it
took a worker about 12 minutes to complete registration for each child.
That is, five registrations could be 'processed per hour by any one regist,
tration worker. .

You plan to recruit some teachers as registration workers, and you
can pay them $20 each for their day's work. The question is, How many
teachers should be hired to conduct the registration? There are several
criteria you might consider in making your decision:
(a) You don't want the mothers to have to wait in line too long;
(b) You don't.Want Co hire more teachers than are. absolutely necessary

(i.e. you want to keep costs down).
(c) You want to be sure that enough teachers are used so all registra-

tions can be completed.
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FINITE POPULATION, SINGLE °:

sERvicg FACILITY PROBLEMS AND
THEIR COMPUTER SOLUTIONS

Up to this point we, have considered only
problems involving potential customers from
an infmite or very large finite source field or
population (30 or more). In actual queueing
problems; we frequently haye only a small
number of potential customers. Examples of
such populations (< .;30) would be the fifth
grade teachers in a single building; the buildings

. in a school district; .the teacher aides in a sinkle
school.' In addition; the queueing theory we have
considered so far has assumed that the arrival, of,
customers folloWs 'a completely random pat-
tern--that they must arrive independently from
an infinite source field. With finite populations;
these assumption are pot satisfied.

Different equations! must be used to take into
account the peculiarities of a small_tourcepOpu-
lation. Theseare given for your reference-in the
"Summary of Eqtietions" section on Page 119:_.

To use .QUEUE for such problems, the :only
change we need to make in our procedures.is to
enter the:1Sicact size of the population. in re-
sponse 'to the program's request for "source
field.!' -For .example, if we were analyzing a

.4i-queueing problem where the population was 8
.customers, the correct response would be: .`

,; Mtn_ 991.nici_r;
iwriti Tz TriiLATioti

m . YIN [TIE POPULATION OF SIX
-1 TO QUIT

?IP .
4-

Iii addition, there are two differenCes in the in
formation QUEUE will give us:: .

.1.' Indeed' Of the quantity E(N), we Will be
, given P(M), the probability that all poten7

tial :users, in the source are being serviced
Or.ard'ivaiting. k

2: We will not have the option ISE obtaining'
fOr some- L. But .;#e can calcu-

Iate probabilities of more than some num-
beri.;Rf. customers (L) being serkited or

4

115'

waiting. For. example, tippose we had a
population of five customers and. wanted :
tb know the probibilitY that more than
thzie of them were being serviced or
waiting. The probability that more than
three customers ale -serVited or
waiting is the 'probability that four cus-
tomers are being serviced or waiting plus
the probability that five customers are
being serviced or waiting; or P(4) + P(5);

Let's look at, an example, of a fmite poptila-
tion single service facility queueing problem:

Eight WaChirs use a portable sidence 'tenter: Each
requires..,it an average of 18 times per school year of
180 days. Each time the science center is used, it is
for an average of one' day. 'h one science center
enough. to setV0he teachers satisfactorily?

Tocal6illiite a arrival rate for tiffs problem,
we Ititoit eight teachers each need the science
center' 18 times in a school 'year; therefore; the
science center is used 8 X 18 =.144 times a yew..
The tchool year is 180 days; so:.

. A = 144 times /180 days
= .8 times (or teachers)/day

Since the science center can service one teacher
a day,

S (or teacher) /day

:The information wehave; then; is'

Source field: finite (M 8)
Customers: eight teachers:
Service facilities: oie science center
Arrival rate: A = ;8' tes.chers/day
SerVice rate: 6= 1 teacher /day

The complete computer run'for this _problem
is shown in Figure 4-6 on page 116. Themost
important quantity we 'would want to examine!:
is probably E(T); the expected waiting time;.,
which is about six days (E(T) 5.8). A
to add another science center would depend 'on
the judgment of whether a six-day wait is too
long.

121
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_RUN
QUEUE
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DITER_SOURCZ_FIELD.
. O /INFINITE POPULATION ... .

M FINITE POPULATION OF SUF!,
-= TO QUIT :2E,. .
F mumesa.or SERVICE FACILITIES_

A AVERAGE *CUMBER OF ARRIVALS PER UNIT-TINE

S':.!:AVERROE MUMBER OF cusrpang.sravED PER UNIT TIME

PROBABILITY THAT THE FACILITY - PC07 '.00004

PROBABILITY -OF ALL CUSTOMERS WAITING OR att!ac-sminCED .
Ptial 148651.

raPacTED awe= WAITING 6.7601
EXPECTED VATTING TIREOFPN Mkt/AL - E(T) 5.75034

IF you_visH_pcm1;_tHupa4iAaithiTHAr4AisiRa AREA:MING-
SERVLEED OR WAITING. ENTER THE NUMBER FIR V. 'IF NOT
ENTER -I

741

Pe 0 .00004
ENTER ANOTHER N OR -1 TO QUIT

P C 1 1-,

rENTER ANOTHER

,'PC-2
ENTER MOTHER
'7 I

PC 3 ) .00724
ENTER ANOTHER N OR -1 TO QUITft.
PA 4 )

ENTER ANOTHER N OR -1 TO QUIT
71
p( -s ) .oaaaa
ENTER motoma 141' OR -I .TO QUIT
tL
PC 6
ENTER ANOTHER

.00027
N OR -1 TO QUIT

..00152
,1 OR TO QUIT-

i_02914

P A 7 moL;

ENTER ANOTHER

PA a . .saasi
INTER ANOTHER W OR -1 TO QUIT
7:1-, .

.22383
OR -1 TO QUIT

55815
H 011 -1 TO QUIT

ENTER SOURCE FIELD
OmINFIVITE POPULATION

POPULATI1V IF
TO QUIT

Flguk, 4-8.
Vence. Center Problem.

1:07112. '

Notice in the second half of the cOMputer run
in Figure 4-6 that the quantities 1;14:4; P(1),
P(2), P(3), P(4), P(a), P(8), P(7), aneP(8) have
all been requested. P(0) is, of course, theproba-
bility that no customers_ are being serviced or
waiting or equivalently, the probibility that the
'facility is idle, which was alreaciy calculated in
the first half of the run. P(1) it the_ probability
that one customer is tieing serviced or waiting
for servicei.e. the probability' that one Cus-.

SITE 0,

* "

tomer is being serviced and hone are Waiting.
Iv) would 'then be the probability that one
customer is being serviced and one is waiting; .:.
P(3),. that one is being serviced and two are
waiting; and so on Notice that P(8) is the same.
as P(M). Both quantities are the probability that
all potential customers in the source field are

. being serviced or Waiting.
There is one major difficulty hi dealing with

queueing problems involving finite populations:
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we cannot test alternative hypotheses about 'in-
creasing the number of service facilities. Thin
rest n results from 'the. .limits of the mathe-
mat " ory for queueing spitems which has_

so f tcleveloped: QUEUE will giie an (wrote
meislige if We attertiptqo. rerun the science cen-
ter problem ulijtng two service facilities instead
of. one. *So; we are, limited- to conjecturing about
the exact impact of increasing the number of

''Terminology

Exercise

*11 IEW

1. P.M): probability that all pbtential users in the source field are being
serviced or are waiting.

Q

Use QUEUE to analyze' the.following problem:
school district has 25 school buses; 20 are. used on it day -to-day basis,

5 ire spares, The district wants. to be fairly attain that no more than 5
buses will ever be tied up in the. repair shop, so that bus routes can
always be covered. Records show that all 25 buses need repairs onthe
average of one bus every,10 days. What is the minimum service mte that
will be required at the repair shop if the district wants to be 85 percent
certain that no more than 5 buses are /in the repair shop at one time?

HINT: The probability that no more thansfivo buses will be in the reiisir
shop is P(0) + + P(2) + P(3) + P(4) + P(5). (Why?) Hence, we must
find the least possible S, accurate to one-tenth (one decimal place)

service facilities 'to some number greater than
oriel It -' generally true that we can det only
partial guidapci fros! the solutions to finite
poptila 'on, imee service facility problems; Thus
these equations, though they are. applicable in is
a .number of situations, are not as useful as the
'equatiOns for an ihfinite population with single
'Or multiple service' facilities.

OVERVIEW OF QUEUEING THEORY

line situations in educationstudents seeing a
for the administrator. There are many waiting

counselor, teachers using a film projector, buses
yusereqfUedstaecisbieoinn

many waiting

patrons phoning the school offide,--iii;
thus there are many situations that lend them-
selves to analysis through queueing theory. The
technique can be used to analyze an existing
waiting line situation (for example, teachers
rornolain that. they have to wait toolona to Use'

minalS for computer-assisted inStruction andthe
administrator must decide how many. terminals
will_ be needed to adequately serve the stulients.)

Most queueing theory formulai are not too
difficult to solve, so many queueing problems
an e so

however, greatly speed, their solution and are
especially convenient when . the administrator
wishes to analyze a-. problem in a Inuriber of
ways using different parameters. As with the
other operations research techniaues. computer

le :e
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ADVANTAGES AND _LIMITATIONS
OF QUEUEING THEORY

Queueing theory is a mathematical tool that can
easily be used by administratiirs, efficiency ex-
perts, and other decision makers to analyze

ting4ine priibleins more fully. It can be ap-
to any situation which satisfies certain

basic conditions assumed in the mathematics
of the theory. Armed only with the basic
parameters of the system, the administrator can

. calculate several statistics that are useful in cost -
utilization studies.

Queueing theory has several distinct benefits
for administrators:

It provides them with a framework for
Studying the current queueing systam, en-
abling them to isolate problem areas of the
existing system and 'discover possible
solutions.

2. The statistics provided can. ,function as
criteria for determining. the "best" solu
tion to a problem.

3. The resulting data may suggest possible
changes it the system.

4. They are able to test several alternative
modifications to the system quickly and at
small cost, in order to determine the most
economical and/or practical course to
pursue.

Some of its limitations are:

1. The problems it can handle must satisfy
certain conditions, and even then the
results are only approximations to real-
World situations.

2. It is a very limited tool whenever small
an 30) are_ involv

to describe real-world situations. The final Wiwi-
ration is all too familiar to, anyone in a manage-
men position; One can gather volunies of date
on a particular problem to help .deterniine the
best course of action; the final deciiiciti, how-
ever; is made not by mathematics but by humans,.
who , 'take ultimate responsibility for any
decisions made.

SUMMARY OF THE MAIN POINTS
IN QUEUEING THEORY _

Parts of a titisuaing finery Problem

1. Data to collect about the problem:
Service facility: location at which service

is rendered (F).
Customert'uier of the service facility,
Source field: populatian- of potential

customers:
Finite (less than 30 potential custo--

mere deno by M);
Infinite (30 or more potential cus-

tomes)
Azrival rate: average_ number of customers

arriving at the facility per unit time (A);
Service rate: average number of customers

serviced by a facility per unit time (S).
2. Statistics to be calculated using QUEUE:

P(0): probability that the facility is idle
(no customers being serviced and no
customers Waiting).

E(W): = expected number of customers
waiting for service.

E(T): expected waiting time for an arrival.
.E(N): expected number of customers

Waiting for service or being serviced.
P(N): probability that N users are being

serviced orwaitingior service.
P(N > L): probability that more than. L

users are being serviced or are waiting.
3. The results it gives are average figureif-

it is impossible to determine, for example,
exactly how long a customer will have to
Wait in lihe. ,

4. Queueing theory yields but does not

Conditions a Queueing Theory
Problem Must Satisfy

alrlLelt volow.1,010%.ft .11144
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5. Customers entering the queueing, system . 'Equations for Infinite Popo latlon,
do not leave until they tre serviced. Multiple Service Facilities

3. Rate of arrivals must be less than the fate
of service JA < S for single facilityegt,-
tems; A< FS for multiple facility
natems)

ot
Ns of Queueing Theory Problems

P(0)

L., Infinite population, single service; facility.
L Infinite population, multiple service' fa-

cilities;
Additional conditions needed: '1. Each .

facility must have the same service..
rate; 2. Only a single *aitingSline may
be formed.

3. Finitepopultiottesingle service. facility.

(A/S)F . ..
Probability that all serd

(A/S)Ft 1 vice( e facilities are idle

1
i (A/S)i

i.-o o i!

.E(W), = P(0) Expected number of
, ?:customers . waiting for

(A /S)--+:' stiervise I

?

F

MARY OF EQUATIONS FOR
EUEING THEORY

ations for Infinite PopulatiOn,
Oe Service Facility

= I -
A

Frobabilitrthat service
. S facility is idle..

F F.

E(W) .
E(T)'

A

(/5)N
P(N) = P(0) N!'

if NG F

A2

S(S7-A)

s - A

Expected number
customers whiting fot
service.'-

P(N) = P(0)

. '(A/S)N
For 1P)

if N > F

Probability that N
tamers are being ser-
viced or are waiting
service.

Expected number being-
serviced or wiitimgfor
service.

E(W) ",,
A Expected waiting time

A for an arrival. (A 7f S)
E(W) = M - . .

A
.. [ p(0)]

ProbabilitY of 14. Custo=* BM) [-111-
mere being servideci or ,. b 1- P(0)

-1.-+ (AiSrl. '.
7.1 i e rm I

Eqtrions for. Finife Population,
Single Service Facility

(--T
P(M) M A!

s(s - A)

Waiting.

Probability'that service
facility is idle.,

Expected number of
customers waiting for
service.

Expected. waiting trine
Ior an
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P(N) m P(M) (M N)!

(IF

.1

as.r. . Exercises

Probability that N cus-
tomers (N <' :h4) are
being serviced or are
waiting for service. .

FINAL REVIEW

Identi those of the following situations that are applicable to queueiiig .
theorg,For situations Unit 'could be analyzed by queueing theory,iden1
tify the source field (finite or infinite), the customers, the servieetticliK
ties, typical arrival and service rates, and what significance the quentit*
E(T) and E(W) would have (i.e. ,,what would E(T), the waiting' iine of
arrival, represent in a particular problem?). NOTE: This exercise is
not only to test your. ability to-recogdie a, problem .npplicable-
queueing theory., but also to give you more'ideas abOut where' to..-
queueing theory in educational administratiom '
(a),: Giving vaccinations to elementary school children in a district
(b) School cafeteria lines.
(c) ,Schedulingmaintenaticecrews.
(d) 'Ticket sales at football pines.
(e). Students waiting to see a counselor.
(f). Creating a master richedtil,e of classes for a large high sch
(g) Setting up hearings on the schobl bondisstie.
(h) Teachers using a projection room to preview.films.
(i) Children waiting for'school buses in the morning.
(j) Deciding whether to hire another .secretary for the school district

administration;
(k) Scheduling print-shop orders. ; ,

2. Select one of the above situations with which yOu are familiar,' obtain
realistic data on arrival and service. ratett,. and use sall74tJE to compute
expected 'waiting :time ,and expected number.winting. Based on there-
sults of your initial. queueing analysis, does theririappear to be a waiting.
line -problem' If so, how would you'solve the problem? If the solution
involves changing variables;u change Ahem and rerun the program to ob-
tain revised queueing figures. Continue your an**, and-revision until
you have reached an effective decision concerning the solution..

. ,

AND.SUGGESTED READINo§'

Gio 013!n ,.trt ad-1/1741arris,Funda
-., Wilitkand Soiii00.74;

1:Pwa h M defivia- sinA. Willinrri 11_ Ti.pan aimniktor Affeid-ek
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CHAPTER PREVIEW This chapter introduces the technique of simulation as a management tool
for dec)sion making. Simulation 'is.a problemsolving technique which allows
the user to try Out a variety of solutions, on a model of: the- real-world.sitiia-
tipn, where using the real-world situation vitielf would be impractidal. it is -

primarily useful in the frequently encountered situations where experiment-
ing with the real situation is either too expensive or impossible..

Throughout the chapter, practical examples ,illuitrate the application a.,
simulation techniques and the use of computer programs, in typical simula-
tions.- At key points, exercises, mostly based on sample computer programs,
eneourage the user to apply the techniques described.

CHAPTER AIMS Succesifid completion of this chaptiiivith its exercises should provide the
reader with a basic understanding of simulation techniques and a good feel
for the use of computers in simulations. As a result, the user should be able
to readily identify problem situations for which simulation offeri an effec-
tive approach and be able to use computer simulation programs, where
appropriate and available, to aid in solutions.'

,

INTRODUCTION TO SIMULATION

COMPONENTS OF A SIMULATION..

Simulation is science of repretientirig reality
..by a.rtifiCial means. :The word simulate is de-

that a technique for simulation can bedescribed
as a method for aivina the annearance or pffeet

Suppelle you were a school .superintendent
about to._ approach the' chool boEird with a pro-.
posal to outlaw candy and . coke machines in
favor of vending iniichines that disitensed*

One.waY;to Pre-Sent the argUnienttO the board-. e -..
+mile 1.7,4,
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would project how they would react to the
presentation. In' this way; you could find a
strat-egy, you feel would work best. B role:
playing, you are conducting a simulation.

Other everyday uses of simulation are coin.=
mon. When you try out yOur ideas on someone
else, you are in effect using the other person to
simulate some part of the real world for you
A community advisory committee which pro-
vides the community reaction to alternative
courses of7 action that the school district is con-
aidering is: another example of afimulation. The
committee is used "to give the appearance or
effect of" the reaction of the entire community.

Situations like the above are aiiie in one re-
spect: The participants are interested in real
situations which are impossible or impractical
to examine directly. The real situation is called
the object system.' The object system of a simu-
lation may be as limited as a single human being
or as extensive as the United States econoiny.
In the first example abiive, it was the school
board.

In a iimulation, we do not work directly with
the object system. Instead, we use a model of the -*
object systema represeptation of the real, situ-
ation. The model in the example of approaching
the school board regarding, -healthy food in
vending machines was your representation of
hovi the board would react to your various argu-
ments. This model would take into account the
pers onalities'and attitudes of each of the board
members.

be used to MEtke inferences about the actual be-
havior-of the ob*t system, without the cost,
inconvenience, or. danger that might be entailed'
if the actual object system were used

In many simulations, several different-in_pnts
are tried, to provide the user with a set of alter-

'native outputs. 'pis trial-and-error method'
locates the output whiCh is most desirable to the

Thus we can think'of simulation as a circular
process involving four stages:

I. Form a imestiont about the behavior of
the object system;

2. Express the question in the form of an
input to the modd;

3. Receive an, output from the model;
4. If the output is acceptable, make in

ferences from it about the obje4 aystem.
If not,.go ,back and try other input.

_Using a model of the object system allows us
to investigate what will probably happen in the
-real situation under various conditions, called
the input to the model. In the school board ,

problem, the inputs- were your different argn.-
ments for healthy food in tending machines.
The model of the. school hoard' howed Gusto
predict-the board's reaction td each :1 I ent.
The hypothetical reactions of the sCh .f board -
are the output of the simulation. Thus, a model

.in a simulation can pr thought of as a set of
rules for dbtennining boW hi-Puts are related to
outputs. '

""".. It should now be evident that the piimaiy
nurnose of :a simulation is to derive information

Ano ex educational applicatio4 of simulation
is the,"in- askeV' technitiue used by educational
administratort. The object is to train educational
administrators ill making decisions by*.having
them process solutions to actualt*hool prob-
lenia. Each trainee haian in-basket.kroblitabs
presented to him by placing written communica-'
tions in his "in-basket." The trainee must -then
act on the problem,decidepn a course of notion;
preptire a written statement of the solution, and
place it, in lids out-basket. The statement is re-
viewed by_ the leaders of the training session
and tppropriate \ feedback is prepared and re-'
turned to the Pt*i. ee through the -in :basket In
this case, the model .is the representation of a
scho I district ty.training leaders. Inputs are the
adm istrative trainee 'a responses, to the various
tiuestions posed '`through the in baskets: On the
bai&of these responses, 6utput or feedback, is
provided to the trainee by leaders of the training
session. The trainee is supposed to make infer:
ences about the actual operation of a echool
dtstriet from the.feedhack he receives.' .*

*s a final eirfunp of simulation, let's coin
cider_ sit diffeE4ent kin of :modelone used for
predietion rathet.than training. Of primary

#
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Figure !Pt.
A Generalized Simukztion. One exampteihat ctearty. demonstrates
siniukttiOn as a peobed is the typical high:school tiriver education
class, here; -simulation is used as a training device. The student sits

front of a mockup of the driver'S compartnient of a typical
automobile. A highway Scene is projected in front of the student.
The student must "drive" the mockukcar so as to stay on the road
in the highway scene; The modetof me car andhighziay conditions
is provided by the Machtnery.. The input is the driving reactions ,

of the itudent driven The output is the feedback to the student by
the machine which tells him what is hcppening to the can Ram
the feedback, the student infers what Vrould happen if he were
driving a real can Driving is a situation where it would be clever-
ous for the student.to deal initially With the Fed object system;
the sinuikrtion_alloths. him to team safely many of the Ara icOtes
of driving by dealing with only a model of the real situation. The
components of the driver training simulation are illustrated in
Figure 5-2.

_portance to 'educators.educators is the need to predict
future school enrollments. In order 'to make
such predictions, a number of population
growth models have been. designed. As inptit
they e such information as the expected rate
of eco mic grawth, the birth rate; the mor-
tality rate, the distribution of sexes, and the age
distribution within the present population. The
model is a set of rules (mathematical equations)
relating each Qf these vari bles to the growl & in
poptlatibri for a given geo phic area By using
a model of populatio ;ith and these input

.;lattors, It is possible to output predictions about
pppukktion changes within the given geographic
area.' Educators may then make inferences about
future needs in education.

It is important to rfl4ember, especially with
a :Simulation whose piimary purpose is, predic-.

tion, that output comes only from the model;
inferences made abOut thee object system are
valid only to the degree that the, model ac
curately reflects the real situation. .

The simulation examples given above Bins?
trate the four components of: a simulation:.

1. We were interested in the behavior of the
"iiNect system, or real situation.

2. The real situation was examined indirOtly
by using a model

3. Questions were sifted 'about the object
system _pi? using them 'Si inputs to the

crdd
4. Inferences were made about the object;
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OBJECT SYSTEM.

Driviiig_en_automobile
on a highway:

;Muestion AboUt Object SyStem
I.

I .

What is the correct reaction when . light. pumping of brakes is-a. -
the car begins to skid? r successful:reaction to a Skid.:..

Student applies
brake her&

INPUT
Student.uses :-
light; constant
brake

INPUT
Student!uses
'light, pumping :
brake action

JP

''NODEC

Mechanical -

Reeresentation
of Car

i

inference

,

OUTPUT
Car slides..
off'highway..

:

1OUTPUT
Car -in

' responds then.
slides off
highway

Cr.
. _

Figure 5-2.
Diagram of a Driver Training Simulation.

Terminology

REVIEW

1. SIMULATION: the .exercise or manipulation of a model of the real.
world. . .

2 'OBJECT SYSTEM: the real situation =a model represents.
3. MODEL: a representation of a real situation. involving rules for deter-'

mining how input is related to output. as

4 INPUT: conditions applied to a model
5. OUTPUT: hypothetical reactions of a model-to input.

,

LASSES-AND TYPESOF SIMULATION

Men-ModelinclAtengnecliine
The examples cited above reprpsen asses,
of simulations: man-model and man - machine;

tions are of this class: administrative trainees
proVide input to a model of a 13chcicil district tsy
proposing solutions to 4irbbrems -.Wended . to; .

em eir erS Q e lam
tion tike gie solutions and; acting as a model of
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.is represented by the driver, education example
The model is operated by a machine or coin-.
puter, but a huirian interacts with thd model by
directly providing ininit and is a vital part of the
simulation process. '

The use of comPuters in simulation has be-
come increasingly important for a niunber of
reasons:

1. They can do calculations at great speeds,
solving problems in seconds which would
take men years to solve by hand.

'2. They can process masses of data quickly
and can retrieve great volumes of infonna-
tion in seconds.

3. They canssOlve coMplex logical problems,
acting as . an extension of man's own
reasoning Capacity. The problems, or
course, must first be translated into in-

. ,- structions the computer can follow.)
;

.
Simulations using the. coMptiter thus allow us

to run literally ;thousands of inputs through a
model pf an object syStem,-in relatlyely short
periods of time, enabling us to ask (and answer) -
a great number of questions about the
systain.

Diterministic and Stochastic Simulations
In addition to the division into two lasses,
simulations may also 'be Classified accord' to
two typesdeterministic and stocizastic .(sto=
Trai=tik), or probabaliatic. These are based on the
ProceliSes used in the model to represent the
object system. In deterministie simulations, each
inpUt and its corresponding output is related by
the same set of rides or calculations, so thethe
same input will always, yield the same resulti, re-
gardless of how many timeslit is run through the
model.. The driver_ education simulation is an
example of this type. We know exactly 'how an
automobile (the :,:object system) will react to
movements of, the steering viheel afidefeogribl
Pedals and them9fiei is designed te reaWthe,
itianie; way. -Thiuf, It is 'determined:Whit the out;
puti' of the Model will be when the student: in

e sun r on moves the steering wheetbr,etePs
on the decelerator Or brake; Whenithe

model will be. Stochastic means random; and
stochastic simulations are simulations in which
some random element has been incorporated
into the model. This means that running the
same input through the model. a number of
times will not necessarily yield the same output
every time For an example, consider the popu-
lation grovith Simulation. In this model, popula-
tion growth is affected by a number of Variables,
bid within certain limits it is random: though
population is growing, and is 'affected; by the
birth rate and, the mortality' rate; it is also af-
fected b y a number of other factors. We could
build Er model which assumes 'that the effects
of all 'other factors besides birth and mortality
rates are essentially random. Therefore, a ran-
doin variable could be used to represent these
factors and it would be hicorPorated into the
cdculation of every Output. The random van-
able tlifferentiates the stochaitic simulation
froth tiie deterministie simulatiory 9".

In many cases, the designer gf a model has a
chOice between making it :a man-model or man- 'f
machine and between making it determiiiiitic
or stochastic. The decision idiiifluenCedb,y the
attire of the object system and the- degree of

accuracy the model must reflect fer the objeet
system. To illustrate this, let's. Consider the
following examples.

SUppose you are irYirig to _decide whether
not to increase the number of buses in your

district and, if so, by how many buses: One of
the factors in your dAision will be the cost to
perate each bus for one daY: You 'Want- to

%elude the increased number of drivers needed;
the initial outlay for buying the additional.
buses, the reduced cost of gasoline a local dealer
will give the school district for buying in, quan-
tity, and' the possible Increase in the mainten--
ance crew. You could set, 'tip Et min-model andi.
ask the foreman of We maintenance crew to
eatiniiite the cost per bus pee day far various
.numbers extra buses; (you provide inpiat).
Depending on the,. :, foreman's experience,' his
outputs ,might accurate enough for you to

2 Make our decision- it is .o.
*QM need a More accurate cost figure.; In that

, you ',Would probably haveigoineone cony
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.

distrAct and each of the four factors listed above, t Moddar''Othiet'8, such '1:40.,
and then; using theie relationships; comitutethe the need,; Mr substitute teaChers, are
output of cost' per bus per, day. The model could completely' random and demand a stO-
also be stochastic if; fur instance,_ the rnaiiite,- 'Clii4Itic 0304.
nance variable had some random' allowance 'for The diffemeti :inherent in °b' t Systems.
mechimiCal failures rather than a standard esti= means that .althatigh,:tthere are fad different
mate per,' bus. The decision on which type, of paniiiinatiOns type and class, }t is not. *Ewa

.model ydu would choose for your simulation '131e, tO construct four different Models for
would depend on how closely you *ant the out= e iiame$:vbjeat- :systinn. In the
puts to approximate the object system. ?: characteristics the object ,..,system..-ifauUlid,

Some situations -Object 'sygtems) naturally "' that some ose .cqrnbinatismit be eliminated-
lend themsebresvto one type or class of simula- at. the start It Weed.' 410;the
tion over the other possibilitieso.A simulation for ' designer ofttheonodel ttually has only one or
.training school administrators naturally tends - two real choice14 And they are governed hy,,
toward a man model (like thein-basket method, what the ,output of the model is to I* used for
mentioned' earlier) because 'dere are so, many. Simulation of Euk objeCt systeM is useful
human factors involved in each decision; On kihe a number of purposes: Weyatin use it to explain
other hand, simulations for such situations as,..;,;.; liast.cbelaivisor system, to teak
scheduling .classes, determining cost per'unit; about the Qb.lect system,- and to predict ,future
and population projectionswhich are ?readily w%belia*Or of the abject siitem. In tnis-co-urse we
quantifiabletend to call' for man:macliine .?sluikbe Mterssted predicting future
models. Some cut- and -dried situations like de- behavior, bepause we are using Simulation as an
ciding on where to cut a budget suggest using for depibibit'rnaking. r "

. .

REVIEW

1. MA11=MODEL: class !of simulations in Which humans *are Virec
volved in, both the ininieto and operation of the MOdet

2. MAN4k4ACHINE: clasai4siinulations ..-Ohich pie mtidOis.015,r4t0 Icy
a machine or computer; humans prOide fn/Put:

3. DETERMINISTIC SIMULATION: type of simulation therela-
. tionShip between inputs afici

4. ;$TQCHASTIC SIMMATION tybe;,41 smitiktio ?m which a random'
variable is incorporated bite tote palet'llitiOri'oCeirery

. .

1 What are the four 'stakes fnit the 1346tdati040 process? (Review text page
124 12bj

'2. State three reasons for 'coinPiiters' increasing importance in simulations.
AReview page 127;) ,

g.', A school pill" have six aiditis,bssigned to it for,the next school year; each
of whops' is qualified for earl; of the `sip positiOna available; Because of
varying seniority, one aide liiakes $4/hotir; two*VFe $4:101hour, and
the other three 'make $3.25/hour.. Two of 'the positions' are fullrtime
(eight hOurs per day) and the othesoir,sre three-fourths.,time(six hours
per day). The principal must include the aidetei:Salaries in or fietaiti:
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assignirienti..He or she deeideS' to assign each aide a number from I tit. 8*
and rolls a die. The first two aides whose numbers are rolled are asalillied
to the frillthne positions. Is thit simidatiOn based. on a man-model or
man- machine model?. Is it stochastic or deterMinistic?- (Review 'text,- pages
126-128.)

USING. A SIMULATION

ROUTING SCHOOL-BUSES::
USING A .SIMULATIdN.

Let's now consider an et pie' of *pasting a
simulation 4-,,*ttter:of,ten aced by edaciitional
adininistiaters is hi)* to eirlinge'busschedules.
Tije. problent: is usually fa determine. the best

. route fora bee tO'_ follow. in_ is pickups' and de!
liveries' sr that all .children _are .iiicked ,up and
costs of tranaportation-Are an,-
adriiiiiititratik will sit down; With a large of
the tchool district. and .iitteirkpt to plan bug
routes_ by .hand.,The thiiii.driterion will he that
all Children bePiCked up, end such mat-'
tern cost little difference at the
Outset. But consider the .prOblein 'More Closely...
Out the hundreds of Possible routes each bus
can follow, the administrator. will Most probe-
bly.pick out only_ one or two. Also, he or she can

..-,plan only one route at a thrie;,,Usiiig t computer,
however, he or shmight be able to try hundreds
of different-routes to see which is thel3est.

Components of the Bus Rotiting Simulation
The 'first step the adn4nistrator must take is to
state the problem. In this case, the problem
statement is: What is the best way to schedule
bus pickups to minimize costs and maximize'
Utility of the buses?

To solve the problem, we can dekign a simu-
lotion. In .order to do so, we-must first decide
what the input variables be and what out=
put variables we want from e model; then we
mud 'determine the rules fo relating thelinputs
to the outputs. -

Let's first consider the in

This information inaketnp the consOlnbi: that
is, the infohnation about bus stop Iodations and

. numbers of children to be picked up at each
stop are constant frOm one `simulation run to,the
net Other available- input yariables are the
number of buses used, their capacities, the cost
per mile ob running the buses, and their average
deed. Since.the administrator has.sOme control
dyer. these inputs, they are called contrOltable_
variables.

Now consider the outputs the administrator
wants froM the simulationwhat various solu-:
tioni can be found to the but routing problein.
Obvibusly, one wants 'to kriOw the bus, routes,
i e the path each fps will follow and the 'stops
it will make. One iarobablir also wants to kno*
how long it .take,each but to complete its
route. Finally, he.tir-jihe wants tO know the cost.
Thus- the actual bus routes, the time of the routes,
and costigmakeup the output for the'sirriulatiori.

In this example, we assume that the ad-
ministittor his a deterministic' model of bus
routing which Will relate the inputt to the'
sired outputs To be used most efficiently, this
model is best represented by a computer pro-
'gram- which routes buses by taldng the input
information aud. generating the requiredoutput
infarmation Such a Program exists and is called:
BUSRTE. The actual model ed in the pro-
grams collection of mathem heal equations

. and techniqties:2-Will net concern us; here. It is
stifficient to lino* 'hat, BUSRTE will take the
input information/And give, as output, the bus
.routes and the time and cost of each.

tuts to Preparing IoptitDittelar BUSRTE-. .

tion nuA101. in deciding what 1 to The input inforii2ation Must rust be put into a
_ 2- -2 44
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Figure 5.3.
47P,, School District Map, Digitized For Use with BUSRTE.

This is done by laying ,a grid, over the mar;
-slioNn. in Figure .6-3. Each column and row .0f:.
thelgrid should be numbered as illustrated.. To
digitize a 'xis stop, we idehtify the Square it is
in For instance, bus stop numbef -I8 in the
upper right-hand corner lies in the square which
is in_fow 26 and coliimn 27; thin its digitised
coordinates are 25, 27. A similar procesi must
befAyTied out with _each bus Stop until we have
the'lidt* given in Figtite 6-4. The neat step is

the information fo the number of
,:" tit each stop. We may -knoW _that OE

chi 4rinizinust he picked up at stop 'number-1'5;
we wOuld record this information_by placing a -6
beside the coordinates for stop 15, WI &own. in
the fourth column of Figare 5-4-. This prOciits,,
too, is carried out for each stop on the map..

a:84TE must have this information pro--
11 11 r A eTt A

. The DAT,
consecutively
of a correct I

F. ach statethe
bus stop, so I
inents as titer

After the
been provide
sary. :

itatezi

This statime
necessary ini
ecebution ma
--Now, lets

our bus rout'
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1ATA statements must Ifni munbered
rely, starting with 9000:- An example
ct DATA statement for_BUSIttE is:.;

9009:DATA-10, 9, 31,

!anent contains the information for ane
so there :will .be as many DATA state-
tliereare bus stops.
he information for the last btts stop hail
rider', a final DATA statementis neces-

Eitenietienuinbet DATA 0,0,0,0.
.

anent tells 'the program.' all the ;
Information Is now and that..

letlit:loOk. at the aatt_ invoitierl-, in
°tient .irialhOe.Take the fitii btai
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8101i Vortical COord; Ilorisootal Cooled: No of 82-18,24 .`
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The second stop, with coordinates ;6: and 8 and
ten children, has the following DATA state-.
Ment:

9001 DATA 2,6,8;10

# The sec._nd ' DATA Statement has statement
number 9001, beeause DATA statenientd. are
numbded. consIICUtiVely. Notice tliat commas
and no spaces are placed betWeen eiw.h.Alata item'1
just as the DATA statement form shdvm OR
page 00 requires., -

The complete list of DATA statements for the
buirstopmapshowp in Figure 5-iyis given below.

9000 DATA 1;5,4,6
9001-DATA 2,6,8,10
9002 DATA 3,7;8,2
9603 DATA 4,6,544
9004 DATA 5,942,4
9065 DATA 6,1241,9
9006 DATA 7,12,13,10
9007 DATA 8,13,18,3
9008 DATA 9,6,31,8
pow DATA 10,9,31A
9010 DATA11,10,28,0 ,

ElAvrk

-901- T DATA 18,26,27,5
-9018 DATA-49,24,25,2.
90191 ATA2 0;21,2,0
9020 DATA' 21,22,2,10
902143AT6 22,21,3,8
.9022 pATA 23,18,9,
9Q23

BUSRTE ilinter-Con4ete Sete of
such da*.for bits routing problem'. FO.
our use, 'teat, :hoover, Iftiall.TE a/so
alloWsz 'the . option of tieing the sample; -data
(shown above) without hating .! to enter 'bac*.
set of data. We will first look at BUSRTE using
the sample -data above, which are already, stored
in the program,
0
rtifrining theIBUSRTE Proaram
To ruri BUSRTE, you .must first get access to
Vie program §Y tYPing:

on the teletyjie*nter.2
to begin execution by typing:

.
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After BUSRTE begin.s to run, it Will print

aissra

and it will thbn print out the question

ITO YOU ,IFISHTO'- ThltER Ulf_OVIBUS STOP DATA
OR__USZ_ THE_DATA CIFION_INE_EXAPOLET
ENTER OWN DATA .0a USE =MR. E DATA

. The BUSIITE progiam already contains the
complete set of bus stop data from Figure 5-4.
Let's assume that you wish. to run the program
using that information. In this case," then,' you
type in "1" directlYxfter the question :.(nark as.
is Shown below:3 .

T1

You. Will then be ased anot4er question:

HAVE_ YOLLEN g ERED_ 0 TRIAL DATA slams YOU CALL ED 'THIS
YES I. NO .0i' DO UBTa ANSWER. YES

PROGRAM"?

If you had-Already run the program (in the same
sitting) and provided your own DATA state-
menti, 'you would type "1." The program would
then tell you to call the pr4iiin and run it
again. The entire conversation with the com-
puter thus far would look like this:

. I ' .

.0E YBUSATE
RUN
BUSRTE

DO YOU win TO ENTER youli_ovv_uut STOP DATA
OR USE THE DATA FR7M THE EXAMPLE/ :k

ae,
Van THE SCHOOL COORDINATES. SEPARATED BY A COMA.
THE' VERTICAL. COORDINATE SHOULD SE rtnyr--7
7

Since the "school on our map has a vertical
coordinate of 15 (row 15) and a horizontal co-.
ordinate of 17 (column 17), yob would,sespond
"15,17"..after the question mark, as is shaft
below: II

.4. ,744,14

Next, the program will request the capacity of
the different type( of buses yau haie available.
Let us assume for the sake 2$f this .example that
you' have twi? types /of Suses vailable748-
pass4nger bisea and '36- passenger 01: es7and you
wish to route the 48-passenger ,k es first; That
is, you want the coniptiteii to find rputes for all
of the 48-passenger busgs_before rout,es any

, of the 36-passenger bused: 'Examini? the print-
',.out below to see.ow the conlpniei.lzetiuests
this information capities'iiiiind how
you would respond for tIgis puticittlar*arnple:

YOU V ILL RE ABLE TO MT* THE CAPAb I TY or 'EACH VIM CLIC
TYPE.. VH111 MYER IN O. RODIBEA_peAr THE ONTPUTaa WILL
RIJN ROUTES ITV THE ORDER ENTERILDa! ENTER, oar AT. A fi,mr.
WHEN A _ QUESTION NARK APPEARS. UP, O. 5 ENTRIES. ENTER
0 1r NO PORE ME DESIRED. og

CAPACITY 1 '
7A1.
C*AC1tY a a
CAPACITY 3. V

TO
, . ' '',

4

Note that you enter PO" to/tell the compu
E NTER OW DATA .0. USE EXAMPLE DATA 01 , that it has all the bria;tapaCitres it needs. No.
got YOU INTERED_ITHur DATA SIPTiE YOU CALLED TNT S PRI ri7 0
ITS .2. NO *Os IT IN )30 U9TeATISVER YES a , , . also that you are Iiinitid to five bqs capacitieb;?
1-1- qf and that by reorcleting 'tbi types of buses 44u

',Verger; you' can c _ge.theNay the buSes, axeC.L. AND MN IIUSRTF AGAIN ," , f .11

....'..DONE

Assume that you have-not entered any new data
in this sitting and -tYpic "2" after the question
mark. The program will now continue by re-
questing from you the coordinates for the loca-
tion of the school:4 -

3tinderlining is used In the followitig *ample' to
Indicate responses,,4Jy the user u distinct from com-
purer generated text. No such underlining appears in
Actual us*.

4 When 'run-ging BUORTIt_you mist maki sure that
the location of your school G ,not,also ailS stop: the .
computer will not accept coordinate, fbr school
Which are the'sitmo' as the coord ates for one 2t. the
bus stops. 11 ;.

Vouted. 'In your ie le* iince we desionatect
"480" a/A$' giiiicity and "36"alS the
second captrity;': th148-passenger busts;
be routed- hefore af)y'pf the 36-passenger buses
are_rauted. If weAkl., entered "36" first
"46" second ,us_ capacities, igt 361:"

passenear 141401.wcf0t1 be routed Apt, folltrwed
by the 44assevir4,4eS.

The cohlp#41,',*111 next ask you fog the num-
bik buL,"9't OaCh capacity Oast you have

APeoitled.;;S_Oppktfdi the sake of the 'example'
thatyou i48-passenger buses and four
36-0414mget ;; The prOitOmt 'below shoWs
howl} tip?' coins) Mregttiiits the numhert of
buses krld hoW 5),Vwoultriespond this
camp a: 1
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TER THE NUMBER OF 48 PASSENGEA BUSES

ENTER. THE' NUMBER OF 36 PASSENGER BUSES

The computer will _next ask for the average
speed :Atit:the buses. This information is needed
to calculate the time taken to complete the bus..
routes. Let's suppose that the average speed of
your buses is miles, per hour,' taking into ac-
count the time necessary to mike all the stops,
and load the students at each stop: The com:;
puter's question. and the response ydu'
make are shdwn beloW:

ENTER THE AVERAGE RATE OF TRAVELl1NI4PH
73

The computer next needs 'information about the
grid you are using with your map. It must
late the distance between stops on the grid into
distance iskrniles. The computer will ask:

ENTER THE NUMBER OF GRID LINES PER MILE,
FOR EXAMPL2r

.

IF A, GUARTERMILE .GRID IS USED. ENTER 4'
,

? tit, .

In our example, the distance between gridlineS
is one block, or 1/12 mile, so we would enter

GIT.AUSBTE
RUM__
BUSRTE

133

"12" in response; since there are twelve grid
lines per mile.

The fmal data the computer will request
is.the -cost per mile to operate the buses. This
may be simply the cost of gasoline, or it may
include' the bus driver's salary, the cost of main-
tenance, administratiirlcosts, and insurance.
Let's use the figure of $2.25 per mile in our
example and assume that all transportation
coatsgasoline, Maintenance, drivers' salaries,
administration, and insurance- -are included. The
computer's query' and yo* response would .

appear like this:

...ASTER COSTICR MILE TO OPERATE ewes

The computer noii him all the information it
needs to operate the simulation.model and
roduce the required outputs. Figure '5-5 gives

entire list of inputs exactly as thilt 'computer
asks.for them.

Interpreting the 0Otput of the

BUSRTE Program
We now consider the output of this computer
simulation. The complete computer .output for

,

DO YOU WISH-TT-ENTER youe-owCeu-sloo DATA
OR-USE-THE-DATA EHOWTHE_EXAMFLEt___;.
INTER OWN DATA .0. USE EXAMPLE DATA 1
71- c
HAV2 YOU ENTERED OTHER-DATA SINCE YOU'CALLED THIS PROORAM
YES .1. 'RO.11. IF IN DOUBT. ANSUER YES
7114.

iiiIR_THIISCROOL_COORDI4ATES. SEPARA4ED. BY A COMMA.
THE VERTICAL,COORDINATE SHOULD BE FIRST

. .

715.17 ,

YOU WILL -BE eeLg_To,patti-ter_cepecttyor_mede VEHICLE
TYPEi__WHEN_INTERIMOi_REHIEMOER_THAT THE COMPUTER RILL
RUH ROUTES IN THE ORDER ENTERED. INTER ONE AT 4 TIME
VHE4 A QUESTION MARK APPEARS. UP TO 5 ENTRIES. ENTER
O IF NO MORE ARE DESI ED.
CAPACITY I

7471

CWFACITY
3-6-

CAPACITY 3
tO
INTER THE NUMBER OF 411 PASSOIOER BUSES
72
E NTER THE.HUMBER,OF 36 PASSEIGERBUSES
74

THE.AVERARE luireorinevitu'iN MPH

OMER THE palm OF GRID LINES PER MILE.
FOR EXAMPLE. IF A-QUARTER..MILE GRID IS USED. prim 4'.

INTER COST AER MILE TO OPERATE BUSES
?SAL

Figure -5-5 .
Sample Input to BUSIM Program.
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our example is given in Figure 5-6. Let's take ROUTE I

the results for one route from Figure 6-6 and TIP 9
STUDENTS MINUTES

6. 7.

cover in detail the output one, gets from the- 23
6 21.6 .Yo

computer. The example we_ will use is Route 1: si_ 22.6
.7'22 8 8/10.

. 4 36.2
ROUTE 1 49. 6
STOP STUDENTS MINUTES THE COST BASED_ON 11 2.2S PAR MILE
6 9 6.-7 BUS CAPACITY 48 TOTAL STUDENTS 44
23 7 13
110 21.6 ROUTE 2
21 10 22.6 STOP STUDENTS MINUTES
22 8 24 14 a

. 4 36.2 f 11 6
S 49.6 9 8

THE COSTr BASED OM I. 2,25 PER MILE IS 5 9.31
BUS CAPACITY 48 TOTAL STUDENTS, 44

10 3
12 11
13 15'

This output completely describes the route
run by the first bus; It details where the bus will
stop, in what order the stops will be made, how
many children will be _picked up at each stop,
and; how much tine will have elapsed from the
bEtiiining of the 'route.. This bus stops first at
stop number 6, where it picks up nine children,
having arrived at the stop 6.7 minutes after
leaving the school. The next stop on the route is
number 23, where the bus picks up 7 more chil-
dren. It arrives at stop number 23 thirteen 'ruin-
uteL after be- ring its route; or 6.3 minutes
afte'} leaving'' first stop. The bus will proceed
until it, is filled to capacity or near capacity;
then it will head for the school; The last figure
under "minutes" gives the time it arrives back at
the school; for is route; that is 49.6 _minutes
after the bus began the route. The cost. this
particular bus route is $9.31. and the t um-
ber of children picked up. is 44.

At the end of the Printout in Figure 5-6;
some summary informatiOn about all bus routes
is given. This information includes: .

,
.

1. The stops which are not reached by any
buses._ 10 Allis example, no stops were
missed. ;

2. The total cost for all routes. In this ex-
ample, pie cost for all routes was $31;52;
This cbst will vary depending on the
location of tile bus stops, the nuinber of
students to. be bused; and the capacities
of the buses.

3. The total time for all routes. For this
problem, the total time was 168.1 min-
utes; This figure also will vary with the
location of bus stops; the number of stu-
dents to be. bused, the capacities of the
buses, and the speed of the buses.

4. The total number of children picked up

6
13.1
18.1
21* IC'
24.7.
28.9

S -.. 37.9._ . ...'
THE COST BASED' OW .5 2.25-, ..: PER MILE
BUS CAPACITY 48r" TOTAL' STUDENTS 45

,
ROUTE. 3 .

v
'570P STUDENTS MINUTES
7 10' 5
3 .. 2 12.1
i 3- 1605
2 10 20.7
5 4 25.7
8 ,3 '. 32.9
S- 35.1
THi COST BASED -ON $ s.as PER MILE
BUS CAPAC 1 TY 36 TO T. STUDENTS 34

.ROUTE 4
STOP STUDENTS MINUTES

2 12
5_ . ;.. 14.3
tO . 16.5

19

17
16

IS'S 9,31' -

IS S 7.11

I S S 6.58

S 29.8
THE COST- BASED -ON' I- .95 PER VILE IS 5 5.59
BUS CAPACITY 36 TOTAL STUDENTS 32

ROUTE 5-- .

STOP STUDENTS MINUTES
15 . 6
5 . 15.6

THE COST BASED ON S 2.25 PER MILE
BUS CAPACITY 36 TOTAL STUDENTS 6

STOPS VW:RE-STUDENTS ;VIRE NOT PI CKEt1 UP
STOP_. STUDENTS

IS 5 2.93 .

tow
THE TOTAL COST OR ALL ROUTES IS S -31.52 .
THE TO TAL- -T FOR -ALL ROUTES IS 1611.1 MINUTES
161 STUDENTS PICKED UP 0 NOT PICKED UP

VANT TO RUN AGAIN WITH SAME BUS STOP LOCATION DATA?
7611.01110.0 ;

/0

DOME

Figure 5-8.
Output fivm BUSRTE.

and not jtcked up. In this example, 161
children were picked up and 0 were not
picked- up.

Notice also at the bottom of Fi 5-6 that
when the' computer has finished with the prob-
lem you are given an option to use the same bus-
stop-location data again. If you do not wish to.
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run the program again using( this data, type."0"
as indicated 'arid the-program wilt end.
4 Several assumptions made by this computer

program should be emphasized:

135

Running BUSRTE Using Your
Own Btu op .Data
As we- noted above, BUSRTE allows the user the
option of entering any new set of bus routing
data in drder to simulate other bus touting situ-
ations, provided you have 24 bus stops or fewer
and can assign- coordinates to each bus stop,
'location.

If you. wish to use 13USIVIT in a new situa
tion; you must first organize the ne;sitita the
way the data in the example were organized.
Collett the information in a chart similar to Fig,
ure 5-4; With your complete set of datili hand,
you are ready to run BUSRTE., Below ia.an
emimple of how your inttia interaction with the
program will look.

1.- All buses begin apd end their routes at the
school.

2. Distances used by the program are as the
crow flies; that is; the distance between
any two bus. stops is assumed to be a
straight line.

3. The cost of each route is calculated solely
on the total number .of, ;codes in the bus
route and the cost per toile of ,operating
the buses.

. The _time for each route is calculated on
the bases of the total number of miles in
the route and the estimated speed of the
bus.

The BUSRTE simulation is a cieterministic,
mah:machine.simulation that takes as input the .

map of tbe school bus stOps, the numier of
children, at each stop, the number and caNcity
of buses available, their speed, thecost per mile,
and the scale of 'the grid-map. It produces as
output a series of bus routes which minimize
the distances traveled by each bus and are spe-
cified by a list of stops; the total time to run
each bus route, and the- total cost for each bus
route. 'BUSRTE allows us to experiment with
bUs routes for a district by varying the capacity
and number ofschool busea available.

Yoll should then enter your-own DATA state-
menu,, using the prescribed fOrmat, and type
RUN again. When the program begins to run
again, it will print out the same first.questioh
as it always does:

BUSRTE

DO YOU WISH-TO_ ENTER YOUR_OliN_BUS STOP DATA
OR USE THE DATt1 FROM TRE EXAMPLE?.:
ENTER,OWN DATA =Om USE EXAMPLE DATA'.1.,
7.

You will answer this question by typing O. The
computer will respond with a second question:

ARE YOUR DATA STATEMENTS
YES NO 1.2
7

ALREADY ENTERED?

Now you answer by typing 1, since you have

GET - BUSRTE
RUN
BUSRTE

DO YOU WISH TO ENTER YOUR_ 0 W_st_ BUS STOP DATA
OR USE THE DATA FROM THE EXAMPLE?
ENTER OW DATA .0. USE EXAMPLE DATA .1
70-
ARE YOUR DATA STATEMENTS ALREADY ,111TERED?,
YES .1 NO .2
7-2-
FtIR EACH BUS STOP. TYPE 0. NE LINE WITH
THE FOLLOWING FORMATS
STATEMENT 0 DATA STOP 0. VERT COOH HO R171 COO R 0 STUDENTS AT STOP

STATEMENT NUMBERS START WITH 9000 AND ARE
NUMBERED CONSECUTIVELY

EXAMPLES 9007 DATA a 14; 10; 22

AFTER ALL YOUR DATA IS ENTERED. ENTER A
LAST DATA STATEMENTS 9077 DATA Q O. O. 0

24 BUS STOPS ARE ALLOWED

NOW TYPE YOUR DATA STATEMENTS AND Rip THE PRO GRAM AGAIN

DONE
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already entered your new DATA" statements.
The program then *proceeds by asking for the

. coordinates of -the school, bus ca ties, and
the rest of the information nece gener-
ate the bus routes. A sample of this nversation
appears beloW; ,

131743031FtTE
NUN
BUSRTE

CO YOU NW TO a/YER
OR USE THE DATA .FRON

Terrriinology
the administrator or investigator may change or Inanipulate in order to
affect the outcome of the' simulation. /4`

qvit2. CONSTRAINTS: relationships among the controllable virial3les 'Whieh
Ihnit their possible values and which the adniinistrator or inveitigator is
not at liberty to alter - without changing the substa4e of the problem.

Exercises

YOUR O W BUS_ STOP DATA,',
THE EXAMPLEY-

ENTER OW DATA .0ip" USE ICKPMF,PE HATA .1
. -

TO- ____
ARE YOUR DATA STATEMENTS ALREADY ENTEREDI,

. rigs .3. NO .2 .
7-t,-

. INTER -THE_SCRoot.__COORRINATES.__SEPARATED NY A COMMA.
VERTICAL COORDINATE Emmy BE FIRST '

lllg
The output produced by running .BUSRTE'

with your own-data will be in the same format
as that shown in Figure 5-6. TeLoractual cost
projections, of course, will vary depending on
the data you provide.

1. CONTROLLABLE VARIABLES: variables in, an object system which

1. In the example from the text, we determined that it would cost $31.52
and take a total of 168.1 minutes to bus all students in the district
school each day, using two 48-passenger buses and four 36-passengei
buses. No*,, assume you have only.. four 48-pasfienger buses and .run the
simulation again, using the same bus stop location data. Compare the

4, cost and time figures for the new routes to the ones- obtained in the
example. Continue to assume that there are 1* grid lines to the mile,
that buses travel 5 miles per hour, and that the cost of busing per mile is
$2.25. .

2. Now, assume you have only five 36-passenger buses. Use BUSRTE to
again determine total cost and time figures for bus routes. Then, decide
which of the three situations seems mast effinient in-terms of time and
cost: the situation of having four 48- passenger buses; five 36-passenger
buses; or1two 48-passenger buses and four 36-passenger buses. What other
considerations Would influence your final decision on the number and
type of buses you should purchase?

AN EXPERIMENT USING THE SCHOOL
BUS ROUTING SIMULATION

SuppoSe that a fire completely destroyed the
School in the preceding example. "The district
has the option of rebuilding the school on the
same grounds (15, 17) or building a. new school
on one of two other locations. Since the cost of
rebuilding is essentially the same at any location,
one of the criteria for site location designated
by the school board is that the cost of busing

the students should be no higher than it was for
the old school and the amount of time the
children must ride the bus should be as low as
possible. I

We can use BUSRTE to provide relevant in-
formation for deciding where the new school
should be built. All that , is necessary is to run
BUSRTE changing the location of the school
each time while keeping all the other variables
constant.

The alternate locations for the school building

I4'
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are given by the coordinates 17; 10 and 13; 16;
Suppbse we run BUSRTE using these coordi-
8.tites,assuming twa 48-paisenger buses and four
6 - passenger buses, are to be used which have an

average speed of 5 mph and a cost per mile of
$2.25;. and assuming that the map grid lines are
paced 12 to a mile. These runs are shown in.

Figures 5-7 and 5-8:
The following table summarizes the results of

the fait fun and the two we just made.

Total
Locaeon Cost

Time of Time of
Shortest . Longest

Route Route

Ave-rae
Total Time Per
Time Route

1,17 $31:5:2 15.6 49.6 168.1 33.6
17,10 $30.56 11.7 52.2 163.0 32.6
13,16 $32.52 19.8 46.3 173.4. 34.7

*Calculated by fihnd---iiiidcle the total time by num-
ber of routes.

As can 'be seen from the table above, all
of the proposed locations Will' cost about the
same and will involve about the same busing
-time to get the students to the school. The 17,
10 location costs slightly less than the others
and takes 5 -10 minutes less time; From the
point of view of one triii:the differences do not
appear very significant; When the savings are
realized twice Et:day lonce coming to school and
once going home) for every school day of the
year (approichnatey 180 days), they add up to
$345.60 and 30.6 hours saved on a yearly basis
over the second best location (where the school
is now). It would be up to the board to decide
whether these savings are important enough, to
be considereck4in the final location of the school.,

The problem above is an example of a situa
tion where a simulation can provide information
about a number of alternative courses of action
when the physical limitations of the situation
make it impossible to manipulate the object
system itself. Clearly; the school district could
not rebuild the school in each of the proposed
locations just to discover' how each of them will
affect the busing sittuttion. A simulation is the
only practical way to obtain- this type. of in-

.
formation, and the choice of using hand calcula-
tions or a computer program will usually de-
pend on, the complexity of the model and data
involved.

Another Use for BUSRTE Simulation

In some instances; simulations not only provide
sought information but may point up other ,

questions about the object system which had
not been raised previously; For example, in the
preceding bus-iouthig problem, it is possible that
while the board- tries to decide on a new school ;
location using the BUSRTE 'information; some
of the members may realize for the first time
that their students, are; on the average,. riding
school buses well over 'half an hour each way.
They a might' consider, this unacceptable and
:ask the school district to:study the problem
and propose soldions that would, reduce the
average one:way 4.ip time to a certain number
of minutes. \

Let's look for a moment Eit an example of this
sort. Assume, that as a result/of the previous ex-
periment, the school boarcl finally decided to
build the new school allocation 17,10. Assume
a further decision that, Nihile. cost of busing
should remain at a minimum, the new' bus
routes should be designed so that no 'student
will have to ride more than 35 minutes one way.
This to that the bus rdutes to and from the
new schbollocation will hive to involve less one-
way time for some students than those of: the
original school did; it also means that pUrchaSing
additional buses should not be considered unless
it is clear that the present six buses (four 36-
passenger buses and two .. 48-passenger btises) .

cannot be routed in a manner which fits the one-
,

way time constraint.
TO solve this problem posed by our hypo-

thetical school board, we can use the BUSRTE
printdut for liehdol location 17,10 shown in

5=7' asFigur a
Route violates;violates; the new *Way time con-

e. .: starting t. Notice that

straint, oitice the first two students are picked
up (Stop 14) 13;2 minutes after,the bus staffed
out but are not dropped Off at the school until
52;2 minutes after the bus started outa ride of
39 minutes.' For all the other routes, one-way
trips take less than 35 minutes. gotice also that
Route 1 picks up the most students (45) of 'all
the routes.

In order to bring the routing into line with
the. new constraint, we seem to need only to
reduce the time of RoUth 1 without lengthening
any other route too much. The most obvious
way to accomplish this end may be (continuing
to use the BUSRTE simulation) to limit the
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'OD YOU ;111-511-10 :ENTER YOUR OSP1-BUS STOP DATA.
OR_USE__ VOL DATA . FROM THE_EXAMOL Et'
INTER 0101 DATA USE EXAMPLE DATA .

HAVE YOU ENTERED OTHER DATA SINCE YOU. CALLED THIS PROGRAM?
TES I. NO IN DOUBT: ANSVER :YES

INTER' THE SCHOOL COORDINATES. _ SEPARAtED BY A 173MM A.
THE VERTICAL. COORDINATE MOULD BE FIRST

T3U-11MML-'-BE SOLE- -iNTER -TILE-CAPACITY10 EACM-VENI E
TYPE._ _WHEN_ RiTERINGit_REINESSER ,_THAT THE to.miabygn WILL'
RUN ROUTES IN. THE ORDER ENTERED. INTER. ONE 'AT A TIME
WHEN A QUESTION NARK -APPEARS.. UP TO .5 ENTRIES. ENTER,
0 IF NO MORE ARE DESIRED..
CAPACITY 1

?AL
CAPACITY 2'

CAPACITY 3
40
OftIERTHEAPUMBEROF48PASSENGERBUSES
T-12 i . , . ,

INTER -THE NUMBER or 36 PASSENGER BUSES

DITEli.:414 AVERAGE RATE di TRAVEL IN MPH

DETER THE NUMBER OF GRI D LIMES PER MILE.
FOR EXAMPLE. IF A QUARTER -MILE GRID IS

t -12
INTER COST PER MILE TO OPERATE BUSES
t2 -23

ROUTE :1
STOP STUDENTS MINUTES

14 2 13:2

t11 29.2
9 25. 2
10
12 11 31. 8

28. 2

13 15 36'1
. _S 52. 2

THE COST BASED ON 5 2.95 PER MILE I S S 9.79
BUS CAPACITY 48 TOTAL STUDENTS 45

S

FO UTE
A

2
STOP STUDENTS MINUTES

6 13.3_
2 17. 8
5 20 -

15
.10 22.3
25.3

8 3 '35.9
S 44. 9

THE COST- BASED -ON 5 2 25 PER MILE IS 5 8. 41
BUS CAPAC I TY 48 TOTAL STUDENTS 41

MUTE' 3
STOP StUDEN TS MINUTES

6 9 5. 1-
4 4 11.15
1 5 15..9
2 10 20.1.
3 21.
5 4 25. 5

_S 33.8 .

THE COST BASED ON S. 2.25 PER 14/LE IS s 6.33
BUS CAPACITY. 36 TOTAL STUDENTS

MUTE 4 -.
STOP STUDENTS MINUTES
23 7 '1.4

" CO 6 . tig
21 10

,
,

22 8 Ilif; 4
S ., 20* 5 . .

THE CO ST BASED ON 5 Q.25 PER MILE IS 5 3.84
BUS CAPACITY 36 TOTAL STUDENTS 31

Fluting 5-7,
BUSRTE Run Using School Location or 17, 1©,
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FOUTE.5 ,
STOP STUDENTS MINUTES'
7i1 - 10 . 5.8

PER-.MILE IS,;S 1414*,
BUS\CAPACITY 36 TOTAL STUDENTS 10,"

STOPS WHERE STUDENTS WERE NOT PICKED' -UP' :.

STOP ' STUDENTS
oi amts.-

-r- THIIT\AL COST-FOR ALL ROUTES IS S 30.56 .

THE-TOTAL TIME FOR ALL ROUTES IS 163- MINDTE$
161 'STUDENTS PICKED UP 0'.' NOT PICKED UT

WANT-10 RUN AGAIN WITH SAME BUS STOP LOCAi1114
4 .

PAW,
..YES.I.NO;.0
70- .

..

TONE

Figure 5-1 Continued

GET - BUSRTE
MIN
BUSRTE

_ \

CO YOU- YOUALOWN BUS .STOP--DATA'
ORAMETHE-DATA FROH-THE42IAMPLID-1
ENTER OWN DATk.0i USE,EXAMPLE.RATA .1

W EDAVE..YOU ESTER OTHER DATA SINCE YOU CALLED' PROGRAM?
YES NO 2. IF.IN DOUBT. ANSWER YES
t2
ENTER_THE_WHOOL ODORDINAMESi-SEPARATED BY A crotow
THEVERTICAL COO MATE SIUILD BE FIRST

1151.1ITLL BE ABLE TO ENTER.THE CAPACITY OF EACH VEHICLE
TYPE.--WHIDCENTERING.-REMENBER-THATTHE CONFUTER WILL , ,

IMIN___ROUTES,IN THE ORDER_ENTEREN _INTER ONELAT:A TIME
WREN A QUESTION MARK APPEARS. UP TO 5:1104111rEs;', ENTER
O IF NO MORE ARE DESIRED.
CAPACITY. I !

748 .
CAPACITY 2

CAPACITY 3
70
ENTER TNE'NUMBEKTOF 48 PASSENGER BUSES-
t2'
OVIER THE.NUMBER OF 36\ PASSENGER BUSES
74- 4

TRIER THE AVERAGE RATE OF TRAVEL 14 MPH
75 X
DATER THE_NUMBER_OF anWcnici PER_MILE.

FOR EXAMPLE. IF A QUARTER -MILE GRID IS
ikt" . \.

INTER COST PER MILE TO.OPERATE BUSES
/2.95

ROUTE 1
_STOP STUDENTS MINUTES
6- .9 ,5.1

111° '

21 . ( 110 :I

23 .

22, 8 22.4
4 4 34.6 0, ... ,.;,.,

46.3
f THE COST BASED ON II 2.95 A PER MILE IS S 8.68

BO& CAPACITY 48 TOTAL STUDENTS 44
4

LUTE 2 , ;r
STOP H. 'STUDENTS MINUTES
14 2 . 7.3
II 6 14.4
9- .8 19.4
10 3_ 22..4
12 f' 11
13 15 ., 30.1
i '4'04

,

Figure_541. _ _ , -
BUSRTE .disn'Uting School Location of 13,16. Continued

. .

USED. ENTER 4
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THE COST1540=011-2 2.25. PER MILE 15 S
BUS CAPACITY. TOTAL STUDesTS 45TOTAL 7.,,.

ROUTE 3 , _ --.- --
STOP ' .. STUDENTS MINUTES

. 19 2 ' ;14,2'
16 S 16.4
17 ID 115.7
16 is 21.7

-S
THE COST RASED-OW:I 2:2S- PER41/Li 15.'
BUS CAPACITY 36 TOTAL STUDENTS 111...

' .

ROUTE
STOP. STUDENTS MINUTES
7 10 3.2

2 10.2
5 .7
10 R.

S. . 4. .2 IB
6 -
THE COST-BASED ON 5 PER MILE
BUS CAPACITY 36 TOTAL sruggifis 34..

s. .....

ROUTE 5 ,. .

STOP, STUDENTS MINVTESt
15 9.9

-S- - 19.2
THE COST_BASED_ON S 2c25 PEN MILE
BUS CAPACITY 36. TOTAL-STUDENTS-6 .,

STOPS WHERE STUDENTS WERE-NMT PICKED UP
STOP. STUDENTS -
NONE; . .

THE TOTAL COST FOR ALL ROUTES ISS 32.52
THE -TOTAL -TIME FOR1ALL ROUTES IS 173.4-- MINUTES
161 STUDENTS PIORED UP 0 NOT PICKED UP

WANT TO RUN *COIN WITH SAME BUS STOP LOCATION
YESI.N0.0
10

DONE

Figure 5-8 Centinued .

,

number of students that can be picked up by the
first bus, decreasing the time taken for Route 1.
BUSRTE, we must recognize, is programmed to
generate the most mile-economical routes pos-
sible; therefore, we can reasonably assume that
if a given bus picks up fewer students, it will
make fewer stops and travel fewer miles; thereby
taking less time to complete a one-way trip.

Using BUSRTE, how can we redace the-nuni;
ber of students the first 'bus will pick up; since
there is no special option provided Oa do:this?'
We know that BUSRTE is programmed to first
fill all buses of the' capacity first specified in a
run, then fill all thosit of the capacity, specified
second, and so forth. In our original run in Fig-
ure. 5-7, we specified first the 40 passenger .
capacity and second the 36-passenger capacity;

__5Thisis tine of the. iimitations of BUSRTE.
AM programs' have such liMitationg which must be recog-
nized and worked around in order to make maximum
practical use of the simulations.

DATA?'

this resulted in a 48=pielsenger bUs being Used' fo.
the problematic Rotitej, which in turn resulted;
in six stops being -made, picking up 45 .studenti
and 'requiring" 39, Minutes kJ deliver the first'
studentalb 'the scWool. As long as we .continue
to specify first a ,caPacity of 48-passongers,
BURSTE will continue to create this excessively
long rotitejor the fait. bus. To redUce the
capacity of the .bus used for Route 1, _there-
fore, we need to reduce the .firSt capacity we,.
specify. We can do this "simply__ by entering
out 36-passenger-capacity. buses_ finit and our
48,passenger-capacity onekste9id.6

Figure 5-9 shows the _computer run for this
experiment. We can see from the printout that
when we syecify the 36-pasaenger capacity first,

_ 6Notice that if 36.piggenger_buses still turn oUt
be. too large a capacity for. the first bus'routed, we,cao,
trifek__one program into .reducing R,oute.). further by
specifying first an even lower capacity bus; even though
we may plan to keep and use a 36-passenger bus for the
route; ',
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only 28 students. are ,i2p.on Route 1, and
the first 6 stuilenti'picked'Aio, iStop 11) have ft:,
ride for Oii4i'i31.8,_thinti*. 'The one-way trip

*, for Studehts. on Route, I is now well within,
the 86-minute maximum allowed by the board.

..:A,look at the rest of the BUSRTE run confirms
that this reduction in pick=ups and time for
Route 1 does not add excessive time to any

GET- BUSRTE

ePAPtE-

141

other of the routes; all Studentt are up
and all routes are now within the board% new
time constraint.

From' this example,,you can see that a simula-
tioh like BUSRTE can be helpful both in pointing
out 'problematical features involved in existing
object systems and in experimenting with solu-
tions for them.

DO YOU WISH-TO-ENTER YOUR A4WN-BUS STOP DATA
OR_USE_THE_DATA FRON_THE_EXAMPLET
ENTER OW DATA mO. USE EXAMPLE DATA .1

RACE YOU. ENTERED OTHER DATA SINCE YOU CALLED. THIS PROGRAM?'
YES al, NO .2. IF IN DOUBT, ANSWER YES .

7_2

INTER_TMSCHOOL_COORDINATESD SEPARATED ,2T PIMA
THE VERTICAL COORDINATE SHOULD BETIRST:..
717/10
YOU-WILL-BE A81tE-10-ENTER-THE-CAPACITYDFLEACROSHkeCs/.:
TYPE.---WHEN_ENTERINGiREHEMBER_THAT THE computaw.wz

warq A QUESTION MARK APPEARS. UP TO 5 ENTRIESi,:ENTER,.
IF NO MORE ARE DESTREDO

gUN_AOUTES IN THE ORDER

.',CAPACITY l

1_36
CAPACITY 2
7,48-

DWACITY 3
70

,

ENTER THE NUMBER OF 36 '...PASSENGEROUSES
74
ENTER THE NUMBER OF 48,..,PASSENGER BUSES,
72
ENTER THE AVERAGE RATE OF TRAVEL MPH
7_5

IFFIER THE NUMBER OF GRID LINES PER MILE.
FOR EXAMPLE, IF A QUARTER -MILE GRID IS USED ENTER 4

712-
ERTkR COST PER MILE' TO OPERATE BUSES
72.25

1

.ROUTE 1
STOP STUDENTS.. MINUTES
11 6 19.3
9_ 8 24.3
10 3 27.3
12 '11" 30.9

' _S , _f 50.6:
THE.E0AT_BASED ON 1.8.85 PER MILE IS $ 9.48
BUS CAPACITY 36. 'TOTAL STUDENTS 28

ROUTE a
slop MINUTES
19 16. 6

18.8 ,

411

STUDENTS
2

18 5
17 10
16 15 24

40.3_
THE'COST BASED_ON S 2.25' PER MILE IS it 7.56

TOTAL STUMM 3RBUS CAPACITY 36

RDUTE 3 .

STOP STUDENTS M IN U1711S, '

15 6 13.3: - . -

1; .' I' . 15 . . 19.2
.

14 i . 2 82.2
8 3- 27.6
7 10 38.7
5 c 38.5

THE COST BASED ON- I St..25 " -PER-MILE I3
BUS CAPACITY 36 TOTAL STUDEN TS 35_

7;22

Figure 549.
BMA' for Location 17,10 with 36 Passengers. Continued
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,..,..... A:rts A
STOP STUDENTS MI4111171.15
A A ' 9.4
1 '13.6
2 10 . 17.7
3 2 16.7
5 . 23.2'
6 9 . 26.3

-S- - 3141. -

LNE COST BASED_ ON S 2.25 71211 MILE 15 S J1.,89
sus CAPACITY 36 TOTAL STUDIMYS 34

.11011.TZ S
..,.......%lsi.4,

,
STOP STUDENTS MINUTES
20 6 r 10

1

:11
1\ 8 . 12.4

23 1 .3'.. ...'-it3.,-. 19.1
_S_ , , , 3 , 20.5
THE colt BASED ON 5 ke 96's.": ,, PEP MILE IS
BUS CAPACITY 411 TOTAL .STUDENTS .31

STOPS WHERE-STUDENTS WERE NO T. P 1C KED HP'
STOP STUDENTS

THE TOTAL CO ST POE DLL puns is.s 34
THE TOTPL FOR -ALL-BOUTES S 181.3- MINUTES

161 STUDDITS PICKED UP 0 NOT PICKED UP

.114k9T TO HUN AGAIN WITH SAME BUS STO P CAT ION DATA?
. YES=1.40-0 ,

0.

D0'4E

Figure.5-9 Continued

REVIEW

1. Figure 5-10 on page 143 provides'it map of a large rural school district in
a Midwestern state. The district plans to construct anew vocational-
technical center and three potential sites have,been selected, indicated
by _letters A; B, and C on the map. Part of the Criterialitor the final Selec-
tion of a site is that the 'Cost of:huriing,Studentii to 'the voc -tech center
must be as low as possitIe. The mip'indiCateirthe location of bitiliiblc=
ups within the districtNind estimates the`nuitiber students who'cvill"
be at each bus stop. For example;:.bus stop 1 is Germantown, where one
Student will be picked up; stop 2 is Pauline; where there will be. ten
Students; and so on Figure 5-11,, on page 144, lists the bus stops-, their...
vertical and horizontal coordinates, and the, number:Of "Students at each
stop. ;

Yow jbh is to determine the total_costa and times for busing all the
students to each of the three potential voc -tech center sites. Mourner (for ;

all .tl)roe sites).that (1) you have a fleet of eight mini:bilses; which carry
pyilitit;eivers each;;J2) each WS traveliiit aboist 40 miles per hbur along

route; (3) the cat of busiii will be about. 25 cents per mile; and
the grid being used has one grid line.per '
(a) Which location 'for the center would require the smallest busing cost

and time required for hipline
(b) In your own opinion, fiaci'flineivily shbUld these considerations be

weighed when the final decision is being niade for the locition of
the yocrthch Center?
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2: Assume that iifter reviewing the buslOnting infotination for school 1°44=
tion 17i10. oroyicied by BUSRTE, Figure the schobl board decided
that it is both possible and desirable tt4uce the one-way trip maxi-
mum to 25 mInutes.:. Assume: that minimum cost continues to be in

-portant to the; board, so that the purchase of any new buses can be
considered only if there-la `tiO *ay to route the present six buses to meet"
the new one -way time criteitinf of 26 ininutes.,Using tiUSRTE; plan the
best strategy possible to solve thisproblem.

MAKINS ENROLLMENT
PROJECTIONS USING., k

A SIMULATION,One %%portant problem}_ the edudational adz
ministrator faces is plariig for the Mum. they
are faced with queitions like, how manyscliool
buildinit will be _needed in the next ten: Years?

et How st the teaching staff change to meet
the changing needs of the community? And how
mph is the enrollment going tp change in the

next ten years? MI these questions elate to the
population. changes within the school diatrict.
In order to answer-theiri4 the adminiaerator must
be able to 'predict changes in popiaittion., More
precisely, they' ust:tie.able to predict changes

' in school enr011in ent for . all griako in their
school districts. :

Until recently, such predicyons were done by '-
intuition or long and laborious hand calcula,..
tions. But with \ the of computers, new

have evolve4 which greatly simplifythe

. _

OINIAAN1011171 442

17) All141117

.4 117)31k16 471 1 I p 10 I;R2I 13, 4 16 II I 17 I I 1I1 I 43 21122.23 124,66

Figure 5-10. ,
ROad gap, for Exercise i, page 142.
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.
Ws Stop Verttill

. .
CoOrdinate

1 Germantorat 4
2 Paull ne 11

.3 ...Arenirille I.
.4' As- kton

5 Archer-

6

7

8
P

10

11

12.

13

Sanborn

itelvto
Prieghal
Gaza

Ca Whet

May City
Itartley
Everly

14 Royal

Greenville
16 Grove

Webb

18 Cornell

17

21

28

24

17

II
3.

.33.
26

23.

18

G

11

4

Location of Site A
Lotation of Site 8 23

Location of Site C 12

THE COMPUTER IN EDUCATIONAL DECISION MAKINGL

ments will continue and will be Andicative of
future enrollment treads.".

To illustrate how the inodel for enrollment
projection--wor, consider the following enroll-
ment data:

1005 -76 1976-74 1977413 (Projeationd

Horizontal. Number. of
Coordinate Students

3
.

10

19

20

18

19

30

4 30
36

30

33

;,28
Ors.
38

10. .

5

6
.3

8

3,

4

4

9

10

7

15

7.

w-

Figure 5 -11.
Bus Stop Data for Exercite.

.

process. In- the folloWing pageA *e will discuss'
aneffective computer simulation for predicting
schobl enrollment changes.

C"

ANOTHER COMPUTER.
SIMULATION eNROLC

The next simulation_provani we Will be dii=
cussing is called ENROLL,' a deterministic,
man machine .siMulation. The model used hi-

. . ENROLL to predict school ensollnienti is based
on year-th-year percent changes. Data firoallast
years are-osed to predict future enrol tat.

.:EssentiallY, the enr011ment in one Tor one
. . year is compared_to the enr011ment in .the next

higher grade for thnext'ear; Ai the author of
'the simulation states,. "The underlying.assump-
tion of the... method of projecting enrollments
is that historical trends in school district enroll-

;,

7...T.*Rop, Is' revised version of ENRPRO by Robert 7

D. Nelowin: .

,

Onde '780 762:
Gride 4 754

(The dashes indicate that we are, ndt interested in .
those particular figures at the moment:)

.

During 1975-96 there were 780 students in,.
the third grade; In 1996-99 tlikre were 962
students. in the third grade anc1154 students in
the fourth The question we would like to
answer is, How .many p0 s,, 111, probably be
in the fourth grade in 1079-- .;

To find the answer, we need to calculatelhe
percent' change in enrollment from grade 3 to
grade 4. From-197546 to 1976.r77,;thera_was
a-' change of 764 7-780 s. -26 studenti. Since
there were 780 students to 'been with, this is
Cnet chanie of 46/780 -.033 III -3.3%. In
other words, there was a change of -3.3% in
enrollment between tliethird-andfourth grades.

Now we can use thisperpent change,th ;pre-
dibt what will happen in 1977=78.. Assuining
preient trends conthlue,' we can expect that
there' will also be *change of 4.3% between
grades 8 and 4 iron f 1976-77.to 1977 -78. .;

-there were 702. third "grader& in 1976-77;.rin
1997-78 there will be a change of 962 X (-13%)

962 X (-.033). -26 students. If ;5 students
are "lost" between grade 3 and grade 11,!this ,
means that 762 - 25 737 students will be
.projected for grade 4 during 1977-78.

-Ricaraine Figure 5r12;- which summizes
the calculations performed above. Remember
when you look at percent changes between
grades that a negative percent changeinaaates
decreasing -.enrollment, and ,a positive went
change indicates increasing enrollment:7 Re=
member. also that the projected enrollment
based on the Above method. iitan educated guano
based on current trends within a school system.
Percent changes Will differ from grade to grade
within a_. school system and will also differ
among school districts. ... .

Nelsond"ENRPROA. Kindergarten:
Grade 12 Enrollment Pr action Progvam!"p. 1. . .
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Exercise

COMPUTER SIMULATION

1975=76 1976-77 . '4977-78 (projections). .

fo
Grade 3 -780... --- ;

. .

'' .Grade 4 s-.-737
1-14Students , Students

in :grade 4 in grade 3 .
Percent change from grade 3 to. grade 4 im-1976-77- in 1975-76i

Students in grade 3 in
. 1975-76

754-780

-26
S

,339
Projecteil enrolleent.fitr:...grade 4
for 1977-78

. 1 Students in grade* 3.
in 1976-77 .+

762 +...(-.TIV x 762c

762 + (-25
.737

.Projected .Cange
in enrollMent

Figure 5-12.
Summary of Calc4lations.

REVIEW ;

$

Suppose you had the data given below from the school *Years 1974-75
and 1975-76.
(at) What is the ptrcent'ehenge from fifth. to sixth trade?
(b) What is the projected sixth grade enrollment ibr1,1976-77?

1974-75 . --197S-76
--;

grails 5 : 200
Grade'S

220
150

1976-7e: 4 4L

' .:

4.

-.... . based on one major test and two qu zes. Sup-,.
How ENROLL Works , .

The ENROLL-computik sim ulation makes, pro., pose your grades for one student are as follows:
'ections based on five years' population and, ,

,

Major test : ' ..,
. ...

- . Quiz 1 ,., - 85 ,
, ,.. .Ouis 2. 75

, ,

u

c

-7 enrollment data. It uses these data. to calculate
an average percent change in enrollment for bash c:
grade, and uses this average percent change
basis for making projections. InsOad of counting
each year's 'percent change equally vhen,calau=
lating *the average change; ENROLL
weighted aVerage..

Let'S consider an example using weighted
averages. Suppose you are a teacher malcipg out,
quarterly report ;card grades. You, have only
three grades for your students this quarter;

In calculating the student's quhrterly..pade,.
yoy feel you should count:the majo t-more
heavily than the quizzesi.titi..you decide to use a
weighted average. Specifically, ,y6p,_ decide tliat::
the major telt:cshoold Count tWici as much as,
either of the quizzes; You would ien assig9-
weights to .the grades as follows: .-

.
.

V.

"1
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Scorer Weight

Major test 2 -

-Quiz 85 1
1

Now, you: 403'uld just ultiplY each score by
its weight, take the sum 'of these ,products and
divide by four to obtain he student's quarterly
average. You divide stity fo t since the sum of the
weights is four (2 + +1 4),

0 _to 4 and dien in jCindergarten to grade 12
r48 figures each schqp1 year For' thit'*=,

. ample; suppose that' WC have obi Yark' data
Thete data must be en;

tared Into the ,computer_ by. DATA statements

ivirt t

Major test s0'

Quiz 1 ti5
Quiz 2 75

2

Oighted average -

Weillhted Score

.

The weiglifted:average give
some scores than to others.,
student above, his good sebre
helped p cancel out the eff
scares on the quizzes.' With allj ofequal importance, his qu:
have, been

40

4
85

180
85 .
7-5

340'

more emphasis'to
5 the base -Of the
on the mat test
t of his rnediopre
three scores being
rlytverage would

90 + 85 + 75 210,
3 .3

In calculating a weightL,'d av

83.3=

rage fors percent
changes, ENROLL has a set of tandird weights
which give more emphasis to nds in enroll
ment from recent years than tre ds from earl
years. Figure 5-13 gives: en liment figures
for grades 1 and 2 for the ye 1972-76 to
1976-77. Four percent changein e been calcii-
Jilted, and ENROLL uses them to project the
enrollment in grade 2/for 1417- . Examine the
data and_follow the calculatiOns see how this

. is done, The weighta 1, , 3, and "used in Fig-
ure 5-i3 are the stanftd-wei0. of the pro--
gram and will be used automatically in reeking
Trojections unless you specify otherwise.

/

Using. EINROLL , = c)
Novi let's work through an example to see how
ENROLL works. '1

LsThe first information the program needs is
least five years' (and at most 20 years') popula-
tion and enrollment figures for eluldren of ages

whic h' have the :Allowing lorm:

statement
number-

.

statement

. DATA age o, age 1,-ige 2; ,gee 9,
age 4

number + 1 DATA kind., grade 1, grade 2,
'grade 8 grade A, grade 5,
'grade 6

e m e nt
number + 2 DATA grade 7, aside 8, grade 9,

grade 10, grade.11, grade 12

s tat a

The information included in the three DATA
statements above correspond to One _column
(one school year) of the tablein Figura.5-18:in
the first; the for one school for ages .0tri 4
are 'entered; .1: e next, for kindergarten to -
grade 6 and' ; '

Because of the way ENROLL is organized
Internally, DATA statement numbers must
-begin at 6000 and be numbered consecutively.
This means your first,,,ATA stat-Pinentlor.,e4ch
school year wig bed` :le by 3. .

Thus, Or Arst set of -DATA statements for
,the school year 1971.-42 should look like this:

6000 ''BATA 686,725;771;771,916.
6001 DATA 819,595,650,604,59806'7,

576 .
6002:, DATA 555,569,589;602,540,470

All Of the appropriate DATA statement's gener-
ated from. Figure 549 'already entered In
ENROLL. "whenever yot,ish to use ENROLL
with your own data, you will need to prePazi
it in this format and enter:it apiropriatelY Ito
the program at the _Point the prograre instructs7
you to do so. We will.demonstsate thit,later on:
For the present, we not need to prepare the
complete set of data from our sample shown in
Figure 5-14, because t,hedata havealready been
correctly organized and entered in ENROLL for
use in sample runs.,

At this point,lhen, we are ready to ruilEN-
ROLL. We begin, as with the other programs, isr.
by typing GET-ENROLL and mien by typing
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73-74 74.45 75,76 6 76-77 . 77-78

Grade 1 59.1.14-4 4 o 595 .> 564--w

Grade 2 ,41..5f18 `-w.579 &kW

. /. ars
72-73 to 73-74 -1.18% pr -.0118 x 1 -.0118'
73-74 to 74-75 -4.30% oi' -.0430 x 2 7.01110

74-75 to 75.76 -0.53% lor --;0053 x 4 -.0159
7546 to 76-77 4.56% or -.0756 x. 4 --.-k24

. -.4161/dI

weighted average
of ,changes

Standard , Weighted Percent_
Percent 'cent Change . Weights Change.

Weighted average
percent change
for projections -'

; ,

Projected inrofIregitt,,'
for_ grade 2 in 197748'1. StUdents-inTikide 1

564 + 564)
564 + (-21:4)="
540.32
540 studeetS

-.4161
'117473.7.4

-.4161

-.04161
-4.16%

Figaro 5-13. '-
Calculations for Percent Changes in Enriollment:

71-72 72-73 73-74 - 74-75 75-76 76-77
Age 0 686 649. 608 586 562 566

Age; 1' 725 688 658 '. 641 ,,_ .618 621
Agi' 2 771 !' 751 708 683 658 638
Age 3 774 750 736 695 .702 682
Age 4 816 795 739 731 704 ; 684
Kind. -., 819 768 763 719 .595 ,

'
GR 1 595., 605 572 564 544
GR 2 650 588 579 569 550 530
GR 3 604 606 571, 590 552 . 532'
GR 4 598 589 615 574 585 565
GR .5 607 585 584 609 578 558
Gil 6 576 590 582 , 545 592 572
GR 7 555 582 618 607 - 603 c 587
GR 8 569 550 576 597 613 577
GR 9 589 602 588 642 647 627
GR 10 602 585 632. 588 647:' 627
_._
GR II 40 611 571 599 - 590 570
GR 12 ,470 519 581 554 583 "I 563

___.

Figure 5-14.
Sample Population and Enrollment Data for ENROLL

puter will respond with a not iippear that 'way when you Ewa actu
In the samples below, user running the program). z.6

underlin6d (although they will The first question: .

co YOU VIER TO ENTER YOUR, OW EVWX.LMEVT RATA.'
OR USE THE DATA TRW! THE EXAMPLE?
ENTER OW DATA.1.0* USE EXAMPLE DATA...1

;
'Make sure

computer.
the correct command for your
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Assuming for the moment that we wish to use
ENROLL. with the _data,from Figure .5-14i the
correctresPonsels al;" as shoWni

- ENROLL then asks:

wish to use other weights. For now, let us as-
suite that we kant the standard weights, as
described on pages 145-146. The computer's N
question and our response, therefore, N'vould
r;T:1711, _

HAVE YOU ENTERED -0 ?HER- DATA SINCE YO_U CALLED THIS PROCIWANT

yes .1. NO .2. IF IN DOUBT. ANSWER TES
12

.
In our present example, the answer is "2." Here
is a sample of the entire conversation thus far:

t .
-

OET11$016pt
RUN
ENROLL

00:/OU WISH TO INTER YOUR OW. ENROLINEN T DATA
DR USE THE DATA FROM THE -EXAMPL C

VII= 0 WE DATA. Cli. USE EXAMPLE DATA
7I_
IGOE YOU ENTERED THER DATA SINCE_ YOU CALLED THIS PROORAM?
YES .1. .011. IF IN DOUBT. ANSWER YES
42-

Now, ENROLL will print out the question:

FIRST, kERA OF,DATA (E.G.: IR iNbiti(WEERE MO)

The response should be typed in right after the
question mark. In our examplethe first year is
1971-72, so the correct response is 1971, -as
shown below:

FIRST YEAR OF DATA CZ. O.. I F 196S66. TYPE 1965) 11471

Notice that You enter only the first year of
the school year. The computer will expect this
response to .-any questions about identifying..

...school' years. The program MD then ask the last
fear of data-arid, in our example, the answer is
1976r since our last year is 1976=77:

.

IF YOU NISH TO IMF- STANDARD- 1/EIMITS 2. 3. a? .TU
CALCULATE- AUIRACIZI PERCENT -CHANGE" TYPE
ID ENTER OTHER WEIGHTS* TYPE .."` 7

AVER FOUR - WEI OHTS. SEPARATED BY COMMAS.. EARLIEST YEARS I
71/4.0i0

We will give an example later of a situation
where you would not use standard weights.

Finally, the computer will list three different
optioris for reports it can make, and an option
for ending the run .at this point; it will then ask
which option the user wishes. Assuming we fink
want the Enrollment Projections Report, we
would type in "1."

REPORT TO BE PRINTED

IINFEILLNENT PROJECT IONS.. I
COMPARI SON:. 2
YEAR TO YEAR X CHAN OE S

LAST YEAR OF DATA * 11976

The next date you must give is the first year for
which you wish enrollment 'projections to be
calculated. As we noted before, the first year
for projections must be based on five years'
data. In our example,this could be ealier 1976
or 1977; since we entered dataor 1971 through
1976 (six years' = data). Assuming we chose ,
1976, our computer interaction on this question
looks like this:

FIRST YEAR FOR PROJECTIONS 71976

The computer will next ask you if you wish
standard weights used when-1:12e average percent
change is calculate/ for eacli grade, or if you

LT 4'4

Figure 5=15 is the entire computer run as it
would appear on .thte. teletypewriter paper,
through the point where you choose the_report
to be printed. Figure. 5-16, the Eniollmentpro-.

tjections report, is printed directly after you type
1- in-response to the report option. Because of
the size of the Enrollment Projections-Rport,-it
is printed in two parts, one below the othep3n.
the teletypeAliter. We have put the two parts
side tiy side on page. 149 so' that the report is .

easier t9 read.
The Enrollment Projection' Report. :Let's see

what information'is given in the Enrollment
Projections Report in .Figu.re 5-16. The left!
hand portion, entitled PAST CENSUS AND .
ENROLLMENT DATA, repeats the . data that,:

in . .was use4. as in ut to the simulation. In this
case, data the school yetus_ 1971=72
to' 1915-26- lid portion, FUTURE EN:.
ROLLIVIENT C1'IONS, _gives the enroll:
went projections for elive schoblyears 1976*
77 to 1980=81 that yOn .4ieCified 1976
as the first year for projections). Notice that no:
projections are made for census datajages 0
4). Thus in the calitmn entitled "1976 tO
the simulation predicts that there will foe 683'
kindergarten, students in 1976=77, 554 first

d
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'110 YOU V1S MAMMA YOUR_094_ENROLLMEIT DATA
---OR-US --r12:01-721-12024pL-27

ENTER OW ATA-10* USE-EXAMPLE DATA 1

WOE 702_, TIRED_OtNER=DATA S1NCE__YOU Q D 71112112002227

YES *Ai R0 ..8*: FAN_COUBT* RISVER1ES.
ist_.

.

FIRST YEAR OF DA A CE*Oi, 1F.1965=6610. TYPE 19651 7Sr-2/1 -
. .

LAST YEAR OF DATA 71976
, ..

FIRST YEAR FOWPROJEGTIONS. 'T-Wter

IF YOU VISA TO USE STANDARW,WEIGHTS-1142,3*0 TO
c6L201.672,62127102,2ERCE9IT 012702. TYPE 1
TO ENTER OTHER WEIGHTS* TYPE 2 ..
71 :

REPORT -TO'-13E PRINTED

ENROLLMENT PROJECTIONSI
COMPARISON -2
YEAR t3;YEAR E CNANGE.S
.220'41

71

Figuie 5-.16.
Input and Responses or ENRCILL2.

I

....PAST CENSUS AND ENROLLMENT DATA

AGE OR 1971 1972 .. 1973 1974 1975
r2 T6 TO .TO TO

GRADE 1972 1973. 1974 1975 1976

AGE 0 686 649 608 586
f,

562 ,

602 1 . 720 658 658 641 615 1

AGE 8 771 751 708 683 658:..

AGE'3 '.774 /50 736 695 702
. . -

-.:AGE A 816 795- 7- 39 :731: 704

''0 7'4 * 3772 3633 3449 3336 .7, 3244

KIND ^s 819 768 . 765%. 7111 719

,,v595

- .,.

OR I 605 sie' 1 595
**. ,:..

..

OR 2 4 650 588 .579 569 ..650 .
-, ..

OR 3 t;1504 606.-- 571 590 552_ ..,*

. --

' 1 '' 3 : * 1849 1799 1722 '1754- . 1666:

' OR 4 * 598 : 589 .61.6 674 585

. OR- 5 607 585 624- 609 . .: 57r

GR 6 * 576. 590_
.

595' 592

4 6 17131.. 1764.. 1781 :1755 *

4331 .,:9266 42491_K., 6

OR 7 if 855 582 618. 603

GR 5.%- 565.- SSO

602GR 9 '589 -

Figuie 5-16.

576 597 613

588 642 647,

Enrollment-Projections Repo f,m,EIVROLL.Continued
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7 9 1713 '-!1784 . 1782 184610' 1863
OR 10 -602 -- 665 ' '978' '555 ' 647,.
CM : 11 de 540 611 1. 571 599 . 590

- - :

OR "_ut -* _470 519-.-118-1.864
O. --- .

tO le *1612 1215 AT69. *- ', iseo'

T 1R; 3325 .3449 .3566 3587 3683

- 12 _ 7774 _ 7780 7838,' -7836 7823

ACC OR 1976
a - TO

GRADE 1977-

1101 0

AO! 1

AOIC

A01 3

901_4_

..
!INURE 184.60 LLM INT PROJECTIONS

1977 1978 , . 1979
. TO TO TO
1973 1979 1980

'1980
TO

19811.

O ; 4
KIND 653 . 683.

OR 1 954 T 526*
OR 2 530

OR 3 539 .4., ^ 629 .

638 618 595
.

526

504

520'

592

504

476

471

494 494

1 - 3 1533%-t
OR 551' 538

OR .5 956 548

OR 6 578 576.

1585, 1550 1490 1441

4 -.6 e 1705_ 1662_

5217.

535

542

519 493

525 , 516

, 520.

1605 ., 1529 , .

6 3930-

OR .7 * 609

OR 8 * 59,7

OR -% *666'

77.93 '-3652 3555
.4..4.;1!

588 stir

603 558

557 545

586 .551_

649 .... 655 638.
-r

. .- 7 '-'-4 ... Isirst
.

. .', 1840 _ 1829_
. ...illy. w .. .

. . _ _ _

. OR 10' 655 1,5 ..... 657 663 639, . ,..u., ,

- :GA 11 * 635 , 6430 .. 662 645 4 651
. -

OR 12 . 9.970 61,31.:. 691 639 623''

637

1775 1733 i

1990 1947 .41913
7-4^ '1

; _ -

12 7153 ' ' 7700

.Figuret-143Continii66';

graders, 540 second grifiers, 639 third graders,
and so on. Similar predictions are given for the
school yews through 1930-31. Also included at
several Points ;ire vuinpiirfes of differeutgra4es
and -age. levels: ages zero.,,to :four are fauarilarized
by the ifiie labeled "0-4?' and

3769 "_3722 :3646.

.7552 .7404 7201 .:

Itindergarten-6, .7 -9, 10-12, A-12, and kinder-
gat-tell-12 are also-Fti:minarizql: "'

This, then, 4 "e`Rnrolhrtent Projections Re-
port.qt tei:of 'enrollinenta in futttre
years, based aii trends. =

A*
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COMPUTER SIMULATION

REVIEW,

1. For prFtice in reeding the Enrollment Projectibas Report, answer the
following questions, referring to ,Figure 5-16.
(a-)iilhatistthe-projectettenrollment-for-the sixth-grade n49-74144-9?-----
(b) What is the total projected high school enrollment (grades 10 to 12)

for 1979-80? '
(c) What is the general.Projected trend in enrollment for grade 5 over

the next five years? , . .

(d);. How does the enrollment in^ kindergarten in. 1971-72 compare to
the projected enr011ment in kindergarten in 1980-81?

The Comparison Report
Immediately after the Enrbllment Projections
Report has been printed, the computer will ask

"

REPORT TO BE PRINTED

VIROLLM1747 PA0.2CTIONS- 1
COMPARISON-2
YEAR TO TIM 2 CHANGE -3
1/ND-41,

1
.

YEAR TO COMPARE .PROJECTIONS VI 14I YNRCILLM1D4T 7'1976

AC +UAL US PROJECTED ENROLLMENTS FOR 1976
BASED ON DATA FROM 1971 THROUGH 1975

ACTUAL PRO JECTED ACTUAL _.ER20R
ENRDLL , INFOLL .P113 4ECTED _ CATI91 A

. .

yos to choose another repOrt_Let'e now select.
number 2, the Comparison Report. This can be
printed only wheuyou have More than rive years

:

I
KIND 585.

.

. OR 1 544 554 ...la '1i 84 o

OR it 530 . 540 -10 -1.89

OR . 3 532 539 -7 -1; 32

i -= 3 1606 1633 '27 -1.6!
OR 4 .565 . 551 14 2.48

.,

OR 5 558 582 -4.3

82 6 578' i4;11.1 '.41/ 0 0

4 - 6 1695 1705 , -10 .4159

PC-- 6 .4000 4021 -RI 7.54' .

OR 7: 587 609 -22 75

OR 8 577. 597 -20_ -3.47

OR 9 6117 666 6.412

.1791 1872 ..4.52__,-,

BR 10 627 -655--,-.- .74.47_

OR 11, 570 635 -65 . 11.4
. .

.

Wt IR '0-'503. . 570 -1 24

10 . 1760 : 1860

- 12 ',II. 3551 V_
NNW

7753 -202
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of enrollment data, as in our example; if you have
more than five, the years after the fiist five can
be overlapped with projected enrollment, years,
and the actual and projected enrollments canbe
compared,--The-purpqseorthts-comparismF-181
determine the accuracy of opr predtctions:
Figure 5-17- e Comparison - :Report for our
data, for 976.. Notice that you must tell the
computer or which year you wish to comPar6
actual predicted figures. In our example,
1976 th only year for which we have actual
and projected data.

The Comparison Report-is made up of fiVe
columns: the row labels, the actual enrollment,
the projected enrollment, the, actual Minus the
projected enrollnvent, and the percent error hi
the prediction. The ACTUAL ENROLLment
coluirm, which. shows the observed enrollment
for each grade hi the. comparison year, contains
the dame .data entered in DATA statements -for
1976 at the beginning'of the simulation. The'
PRQJECTED ENROLLment column contains ,

the simulation's estimates of:: the .enrollment., of
each grade level in the comparbon year notice
that it is the ,same as the polumn for IR
the Enrollnierit Projections Report (Figure 5=16)_

o The ACTU-AL-11;t9XES,TEl:-=
contains the difference the actual en-
rollinent and .the projected enrollment tor each,
grader Ftnally, the eolith* headed ,%..ElitRQRA...
contains the percentage of error m the prOjec-
tion for each grade and indicates the aceuraey of
the simulation's projections: Front=, the last col=
umn in Figure 5=17 it is evident. thatniost of
the projections-,are off_by not more than 5 per-

., Cent, which is quite. 'good . for prediction pur-
;..POses. The projection for grade 14;. hOwever, is

Off by more than 10 percent; thii3sizable margin
suggests that some important external factor
has _interrupted _the normal pattern ofenroll -
ment change. Thus,...the,..ComparisOn:'Report
dan be used to investigate and , evaluate the
accuracy of the shnulation's predictions. . .

REVIFVV

For practice_ in reading the Comparison Report
questions(referring to Figure 5-17):
(a) Which projection for 1976 was exactly right? (0% error)
(b) How 4oes the projection for total district enrollmen K-12) com-

pare
,

to the actual enrollment?
(c) For -grade 7, how4ar ofg was the projection from the actual en-

rollirient?

answer the following

The Year-to-Year Percent Change Report
The third report which Can be requested is the
Year -to -Year _Percent .Change Report.. This is
obtained by` is "3" after the REPORT TO
.BE. PRINTED computer inquiry. Shown, in its

entirety in Figure 5 -18, it is a detailed picture
of the enrollment and population changes that
have taken place over the five years Of input
data plus one projected' year Let's look at the
portion for grades 1 and 2:

PAST, CENSUS AND .EN.R31A.14104/T DATA PLUS ye in YR it CHANGES
pEcrmati ,P;GURES. AVE/CENTS/

* 1971 1972.TO TO

a 1972 1973.

197311,

1974..

. 1974
TO.

1975

1975
TO

1976

'PROJECTIONS
a 1976

1977

* 59
11!:

:

'a
2' !O, 650

5 672
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/
.

RP0RT T8E PRINTED

- vfiDLUqDlj Pm.J!CTIONS- I
cOWPARI SOPJ-2
YEAR TO YEAR Z CHmG-3
VJD-4

PAST CDISUS MID VIIOLLMV*T DATA PLUS YR TO YR * CIIANOES
CALL. DECIIIAL FISURES *1*5 PERCVITS)

* S PROJECTIONS
4 1971 1972 1973:- 1Q74 19-75 . * I97
STO TO TO TO TO S TO
* 1979 . '1973 . 1974 . ':1975' 1976 * -'.. 1977 . . .

--------------- a ----- a
. Ao*.6e6 .649 608 .586 . 562 S

a-, -. - .. *
-5.39 . . -6.32'.- -3.62. '-4.1 :. * , . .,.. .

29 I 39 5.43 5 46 S 12
S I * li.

-
. AlS.'75 688 658 641 .618 *.. 585 . -.

*
. * ,. ,5.1 . -4.36 . '-2.58 --3.59'. .

* _534 ; .'- .... ':. '
* . 359 2.91' 3.8 2.65. . .. .5 3.14 ......................

* *
*2* 771 751 708' . 683 ' 58 *" 637 "

* *
* -9.6 . . 5.73 -3.53 -3.66 - * -3.19 . :. ........ :

/ .5 -9.72 -2 : 1.84 2.78 "- *-. II ...
.

-. ,....-.---. .f*
....

...

*3* 774 750 736 695 702. * -' 657 .' .-

. .,* . - .,
.

..t...

* -3.1 -1.81 -5.57 '1.01 . * -6.41 . .

'I

* 271 -147 -68 129 * 29
* . S.... -.

*4* '816 795.. 139 731 . '. 704' * . -704 '
-'

. .* ... ..; . . * ..

'1 * -2.57 '. -.7.b5" -1.08 . -3.69 * 0. .- -.

5 -5 88 -4 03 -2 98 1 64 * -2 9
. . . . ' .'. -. - .. :- ..

:

IC * 819 768 763 717 719 * 683
.5 .,. 4-.

.1 . . .
* -6.23 . -.65 -6.03 .28 .- ...* -5.0 .. --.
''a

. -26.13 -25.52 -22.02 -21.34.

595 605 572 595 564

168 -546 4 02 -521
: .
* -I 77

4.3 --o53 a75 -5-4.16 ........... .....

2 a 650 588 579 569 550 *

* -9 54 -j 53 -1 73 -3 34 * -1 62
-6 77 -2 89 1 9 -2 99 l.88

* . *
3 * 604 606 571 590 552 * 539

* . _
.5

. a .33 -5.78 3.33 -6.44 * -2.36 _

* -2.48 - 1.49 .53 -.85 '-.13 .

* .. _

4 598 589 615 574 585 * .. .. 551 . .

* ..

-.
* 1.51 4.41 - -6.67''. 1.92 * -5.81 : .

* -2.17 -.85 --.98 .7 - .* .-.4
.

'a. - :1- - .
. ......... -- .

-. 5 S 607 555 - 584 609 - 582 -.-5'-- .- . - -.5 .

.. * . -3.63 -.17 4.28 --5.09 - *- .69
a -2 8 - SI I 88 -2 79 * - 94
* *

.. :6 * 576 590 -- -- 582 -. 595 592 --S,.'. - .572 --.!- . - -

* a
-'

- - * :' 2.43 -1.36 2.23 .5* '. *'3.38'' -- -. -.- -

-

* .1.04 '4.75 4.3 1.34 - a 2.88 -.

- -. S. . - -. -- 5,..

--'-.: . -. 5-555 ' 582 -, .618 607 .603-- S 609 -.

a

-. - .. 5 -4.86 -.-- 6.19 -1.78 . -.66 ...,, .....* -I--9 -1 03 -*4 -92
8 569 550 576 397 613 * 597

- -

,-. --;* -- . .- -_.__ .
- *

* -3.34 4 73 3.65 2 68 a -2 61
- -_..-. .

z
-.. . .._. ..

FIgure 5-18

Year to Year Peiient ange ReportfrOmENROLL Continued

'I
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v

:C 5.8 6.91
. S. -0-
9 * 589 602 58$ 642-

. 2.21 *2.33 -9.15
166 4.06 -e

5/4'

. 8.75
.

* 666

10* 602 +6211, 4 632

-2.69 5.03
1.5 04639

11* 540 611 571 599

13.16 -6.58 4.0
-4.91 41.98

la. 470, 519 581 554

10.43 11.95 .41.65 5.23

Figure 5-18 Continued

05'.211.-
10.03

590

2.67

tThe first line for grade 1, showing numbers of
students, /hies' ezehrollment for each of the
years of input daWplus the projected enroll-
ment for 197647. The n_ ext two lines are per -.
centage indices :of,Oilinge from year to year and
grade to grade. The top number in the second
line is the percent change in _enrollment from
ye r: to year. For example the figurgit68 Means
that from school year 1971-72 to 1972-73 the

'first-grade enrollment increased by 1.68%, from
595 students to 605, while betvieen-1972-73
and' 1973 -74 it decreased 5.46%:(-5.46), from
605' to 572. The second line of percentages
describes the change from year to year of a
single group of students.. For example, there
were 595 students in first grade in 1971-72 (line
no 1); the following year, 1972-73, threre
588 students enrolled in second grade _no.
2). This represents a decrease in -one class of
1.18% (second line of percentages), or -1.18,
between grade1 and 2.

The Year-to-Year Percent Change Report,
then, allows us to follow both the changes in
enrollment in a given grade from_ year to year
and the changes in a given class* students as --

it progresseii from grade to grade. -
The projected,percent change from grade 1

Exercise

REVI

S 2.x94 -:
* 1.24 '.

1.24
* 76

635
.

*: 7.03
* -3.33
* . 570.1 -;

-2.23"
. .

tor grade 2 !I weighted average percent
change, as discussed an pages '145-146; 'The:
ure - 4.16 %' is the weighted-average of the num-
bers -4.3%; ,q,39b and .7.56%.,,The
projected tierOeht change within 'trade 1;.4V77%;
is not a weighted averagethat iS, in the :,table
on page 00, =1.77%-is not the wehghted. average.
of the figures 1.68%, - 5.46%, 4.02% and r5.21%.
The projected percentehange withinoadg-1 was
calculated after the enrollment PraleetiO4 for
grade -1 was made.-'he -fi re -1.77% is simply
the percent changrom 56 students in grade 1
in 1975-76 to 55 'projected students in grade 1
in 1976-77.

When yoti, decide to end theiiiiftulationiyOu_
stop ENROLL simply by entering "4.?-' as the:
choice of report to be printed; The .program will
then end, and DONE (or some equivalent word)
will be typed out: . '

REPORT .TO lit PRINTED

ENROLLMENT PRO JECT tONS-1
COPIPAIII SOW'S
YEAR TO YEAR, s' CHANGE-3
END14

741 ., -
?jDCIN11,".:-

For practice in reading the '' 4par-to-Year Percent Change'RePort, use; the
report showri in Figire 5-18 and answer the following questions:
,(a) By what percentage did enrollment in kindergarten decrease from

1974-42 to 1972 -73i
:,.r
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(b) Whatkis the projected' percent change in kindergarten enrollment
from 1975=76 to 1976-77? -

(c) How does enrollment in grade 8 in 1973=74 compare to enrollment
ingrade 9 the following year'?" What percent chang; was.there?
ENROLLusingtheTetune-data-as-irt-the example-abine, except -re-

quest 1977 as the first year for projections: Produce the Enrollment".
Projections Report and the Year-to-Year'Percent Changes...Report (You
will not be able to produce the Comparison Report, since you will have
no comparison year):

n Jinn yii:ur aim bats
If you wish to enter yotrr own data rather than
using that in Figure 5 -14, you respond "0"
when, the computer ,askiewhich type of data
should be' used. The et4puter will theh ask if
the data are already entered.4.f they are, respond
l'i" (yes); and the program will. kogress. by
asking fen the first year of data just as it did
when data: from the example were used. of not,
ttspond `t" (no), and-the computer will give in-
Monetioris for entering data. A sample follows:

4

.
GET - ENROLL.

FRROLI.

DD". U WISH :T? ENTER YOUR 0 WN ENRkLLMENT 14ATP1
.0 THE*AMTA- ,FROM TNE:IEXAMPL ET

LAVIER; ANN DATA. 0. USE EXAMPLE :DATA it 1

T..yo.YOUR TA_ _AL READY ENTERED?
1

. , .

IF YOU WI SR TO USE STANDARD WEIGHTS Cli.. 2. 30'4 ) TO
' CAL MATE- AVERAGE- PERCENT -CHANGE. TYPE _ /:

TO ENTER "0 THER WEIGHTS.: TYPE 2 '

ETTTER FOUR WEIGHTS.: SEPARATED. BY COMMAS.' EARLIEST YEARS 'FIR

ec that the litandard. weights (1,2,3,4) give
More emphasis. to recent than to earlier enroll-
ment data Suppose we wariCto consider all
years of date equally, important in our prof
jections. We Would then use *the weights 1,1,1,1
and would enter them asshown:

IF YOU -*rip.; TO ,USE4TANDIU1D- HTS __C1.B. 3.4) , TO
CALCULATEAVEWE 7PERCENT.i,CH GE. TYPE
TO ENTE THERcIEIGHTS. itypE 2 .

ENTER 'DU SEPARATED
71.1.1.1 -

*?..

ER BETWEEN 5 ANO 20 YEARS 0 F DATA.
GUIWES- 3 DATA. STATEMENTS '

ING FORMAT,

TA AGE Os AGE I. AGE 2. 3.. AGE 4
TA KIND. GR I. OR 11. OR 3. GR 4. GR 5. OR
A' OR 7. GE 8. OR 9. OR 10. OR 1 1 OR 12

ARE NUMBEFtED Or/ SECOTI WEL Y STARTING AT

EXAMPLE-OF THE FIRST YEARS OATA STATEM*S
1.600TA,' 667.

519.4 6 .7115'1651.749.683
740.5 585.644

STATEMENTS AND RIJN TOM PROGRAM AGAIN

, .

COMMAS. EARL EST YEARS. rIRST
.

'Suppose we wished s to ignore some- of our
data. SpecificallY, sufripse that the most recent
school year shower' .atypical trends that we wish
to, leave out of consideration; in milting projec-
tions. If all other years are equally important,
we would enter 1;1;1;0:.

IF- YOU,NTSH.-20. :A/SE--
CALCULATE _AVERAGE P
.T0' ENTER .0 WIER WEI G
T2
ENTER -FOUR WEIGHTS.
T1.11-.0

TANDARD...WEIGHTS .114 3. 4)
CENT CHANGE.: ;TYPE

75. TYPE 2

SEPARATED BY COMMAS; BAIL TEST .,YEARS FI
. .

Figure 5-19; bows w different weights .
affect the calcul on of ercent. changes; Th
data used is the e data fOr Grades_Land 2
in the .Year-toY P ent Change Report
(Figure 5 -18) on.pag 1154. Notice the v
ation in projecltions; Grade 2 for 1977778
using the different weigh Systems.

Varying ihe-VVeightsi.

.'.weights
t .

ENROLL offers the tiSer the choice of iis e
standard 11,g 3 4) or. entering other
=weights of his own choosing: If you type in...,.!2"
instead of "1" in answer to the computer's
. question, we will be 'asked to enter four ntun-

, as indicated: ,.

Using the TNROLLathnulation
as a Problem Solving Tool -
You now know how the ENROLL enrollni

160
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ProiectfonsLtn, _ p_At ZS_Ltt 76-77
. SOS, ..48:44;0

Cs10-
5e9

/leaning of
lialoitillowd These liefehts '

. ,

1.2,3,4 (standard) Oau from rasamt_yoars Rini
importaq than earlier years

1,1,1.1 Otte-free all years equally,
Smarten%

1.1,1.0 '-''... Most

All years except the iiest
recant ignored

0,0.0,1

1.1.2,2 Ottefrom to. two rest
ecent 'year twiceas

Sepsditant as the two

a.
Jeltsilation of Average Percent Projected irade 2
Node from Grade I to erode 2, prolleent for 76 -77

1(.41181 21-.0430Y + 3(- .5053) 0-4756) -4I62 '; 540
* I 2 3 4 ...; ,

1(..0118) li-.r30L+ V.I.. l(-,0156)....i.30S 545

553'4[114ki11} _gg
. . , .-

0(- .01101 0L- .0130) 0i.!-0053.):, 1(-0756) -1.9il ' bl
0 0 4.0 1. I ..10:1ITT!N±Frr.,,,i__...n. .. -3.610- 544

r
Aatties? years

Figurt5:19.
Effects of Using Di'fferentftights in ENROLL

projections simulation operatekin this section,
you will.."liarn abontilsonie of the problema:thia.
simulation can help you solVe. '

,yrediction simulation is . particularly useful
in determining the future need's of school dis-
tricts. It can help you predict The future.needs
for-teachers; Classrooms; supplies; taxes, and the
'district :budget/et us consider the problem of
deteeniningfuttire staff requirements. -

We need to know how many teachers .'will he
required each year for the neicetie years: To
begin with; we can consult the Enrollment
Riojettions Report (Figure 5-16, pages 149450),
shgwing,-the.enrollinentTrojections for the next
_five years. From there; it is possible to project
staff requirements by dividing the proiected en-

rollment for each grade by the average-Chills Size.
The table below illustratea the calculations

assuming.an average kindergarten. class
e of 25. studenta, dividing each ;year's pro

enrollment by this figure, and rounding
,pest highest number.. (The projected enroll-

rit figur_ett below are taken from the-Enroll
t -,Projetition: Rep:At) If our predications.;
Canute, there will be a slow declirielin

the number of kindergarten' teachers, needed
Over:the' next five' Years., We. should'renieniber,
boweyeri... thai..theia.figoras;;ara Only.-apprairt;
inate..heY'aire estimates rather~ than accurate
corints..We Can get some idea of howmuch they
mitt' be m error. by.Consultinglite;Comparisoh
Report (Figure 5-17, page 151). The actual

' ,liincleagarten enrollment for 1976-7I, was 699
',and the projected enrollment was _683, ,so that
the projection was in error by 2.i6 percent, or
16 students. An error_ of tills size -would make
the error in the, estimate off by at most
one teacher--prObably acceptahle margin Of '''

.;errOr:for such predictions.
Here is smother: example of the value of EN-

ROLL as wproblerii4olvingiaimulatiOn: SuppOse
iOuhave'enrollment and population data entered
for the last five years (1972-73 to 1976-77)
shown in Figure 5-20. Suppose that ddring.the
Jest two years a large .Ford plant in year district
was phased out and most cif the workers!:fami.,-

were :relocated in another. state;
matic decreases in enrollment shown in i : is

5-20 for the last two years are therefore arti-
ficial in the sense of being influenced_ largely
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Age_or
Grade 72-73

..
73 -74 74-75' ._1W.9L 7647-

`19:10 sn . 654 639' '5511' 502
69,4 599( 576 - 561 507 463
.1e/L727-.20-699-685-62'
Age 3 . - '490 476 451 411 367*

Age 4 '` 551 -530 . 515 489 420
510irgarten 588' 565 4,,,,..544 .502 465
Grade .1 .1" 615 , 610 11^/ 602 563 522
Gra& 'i 6791 661' V 651 613 57.3

Giade 3 '580.,4' 569 560 517 475
Grade 4 693 679''' 670 620 . .'. 535

..,.

Gredk 5- 583 576 ; 560 514 ""!479
Gr/tde .6 . ' .1705 688 .;:;.:--* A68 620 .585%.:

sp. GelliC7. ''. 1.675 ' :66/..- -/..:' :645 tbo:: -562
431 If'-, -620 603 568 52

--- 48 633. 628 581 54
.., X87 . 570 531 A89 4

,'40 604 ', 566 520
- . 666: --..` '649. 604*: 571

-

fromcali :outsid , wait .0.roaffily by weights of 1,2,0,0; or we could count the last
tin ,itYndard birth. a d 'transitory ':rtes of 4e

. district. klow that the Plant is' closed, assu4re
you dan.exPect -enrollment -Changes:to more or
less resume in -the-pattern" established before
the t;closed; Wes.iin tie pNROLL toanake..- .
the -n ed projections for., rile coming years
(begin g -in-19:17470) by adjusting the weights
to allow- for. the added influence of the plant
closing. ,- .-..--. :,

tiiinktie.:4fatroni FigureF6-20, the follOwing
pATA-;stileinerits will be entered at the appro-
pria ?.e;intei ENROLL;

6000 jAi4411p5984.720,44.0.551
1.4'.'-':6041.;DATA586.61545794560.693.563.705

-6002,4iATA '675.633.646.595.632.07U
6610:04 DATA 654.576.699,436.530.

DATA 565.610.651.5694626.576.666
..6005.DAT4,6614400,533.566.620.566
'6,01o0 IIATA.639.5014685,41,515
-6007 DATA-544i663.551.560,670.560.666
6006DATC:645/A0.1.666.#70.604.649
6009 DATA 5514503.625A11..469 :

6010 DATA 502.566.6114517.660.514.620
6011' DATA 600.566,5614531.566.604.

,6012 DATA 502.463.560.367^460
..:013 DATA 465.522.573.475.575.479.385 .'

6014 DATA566.521.544,469:r520.571

two years minimally. and specify 4,3,2,1 or
1,11,1,1: For this example, let's choose 1,2,0,0.

We are now ready to rumENR01,14 using the
new data and weightS. Figure 5-.21.showsthe
input to the program and)Figure 5=22 shows the
resulting'. Etir011nient Projection RePort._''-

These examples are- only a few of the many
possible uses of the simulation ENROLL.

To summarize, ENROLL an :senrollinent
projection program which requires as input
census and -efircillinetit data for at jaast five
previous years. The output isenrollinent,projec-
tions, based on percent changes between mdes.

The prediction .method used in ENRCL'I.,!iis
slimes that plist.trendi inenrollinghtin a distri4t

t will continue *1r:fie ftietire.:.dhanges can be miide.
in 'the'. s' on to this assumptiow less .
rigid for, example, the weights can be varied to
allow for unusual circumstances: As the author
of the, original version cautions, hoviever;.
school districts exPeriencing inarked changes:in
their' communities ..need-,' tp. perform a much
deeper analysis of enrollment trench: Areas with
a great deal of open land and-rapid development
of variouS-_types d#elling units, for example,.
could utilize a dwelling yield type of enroll ;
!rent prOjection.fstuds4 School dittricti With
neighborhoocts -experiencing abrupt changes
in social 'indtor, economic. cnaracteristics thould

:sttidy.changes in.birth rates and frunily size.

Now 'it is necessary to decide what the new
weighti will be.. Clearly, the Change in the list
two years should be weighted less heavily than
the change in the first three. Several plausible
alternatives are, open to .us : We could chdose to-
igliore the last two years completely and specify
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06..00 YOU vISH TO NUR TOUHLOWN-9111OL1 HENT
OR-USIVINIVDATA -PROW-THLINANWILL
INTER OW DATA .0. USE EXAMPLE DATA .1
TO
IS YOUR DATA ALREADY ENTERED?
YES .1:. :NO wit

yabl MUST ENTER DETVEIEV *VD 20 YAM OF DATA.
EACH YEAR stout Rtir 3 DATA STAIDIVITS

THE VINO FORMAT*

STATEMENT DATA ACtrir. JADE I. AGE 14 AGE 3. AGE .4
STATEMENT 0 DATA RIND. ORA/ OR 2. OR 3. 'OR 4. OR 5. OR 6,

STATEMENT DATA, OR 7.- OR 8. x. OR (9. OR 10: OR 11s. OR 12
o .

DATA STATEMENTS ARE NUMBERED CON SECUT I VELE. STARTING AT 6000

HERE 15 -g4 EXAMPLE OF THE FIRST. YEAR S DATA STATIENINTS.:*
6000 DATA 667. 3114. 591.600 : ,
6001. DATA 59-9. 484o 623. 705. 651.749.603
6002 DATA 740.569. 602. 738.565. 644 .

NOV. ENTER ...YOUR OW DATA STATEMENTS AND 'ROI TNE PMORAM AGAIN
. . ..

0,1DONE 't

. 000. 'DATA. ON-I 3907204-5190,1551'
'.6001 DATA 582;6156790;.580i. 693. 5133. Top

6002 DATA 675. 633, 644i sb.Ri-63Re 971
6003, DATA 654.576.699..476.530
6006 DATA . 565i 610i 661.569..679. 576.688 .:
6005 DATA 661.660.;643.506620"666.
6006 DATA 639.561o665.451,515
6001 DATA. 544.603.650560,670.560.666
6008. DATA 645.603.6256570.604i649
-6009' DATA 551.507.625.411:09.:, .
6010 DATA 506.562.613.517,6110.514i6,00 ,

6011 DATA 6005660561.531.566,606
6016 DATA-.-5064463.560,367.420 .

6013 DATA-461;562.573.475-.575i4716465'
6014 DATA 56.145111.544.489.520.571-

- .

RUN .
dOLL

-DO YOU VI SH TO ENTER YOUR 0 WV ENR)LLMENT
OR, USE. THE. DATA FR114 THE EXAMPLE? ..

ENTER 01A1 DATA -0, USE EXAMPLE DATA .14_

.IT YOUR. DATA. ALREADY ENTERED?
,

YES .. le NO ;ell
..

% .

FIRST REAR 67 DATA (E.G.. IF 1965..66. TYPE, 1965) 7 1972; .'
, ..

-..

LAST' YEAR OF DATA; 7 1976' ...-
- '

-FIRST YEAR FOR PROJECTIONS '. 719.77.' ' . .

.
. .-

. .

IT YOU WISH -TO -USESTANDARD_ WEIGHTS ( 1. 2. 3;4), -TM
CALCULATE - AVERAGE PERCENT 'CRAMCIE, TYPE 1
TO ENTER OTHER litrouTs. 'TYPE 2

.

151111R. FOUR irk illi4Tii. "SEPAIIAT" 0 BY COMMAS. EARLIEST YEARS. FI BST
71.2.0.0 '
REPORT TO BE PRINTED

, .

ENIOLLIIIINT TAD JEC T ION S.,1
= OOMPXRISON2

"YEAR" -TO YEAR .,CHANGE 3

l'.#1(Ho5 -21.

'::RisTROLL Run for Plantgoiing PrO6km.:
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. .

PAST CENSUS-AND'' Eg110LLMEN7 DATA

AGE QR ;19111 1973 J974 . 1,75 .aj; 1974
';,f .10 "

1973 '11974 . 1975: . .1976- 1977

AGET 0 67 r ' '654- 639 .. 551 502

AGE 1 576 . 561 507 463 .

AGE:-1 ' 720 :699 645 625 580 .... .e. :47
AGE 3 490. ' '476 ' 45I 1.:- 411 367 ..

AGE A .'-T.*, 551; 530 . 515 489 420 .
. .. ... ..:, .......... 1. i
0 ' 4 .: .*I3030 2935 2851', ,. 2583 2332,,

KIND . sae: 565 544 3, 502

GA I . . 615'".! ' di 0 ' 603 662 522_

`GA : .2: 4!, 679 661. 651 . 613 573
.

OR ',.3 ' 9
..
580 569 560 S17 475 t.. .s.

1 3 1874 1840 1814 2- .1 92 . 1570 ...

"I ',ie? -,<,
OR A.' ... 4;69.3, 679 610 .,:'-',' -220 575 a ..

560 514 479 '1ck;5 * Sid' . 575

,,OR " 6:iin 705. '688 ..668. 620 585
.

7;776'7 -
4..,;8 r :, 1981..- 1943. ' '1E98' ):1754. . 7639 ;
K:-.-6 _11,:-.. 444S. '. 4348 :.4256 3948 3674 9 . ,-T,1-.(

- 645 600 . 5611 ...%
,,...

OR 8 , '633 620 , 603 . , . 568-::: -52 .I, *

OR ZSt'.j: i 648 633 - 628.' 5111 .-... . ': 544 n:44'
. , .04.ot..........ns .

.: . 7 : 9: * 10.56 '
. .

1914 1874, ''. 1742 . 1627 z - $1...: ,. ;...II.. .

a ..
IIR 10 .1, 596'. . 582 . 570 . 531 489:

'7; . .. .

OR 11 632. 620 - 520
7 -..i le: ..'..-

- .r
GR 12 6'7t 666 . ?"_ 571 .-. , ! . .-

.

170.1 - IS80 .:" ;0
.

an....n.-.......,. .... .. .. ...,
7 t 12 3854,-;;;':.:;. 3782 . 3699 ' . 3450. . 3207 ,
R /2 '829/ 8130 '''... 7955. . 7398 6881

di 4 .1."-
., i

.. .. ,.n 'POTLIRE ENROLLMENT. PROJECT IONS: .44.
r .

AGE -OR- __* 1977- 1998 19_79 : 1980 1981'
* 70 :'-'-" 70 ---- . 'TO ,_ .. TO TO 4,

GRADE - . 1978 1979 , 1980 198I. 1942--.--- - *-

AGE 0 s .; .

AGE I .,,, , '.:

ti AGE 2 4

. \ AGE 3 . 4 ,

AGE .4

0 -. 4
4

'IRO 430, 407 <ill 36#: , .366
. ; ,*

OR 1 t * 491 454 '' 4;0 . 440 '4 :416 ,o._. - .....,

GR,,c2 . , .4, 558'. 525 i 485 . ..."..459 470_
....

;.i ...'...* ''' : '"
Pigure 522. .

. Ilni ent Projection Report for Pkint"Closure Pro* Continued:' - '7-P.). ' s-

..f. "" , \9 .. ,

74
'1 64

s'";:ii
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OR 3 483 ;-1.1 443 409 387

I . 1532 1450 1358 1308 1273
I.

4271:/ 558 .567

OR 475 461

,OR 6 . 5-58 554

r ,
.K . 6 3553. 343e

t522 ;41

ssa .520

ass 457- 429
. _

ler .545.

480-

533

OR 7.

ex 8

OR 9

.

548 : 523

513; 501

*.525 517

1558 1522 . 1442

3313 .1224 30131. .

529 503 ". 510

. 47$ 474. 459

505 . 482 Ik 4711

7 9 - 1586

OR 10 489 472.

OR 11 508

12. * 545 538

508

1502. . 1459 1447

490

. 532 506
. .

10 1542_ 1512 1487 14 51 1410 "*

_...., 7....! 12 3126.1%7 3053 2989 2857
.1.

K 12 68! 6492 6322' , ,. 6134 5938
V

Figure 5-22 Continued

Cau the 'word when accept enroll-
inenkprdjections. A "good" enro t pro

.depends on the input data d on
whether the projection method truly fits a par-

Exercises

ticular school distriet. A method that seems to
give good prbjections for a few years could be-
come inappropriate as conditiOns m the
change."'

., Rerun the plant closure problem (Pro duce an EiVollrnent Projection
port) Using. weights of 4-,3,2 ii and 3,4,1,1. 'HOW do the results differ
from each other? Which do you think is the "best" set of Weighis?Vhat
is the rationale fOr your choice? (Note: It is not:necessary to enter the
new DA `A statements every time you want to rerun ENROLL with
different weights. After they have been mitered once, juSt'reitiond 1
(yes) when the program asks if the DATA Statements are alreadyentered,'
Do nottetype OAT-ENROLL betWeen runs or the Data Statements Will
be lost.

.

2; Choos:;,coriibination'of Weights that you feel is Ieiit". and rerun:the
plant clOgure .problem. Ar0 your results as good fa you 4aected them
to be?

t.
AN EXAMPLE OF A STOCHASTIC
PROBABILISTIC SIMULATION

. .

. 'The two previous examples 9f computer suiu
lams resented .in this chapter were both
de*9,thislicl, , that is, the input iiiorripletely

,determines. vihkt the, outpUt will be FOr exam
pie, no matter how many times BLISRTE is run
uskng the sturie date, exactly the same bus fputes

;Al "ENI1PROA.,Kied
Grade,Zi rtitIrment Projection Progrtdri,
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Will be produced as output. constrictingconsircting
bus routes the model takes' nothing into -con-
sideration other than the bus stop data; the loca-
tion of the SchopiQhe average speed of the
buses, the cost per-Riile, a the number and
capacity of the buSes (all of ich are supplied
by the user of the program and serve as input);

A great many facets of the real_ world, howl
ever; are not determirustic. Very seldom can 'we
state with complete certainty that input A will
always guarantee output B. The number.of days
per year that it rains and the amount of time it
takes to get from home to ,prk 42 the knorning
are two examples ollsituations that vary_ from
year to year'or from day to day. NormallY, we
cope with this kind of variance by eStabliShing
average figures :1,2:ays of estimating certain be-

161

cent of 100) will be absent on any one day:.
Since the substitutes are available an average of
70 percent of the time,' you can figure' that an
average of 7 -4VbStitutes (70 percent of 10) will
be available on anyone day. Therefore, each
day will have two more inibstitutes available
than are needed' tin41,So there will never be a
problem of toolew substitutes. ,

The fallaCY in this rniclusion is that it as,
mines_ thceitilatiOn is

t
Prministic. The average

teacher absentee rate beg 5 percent does not
guarantee that five teackierS or fewer will be
absent' every day: Itjs postible that.10 teachers
will be -absent on one day. Similabrly, the iubsti-
tute availability rate Of 70 percent does not
guarantee that at least 7 subStitutedare available
every day. The question remains: what are thehaviors: meteoro °gists establish an chances of having a day with less than enough

yearly rainfall for "a given geographical area; and substitutes?each of us develoPOtis or her own average esti-
-Mate of how Icnikiflakes to get to work. For The Computer Simulation WEST
inanY purposeik these 'averages and estimates are SUBST is an examPle clia 14- puter Simulation'aUfficierit. But -We'i%ould not forget that these of the StOchastic situation ed above."It takesand many similar situations are basically stochaS= as inPut the number of teachers; the teacher::
tic or- probabilistic -in nature; and that knowing . absentee rate, the :number of pbstittitei; the?the average rainfall will not guarantee, for ex- substitute Availability rate, and the nutmlot
ample, whether or not it will rain on a given dpyti,: days to be simulated. It then simulates. ayEducational' administration has its share or get rating, a .tatidhin number between"Q'and 99
probabilistic, or stochaitic, situations, inCluding for each teac'har and each substitup:Sincer inseveral we have airfady discussedqueueing situ- his example the teatker absence,. ate is 5 per-ations; enrollmentiProjectionsi. bus routing prob- cent; ea randomrandom teacher: tinder 5,'ems; While deterministic models can often be represents''''an absent tea her..,' .computerused;',for ease of model-constructiOn and corn- then counts how many t'dAclOrs are absent;putation; when simulating these situations, Since in this dtample tiCetii4stitute
others will requirg)nodels if we are to haVe rate.is 70 percent, each ttitilCim substitute num-realistic and practical results. I)et 'S at ber under '10 represen4ga substitute available toan example of a probabilistic situation And an teach on the day beiSimilltifect:The SOMputer''-,
accompanyin computer .simulation briSecl-kin a then counts up the Available substitutes. And gostochastic in el; on each day is simulated in the same manner,Suppose you are studying the availabilitra and the prograM keeps track,of the outcome forsubstitute teachers for a certain school._ YOti, each clay and4surn.s it'up in the form of the tableknow that the school has 100 teachers and that ShoWil in Figure 5-23;
they are absent an average of 5 percent of -the, The fifirt;'-column lists the different values fo1tin* YOu also knoi that there age 10 substi= the aitsioite between the number of aubsti=totes and each is atia4ble to work an average Of tuteis, neellEkl'and the number available. If .more70, percent Of the t' e: Thequestion you wish are available than are needed (in which case..!,;t.0 answer is, how much of the time will .fewer thteit is no need to worry) the number in the_

StibStitutesbe available than are. needed? :first column is negative. If not enough .are
On -first examinidion; it would seem that this inunber is positive. Consequently; the

'there will always be enough substitutes to cover rows with positive ninbers: in the first :column4
; a for the absent teachers; Since the teachers will be of particular interest to-the administrator;

absent an average of 5 percent of the tim4,' we The second cOlumn lists flow Authy days
'4"..titri. figure that an average of 5 teather*,(5. per each situation; hapPens. For extuntilein the

wF
0-

166
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SUBSTS NEEDED
LESS

SUBSTS AVAILABLE
I

DAYS S DAYS;

30,
I 3. 3

: 30F .
1 3.3
a -13. 3* -
4 /30

,83.3
13.3
10,6
1. 3

S ;, P

e

'4
g

ft .. 63.3
40 --

R3 70.6
28
29
30 -100

-r.. Figure 5-23,
.:,..Sgmple Output of SUBST.wF

ere is one day,
eft, five moreitibStitiites are zi

ail*ble; there are four days when-the
s: ravailable==$exactly matches,thehurnber

eitsefi; .s.*__V-there are five days when there are
exittOsubstitutes available. Thk third col-,

tart 'tells:-what percentage file second-column
.are of the 16tal nUmber of days

,, The foiirth and fifth Colutor; list cumulative
totals in number of days AO percentages of .days
.respectively-,,-Me fourth 13,liii%in 'hi Figure 5-23
shows* (for the row aitacteir "4" that there is 'a
cumulative total of two days when there will be

. four or five toil- feW subStitutes; and ,the fifth
column shawS that this represents 6.6 perceht
of the ilais Simulated.. The bottom entry in the
fourth column will-,alwayt be the number of
daya4ipitilated (1; in:Figure 5,-23), and the

.-",415cittcytif entry in the fifth column will always be
100 Percent.

Running SUMP' In order to' uie,SUBST,
YOu must issue the appropriati' commands;.: to
get access to and run the program. Once running,
SUBST will request the several inputSneeded
from you. The. first two questions, and the re;
sp.onses appropriate for our exa i le, are

memo TEAC _E (MU; BE LESS. THAN, 500)
eio

71 ki
THE TEACHER ABSENTEE RATE (16 4

'

Note that the ansl> to t10 second question
must 'be a percenteg e alitnte'e rate in our
example.was 5 wpercent, so the correct_ response
is "6." ' program will continue with three

more, questions:

NOV MANY SUBSTITUTES? i(NUST LESS THAN . 200
.71-0 :"..4 _

vrrirr IS THE AVAILABIL ITT RATE FOR SUBSTITUTES (1) 7
7T0
71/59- KANT DAYS' ARE TO BE SIMULAT667 (MUST BE LESS THAN 190)
?'I80

- =1

Be sure your response, to the fourth quettion.
(substitute availability rate) is also a percentage.
At this point allthe necessary hiformatioir has
been supplied to .the_program.

If the number of teachers and/or the num-
'. bpi of dayt specified is very :lap, you will
receive a message indicating that it may take
some time_(over five minutes) to run the sim#1,
lation.P If youa do not witrit to wait this long,
you have-the option of providing different input
using a smaller aitraber of teacheis or days,
that the simulation will proceed at ataster rate.
There is an example of the over-five:minutes
message and the. option of eilting different
input:-

THE RESULTS OF YOUR 1
TO BE PROCESSED. AR
USE SMALLER NUMBERS
? I

WILL PROBABLY TAKE KOBE: THAN KIKUTE8
U WILLING TO' WAIT-OR OLD YOU RATHER.
IN!LIT:t! (WILL ING TO . VAT /. WEI( INPuT2?

SUBST will now proceed with the simulation,
informing you of its progress as it goes. The
final output iii411 be a table similar to the one in
Figure '543: Figure 5=24 is 'a sample of an
entire run of SUBST.

i# This-type of simulation requires a very large numb&
of calculationsover 60,000 to 'simulate /00 teach
for one year. Even _though computers _ are very fist,
still takes some time, to perform such large numbers'of.
calculitions.
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(to How many days were simulated? .

COMPUTER SIMULATION 163
r ,

_

.GET1SUBST. . I

HUN :

SUBST I

ROAN...ABR. I TY OF 4l.113ST1 E TEACHERS

11/_ MANY .iEfitimpts? (MUST BE L ESS .THAN/ 500)

Wimp IS THE TEACHER ABSENT TER RATE ( % ) ?
15
firT9 MANY SUBSTITUTES? (MUST BE LESS THAN. 2001:

NWT I S TH11
1(WA11./113It 1 TY FlATP: FOR S11IPSTITI1TFS 1%7.0-770

Now Rogy DAYS ARE' TO BF SIMULATED? (MUST BF LESS

Tri77.11csutrs OF YOUR INPUT WILL PR3BABLY TAKE NOR
70 PROCESSED. ABE 7111 wILL140 79 WAFT IR VW%

ER NUMBERS POit INPUT? .cwiLt.r4c TO WA I TWN

67.25'
FIER'

9 9 PITTA)
-EASE- WAI T. S I HIRAI ION 'IS IN THE 10TH DAY

WILL CALCULATING. St MULAT ION I S THE 20TH DAY N -
PLEASE BE PATIE4T. SIMULATION -IS NOW 'ON/ THE 50TH DAY

. .SIMULATION FOR ALL DAYS COIIPLETE._ CALCULATION 7F 'TABLE VALUES trIDEfLI/A
DONE VI TH CALCULATING dUNTUL AT I l/E DAYS ' .

DRI.G+W --CI191.G.AT ING % DAY S ' . )
130NOTIT/17 CR4CULATING CUMULATIVE I DAYS
. SUBSTS NEEDED ".

LESSI SUBSTS AVAILABLE

11. ,

* DAYS OA?
. Cumui..97111R-'.e Diycs T

.--

WM'
YS

:

2 3
14 I.i. 5, 2..7
3
2 6 . 1`. 6

3.3
.;,,UA

71 7
1 -070. 15 8,4_ N' 23.3 y

-k 23 12.7 65 36.1 ..
24 ' -1.3.3 R9 49.4-3 13.8 1.14 , . 63. 3

..4 28 15.5- 142 -4411.8,-S 16 5. 5 Itt'11 4 ,.. 93.9..7 . 9 194. . ,,,-. 98e8
I g 1. 1

co, YOU War, TO RUN THE SIMUL ATIONi .AGAIN/1 ( YES. 1' NII*2 )
72 \ ,
DONE ' ...

. \ --. .. '
Figure 5-24. . . 4
'Sample .Run of SUI*S,T for 180 Days,

11. .4 '::,0,e4:-Ar .4'e
.

IkIl..' A

. REVIEW

1. Answer the folloWing questions about Figure 5=324:

(b) How many days needed four metre substitutes than were available?
(c) Forybat percentage of days were two extra_ substitutes available?
(d) What was the total number of days for 'which fewer substitutes were

available than were needed?
(e) What percentage ot taitl days simulated is this rigure?

168,

11.
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2. Riot SUBST two tunes using the same inPut twin Figure 5. -24
(a) How do th41,ables compare with each other?
(b) Which of the three is the right table?

4.

A SUBST Example,
Suppose yrou are in charge of findingsubstitutes
for your high school, and the district' superin
tendent wants you to provide assuranc that
there will be a shortage of subStitutes no more
than three times during the year. Mstuning there
are 85 teachers in your school with an absentee'
rate of 7 percent, and substitutes in your area

.._ are available 65 percent of the time, what is,the
smallest -reasonable number of subsialtutes-Jyou
m u s t 'Have OA call? (Use 1110 day/iv= sciool-
year 1

ettentially a-trial-and-error problem..
Our s 7..taategyii: be to make educated guesses
on the numbe of substitutes , test the hyPothe-

GET-SUSS?

SUBST
m

AVAILABIL ITY. OF SUBSTITUTE TEACHERS

HOW MANY .TEACHERS?. (MUST BE INS! THAN 5042)
.

sis by rtmning SUBST, and modify our guess
according to the output. In light of the previous
example, a logical starting place would be to run
SUBST using 10 substitutes. This will give ns a.
reference point. Figure 5-25 is a run of SUBST
using this input.,

In < this .tryl there were 56 days when there
were fewer, substitutes available' than were
needed. This lery far: from the gool of three

.04ys, _so we niutt _run 'thee program again using
-,* -14arger...,n nibstitutes. Figure ,5-26
shows a iecondiuti.

_ Wesee
substi
ber of su

26 that -6ve 20,
:?:inl4brkedai:iikreli the nOnk

ber

WHAT I S THE TEACHER ABSENTEE' RATE (II) 7

T7
_

'BOW MANY SUBSTITUTES? (MUST BE LESS THAN 200)

7.10 .

WHAT 1$ THE AVAILABIL I TY RATE FOR SUBSTITUTES ) ?

765
HOW_MAMY. DAYS ARE '70 BE SIM ' (MUST SE LESS THAN 00)

2180
TAE- RESULTS OP TOUR: INPUT AIL` _ROBABLA! TAKE MORE THAN MINUTES

TO,DE PROCESSED. ARC -YOU I NG TO WAIT 0A.,03ULD Y6U-RATKEK

USE SMALLER NUMBERS FOR IN0027 -LING TO MAI T.14 NEW INPUT -2)

PLEASE 1114T, SIMULATION IS ON THE-4 _0TRDAY
STILL_ C ULATING, SIMULATION IS ON Tqt-20TH DAY
PLEASE Be PATIENT. : SIMULATION IS NOW ON THE SOTH DAY

SIMULAT ION -FOB_ALL :DAYS :COMPLETE.-
CALCUL AT I ON GF TABLE VALUES UNDER WAY , .

DONE titTH CALCULATING .CUMULATIVE DAYS

DONE WITH CALCULATING 5 DAYS
DONE WITH CALCULATING: CUMULATI VE 2 :DAYS

SUBSTS NEEDED
LESS

4ViUBSTS AVAILABLE -__I DAYS 5 DAYS

0

-3

16
19
22
38
12.

.4 55

4 2.2
8 44 4

2 1. 1

-8 .

1 .s

Figura 5-25. ,'"N
t......

Sample'Run. of SUBST Using 10 Substitutes.

1 1
.5
I. 6

2. 7

5. 5
ts

10.S
120 2

21.1
6. 6
12.2
a.3

16

CUMULATIVE
DAYS

CUMULATIVE
A. DAYS

2. 1.1

3 . 1.6 ia NW.

11 6. 1

11.6
20. 5. .

31.4."
3

64.. 4"

.7401 .
83.3.
91.6
96.1.
98. 3
99.4
100

'2
37
S6..
78_
116
188'
ISO
165
173
177
179
180 .
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CO YOU WANT TO RUN THE SIMULATION Ai.c-A INT
?I
HOW MANY TEACHERS? CHIUST BE LESS THAN 500)
?BS
WHAT IS THE TEACHER ABSENTEE RATE. CS) 7

HOW MANY SUBSTITUTES? ''(MUST BE.LESS THAN 200)

,-120 - ____

IS THE AVAtIoRBIL/TY RATE FOR SUBSTITUTES C2) T-
.

CYESy.

7
HOW MANY DAYS ARE41,10 BE SIMULATED? (MUST BE LESS THAN 190)
7166
THE -RESULT5 Cii-YOUIL.I54/13T - WiLL _TAD asimy, TAKE MORE THM '5 MINUTES
TO BE PIE/ CESSED. egprou wn.L.11110 TO WAIT 011-WOUL D YOU' 'HIITHER
USP414?APVIIIPPIROB -1011 INP/In $41.,1.1141MG;;TO -WALT. 1 NelriN WIWI) - - -

74
PLEASE WAIT. SIMULATION S ON THE 10TH DA _ -
STILL-CALCULATING; SIMULATION I S ON THE 20TH DAY.
PLEASE-BE_PATIENT4 SIMULATION IS NOW ON 'THE'SOTR:DAY
.SIMULATION FOR ALL DAYS COMPLETE, CALCULATION OF TABLE VALUES. UNDER WAY

DONE WITH CALCULATING CUMULATIVE DAYS.'
DONE WITH CALCULATING E-DAYS_
DONE ;WITN-CALCULATING,CUMULATIVE'l DAYS :ate

-

OSUBSTS_NEEDED
LESS.

:SUBSTSAVAILABLE

°

. DAYS

.availableand that will 'certainly please the
superintendent. But before. concluding that we

t remember
we are working With stochastic modelled the
same input does not always yield the same re-
Sults. For th0 reason we can never guarantee the
result. It would be prudent to run SUBST again
several, thnes using 20' Substitutes and leaving

-11

114
-415

Figure 5-26. , -
Samigli Run of SUBST Using 20 Substitutes.

1

1

4

12
18

.23
IT
03
19
13
13

DAYS
CUMULATIVE CUMULATIVE

DAYS 2 DAYS

I.

EL'

30 -
'42-
60

100
123
.142
155
168
172.
176
179

s,

10.5.
16;6
23;3
33.3
'46.
55.5
68.'3
78.8-

.. 86.1
93..3 -

'97; 7 .-
99'.4
100

4

3

6. t
6.6
10
126_7
9
12.7:

. 10. 5
70 2
7.2
2.2l

all the rest of the hiput't sarne:'Figure 5z27
shows the result of one suchrerun;

at. can w_e con, de." from the last three
rung of SUBST?°N40 g, absohitely. e oave
learned that 20 substitiatell probably be suf-
ficient to niegt the Superintendent's criterion.
We cannot.tell'wliether fewer thin 20 would be
likely,to suffice. tu

DO Ylji WANT TO .RUN :THE SIMULATION:AGAIN? CYES.I. NO2t

RUidr_MANY T ACHERSTMUST'BE LESS THAN 500)

WHAT.fS THE TEACHER ABSENTEE RATE ?

HISU MANY-SUBSTITUTES? ;MOST BE LESS THAN 200)
tL_

0
IRIAT'IS THE AVAILABILITY RATE FOR SUBSTITUTES C2)
76s

.MSWIMPHY DAYS ARE TO BE SIMULATED? _CMUST BE LESS THAN 190)
RLAO
THE RESULTS_aF.YOUR rovi,WILL:pftlimpLy TAKE MORE THAN S MINUTES

:..11,J1Z_PROCU,ND.ARE YOUWILLING-TO WAIT OR WOULD YOTAATHER
';.118g som4mcmpmens'FIR.INPUT7 CWILLINC TO WAIT.1. NEW INPUT2)

!gum
.01d Run of SUBST Using 20 Substitutei..eontinued

OF?1
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Exercise

2

THE COMPUTER IN EDI,JA NAC_Dit 1310 KIND
-',,:::"-..,f-.,..-7..;=::::vi'

-..8;4,--'-7.--4 ,,--tlic: t
_ _ _ _ _i_c_atAsf eau.. itsiissis-i" .-'. IS OK THE 10TH DAY

STILL CAL . 4IMULATION IS ON THE 20TH DAY
PLEASE BE P T. SIMULATION IS NON ON THE SOTM DRY
S11411L ATIO-N-ltbR ',ALL DAYS- -COOPLETEir- cwt. cut ictToa OF TABLE VALUES UNDER WAY,
DONE 21/H CALCIEATING .CLBftLATIVE DAYS . :

DONE WITH CALCULATING,* . DAYS '' * - . '.. ,
. - ..

DONE PITH. CALCULATING CUMULATIVE 2 DAYS.
SUBSTS NEEDED - " , ...

LESS . : :,, : ,
*

CUMULATE NE
SUBSTS AVA ILAGIfE .- 5 DAYS 2 DAYS DAYS

CUMULATIVE
,S DAYS

I. 1.1
0 2 1.1 11.2

-1 1.1 . . 6 o 3.3
-2 3 1.6 S-
-3 12 6.6 11.6 .

11 6.1 , 17.7
15 07 . 26.1.
23 12.7 . 70 08.8.
22 12c2 .. 92_ " :SI. 1
17 9.0 109 60.5
20 1303' 133 73.8
17 9.0 150 53.3.

=11 27.3 :165- 91.6 .. '173 9696.1_

-13 3 1.6 176
.5 177 96.473

.5
.179 99.0

figure 5-27 Continued'

REVEEW i.

1. Make some runs of your own Tor the problem just discussed. Trs1130 sub-
stitutes at least twice. Do the results meet the'criterion set by the i'uper-
intendent (not more than three days with `.'less substitutes available than
needed)? vetigate the possibility. of fewer than 20 substitutes-meeting
the crite Can you find a lower limit for the number' of substitutes tt._
needed tat, t the criterion?

-

r.

.,:
OVERVIEW OF SIMULATION

ADVANTAGES.AND
DISADVANTAGES.OF :;' ,

SIMULATION

/Now that you have a feel for what is involved in
'actual simulations, the advantages 'and disadvan-.

^taps' of the techniques should be summit''' ized.'
Simulation has- -these distinct' advantages for

thidecision maker:

1. *iatilaticth beuses:1 in description,
Orplanation; anglisrediction pf the object
iyStein. It, cif* also be used to teach about
the sub44 ays*in.

2. Simulation. provides a "framework for
analyzing *real-life situations into their
components: we must identify the 'inputs
to the s3isteM, the outputs from the syst

.

tem; and the rules by h inputs are
related to outputs

. Simulation enables. the decisions maker' to
try out a variety of Solutions on a model
of a reai-vvorld situation without the time,
danger, or, expense of working with the
real-World problem.

Some limitations of simulation are:
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COMPUTER SIMULATION
.. .

1._ _..The __object system wider stUdy Imust be
expressable in the foirn of a model. This

.
may result in an overstraplified version of
the real-life problem.

2. Building models of real-life_h blem situ-
ations is often a co z.3.and . tim-
consconsuming task, req muchlechnical
expertise..

3. The predictions and solutions: frctm a
simulation problem are valuable only to
the extent that the model for the real-life .
situation is valid.

4. Simulation provides gUidelines for making`
a

4 .'''aitCjii0Ili--j$: , but does not actually make
..-

cle isions.

A FINAL WORD ABOUT
COMPUTER SIMULATIONS

MOst of the computer programs used in this
book" are simulation's, Computer simulatips
are particularly, powerful tools for the edirla-
tionEd administrator for a variety of ,specialized
reasons:

COMPuter simulations Provi ill the«advan-)
tages of simulations in

12 GUPATH,.. QUEUE, LPRG, BUSRTE, ENRda,'I
and SUBST.

_Computer _simulations _provide ,fast iesults at
relatively little cost. The computer Ziff gen-
erate solutions in minutes that would take
people. hours or even years to compute.

There .are usually rograms available through
d computer nianufac--

and technical ex-
coMputer cen
turers: Hence, the
p required to evelop first a model and, c
then program -can be shared by many
users. is an important factor in keeping,
the c t of computer simulation reasonable-
and ordable.

Before en administrator can use a computer
simulation constructively, however, he must
know something about the model used in the
_program. It is theuser'sartionsibility to decide
first whether Eidequatv.,for simuJ

lating The situation or whether it is
t90 simplistic or unkeeessafily complicated:To,
a large extent, the detga, will deii end art how °,
th&results are to be used. A model which yieltis'
adequate estimates for au administrator's per-
sonal projection figures, for example; may not
-",gib precise or comprehensive enough to provide
figures on which to base a school bond initiative:
If one '09:considering cominiter simUlations- as
aids to decision. Making, then, the first thirihe
should decide is whether or not the nioilel is
adequate.
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.
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